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Photo 1—Keddie Wye

The Feather River Canyon

The Keddie Wye, shown on the front and rear covers, is located on the Feather River Canyon line of

the Union Pacific. (The other leg of the Wye goes through a tunnel in the background of the picture

above). The condensed notes of a trip by Executive Director Cemy July 14-15, 1986 are as follows,

starting at Oroville at the western end of the canyon.

I was met on July 14 by a hi-rail driven by Trent Allen, General Roadmaster of this section of the

Union Pacific. With him was Dale Jones, U.P.'s Regional Production Engineer. We were about to

head into perhaps the most challenging section of the entire Union Pacific System from a Maintenance

of Way standpoint, the Feather River Canyon.

As we headed out of Oroville, there was a mile-post jump from 205 to 209.6 caused by the 4. 1 mile

shortening of the line when the line was relocated from the lower part of the Feather River canyon in the

1960's to allow the construction of the Oroville Dam and reservoir.

At about mile-post 210'/2, the new alignment turned left across the Feather River and later went

over a high fill leading to an alignment headed up along the slope of grassland mountains. The speed

limit in this area was 45 m.p.h. In some ca.ses in this area, to control slides and yet meet ecological

requirements, the original surface materials had been removed and the toe of the slope built up to

prevent sliding. Then the original material was placed back over the toe reinforcement. In some of this

area, the grassland slopes were spotted with basaltic columns, some of which had rolled down hills,

looking like the disorganization of the stone heads on Easter Island. This basaltic material is easily

fractured and a quarry was being started to ship out large quantities of the stone.

As we continued rising up the grassland slope of the mountains, there was a vast view of the

agricultural plain to the west, as well as forested hills to the north across a large side valley along the

southsideof which the railroad continued up on a I9f grade. Inordertomaintain this grade, there was a

large horseshoe curve around a hill and into a tunnel. Emerging from this tunnel, number 4. the track

over which we had just passed was visible below us.

There was a small company town for the section gang, with neat well-maintained buildings at this

point, about mile-post 225.
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Photo 2—Near Pulga, California

This was followed by a deep cut and then a double-deck bridge, the upper level of which was

occupied by a highway, over an arm of the reservoir that had been formed by the Oroville Dam. The

bridge had conley expansion joints in the rails at each end. The track went immediately from the lower

level of the bridge into tunnel #5. This was followed by tunnels 6, 7 & 8, the last two being each about

1 mile long. This very expensive construction was to get the railroad back into the Feather River canyon

above the area which was flooded by the Oroville Dam.

Immediately after leaving tunnel 8, we crossed the river on a triple arch concrete bridge and

rejoined the original alignment along the right side of the canyon. This happened about mile-post 232,

after which there were 68 miles of maximum 25-mile-per-hour speeds due to the curvature of the

canyon. 1 was told that in this canyon, from November 15th to March 1st. there were additional hi-rail

patrols at the head of each train, to watch for rockslide and slip problems. This canyon area, although

posing no vegetation problems yet, was a source of future concern because of regulations regarding

spraying in this area. There was much work going on in the canyon, including clearing rocks from the

ditches along the upslope side of the track, installing a fibre optics cable which will replace the pole

line, and a large U.P. gang was in the canyon installing rail.

In a few instances, welded rail on curves was being removed and replaced with 78' bolted rail to

conform with the U. P. 's policy. The anchoring pattern was to box anchor the cribs, ratherthan the ties.

The section gangs in this very difficult canyon stretch have territories about 14 miles long.

Before mile-post 240 we changed from one side of the river to the other through a truss bridge.

California State Highway 70 crossed over the valley above us, also changing sides, (see photo 2) The

siding at this point was called Pulga. The rail gang train was picked up to be moved to a new location,

(see photo 3) The train was moved to Tobin, just beyond the point where the railroad crossed over the

river and again exchanged sides with the highway. While waiting for various moves to be made at

Tobin. I noted the very excellent condition of the UP. bridges in terms of painting.

We continued down the winding canyon, with its high, often forested slopes and sometime bare

rock walls, seeing many points where the tracks had been damaged or washed out in the floods of

Februar\' 1986. and the work that was still in progress to fully repair this.

While the hi-rail was waiting for an eastbound train to go by Virgilia. I walked ahead down the track and

found compromise joints which were marked for joining 1 19 lb. rail to either 1 12 or 1 15 lb. rail,

indicating the interchangeability of joints for the 112 and 115 lb. section.
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Photo 3—U.P. Work Train West of Tobin, California

The canyon east of Virgilia, while still very scenic, did not have the number of rocky walls and

dramatic locations as did the line west of this point. But as we approached the Keddie Wye, the railroad

was high above the river, perched on the bluff, at one place needing a bridge structure to create a place

on the vertical rock face for the railroad. This led to a tunnel, which was immediately followed by a

switch and two steel trestles diverging on a wye, (see photo 1 and covers) the one on the right bringing

us into Keddie, the left one being used by trains go-ng on the North Coast Extension, which I

understand was completed in 1931 . (After the wye, that line almost immediately starts up a 1.5% grade

on side-hill alignment in a downstream direction in the Feather River Canyon, gaining elevation to turn

north up the canyon of Indian Creek, with more dramatic side-hill alignment high above this creek.

with bridges perched dramatically on the mountainside.)

We continued on the main line upgrade from Keddie in the valley of Spanish Creek. At Quincy

Junction, at mile-post 288, we were on an alignment partway up the bluff on the side of a wide valley of

meadows. A shortline joined the mainline at this point, and we saw a train with four cars of wood chips

slowly coming up from the valley towards the U.P. interchange. We continued up the Greenhorn Creek

Valley and then went around the Williams Loop where the track looped over itself to obtain a continous

one percent grade. A second track may be added here on a steeper grade for trains not needing the one

percent grade allowed by the loop. We were now at Spring Garden (milepost 296), along low forested

hills and then went into the one-mile-long Spring Valley tunnel to emerge into the basin of the Middle

Fork of the Feather River.

After emerging from this tunnel, the allowable speed, for the first time in 68 miles, rose above

25-miles-per-hour, to 30-miles-per-hour. We passed the lumber mill at Sloat and about three miles later

entered a deeper canyon for a mile or so, and then emerged into a pleasant valley with patches of snow

on the nearby mountains. We rose above the valley on its left side and then changed our geographic

direction to northeast around milepost 313, going over a large bridge at milepost 315 called the Clio

trestel (pronouced Cly-oe), then climbing through the rocky canyon of Clio Creek. There were two

more large bridges involved in this climb. At milepost 318, we emerged into a rather flat plateau,

surrounded by low, partially forested hills. Two miles later, we were at the west end of Portola. This

marks the eastern end of the challenging terrain that had generally continued since Oroville.

(East of Portola the line enters a flat desert area surrt)unded by low mountains. This point marks a

complete change of vegetation from the forested mountain slopes of Northern California to the deserts

more associated with Nevada.)
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Excerpts from 1 986
Annual Report of

A.R.E.A. Committee 7—Timber Structures

T. E. Markvaldas, Chairman

SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS:

Subcommittee A

Recommendations for further study and research.

Mr. Gustafson reported that there was a possible future assignment concerning research on timber

trestles. The AITC is currently performing research on timber highway bridges only and will resume

research on timber railroad bridges when there are funds available. AITC will keep Mr. Gustafson

informed of their progress and we will be able to determine if any of their research is applicable to

railroad trestles. In 1982, with the help of the entire committee, Mr. Gustafson put together the

recommendations that were sent to F.A.S.T. These recommendations were very extensive; and if put

into operation, would clear up a lot of unknown forces. To date, no action has been taken by AAR on

these recommendations.

Subcommittee B

Revision of the manual.

Mr. Markvaldas has completed revision of the manual and has approval by the subcommittee and

the full committee. The revised manual has been submitted to A.R.E.A. headquarters. When editorial

changes have been completed it should be ready for printing and publication.

Subcommittee 2

Grading rules and classification of lumber for railway uses; specifications for structural timber

collaborating with other organizations interested.

Revised specifications on timber piles have been submitted to the whole committee and approved.

When editorial changes are completed it will be ready for printing and publication.

Subcommittee 3

Specifications for design of wood bridges and trestles.

Mr. Uppal's questionnaire on design procedures has been tabulated. After review it will be

published as information and transmitted to the Chief Engineers of the responding railroads.

Subcommittee 5

Design of structural glued laminated wood bridges and trestles.

Mr. Moody has submitted a ballot to his subcommittee concerning proposed revisions for the

design of glue laminated timber. These proposed revisions are intended to update this section by having

it conform to current standards and refer to current references. This is an active committee and will

monitor various other organizations and the AITC.

Subcommittee 6

Effect of unit trains on timber trestle components.

Mr. Brookings has resigned from this committee due to a change of responsibilities. Another

chairman will be selected during the September 25 meeting.
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Subcommittee 7

Effect of dapping and end overhang in bridge ties.

The chairman has retired and a new subcommittee chairman will have to be appointed.

Subcommittee 8

Protection of pile cutoffs, protection of piling against marine organisms by means other than

preservatives.

Mr. King is in the process of writing a closeout report.

Subcommittee 9

Study of in-place preservative treatment of timber trestles.

All materials have been tabulated and discussed at committee meetings. The final report will be sent

to full committee for a vote as soon as the so called "Threshold limit" of penta can be documented.
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Excerpts from 1986 Annual Report of

AREA Committee 8 — Concrete Structures

and Foundations
H. R. Sandberg, Chairman

SUBCOMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

A. Recommendations for Further study and research.

The full committee continues to unanimously and strongly recommend that, when research

funds become available, the request made by the Committee several years ago for funding of a

project to determine impact stresses in concrete bridges be given consideration. Computer models

have been developed to analyze these stresses, but field data is needed to verify and "benchmark"

the models.

A meeting with members of Committee 15 will be held to coordinate input into the AAR 5 Year

Bridge Program.

B. Revision of Manual

This subcommittee continues to review Chapter 8 to ensure that it is kept up to date and to

correct cross references between parts. Recommendations for revisions are made to the proper

subcommittees.

1. Design of Concrete Structures

A revised Part 19, Rules for Rating Existing Concrete Bridges, has been submitted to the full

Committee for ballot. This revision has been modeled after the AASHTO rating criteria which

uses the Load Factor design method. Copies also have been submitted to Committees 7 and 15

for their review and comments.

The subcommittee continues to work on the new Part 13, Precast Concrete Box Culverts,

and a revision to Part 17, Prestressed Concrete Design. These were balloted in 1985, but major

comments were made that have not yet been satisfactorily resolved.

A part dealing with the inspection and repair of prestressed concrete members is being

prepared.

The need for criteria for design of bridges in zones of seismic danger is being studied. A
meeting was held with members of Committee 15. It is planned to continue this cooperative

effort so that seismic criteria might be included in the Manual.

2. Foundations and Earth Pressures

A revised Part 6, Crib Walls, has been submitted to the full Committee for ballot. This

revision includes the use of materials other than concrete.

A revised Part 18, Elastomeric Bearing Pads, has been submitted to the full Committee for

ballot. This revision utilizes the latest research made by the University of Washington for

AASHTO. This information has been shared with Committee 15.

Revisions to Parts 3, 4 and 5 have been submitted to the subcommittee for ballot, and it is

expected that they will be ready for presentation to the full Committee early in 1987.

3. Waterproofing and Other Protective Systems for Railway Structures

Subcommittee continues to monitor products, procedures and related activities as they relate

to the protection of concrete structures. The inclusion of EPDM as an approved waterproofing

material will be submitted to the full committee for ballot.
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Strengthening Existing Concrete or Masonry Structures and Restoration of Existing

Structures to Restore Original Structural Capacity and Durability

The subcommittee is cun-ently preparing a section on the use of slurry walls, both as a

structural element and as a cutoff wall. It is expected that this will be submitted to the full

Committee in 1987.

The criterion for pier protection walls which now requires 2 '-6" thick crash walls for piers

located within 25 feet of a track is being studied. This criterion was questioned by Committee

28, and subsequent investigation revealed a need for specifications covering not only piers but

other sensitive structures adjacent to railway tracks. The subcommittee has recommended that

Committee 8 should be responsible only for the protection of bridge piers. Protection for all

other structures should be considered by other railroad committees. To assist them in preparing

criteria for protection of bridge piers a questionnaire has been prepared for submittal to the Chief

Engineers of member railroads. It is expected that a revision covering protection of bridge

structures adjacent to railroad tracks can be developed by late 1987 or early 1988.

The subcommittee has also been assigned the task of reviewing and revising Part II, Lining

of Railway Tunnels.
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Excerpts from Annual Report of

AREA Committee 9— Highway-Railway Programs
A. D. Moore, Chairman

STATUS OF SUBCOMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS

Subcommittee A — Recommendations for Future Study and Research

This committee is a standing committee and has recently requested the whole committee

membership for their input as to further subjects to be studied.

It has also maintained a liaison with other committees such as TRB as well as other research

organizations such as TSC.

Committee 9 again requests a research item. We are requesting the conducting of tests on various

grade crossing surface materials. Some of the possible tests would be failure by load, failure by fatigue,

coefficient of friction, flammability, etc. It is requested that the Board of Direction of AREA consider

this request for research. It is felt that there is no common place in this country to obtain information

such as the above for the railroads. We feel it is important that such data be obtained and put out to

AREA members so that logical decision on material usage can be made.

Subcommittee B — Revision of Manual

This subcommittee is a standing committee. Two revisions of Chapter 9 are progressing at this

time. Subcommittee B will continue to coordinate with other subcommittees for manual revision.

Subcommittee 1 — Drainage and Foundations for Highway-Railway Grade Crossings

This subcommittee was assigned approx. 1981 . The study items have been redefined recently and

assignment should be completed in approx. 2 years. It has been determined that foundation is very

critical to grade crossing stability. There has been some discussion that the requirements for

engineering fabric under a grade crossing is different than under general track locations. This item

needs to be continued.

Subcommittee 2 — Types of Grade Crossings Surfaces

This committee has gathered information on new surface materials that have come on the market

and has reviewed data and reports by state agencies on the materials in these states. This keeps the

committee informed of the developments and allows for current exchange of important data. This

assignment is a continuing one.

Subcommittee 3 — Summary Reporting of Signiricant Publications on Grade Crossings

This subcommittee continues to review and report on various publications involving highway-

railway intersections. Liaison is maintained with research organizations as well as other related

committees to share information and to obtain access to additional sources of material. This is a

continuing subject with addendum being prepared frequently and revi.sed reports prepared every two to

three years. This assignment is a continuing one.

Subcommittee 4 — Evaluation of Developments in Passive and Non-Train Activated Grade

Crossing Traffic Control Devices

This subcommittee was formed in the late 1970s. This committee continues to monitor

developments in the area of passsive warning devices. The subcoinniittee has been monitoring the

Canadian crossbuck program and use of the "yield" and "warning device out of service" signs for use at

grade crossings. This subcommittee should be continued.
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Subcommittee 5 — Grade Crossing Safety & Public Awareness

This subcommittee was assigned approx. 1981. The subcommittee did maintain liaison with the

National Safety Council through their National Director of the Operation Lifesaver Program, who is a

member of this subcommittee. This subcommittee also helped with questions on the driver license tests

and with Operation Lifesaver steering committee. With the resignation of the chairman the future of the

subcommittee is in doubt, however the assignment should be continued for another year while

reviewed for need.

Subcommittee 7 — Evaluation of Developments in Train-Activated Grade Crossings Traffic

Control Device

This subcommittee was assigned in the late 1970s. This subcommittee continues to maintain a

liaison with AAR Committee D and report on their activities. The subcommittee is continuing to

monitor any activated warning devices that have been proposed for development. This assignment

should be continued.

Subcommittee 10 — Summary Reporting of Administration of State Crossing Safety Programs

This subcommittee has kept the committee's members as a whole, aware of the status of the grade

crossing program in general. Included in this area were reports as to the current legislation providing

funding for crossing improvements, the status of rule making procedures, the situations regarding

obligation rates of funding currently available, current developments being handled by AAR that effect

crossing programs on the national level. Additionally this subcommittee reported on local, regional and

national meetings involving the grade crossing programs that were of interest to the committee. This

subcommittee should be continued.
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Excerpts From 1986 Annual Report of

AREA Committee 10— Concrete Ties

S. p. Heath, Chairman

Subcommittee — Assignment (A) — "Recommendations for Further Study and Research"

Recommend study to develop the economics of concrete ties on tangent track. This study should

include tests to determine the loading environment on tangent track compared with the loading

environment on curves to determine if different design loads should be used for concrete ties to be used

in tangent track only. A lighter design for tangent track could have a significant impact on the

economics of concrete ties in tangent track.

Subcommittee — Assignment (B) — "Revision of Manual"

Do not have any recommendations for manual revisions at this time other than the revisions that are

presently assigned to other subcommittees.

Subcommittee — Assignment (1) — "Flexural Strength"

(a) Review of Table I in Section 1.4.1., Monoblock ties.

(b) Review of Table II in Section 1.5.1, Two block ties.

(c) Investigate the effect of axle loads and tie spacing on tie requirements.

This subcommittee has developed different values for the distribution factor and the impact factor

which are used in calculating the estimated rail seat load. These new values were discussed in the last

committee meeting and a letter ballot is being prepared with these revisions. Some manual revisions

relating to the test sequence for two block ties which were approved at previous committee meetings

will also be included in this letter ballot.

Subcommittee — Assignment (2) — "Investigate Requirements for Concrete Switch Ties,

Bridge Ties, and Grade Crossing Ties"

The subcommittee is progressing with their assignment and due to the scope of this assignment and

since it was just started this year, they do not have any recommendations developed at this time. As

there is more activity with the use of concrete switch ties, they will have more installations to study.

Subcommittee — Assignment (3) — "Fastenings"

(a) Revise current test requirements.

(b) Investigate the effects of axle loads and tie spacing on fastening requirements.

They are currently concentrating on assignment (a). Due to the many factors involved we still have

been unable to secure committee approval of the different proposed revisions. Recommendations for

the test requirements are being redrafted in view of the comments made at recent committee meetings.

Subcommittee — Assignment (4) — "Test Requirements"

The new assignments approved last year also involve work .some of the other subcommittees are

doing and recommendations will have to be developed jointly with the other subcommittees.

The subcommittee has recommendations for new assignments for Board approval as follows:

1. Re-evaluate acceptance criteria for repeated load test. The present test requires loading to

initiate cracks, then testing cracked tie under repeated load and measuring ability of tie to

support load at the end of the test.

Recommend subjecting an uncracked tie to repeated load cycles and dctemiine if any crack

development has occurred during test.
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2. Develop required strength of new concrete ties and develop factors to take into account changes

over a period of years, for example decrease in prestress over time. This is needed to evaluate

serviceability and project service life of concrete ties after several years in track.

Subcommittee — Assignment (5) — "Review Manual and Make Recommendations to Include

Post Tensioned Concrete Cross Ties"

This subcommittee has met a couple of times and is making good progress toward developing

recommendations for post tensioned concrete ties. We have a good representation from the National

Railways of Mexico on this subcommittee which is very helpful since post tensioned concrete ties are in

widespread use in Mexico. Other applications of post tensioned concrete ties are mainly found in

European countries.

The previous subcommittee, assignment 5 — "Investigate Ballast Requirements" was to have

been completed when several recommendations to be included in the commentary of Chapter 1 were

furnished to Committee 1. Since these recommendations were not accepted by Committee 1, we feel

this subcommittee should continue and should work with the appropriate subcommittee of Committee I

to include reference to several factors we feel are important for concrete ties. If approved to continue

this assignment, it would become assignment 6, since we have a new assignment 5 related to post

tensioned concrete ties.

Committee 10 is fortunate to have representation from all regions of North America including

Mexico and Canada. We have many associate members who take an active part in the committee's

work. We will work to stay current with new technological advancements to improve the railway track

structure and maintenance.
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Excerpts From 1986

Annual Report of A.R.E.A.

Committee 11 — Engineering Records & Property
Accounting

G. L. Fisher, Chairman

Subcommittee Assignments

Subcommittee "A": Recommendations for Further Research and Study

No new recommendations for 1986. Changes in U.S. Federal tax laws and further experience with

the concept of salvage under Track Depreciation will undoubtedly lead to recommendations for further

study in 1987.

Subcommittee "B": Revision of Manual

The various components of the existing manual are under review and subcommittee chairmen have

been assigned to work with the Chairman of Subcommittee B in preparing a draft of the manual rewrite.

Committee 11 's intent is to prepare a comprehensive rewrite of the manual to be available in draft form

for AREA review in 1987 and to finalize the manual revision in 1988.

Subcommittee "1": Accounting

The implementation of the U.S. Interstate Commerce Commission order on Track Depreciation in

1983 is still an evolving issue within the industry especially concerning the accounting for salvage

value of assets. Subcommittee 1 has continued to study and report on Track Depreciation topics as well

as developing and prioritizing a list of other accounting topics to be studied and reported on in the

coming year.

Subcommittee "2": Office and Drafting Practices

Personnel changes have significantly curtailed the study of this Committee during the year. It is this

Chairman's intent to revive Subcommittee 2 in 1987 to make it once again a viable and productive part

of Committee 1 1

.

Subcommittee "3": Taxes

Subcommittee 3 has continued to provide information on tax subjects of all types to committee

membership during the year.

The culmination of pending revision of U.S. Federal tax legislation will, hopefully, allow the

opportunity for Subcommittee 3 to prepare a report on new taxation for presentation to the AREA
membership in 1987.

Subcommittee "4": Capital Planning and Budgeting

The Staggers Act and its implication within the industry in the U.S.A. defined the need within

Committee 1 1 for the creation of this new subcommittee to study and report on planning and budgeting

practices and concepts. Subcommittee 4 was created for this purpose.

Some subjects currently being looked at for study include the role of project management, analysis

and selection criteria for capital projects, relationship of capital and maintenance programs to long term

corporate goals, etc. It is Committee 1 1 's intent to have results of Subcommittee 4s work available for

presentation and or publication in 1987.
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Excerpts From 1986 Annual Report of

A.R.E.A. Committee 12 — Rail Transit

D. W. Reagan, Chairman

This committee has had a very active start since its first meeting was held in Chicago at the March

A.R.E.A. Conference. This was followed by a meeting in Sacramento in October. Membership has

reached almost 100 in less than a year. Three subcommittees have been formed as follows:

1. Rail corridor evaluation.

2. Special track and roadway considerations for rail transit.

3. Special bridge and structural considerations for rail transit.

Other subcommittee assignments, when selected, will be submitted to the Board of Directors for

approval.

The committee is working towards the publication of manual material on rail transit.
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Excerpts From 1986

Annual Report of A.R.E.A.

Committee 13 — Environmental Engineering

R. V. Spence, Chairman

Progress on the Sub-Committees' assignments are as follows:

1. WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

The 1985 assignment on "LEAKING UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS" (LUST) saw a

regulation summary published as information in the January 1986 Bulletin. As this subject area is still

under regulatory development by EPA, the matter will be monitored for eventual Manual publication.

A new topic for 1985 involved reporting on storm water run-off regulations. A status report will be

prepared for consideration for full Committee 1 3 , by the end of 1 986, with the goal of eventual Manual

publication.

2. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

The subject matter "ASBESTOS REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL" was published as information

in the October 1985 Bulletin. This subject had been assigned to Sub-Committee 2 in 1984. Work

proceeds on the 1985 assignment of revising Part 2 of the Manual material. Various Railroad air

pollution sources have been identified and assigned for investigation and reporting by the Sub-

Committee members. An interim report is expected for the October Committee 13 meeting.

3. LAND POLLUTION AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Substantial progress has been achieved on the 1985 assignment for revisions to Part 3 of the

Manual. It is anticipated that much of the reorganized material dealing with uses of land for waste

storage, treatment and disposal and a further outline of hazardous waste disposal will be published

as Bulletin information in 1987 with Manual publication the eventual goal.

4. NOISE POLLUTION CONTROL

The article entitled "EMPLOYEE EXPOSURE TO NOISE IN THE RAILROAD
WORKPLACE" had editorial changes made to it and was resubmitted in 1986 for Manual

publication as Part 4.1. Currently, the Sub-Committee is working on "NOISE BARRIER

TECHNOLOGY" for publication in the Manual as Part 4.2.

5. PLANT UTILITIES

Sub-Committee 5 continues its 1985 assignment of revising extensively this part of Chapter 13.

Progress has been hampered by a change in Chairmanship of the Sub-Committee; however, a rough

draft of the new Part 5 is completed and further progress is anticipated for the coming year.
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Excerpts From Annual Report of

A.R.E.A. Committee 14— Yards and Terminals
W. A. Schoelwer, Chairman

Status of subcommittee assignments.

Subcommittee A — Recommendations for further research.

Two new subjects have been submitted for approval.

1. Design of Reclamation Plants.

2. Yard Control Systems

Two other subjects are still under discussion and may be submitted. They are:

1. Problems associated with passed couplers in classification yards.

2. Problems of increasing throughput and the design of a system to identify both problems and

possible solutions.

Subcommittee B

Two items have been approved as manual material and will be submitted shortly for inclusion. They

are:

1. Fire protection in yards.

2. Design of TOFC/COFC Facilities

A third item has been approved and will be submitted for a vote with minutes of the September 30

meeting. It is: Local Yards.

Subcommittee 1 — Bulk Material Handling Systems

Progress to Date: Outline published in 1974

Parts 1 and 2 published September 1976.

Completion: Parts three through eight are in draft turn and should be completed in 1987.

Benefits: When published, as information, the report will contain the necessary guidelines for the

designed Bulk Transfer Facilities.

Reconunendations: The assignment should continue to completion.

Subcommittee 2 — Design of TOFC/COFC Facilities

Work complete, the repon has been published as information and will be submitted as manual

material later this year. This committee will be discontinued.

Subcommittee 3 — Local Yard

Work complete except for vote and submission to the board for publication as manual material.

Subcommittee 4 — Run through trains effect on Yards

Progress to date consists of an outline made by the first chairman for discussion purposes. The next

chairman also was transferred and resigned from the committee. The next chairman also was transferred

before he made a good start and forced to resign. A new chairman will be selected at the September

Meeting.

Benefits will be the assembling of information on how the large increa.se in run through trains and

those who swap blocks affect yard design.

It is recommended this subcommittee continue and hopefully the work can be completed by 1988.
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Subcommittee 5 — Control of Contaminated Wheels in Hump Yards

There has been no progress to date and completion is expected in 1988 . Benefits will be derived from

an examination of control equipment and how it can react to cars the system seems unable to control.

This subcommittee should continue and hop)efully some new information can be developed which

will assist in preventing runaway cars.

Subcommittee 6 — Design of Automobile LoadingAJnIoading Facilities

Progress to date has been a suggested outline by the Chairman which was presented at the last

meeting. Completion is expected in 1988 for the report which will be published as information and in

1989 for manual material.

The report will update Section 4.3 of the manual to keep the latest technology available to manual

users.

Subcommittee 7 — Collaborating with TRB on related subjects.

Benefits include coordinating workshops and reports with the Transportation Research Board. This

subcommittee grew out of a previous one which worked with the Transportation Research Center on

developing yard designs. While the yard and terminal design committee has been combined with the

intermodal committee the areas covered are still of vital interest to Committee 1 4 . The recent work shop at

New Orleans was an example of this cooperation.
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Excerpts From 1986
Annual Report of

AREA Committee 15— Steel Structures

C. R. Wahlen, Chairman

Status of Committee Assignments

AREA Assignment A: Recommendation for further study and research.

The subcommittee reviewed the research and further study requests of past years. Discussions were

held to identify the top few research recommendations.

The possibiHty of railroad bridge research by agencies outside the AAR-AREA was explored. This

included arranging for a presentation by the Program Director of the National Science Foundation ( NSF)

on how research projects are selected. It is apparent that useful railroad bridge research can be included in

NSF programs. However, to accomplish this, we would need to work with a University grant program

and arrange for industry cooperation in financing.

We have met with the AAR and listened to a presentation on a proposed bridge research program

about to commence . We have recognized and discussed the need for close cooperation in developing and

monitoring the AAR Bridge Program by AREA Committees 7, 8 and 15. This is a current subject of

concern and it is felt that the success of the research program is dependent upon such participation.

AREA Assignment B: Revision of Manual

This standing subcommittee completed final revisions to "Guidelines for format of Chapter

15 — AREA Manual." These guidelines have now been approved by Committee 15 and recommend

their adoption by AREA for the other chapters of the Manual . The subcommittee is presently studying the

impact formula in Article 1.3.5 in an attempt to arrive at a more satisfactory definition for the lateral

spacing distance "S".

AREA Assignment 1: Develop specifications for the design of elastomeric bearings in collabora-

tion with Committee 8

The current status of this assignment is that we have reviewed the final draft of Committee 8's

specifications for elastomeric bearings and have furnished comments to that committee.

A first draft of specifications for confined elastomeric bearings to be included in Chapter 1 5 has been

prepared and distributed to members of the subcommittee as well as to four known manufacturers for

review and comments. At the September meeting, the comments will be reviewed and a second draft

prepared which will be sent to Committee 8 for review. A final draft for letter ballot is expected to be

presented to the full committee in January or May 1987.

A pxjssible rewording of the assignment could be to insert the word "confined" before the word

elastomeric in the title.

AREA Assignment 2: Obtain data from which the frequency of occurrence of maximum stress in

steel railway bridges may be determined under service loading.

The data that has been accumulated this far was turned over to a graduate student at Lehigh University

under the guidance of Dr. John Fisher, a member of Committee 15, and a rcp<irt was prepared Another

student will start this summer to continue this work. The subcommittee plans to meet jointly with the

Rating subcommittee at the September meeting to attempt to decide what the next step will be in this

assignment.
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AREA Assignment 3: Steel fabrication — materials, methods, quality control procedures and

qualifications of fabricators.

This assignment was made in 1985 and, since that time, the subcommittee has been organized and

discussed several problems related to fabrication . The panel discussion on steel fabrication at the January

1986 meeting and the planned field trip to a Chicago area steel fabrication plant in September 1986 are

meant to make the committee more aware of these problems and seek solutions that can be addressed in

AREA Specifications.

The subject of securing fabricated structural steel for rail shipment is under current consideration and

to be discussed at the September meeting.

AREA Assignment 4: Develop specifications for the earthquake design of steel railway bridges.

The activities of the Earthquake Design subcommittee during the past year have been limited to

representation at a meeting in February 1986 with ATC and representatives from Committee 8.

A summary of recent events is contained in the minutes of the May 1986 meeting.

We are awaiting comments from Committee 8 and for clarification from AREA Headquarters on the

earthquake task assigned to Committee 15.

AREA Assignment 5: Establish criteria for determining serviceability of steel structures which

have been exposed to fire.

Article 8.6 "Guidelines for Evaluating Fire Damaged Steel Railway Bridges" has been amended to

add a color/temperature table and published in the Manual. The subcommittee reviewed an engineering

report submitted by a consulting engineering firm covering a metallurgical analysis of members of a fire

damaged bridge and determined that it was inconclusive and did not call for a change in the guidelines.

The subcommittee recommends that the subject remain open for one more year to receive and review

comments on the latest revisions.

AREA Assignment 7: Bibliography and technical explanation of various requirements in AREA
specifications relating to iron and steel structures.

Editorial changes to Part 9 were completed and published in the 1986-87 Manual supplement. There

is a continuing need for the updating of the bibliography and technical explanation material in Part 9 of

Chapter 15.

AREA Assignment 8: Fracture control plan.

This past year we have had representatives from the steel industry as guests at our meetings to discuss

the costs and impacts of our AREA Fracture Control Plan. We have also monitored the revisions being

proposed to the AASHTO Fracture Control Plan to see if those changes would be applicable to the AREA
Specifications. Currently, we are studying the report "Fatigue Behavior of Variable Loaded Bridge

Details Near the Fatigue Limit" NCHRP Project 12-15(5) prepared by Lehigh University.

It is recommended that the subcommittee continue this assignment so that the AREA Specifications

for fracture critical members will be current.

Welded steel bridges

The subcommittee continues to review the welding specifications of Chapter 15 and keep them in

conformance with AWS Dl . 1 . The work of this subcommittee should be continued since AWS and

AASHTO are currently writing a new combined welding specification which will undoubtedly require

review by Committee 1 5 to see ifthe new AWS/AASHTO weld specification fulfills the requirements for

railway bridges.
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Movable bridges

The subcommittee arranged for two programs which were presented to the whole committee . Messrs

.

W. L. Bloom and W. Bowden of Link Controls, Inc. discussed state-of-the-art control and braking

systems for movable bridge operation . Subcommittee member H . W . Lichius presented a paper entitled

"Remote Control of Movable Bridges." A major revision in the design specifications for trunnions is

under consideration . The committee continues to review Part 6 of Chapter 1 5 to upgrade and improve its

provisions.

Rating

Activities of this subcommittee were limited during the past year. We are awaiting additional results

of testing of riveted members at Lehigh University. The subcommittee has been reorganized and has a

new Chairman. A comprehensive review of Part 7 — Existing Bridges has been started. Although not

presently an AREA assignment, the subject of uniformity of the philosophy of rating in all structural

chapters should be addressed.

High strength bolts

Revisions to bring Chapter 15 into agreement with current ASTM material specifications were

submitted to letter ballot. The subcommittee continually monitors ASTM and Research Council on

Structural Connections (RCSC) specifications to keep AREA specifications current with advances in the

fastener field.

A presentation titled "Highlights of the new RCSC specification for the design of A325 and A490

bolts" will be made by the Chairman at the September meeting.
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Excerpts From 1986 Annual Report of

A.R.E.A. Committee 16 — Economics of Plant, Equipment
and Operations

R. L. McMurtrie, Chairman

SPECIAL INFORMATION:

To celebrate Dr. Louis K. Sillcox's lOObirthday on April 30, 1986 in Toronto, Ontario, Con Bach,

Jack Martin and Bill Matthews from Committee 16presentedhimaplaqueonbehalf of A.R.E.A. The

wording on the plaque says:

THE AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION IS VERY PROUD TO
HONOR, ON APRIL 30TH, 1986 ON HIS lOOTH BIRTHDAY.

DR. LOUIS K. SILLCOX
AS AN HONORARY AND LIFE MEMBER, DR. SILLCOX HAS GIVEN 66 YEARS OF
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO A.R.E.A. AND 48 YEARS OF GUIDANCE TO
COMMITTEE 16.

P. R. RICHARDS
PRESIDENT—AREA

I would like to thank Mr. Richards for having the plaque made.

BRIEF STATUS OF EACH SUB-COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENT:

B. REVISION OF MANUAL

This subcommittee will review reports submitted for information for manual material. At the

present time this subcommittee is studying material proposed by the various committees in the hope

that material will be submitted for manual inclusion in 1987.

1. Economics of New Railway Terminal Location and Operation in Cooperation with

Committee 14

The final draft of the report "The Effects of Changing Traffic on Terminal Economics" has

been completed and will be reviewed at September 30th meeting. This report will then be

submitted to be published as information. Completion of this report will terminate Assignment

1.

2. Engineering Economics as an Element in Railroad Decision Support Systems

A draft report is being prepared which will document new economic approaches to

managerial costing. The end product will be instructions or guidelines for management to assist

them in the decision making process. This assignment will be completed in 1987.

3. Economics of Train Speed

A draft of this report will be reviewed at September 30th Committee meeting. This

assignment will be completed in 1987.

4. Economics of Automatic Train Inspection Equipment and Location, including

Consideration of Unattended Rear of Trains.

A second questionnaire was sent out on "End of Train" devices and only six responses were

received. Additional effort is underway to obtain more responses. It is hoped that a draft of the

first phase of this assignment will be completed so it may be reviewed at September 30th

Committee meeting. The "Rear of Train" problem is the tlrst phase of this assignment which

will delve into many other potential train inspection methods.
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5. Economic Comparison of Track and Right-of-Way Inspection Methods and Equipment

A preliminary draft of this report has been prepared and will be supplemented by the results

from a questionnaire which has been circulated. This assignment will be completed in 1987.

6. Applications of Industrial Engineering to the Railroad Industry

This is a continuing assignment under Committee 16 in which the subcommittee is

concentrating on a series of reports dealing with the application of specific industrial

engineering techniques in the railway industry. The subcommittee is presently involved with a

study of "Applications of Robots in Railways" which is being done in conjunction with M . I .T. 's

robotic research group. This assignment is essentially complete and will be supplemented by the

MIT report on robotics. This subcommittee is also looking into other possible assignments and

is developing priorities.
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Excerpts From 1986 Annual Report of

A.R.E.A. Committee 22 — Economics of Railway
Construction & Maintenance

W. C. Thompson, Chairman

Progress on subcommittee assignments for the year is as follows:

Subcommittee A — "Recommendation for further study and Research"

New subjects submitted for approval are:

1 . Economics of AREA Standard Rail vs Premium Rail

2. Economics of Standardization of Turnout Material

Subcommittee B — "Revision of Manual"

Part 2 of Chapter 22 was submitted for publication after approval by letter ballot by Conunittee 22.

Part 3 of Chapter 22 is still under revision with completion expected in 1987.

Suljconunittee 1 — "Analysis of operating of railways that have substantially reduced the cost of

construction and maintenance of way work"

A report is forthcoming covering the inspection at the Transportation Test Center by the committee

on June 10, 1986.

Subcommittee 2 — "Develop economics ofmethods to dispose of scrap and obsolete materials —
OTM, rail, etc."

The subject was assigned in 1985 and a questionnaire is being developed following guidelines

established at our June 9, 1986 meeting.

Subcommittee 3 — "Economics of various surfacing gang consists used by railroads in North

America"

The subject was assigned in January 1986 and is under study.

Subcommittee 4— "Economics of ballast cleaning"

A rejx)rt is being drafted for submission as information.

Subcommittee 6 — "Economics of shop butt welding 39-foot rails vs long rail (78 to 80 foot rails)

into CWR strings"

A report on the subject has been submitted for publication as information.

New subject assignment will be "Economics of Standardization of Turnout Material" which is

awaiting approval by the AREA Board.

Subconunittee 8 — "Economics of usage of track stabilization upon high speed track surfacing

operations"

A questionnaire is in circulation on this subject and a summary of information will be available at

the January 1987 meeting.

Subcommittee 9 — "Economics of various fixations of rail to wood ties"

The proposed questionnaire was reviewed at our June 9 meeting and revision is in progress. The

revised product will be submitted for approval in 1986.
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Excerpts From 1986 Annual Report of

AREA Committee 24— Engineering Education

D. V. Sartore, Chairman

Subcommittee Assignments

A. Further Study: One new subject in 1985, one other being considered for 1987.

1. Recruiting and Speakers: Publish an annual survey of college graduate hiring by railroad

engineering and maintenance departments. Advise schools of availability of railroad speakers

for student groups, with details handled by H.Q. staff.

2. Faculty Support: Canvassed schools for railroad data needed as teaching aides, canvassed

railroads and consultants to determine availability of that material.

3. Curriculum Development: Preliminary planning only due to prior assignment of subcommittee

chairman. This assignment should allow the railroad industry the opportunity to assist in

developing engineering curricula appropriate to railroad needs.

4. Student Relations: Successfully handled 1986 student scholarship program, are actively

planning for 1987 program. Little progress on increasing AREA student memberships.

5

.

Continuing Education: Successfully handled 1 986 Track and Roadbed Seminar and are actively

planning 1987 seminar.
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Excerpts From 1986 Annual Report of

A.R.E.A. Committee 27 — Maintenance-of-Way Work
Equipment

S. F. Mills, Chairman

Subcommittee A — Recommendation for further study and research.

One item was discussed under this topic, "Rubber Tire Performance in the Railroad Environment."

This was given to Committee 2 for consideration.

Subcommittee B — Revision of Manual.

The manual revisions proposed were deferred and the revisions were sent to the general membership

for perusal and a vote at our next meeting.

Subcommittee 1 — Reliability Engineering as Applicable to Work Equipment.

Tliis committee has a new Chairman and will become active in 1986-87. A questionnaire is being

developed to query both the railroad and supply industries to determine the state of "Reliability

Engineering" and how this affects railway operation and revenues. Further to this, the committee will

look at. specifically, design and testing of new products, performance of new equipment when initially

placed in service, and consistent, reliable performance of equipment years after manufacture.

Subcommittee 2 — Preventive Maintenance of Way Equipment.

This committee is currently working on Preventive Maintenance recommendations for engines and

will look at rubber tires in a railroad environment. This committee is on-going and will be more active in

the current year.

Subcommittee 3 — Computer Applications as Applicable to Work Equipment.

This is a newly established committee and is presenting a report at the next meeting. Committee has

the potential of becoming our most active , and possibly will provide some immediate cost savings to our

member railroads.

Subcommittee 4 — Maintenance of Way Equipment Safety.

This committee has not been active and has not had active participation of its Chairman. Considera-

tion will be given to the possibility of merging this with Subcommittee 1

.

Subcommittee 5 — Training Programs for Machine Operators and Maintainers.

A new Chairman of this subcommittee has sent a survey to member railroads to determine training

programs available. This will be tabulated for the next meeting and the committee's direction will be

determined.

Subcommittee 6 — Rationalization of the Work Equipment Department.

This new subcommittee sent out and tabulated a questionnaire to Chief Engineers and Work

Equipment Managers. It was presented for study and will be discussed at our next meeting. Following

this, direction of this subcommittee will be established.

Subcommittee 8 — Future Needs of Machinery.

This subcommittee is to present results of a survey conducted during the past year. Subject to the

results of this survey, a decision will be made on the future of this subcommittee.

Subcommittee 9 — Study Noise Reduction on Equipment.

This subcommittee will be examined with consideration given to merging it with another subcom-

mittee.
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Excerpts From Annual Report of

A.R.E.A. Committee 28 — Clearances

C. C. Smoot, Chairman

Subcommittee A — "Recommendations for further study and research."

A standing committee coordinating industry requirements for future study. At its last meeting, a

review was given to the enhancement ofmanual graphics and how to standardize requirements for testing

high center of gravity loads. This subject will be further expanded after investigation by subcommittee

6-76. The Committee feels strongly that actual field testing of such loads is the only way to unify safe

handling practices among carriers.

Subcommittee B — "Revision of Manual."

Changes were recommended to Section 28, Part 3, page 10, suggested method for charting all

obstructions. Last changed in 1980, the diagram reflects an older standard truck center (43'). Also under

review is the miscellaneous section of the manual. Part 3 (Paragraph 3.7). Revised draft will soon be

available.

Subcommittee 1-85 — "Review Railway Line Clearances to develop improved user accessibility."

Working closely with Railway Line Clearances Publisher, enhancements to the RLC were made in

the current 1 986-87 edition. Formatting is being made to permit carriers to structure their representation

utilizing personal computers.

Subcommittee 2-62 — "Compilation of the railroad clearance requirements of the various

states."

This is an ongoing assignment of Rail Clearance requirement. Updated chart was presented to the

committee and submitted for its approval by written vote.

Subcommittee 3-81 — "Investigate the criteria for handling heavy and excessive dimension

shipments, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Committees 5, 7,8

and 15."

The booklet developed by the subcommittee is complete. Format for incorporation into the manual

will be presented at fall meeting. Committee noted this booklet could be of great value to many newly

emerging "Short Lines" as a guide in measuring dimensional loads. This committee should be complete

when incorporation and distribution are effected.

Subcommittee 4-85 — "Conversion of 'Heavy Capacity and Special Type Flat Car' Section of The

Official Railway Equipment Register (ORKR) to UMLER compatibility

format."

Progress continues in converting the "Official Railway Equipment Register" heavy capacity section

to UMLER format. This subcommittee, working with an Ad-Hoc AAR subcommittee, has recently

received the AAR UMLER Committee approval for several changes in reporting requirements for H/D

cars. Work continues however with a still distant completion date.

Subcommittee 5-80 — "Research and develop book covering heavy-duty diagrams and ratings."

Heavy Duty Car Diagrams are nearing completit)n for 4 and 6-a,xle equipment, fomiat changes for

legibility have been incorporated. A large volume of detail work remains forS-axleand longer cars. Also

an appendix is being prepared for cars not covered by the O . R . E . R . Completion date is far in the future

.
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Subcommittee 6-76 — "Study the effects of shipment center of gravity in relation to train speed

and track curvature."

Study of types and volume of high center of gravity loads continues towards an objective of

establishing parameters to be utilized in a proposed FAST track testing. Importance of this has been

heightened by universal movement of double stacks at high rates of speed. This will be a long term

project.

Subcommittee 7-85 — "Committee for government and industry liaison."

Highlighted the growing importance of Short Line Railroads and the need for their inclusion in

Railway Line Clearances. Also stressed was computerization of their publications and benefits of carrier

cooperation in this area. This is a continuing committee.

Subcommittee 11-85 — "Compilation ofa comprehensive bibliography pertaining to the technic-

al literature on railroad high and wide clearances."

Latest editions of glossary and the bibliography were presented to committee. Glossary is nearing

completion and ballot approval. Bibliography is essentially in same status with subcommittee soliciting

for relevant articles. Wouldexpectworkcompletionfallof 1987-Spring 1988. Work will require periodic

updating.

Subcommittee 12-84 — "Recommended procedure to insure that additions or modifications to

clearances are promptly and properly reported to Clearance Engineer."

"Clearance Procedures" has just had its 4th draft and is under review by subcommittee members . This

should bring subject to full committee for ballot within the month.
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Excerpts From 1986 Annual Report of

A.R.E.A. Committee 32 — Systems Engineering

A. R. Herman, Chairman

Subcommittee Status/Activity

1. Engineering Management Systems

The subcommittee was reorganized January 1 986 and the title changed to better reflect the areas of

interest and the research being accomplished. The subcommittee will be addressing the issue of

guidelines for development of a management system. Also, the group is working with subcommittee

#3 in preparing a symposium on uses of personal computers in railway engineering. This symposium

will be presented at Chicago in March 1987 immediately following the annual technical conferences.

See subcommittee #3 below.

2. Gathering and Coordinating Information for the Management of the Engineering Function.

Formation of subcommittee 2 occurred January 1986 to take over and expand upon activities of

former Subcommittee 5 — Uses of Track Geometry Information after the establishment of Committee

2 — Track Measuring Systems. Work is just getting under way in the subcommittee to examine the

type, sources and uses of information that are available to support the management systems used by the

Engineering Department and the railroad company as a whole. We see this as an area of interest and an

area where there is potential for improvement. As the subject is rather large in scope. Subcommittee 2

will have to set limits on its activities. Therefore, small portions will be tackled, such as;

• Research new applications for the use of personal and mainframe computers;

• Improve data gathering techniques; and

• Development of methods facilitating the exchange of information within the corporate structure

and the impact of corporate rules regarding information.

3. Systems Engineering Education

Based on the feedback and questions that have been received from those attending the Dallas

symposium in October 1985, the subcommittee believes that they should expand upon the 1985

symposium and is preparing to present a one day mini-symposium immediately following the March

Technical Conferences in Chicago. The group is presently developing topics and speakers. The exact

title for the symposium is yet undetermined, but it would basically be a continuation and expansion

upon the subjects already presented at Dallas, i.e. , Uses of Personal Computer in Railway Engineering.

4. Engineering Graphic Systems and Interchange Standards

Subcommittee #4 was assigned January 1986 and, in its educational function, brings together

railroad CADD (Computer Aided Drafting & Design) members into the only railroad engineering "user

group" available to help increase the performance and productivity of their systems. At the first

meeting in January, a questionnaire was proposed to be sent to all railroads to obtain a base on the

industry's current capabilities in CADD. The questionnaire was completed and mailed in April and the

responses were reviewed at the May meeting. The reponses indicated much interchange work needs to

be done. To form a wider subcommittee experience base, it was proposed to recruit members from the

railroad's CADD Systems Managers. A letter was sent to each railroad in July along with an AREA
Membership or Committee Assignment form. The letter recipients were also invited to the October

meeting for a round table discussion. Work on a bulletin article summarizing the results of the survey is

currently underway.
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Excerpts From 1986 Annual Report of

AREA Committee 33

K. M. Watkins, Chairman

Subcommittee Activities

Subcommitee 4 — Catenary-Pantography Systems

Subcommittee #4 has been very active and is primarily responsible for the success of our Pueblo

meeting. They have totally revised part 4 and reorganized the sections on catenary styles and

construction. This is now ready for mailing to the full committee. Main major outstanding item is

catenary pole footing and I anticipate that with the teamwork that has been exhibited this year Mr.

Peters will be able to announce completion of this item at the next chairmen's meeting.

Subcommittee 5 — Signals and Communications

Preliminary draft of a potential journal article has been circulated around the subcommittee. This

covers various signalling methods that are in use and considered suitable for electrified territory . This is

almost ready for release to the whole committee and it is agreed that it will be used as a survey of

existing technology and is not intended to be used as a recommendation.

Subcommittee 6 — Power Supply and Distribution

Activity is directed towards the interface between substations at the railroad and the main power

grid. An outline of the proposed guidelines was expected to be in place but due to change in

chairmanship has been delayed.

Subcommittee 7 — Contact Rails

No activity has taken place for two years. At the March 1984 Committee meeting, it was agreed that

contact rail applications were not typical of main line operation for freight.

Subcommittee 10 — Equipment Generated Electrical Noise

Locomotive interaction with the catenary system is a complex subject. Part 8 has been completed

and describes the electrical circuitry involved inside the locomotive, the purpose being to promote a

better understanding of harmonic currents and interference generation. This is completed and has been

included in the manual.

General Comments

This year has been particularly rewarding as the committee has completed several items that were

outstanding for a long time. Rather than try to cover a variety of topics we concentrated actively on

specific catenary objectives. We have several new active members on the committee and I look forward

with confidence to serving at a committee member under Mr. John Peters.

Committee #12 has similar interest in electrified equipment and to achieve communication

between these two committees their chairman Mr. C. W. Reagan and I have agreed that the committee

chairman will exchange copies of general correspondence that goes to committee members.
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Excerpts From 1986 Annual Report of

AREA Committee 34 — Scales

C. T. Picton, Chairman

Activities of our Subcommittee's during the past year as follows:

Subcommittee A — Recommendations for Further Study and Research

Recommendations for further study and research is an on going committee.

They investigate all new innovations connected to Railroad weighing and determine if they comply

with the A.A.R. Scale Handbook.

Subcommittee B — Revision of A.A.R. Scale Handbook

The A.A.R. Scale Handbook is also an on going project and new additions to the Handbook

were published this year due to changes in National Bureau of Standards Handbook 44.

This subcommittee will remain one of the most important, for Federal and State laws mu.st be

carefully monitored for changes so that the Handbook can be quickly supplemented to reflect these

changes. Also, innovations in scales and weighing are taking place at a fast pace and it is necessary that

the Handbook reflect any changes needed to accomodate the new systems.

Subcommittee 1 — Preparations of Subject for Publication

Preparations of subject for publication has recently had two articles published in the bulletins.

One was a study completed on the weighing of tank cars and the other was testing a new innovation

in the track scale field.

Subcommittee 2 — Statistical Data for Coupled-In-Motion Weighing and Testing

The National Bureau of Standards advisory group which includes several Subcommittee 2

members has completed the coupled-in-motion testing they were asked to do and now are in the process

of analyzing the results. The Chaimian of the Advisory Group will then di.scuss these reports with the

members of Committee 34 as well as other users of coupled-in-motion track scales for their comments

before presenting recommendations to the Specification and Tolerance Committee of the National

Conference of Weights and Measures.

Subcommittee 3 — Innovations in Scales used in Connection with Operations of Railroads

This subject is intended to cover all new designs and typjes of scales. At the present time they are

investigating the use of Hydraulic Load Cell Track Scales.

Subcommittee 4 — Criteria for the Location of Coupled-In-Motion Track Scales

The efforts of this subcommittee are directed towards writing a set of procedures to be followed by

railroads or others who are contemplating the installation of a coupled-in-motion scale.

The National Bureau of Standards Advisory Group is also helping this subcommittee w ith their test

data.

Subcommittee 5 — Investigate Stenciling of Cars using Coupled-ln-Motion Weights

Data is being collected by this committee and a preliminary report will be presented at our October

Meeting in Chicago.

Your Committee continues to keep abreast of proposed legislation which will affect railroad scales

and weighing and will keep the A.A.R. Scale Handbookuptodate with the latest proven innovations in

weighing and weighing systems.
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Memoir
Maurice J. Crespo

Maurice J. Crespo — Transportation and Project Engineer for Bechtel Corporation passed away

August 24, 1986.

His distinguished 36 year career included over twenty years with the Western Pacific Railroad and

the remaining with Bechtel Corporation.

Maury, as he was known to his many friends and associates, was a very active A.R.E.A. member

and recently was appointed Interim Subcommittee Chairman for Rail Corridor Evaluations, Rail

Transit — Committee 12.

Maury's personal and professional presence will be missed.
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Proposed Manual Revisions

The following proposed Revisions of the A.R.E. A. Manual for Railway Engineering have been

recommended to the association by the technical committee responsible for each chapter, after a letter

ballot approved by at least two-thirds of the members of that committee eligible to vote. They are being

published here for comment of the general A.R.E. A. membership and any other interested parties.

Comments should be sent to A.R.E. A. headquarters by March 1, 1987. These comments will be

considered by the A.R.E. A. Board of Direction in deciding whether to give final approval for inclusion

of the proposed changes in the Manual Revisions which go into effect August 1, 1987.
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Proposed 1987 Manual Revisions

To Chapter 1 — Roadway and Ballast

This proposed Revision involves a Rewriting and Reorganization of Part 6, Fencing. Substantive

changes include the elimination of electric shock fences and the rewording of the "Inspection"

paragraph on present manual pages 1-6-2 and 1-6-3. To give a more general wording.

6.1 GENERAL

This Part of the Chapter is prepared for the purpose of presenting specifications for various types of

fencing and components.

6.2 SPECIFICATIONS FOR WOOD FENCE POSTS

6.2.1 Material

6.2.1.1 Kinds of Wood

The manufacturer may furnish posts made from any of the following woods listed unless otherwise

specified by the purchaser.

Class U designates the kinds of wood that may be used untreated and Class T designates the kinds of

wood which should receive preservative treatment.

Class U Class T

Black Locust
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Numerous knots that are not damaging in effect.

Large shakes in rectangular posts whose maximum dimension between parallel lines does not

exceed 0.25 of the minimum thickness of post.

In round posts shakes not damaging in effect.

Splits not damaging in effect.

6.2.3 Design

6.2.3.1 General

Posts shall be of the size and dimensions specified in the order.

6.2.3.2 Dimensions

All posts shall be in accordance with the designs and dimensions shown in the Table.

DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS OF FENCE POSTS

Dimensions
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6.2.5.2 Manner

Inspectors will make a reasonably close inspection of each post, which shall be judged inde-

pendently, without regard for decisions on others in the same lot. Posts too soiled for ready examination

will be rejected. Posts shall be turned over as inspected.

6.2.6 Delivery

6.2.6.1 Separated as Specifled

Posts shall be separated according to the kind of wood, shape and size or as may be required in the

order for them.

6.2.7 Preservative Treatment

6.2.7.1 Specifications

Posts shall be treated in accordance with the AREA Specifications for Wood Preserving, Part 6,

Chapter 3.

6.3 SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONCRETE FENCE POSTS

6.3.1 Materials

Cement, aggregate, water and metal reinforcement shall conform in quality to the AREA
specifications for concrete and reinforced concrete. Part 1 , Chapter 8, with the following exceptions:

The maximum size of aggregate shall be not more than three quarters the clear imbedment distance.

Reinforcement bars made of rerolled rail steel may be used.

Reinforcement shall be in the form of round or square bars or cold drawn steel wire.

Crimped, stranded or flat reinforcing shall not be used.

When choices can be made between sizes of reinforcement, it is preferable to use the larger number

of smaller bars.

6.3.2 Proportioning and Mixing

Proportioning and mixing concrete shall be in accordance with the AREA Specifications for

concrete and reinforced concrete, Part 1 , Chapter 8, with the exception that the compressive strength of

concrete shall vary with the amount of clear imbedment of reinforcement, as follows:

Class

of Concrete Gallons

Clear Compression of Water

Imbedment Strength Psi per Sack

Inches at 28 Days of Cement

3/4 3500 5.00

1/2 4000 4.50

3/8 4500 4.00

6.3.3 Manufacturer

6.3.3.1 General

The concrete fence post shall be manufactured in accordance with the dimensions shown in Fig. 1 .

6.3.3.2 Molds

Molds shall be substantial, true to plan and preferably of metal. They chall be thoroughly cleaned

before concrete is placed.
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6.3.3.3 Placing Reinforcing

The reinforcing shall be securely held in position during the placing and setting of concrete. Spacers

that would cause distinct lines of cleavage shall not be used.

6.3.3.4 Compacting

Concrete shall be thoroughly compacted into the molds and around the reinforcing. This is best

accomplished by high frequency vibration of the molds.

6.3.3.5 Finish

Imperfections such as exposure of reinforcing, sand streaking due to loss or lack of cement paste,

honeycomb clusters or pockets of coarse aggregate without proper mixture of the finer components of

concrete , cracks or other evidence of improper mixing or faulty construction shall cause the rejection of

the post. Patching will not be permitted.

6.3.3.6 Curing

Curing shall start immediately after placement of concrete and shall extend for the following

periods of time depending upon the temperature being maintained uniformly during the curing period:

Approximate Temperature Curing Period

Degree F in Days

50 14

70 10

90 7

120 2

Temperatures exceeding 140 deg F must not be used. No evaporation or other loss of moisture from

the concrete shall be permitted during curing period, or while cooling off after heat curing.

6.3.3.7 Inspection

All materials and all processes of manufacture shall be subject to inspection and approval at all

times. Free access shall be provided for all authorized inspectors to all parts of the plant in which the

posts or the materials are made, stored or prepared.

6.3.3.8 Tests

Posts should be carefully made so as to secure a uniform strength in substantially all posts, and this

strength should usually be such that the post will withstand a force of not less than 1801b. at right angles

to the axis of the post, the post acting as a cantilever beam supported at the ground line and the force

being applied 5 ft. above the ground line.

During the curing or cooling off period, posts submerged in water for 2 hr. and wiped off. shall not

show an increase in weight.

6.3.3.9 Patents

The manufacturer shall pay all royalties for the use of patented designs or devices or forms of

construction and protect the railway company from all claims of infringement or liability forusc of such

patents.

6.4 SPECIFICATIONS FOR METAL FENCE POSTS

6.4.1 Classes

Metal fence posts shall be divided into two clas.ses:

(a) Posts which support the straightaway body of the fence shall be designated as line pi)sts.

(b) Such other special posts as are needed at the end or comer of the fence and at gates, shall be

designated as end, comer, and gate posts.
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m^

Square Post. Round Post

Dimensions of base are for 7' posts. If a longer post is required

on account of soft ground or high fence, increase the bottom diam-
eter or length of side, %" per foot of additional length.

Fence wires shall be attached to post by molded holes through
post, loofw of galvanized wire projecting from the pKKt, or other

suitable device.

When conditions require the use of a stronger post, the greater

strength can be economically obtained by increasmg the size of

reinforcing rather than the size of the post.

Fig. 1—Plan of concrete fence posts.
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6.4.2 Material

Posts shall be fabricated from hot rolled steel sections meeting either of the requirements shown in

the following table:

METAL QUALITY

Tensile Properties

Yield Str. Ult. Str.

Grade Psi Psi

Hot rolled carbon steel-minimum carbon

content 0.35 percent 40,000 min 70,000 min

Hot rolled rail steel* 50,000 80,000 min

* As defined in the U.S. Bureau of Standards Commercial Standard CS 150-48, rail steel products

shall be rolled from standard Tee-Section steel rails. No other material such as those known by terms

"rerolled", "rail steel equivalent", and "rail steel quality" shall be substituted.

6.4.3 Workmanship

All posts shall be smoothly rolled or formed and shall be straight throughout their length. Each

finished post shall be free from burrs or other deformation caused by fabrication . They shall also be free

from slivers, depressions, seams, crop ends and evidence of being burnt. (The above does not refer to

rough places caused by zinc coating when galvanized.)

Excessive bow, camber, twist, or other injurious defects shall be considered cause for rejection of

such posts.

6.4.4 Finish

Painted posts shall be cleaned of all loose scale prior to finishing and one or more coats of

highgrade, weather-resistant, special steel paint or enamel shall be applied and baked.

Galvanized posts shall be galvanized by the hot dip process and shall possess a uniform coating of

Prime Western spelter or better grade, with not less than 2 oz. per sq. ft. of surface.

6.4.5 Special Fabrication for Line Posts

Line posts shall be fabricated to the section agreed upon by the purchaser.

Line posts shall be tee, U, Y, channel, or other suitable section and shall have corrugations, knobs,

notches, holes, or studs so placed and constructed as to engage at least 12 fence line wires in proper

position in a height of 5 ft above the surface of the ground. Posts may be punched with holes in such

position and of such size as will not impair the strength of the post.

If the posts are not so designed as to make anchorage for alignment unnecessary an anchorage

device shall be rigidly fabricated to bottom portion of posts. Anchor plates on line posts shall weigh

0.67 lb or more each and shall be tapered to facilitate driving. Anchor plates shall be clamped, welded,

or riveted to the posts in a substantial manner to prevent displacement of anchor plates when posts are

driven.

All posts shall permit the refastening of the wire at least five times without damage to the

connection appliance, if an integral part of the post.

All posts shall be capable of being dnven in ordinary earth without injury to the ptist.

All posts shall have sufficient length so that when installed with the required height above ground,

1/3 of the total length shall be underground, providing that the post shall extend into the ground not less

than 2 1/2 ft.
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6.4.6 Special Fabrication for End, Corner, and Gate Posts

End, comer, and gate post assemblies shall be angle sections consisting of 2 1/2 by 2 1/2 by 1/2 in.

uprights and the required number of braces, either 2 by 2 by 1/4 in. or an alternate of approximately

equal weight, such as a 2 1/2 by 2 1/2 of appropriate thickness. For joining, the uprights and braces

shall be supplied with the necessary holes and bolts of standard commercial quality or other satisfactory

substitute, such as castings. All posts shall have sufficient length to permit installing 3 ft. into the

ground.

6.4.7 Weights and Shapes

Sketches shown are suggestive of typical cross sections commonly supplied. Sizes shown in Fig. 1

are approximately half scale,

Fig. 1

—

Typical cross sections of steel fence posts

commonly available.

however, both overall and thickness dimensions will vary with individual post designs. All sections

will conform to standard nominal weight of 1.33 lb. per ft.

Sections shown do not illustrate features for attaching fence wire and preventing vertical dis-

placement , such as rolled in lugs , notches . studs , corrugations . or punched oval . round or slotted holes

.

Nominal Weight

Line posts shall have a nominal weight of 1.33 lb. per ft., exclusive of anchor plate.

Angle type end, comer and gate posts shall have a nominal weight of 4.10 lb. per ft. for upnght

members and bracing members shall have a nominal weight of 3.19 lb. per ft.

Permissible variation in weight shall be a maximum of 3 1/2 percent over or under nominal weight

shown in the following tables. Weights are to be taken on the total lot of posts in each order.

Nominal Weights of Line Posts

Post Lengths Weight* Post Lengths

Feet Pounds Feet

5 7.32 7

5 1/2 7.99 7 1/2

6 8.65 8

6 1/2 9.32

* Includes anchor plates and paint.

Weight*

Pounds

9.98

10.65

11.31
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Nominal Weights of End, Gate and Corner Assemblies

Length Weight*

Post Assembly Feet Pounds

End or gate ( 1 brace) 7 51

Comer (2 braces) 7 73

End or gate ( 1 brace) 8 58

Comer (2 braces) 8 84

End or gate ( 1 brace) 9 66

Comer (2 braces) 9 94

* Includes weight of paint and bolts.

Permissible variation in length shall be a maximum of 1 in. under and 2 in. over the designated

length of the post.

Formed Wire Fasteners

Each line post shall be fumished with not less than 5 suitable galvanized wire fasteners or clamps of

not less than 0. 120 in. in diameter for attaching the fence wires to the post. Ordinary wire staples will

not be considered suitable fasteners.

6.4.8 Inspection

Inspection and approval of the posts shall be made by the engineer or other authorized re-

presentative of the purchaser. Such inspection shall be made at the plant of the manufacturer, who will

allow the inspector access to all operatons involved and shall facilitate as much as possible the work of

inspection and provide necessary facilities for inspection. Posts selected by the inspector at random,

shall be inspected, and if they meet the requirements, the lot shall be accepted.

6.5 SPECIFICATIONS FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY FENCES

6.5.1 General

6.5.1.1 Classes

The height and construction of right-of-way fences shall conform to statutory requirements.

Standard right-of-way fences shall be divided into four classes.

6.5.1.2 Class A Fence (See Fig. 1)

Class A fence shall consist of 9 longitudinal smooth galvanized steel wires; the longitudinal and

stay wires shall be No. 9 gage.

The spacing of the longitudinal wires (commencing at the bottom) shall be 4, 4 1/2,5, 5 1/2, 6, 7, 8

and 9 in. The bottom wires shall be 5 in. above the ground and the stay wires shall be spaced 12 in.

apart.

When used as a hog-tight fence, a strand of barbed wire shall be added 2 1/2 in. below the woven

wire.

6.5.1.3 Class B Fence (See Fig. 2)

Class B fence shall consist of 7 longitudinal smooth galvanized steel wires; the longitudinal and

stay wires shall be No. 9 gage.

The spacing of the longitudinal wires, commencing at the botton shall be 6 1/2,7,7 1/2,8,8 1/2 and 9

in. The bottom wire shall be 7 in. above the ground and stay wires shall be spaced 12 in. apart.

6.5.1.4 Class C Fence (See Fig. 3)

Class C Fence shall consist of woven wire fencing 25 1/2 in. high with 3 strands of barbed wire

above. The woven wire fencing shall consist of 7 longitudinal, smooth galvanized steel wires. The
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longitudinal and stay wires shall be No. 9 gage and the stay wires shall be 12 in. apart. The spacing of

the longitudinal wires, commencing at the bottom, shall be 3, 3 1/2, 4, 4 1/2, 5 and 5 1/2 in., and the

bottom wire shall be 2 in. above the ground. The spacing of the barbed wires above the woven wire

shall be 4 1/2, 10 and 12 in.

6.5.1.5 Class D Fence (See Fig. 4)

Class D Fence shall consist of 5 strands of galvanized steel ribbon, smooth, round or barbed wire

fencing.

The spacing of the wires , commencing at the bottom , shall be 1 , 10, 12 and 1 2 in . The bottom wire

shall be 10 in. above the ground.

The longitudinal wires of all woven wire fencing under Classes A, B and C shall be provided with

tension curves to take up expansion and contraction.

6.5.2 Material

6.5.2.1 Intermediate or Line Posts

See Specifications for Wood, Concrete or Metal Fence Posts in this Chapter.

6.5.2.2 End, Corner, Anchor and Gate Posts

See Specifications for Wood, Concrete or Metal Fence Posts in this Chapter.

6.5.2.3 Braces

Braces for end, comer, anchor and gate posts shall be made of intermediate or line posts, or 4 in. by

4 in. sawed lumber of a quality equal to the specifications for wood fence posts. Where concrete posts

are used, 4 in. by 4 in. concrete braces are recommended.

6.5.2.4 Wire

Barbed wire and woven wire fencing shall be constructed of a good commercial quality galvanized

steel wire. If copper-bearing base metal is used, the copper content shall not be less than 0.2 percent.

Wire for fencing must stand, without sign of fracture, winding tight around wire of the same size; and it

shall have a minimum ultimate tensile strength as follows:

Tensile Strength (Min.)

Line wire No. 7 Gage 2200 lb.

Line wire No. 9 Gage 1500 lb.

Line wire No. 12 1/2 Gage 700 lb.

Stay wire No. 9 Gage 1 100 lb.

6.5.2.5 Locks

The locks or fastenings at the intersection of the longitudinal and stay wires shall be of such design

as will prevent them from slipping either longitudinally or vertically.

6.5.2.6 Fastenings

Staples used for fastening the longitudinal wires to wood posts shall be made of No. 9 galvanized

steel wire. They shall be 1 in. long for hardwood and 1 1/2 in. long for softwood. Fastenings for

concrete and steel posts to be as indicated under specitictions for these posts.

6.5.2.7 Galvanizing

(a) The galvanizing of wire shall consist of a unifomi coating of zinc, the weight of which shall be

not less than 0.6 oz. per sq. ft. of surface treated. For woven wire, ASTM Al 16. For barbed wire,

ASTM A121.
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(b) The weight of coating shall be determined by a stripping test; using the hydrochloric

acid-antimony chloride method. Since the density of steel (0.283 lb. per cu. in.) is known, it is only

required to determine the diameter of the stripped wire and the ratio of the weight of zinc to the weight

of the stripped wire. The sample of galvanized wire may be of any length over 12 in., but preferably

about 24 in. It shall be cleaned with gasoline or benzine and dried thoroughly, then weighed carefully to

0.01 g. The sample shall then be stripped of the zinc coating by immersing in hydrochloric acid

(concentrated HCl with sp gr 1.19) to which has been added antimony chloride solution (made by

dissolving 20 g of antimony trioxide Sb O, or 32 g of antimony trichloride SbCl in 1000 cc of

hydrochloric acid HCl of sp gr 1 . 19) in the proportion of 1 cc of the antimony chloride solution to each

100 cc of hydrochloric acid. As soon as the violent chemical action on the wire ceases the wire shall be

removed from the acid, washed in water and wiped dry . Its diameter shall then be measured to 0.001 in.

by taking the mean of two measurements at right angles to each other. The stripped sample is then

weighed to 0.01 g. The original weight (W,) minus the stripped weight (Wj) divided by the stripped

weight (W2) gives the ratio (r) of the zinc to iron for the sample under test. The weight of coating in

ounces per square foot of stripped wire surface is determined by multiplying the constant 163 by the

diameter (d) in inches of the stripped wire by the above ratio. This calculation may be expressed by the

following formula;

Ounces of zinc per sq.ft. of stripped wire surface = 163 dr.

Where d = diameter in inches of the stripped wire and r = Wj-Wt

6.5.2.8 Manufacture

(a) In barbed wire the twist shall be uniform throughout and so twisted that the strain shall come

equally on all strands.

(b) The horizontal wires of all woven wire fencing may be provided with tension curves to

compensate for expansion and contraction.

(c) The fencing shall be so fabricated as not to remove any of the galvanizing or impair the tensile

strength of the wire.

6.5.3 Erection

6.5.3.1 End, Corner, Anchor and Gate Posts

End comer, anchor and gate posts shall be set vertical, at least 3 ft. 4 in. in the ground, thoroughly

tamped, braced and anchored. In long runs of fence, anchor posts shall be spaced not more than 1/4

mile apart.

6.5.3.2 Intermediate or Line Posts

Intermediate or line posts shall be set at least 2 ft. 4 in. in the ground and not more than 16 ft. 6 in.

apart, center to center. The first line post from any comer, anchor or gate post shall be set 10 ft. , center

to center, from the same.

6.5.3.3 Post Holes

Holes of full depth shall be provided for all end, comer, anchor and gate posts, even if blasting must

be resorted to. For intermediate or line posts, where rcKk is encountered, not more than two adjacent

wood posts shall be set on sills 6 in. by 6 in. by 4 ft. long, braced on both sides by 2 in. by 6 in. braces. 3

ft. long. Holes shall be provided for all other posts. Posts shall be set with large end down and in perfect

line on the side on which the wire is to be strung. After the fence is erected, the tops of the wood posts

shall be sawed off with a 1/4 pitch, the high side being next the wire and 2 in. above it.

6.5.3.4 Anchoring

Wood end, comer, anchor and gate posts shall be anchored by gaining and spiking two cleats to the

side of the posts, at right angles to the line of the fence, one at the end bottom, the other just below the
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suiface of the ground. The cleat near the ground surface shall be put on the side next the fence and the

bottom cleat shall be put on the opposite side. Intermediate wood posts set in depressions of the ground

shall be anchored by gaining two cleats into the side near the botom of the post, same to be properly

spiked.

6.5.3.5 Cleats, Sills, Etc.

All cleats shall be 2 in. by 6 in. by 2 ft. long. All sills, braces and cleats shall be made of sawed

lumber of a quality equal in durability to that of the posts.

6.5.3.6 Bracing

End, comer, anchor and gate posts shall be braced by using an intermediate or line post or a 4 in. by

4 in. brace gained into the end, comer, anchor or gate post, about 1 2 in. from the top and into the next

intermediate or line post about 12 in. from the ground and be securely fastened. A cable made of a

double strand of No. 9 galvanized soft wire looped around the end, comer, anchor or gate post near the

ground line, and around the next intermediate or line post about 12 in. from the top, shall be put on and

twisted until the top of next intermediate or line post is drawn back about 2 in.

6.5.3.7 Stretching

Longitudinal wires shall be stretched uniformly tight and parallel: stays shall be straight, vertical

and uniformly spaced. Wires shall be placed on the side of the post away from the track, except that on

curves of 1 deg. or more the wires shall be placed on the side of the post away from the center of the

curve.

6.5.3.8 Stapling

Staples shall be set diagonally with the grain of the wood and driven home tight. The top wires shall

be double stapled.

6.5.3.9 Splicing

Approved bolt clamp splice or a wire splice made as follows may be used: The ends of the wires

shall be carried 3 in. past the splicing tools and wrapped around both wires backward from the tool for at

least five turns, after the tool is removed, the space occupied by it shall be closed by pulling the ends

together.

6.5.3.10 Gates

A hinged metal gate is recommended.

The width of farm gates should be not less than 12 ft. depending upon the size of agricultural

machinery in use in the vicinity, or as required by the laws of the states through which the railway

operates. The minumum height of farm gates should be 4 ft. 6 in. from the surface of the roadway.

Farm gates should be hinged so as to open away from the track, and, if hinged, swing shut by

gravity, and the end of the gate opposite the hinged end should lap by the post a sufficient distance to

prevent it from being opened by side pressure.

6.6 STOCK GUARDS

1

.

A stock guard should be so constructed as to avoid projecting surfaces liable to be caught by loose

or dragging portions of equipment.

2. It should be effective against all livestock, have no parts which would catch or hold animals or

unnecessarily endanger employees who pass over it in the discharge of their duties.

3. It should be reasonable in first cost, durable and easily applied and removed, so as to permit

repairs to track at minimum expense.

4. It should not rattle during passage of trains.
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6.7 METHODS OF PROTECTING THE ROADWAY AGAINST DRIFTING SNOW

Snow is carried by the wind close to the surface of the ground and is deposited in drifts whenever the

velocity of the wind is reduced or eddies are formed by obstructions or by sudden changes in the

configuration of the surface, such as railway cuts.

Brush, trees, buildings and other obstructions which cause snow to be deposited in drifts on tracks

should be removed where economically justifiable.

Drifting of snow in shallow cuts may be prevented or alleviated by reducing slopes on both sides to

a 4 to 1 slope or flatter. Other cuts may be widened to provide a place for the snow to accumulate. This

type of permanent improvement to a particular district is expensive but results in great savings in

maintenance expense where snow is heavy, and produces greatly improved track due to better drainage

conditions. The cost of removing snow cuts can often be paid for by reduced maintenance in a few

years.

Where none of these remedies is practicable or effective, consideration should be given to placing

snow fences in the path of the wind so as to form artificial eddies on the windward side of the track and

far enough away to cause the snow to be deposited before it reaches the track.

The location of the drift or eddy depends upon the form of the fence. A tight fence of sufficient

height causes the snow to accumulate on the windward side of the fence; an open fence causes the snow

to accumulate principally on the leeward side. The distance between the drift and the fence depends

upon the height of the fence, the width of the openings between the solid members, the velocity of the

wind, and the character of the snow.

The type of snow fence and its location for the protection of a definite stretch of track depend largely

upon local conditions, which may vary from year to year. These can be determined only from

experience. For this reason portable snow fences are recommended generally for an initial installation.

Portable snow fences can be of various types, three of which are described and illustrated. First, a

slat-type fence consisting of wood slats 4 ft. long, held together by wire and usually erected on steel

fence posts 8 ft. apart in accordance with Specifications for Wood-Slat Portable Snow Fences, Part 6,

this Chapter, and illustrated in Fig. I, Second, portable fences constructed of wooden braces and

wooden boards in units 16 ft. long, as shown in Fig. 2. Third, steel fences consisting of posts and steel

panels commercially manufactured by steel fabricators as shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5.

Portable fences usually are erected in the fields adjoining the right-of-way. They should be set on

the windward side of the track at right angles to the prevailing winds; to provide for variations in the

direction of the wind, it is sometimes necessary to set the fence in crescent form. The topography for

some distance away from the track has such a bearing on the action of the wind that sections otherwise

similar cannot always be protected adequately with the same type of fence set the same distance out.

For ordinary conditions one line of fence is sufficient. The quantity of snow sometimes, however,

requires additional lines of portable snow fences set parallel and spaced about UK) ft. apart.

Where experience indicates that the right-of-way is wide enough and other local conditions permit,

a snow fence of a fixed type may be used, frequently serving also as right-of-fence.

The most generally used type of fixed fence is shown in Fig. 6 Where the right-of-way line is 50 ft.

or less from the center of the nearest track, a fence with the boards laid close should be used. For greater

distances, space should be provided between the boards; at a distance of 1(X) ft. , the opening should be

50 percent of the area of the fence. The proper height of fixed board fences depends upon the probable

amount of snow or whatever experience has shown to best fit local weather conditions. It may be

necessary in some locations to have a higher snow fence to dellect the wind and snow as illustrated in

Fig. 7 where the boards are close together and the fence is open at the bottom

Trees and shrubs properly selected for adaptability to climate, and properly planted and cared for,

afford an effective protection in some localities against drifting snow and at the same time serve to
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improve the appearance of the right-of-way. Tree-type snow fences are especially suitable in territories

where good growing conditions exist. It has been found essential that proper care be given the plantings

and that cultivation of the surrounding area must be carried out for several years after the planting in

order that the trees will survive. The trees should not be allowed to grow indiscriminately, as they tend

to become too great in height, allowing the snow to blow under them. It isessential that some species of

small shrub be one of the plantings selected to assure a barrier at the ground line.

Stone walls may be used for snow barriers where suitable and sufficient stones for dry masonry

walls are available.

Storms differ so much in their intensity and action from year to year that it will generally be found

uneconomical to build a fixed fence to afford protection against the severest storms. The fixed fence

should be built as a first line of defense against the average storm. Portable fences of a type which can

be quickly erected should be depended on for second and third lines of defense, as experience

demonstrates the need.

In emergencies, snow can be thrown up by hand into banks or ridges back of fixed or portable

fences as an added line of defense.

In localities which require protection from mountain snow slides, snow sheds are necessary to

furnish adequate protection. These are expensive to construct and maintain and should be constructed

of durable materials. The railway should be so located, if practicable, as to make snow sheds

unnecessary.

6.8 SPECIFICATIONS FOR WOOD-SLAT PORTABLE SNOW FENCES

6.8.1 Scope

This specification covers woven, wood-slat snow fences as illustrated in Fig. 1.

6.8.2 Requirements

6.8.2.1 Design

Slat-type snow fencing shall consist of 7/16 in. by 1 1/2 in. by 4 ft. wooden slats woven together

and held tightly in place with 5 cables, each cable consisting of 2 galvanized wires not smaller than

12 1/2 gage (Awg). The slats shall be spaced 2 in. between slats. Each wire shall have 2 complete turns

in the weave in each space between slats.

6.8.2.2 Grade of Wood Slats

All slats shall be made from good sound Grade I wood, except that basswood , poplar or cottonwood

will not be acceptable.

6.8.2.3 Grade of Wire

Ail wire shall be galvanized steel. The wire shall show no sign of fracture when bound tightly

around a wire of the same size.

6.8.2.4 Weight of Zinc Coating

The minimum wieght of zinc coating for each wire shall be 0.6 oz. per sq. ft. of surface. ASTM A
90.

6.8.2.5 Uniformity of Zinc Coating

The zinc coating shall be capable of withstanding three 1 min. and one 1/2 min. immersions in a

standard solution of copper sulphate without showing a trace of metallic copper on the steel. ASTM
Designation B6.

6.8.2.6 Fabrication

Fabrication shall be done in such a manner as to avoid removal of the galvanizing or impair the

tensile strength of the wire. Snow fencing shall be put up in rolls of 50 or 100 lin. ft., as ordered.
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8 - 8 -0

-"^/l6 X l'/2X 4'-0" WOOD SLATS

Fig. 1 Slat type portable snow fence

1X6 X 16-0
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Fig. 2 Wood portable snow fence

13' - 6'

L 2€ GAGE GALV. SHEET METAL-n
,

Fig. 3 Steel portable snow fence
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General Notes:

Wood posts are to be increased or decreased 8 1/2" in length per panel. All joints are lap

joints. Fasteners are secured through perforated holes in panels.
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Permanent

Perforated Metal Snow Fence

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6 Open Board Snow Fence
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8-0

CLOSE BOARDING

8-0

Fig. 7 Open Bottom wind chute fence

6.8.2.7 Preservative Treatment for Wood Slats

All slats shall be immersed in a hot solution of red oxide ot iron preservative.

6.8.2.8 Steel Fence Posts

Steel fence posts shall conform to the Specifications for Metal Fence Posts. Part 6, this Chapter.
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Proposed Addition of

Chapter 2 — Track Measuring Systems
to Manual

It is proposed to start putting material in the manual from Committee 2 — Track Measuring Systems

.

The first part intended to be published in the manual is the glossary of terms that is shown on pages

120-121 of this Bulletin.
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Proposed 1987 Manual Revisions
to Chapter 3—Ties and Wood Preservation

Paragraph 1.1.1.1 Kinds of Wood Page 3-1-2

DELETE: Cedars

DELETE: Cypresses

Paragraph 1.1.5.3 Decay Page 3-1-3

DELETE Second sentence reading, "The following decay will be allowed in Cedar and in Cypress,

"pipe or stump rot" and "peck" respectively up to the limitations as to holes."

Paragraph 1.1.5.4 Holes Page 3-1-3

DELETE: First sentence phrase reading, "other than one caused by "pipe or stump rot" in cedar,"

DELETE: Second sentence reading, "A cedar tie with a pipe or stump rot hole more than 1 1/2 in.

in diameter and 15 in. deep will be rejected."

Paragraph 1.1.5.8 Manufacture Page 3-1-4

DELETE: Sub-paragraph (b) reading, "A tie is not well hewed or sawed when its surfaces are cut

into with scoremarks more than 1/2 in. deep or when its surfaces are not even."

RE-LETTER: Sub-paragraph (c) to (b).

REVISE TO READ: "The top and bottom of a tie will be considered parallel if any difference in the

thicknesses at the sides or ends does not exceed 1/8 in."

Paragraph 1.1.5.9 Dimensions Page 3-1-5

REVISE: Sub-paragraph (b) to read, "All thickness and width requirements are minima and apply

tothesectionof the tie between 20 in. and 40 in. from the middle which is the rail bearmg

area. In seasoned ties, thickness and width requirements will be considered met if not

more than 1/4 in. .scant of the minima specified. All determinations of width shall be

made on the top of the tie, which is the narrower of the horizontal faces, or the face with

narrower or no heartwood, if both horizontal faces are of the same width."

DELETE: Sub-paragraph (c) reading, "In seasoned ties, thickness and width requirements will be

considered met if not more than 1/4 in. scant of those specified."

ADD NEW PARAGRAPH 1.1.5.11 Checi^s Page 3-1-5

To read as follows: "Ties with continuous checks appearing on one lace only, whose depth in a fully

seasoned tie is greater than 1/4 the thickness and longer than 1/2 the length of the lie will be

rejected."

Paragraph 2.1 SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIMBER SWITCH TIES - Page 3-2-1

ADD: NOTE: It is recommended for West Coast species that W.C.L.B. Grading Rules apply.

Paragraph 2.1.1.1 Kinds of Wood Page 3-2-1

DELETE: Cedars

DELETE: Cypresses

Paragraph 2.1.3.1 Dimensions Pages 3-2-1 and 3-2-3

DELETE: In sub-paragraph (a) the portion of the first sentence reading, "and whether ties are to be

hewed or sawed, and in cither case whether on the sides as well as on the top and the

bottom."
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DELETE: Sub-paragraph (b) in its entirety.

RE-LETTER: Sub-paragraph (c) to (b).

REVISE TO READ: "Except as hereinafter provided, all switch ties shall be of the following

dimensions: 7 in. thick by 9 in. wide in cross section with an 8 in. minimum face.

Lengths will be specified by the customer."

RE-LETTER: Sub-paragraph (d) to (c)

Paragraph 2.1.5.2 Manner Page 3-2-2

DELETE: In the third sentence the words "Rafted or boomed" making the sentence read "Ties too

muddied for ready examination will be rejected."

Paragraph 2.1.5.3 Decay Page 3-2-2

REVISE TO READ: "Decay is the disintegration of the wood substance due to the action of wood

destroying fungi. "Blue stain" is not decay and is permissible in any wood."

Paragraph 2.1.5.4 Holes Page 3-2-2

DELETE: First sentence phrase reading, "other than one caused by "pipe or stump rot" in cedar,"

DELETE: Second sentence reading, "A cedar tie with a pipe or stump rot hole more than 1 1/2. in.

in diameter and 15 in. deep will be rejected."

Paragraph 2.1.5.8 Manufacture Page 3-2-3

DELETE: Sub-paragraph (b) reading, "A tie is not well hewed or sawed when its surfaces are cut

into with scoremarks more than 1/2 in. deep or when its surfaces are not even."

RE-LETTER: Sub-paragraph (c) to (b)

REVISE TO READ: "The top and bottom of a tie will be considered parallel if any difference in the

thicknesses at the two sides or ends does not exceed 1/4 in."

Paragraph 2.1.5.9 Dimensions Page 3-2-3

REVISE: Sub-paragraph (b) to read, "All thickness and width requirements are minima and apply

to the rail bearing area which is that section of the tie between 12 inches from each end of the tie. A
maximum of 1 in. of wane isallowedintherailbearingareaon top or bottom of the tie. In seasoned ties,

thickness and width requirements will be considered met if not more than 1/4 in. scant of those minima

specified. All determinations of width shall be made on the top of the tie which is the narrower of the

horizontal faces, or the one with narrower or no heartwood if both horizontal faces are of the same

width."

ADD NEW PARAGRAPH 2.1.5.10 Bark Seams

To read as follows, "A bark seam or pocket is a patch of bark partially or wholly enclosed in the

wood. Bark seams will be allowed provided they are not more than 2 in. below the surface and/or 10

in. long."

ADD NEW PARAGRAPH 2,1.5.11 Checks

To read as follows: "Ties with a continuous check appearing on one face only whose depth in a fully

seasoned tie is greater than 1/4 the thickness and longer than 1/2 the length of the tie will be

rejected."
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Proposed 1987 Manual Revisions

To Chapter 5 — Tracl<

RAIL ANCHOR PATTERNS
NUMBER OF RAIL ANCHORS TO RESIST RAIL CREEPAGE

1. General -

In order to provide effective restraint to rail creepage, a sufficient number of rail anchors should be

applied to the gage side against the same tie on opposite rails, and lie in contact with the side of the tie.

The number of anchors required and their spacing will vary with the kind of ballast used, the depth of

ballast in the cribs, the size and condition of the ties, track profile and curvature, the density and

direction of rail traffic as well as other factors and local conditions.

Insufficient anchors can result in ballast displacement, tie bunching and skewing, track buckling

and pull-aparts.

2. Jointed Track and Where Temperature Expansion is Provided -

A. Main Track;

For traffic density approximately the same in each direction, a minimum of 16 anchors should be

installed for each 39-foot length of track ( 8 per rail ) on light density lines to resist the longitudinal forces

exerted through the rail to the crossties. On heavier density lines and at special problem locations,

upwards of 32 anchors or more may be required for each 39-foot length of track. Ties should be box

anchored (i.e., anchors applied against both sides of the tie on opposite rails), and boxed ties should be

spaced approximately equidistant along the rail length, as shown in the following Diagrams 1 and 2.

When the longitudinal force exerted through the rail to the crossties is predominantly in one

direction because:

1

.

The traffic is single direction only;

2. Most loads or a predominance of heavy cars are hauled in only one direction:

3. The grades are excessive or train braking causes the rail to run in one direction or traffic has

bunched the rail causing tight joints,

a minimum of 20 rail anchors should be installed for each 39-foot length of track (10 per rail) on light

density line. Most of the anchors should be placed so as to resist the single direction longitudinal forces.

At least four back-up anchors should be installed to provide for an occasional reversal of forces and to

prevent excessive opening in the event of a broken rail. The back-up anchors should be placed so as to

box the same ties on opposite rails near the quarter points of the track panel. On heavy density lines oral

special problem locations, additional anchors may be required to resist the unbalanced longitudinal

forces and to provide for the reversal of forces. In each instance, the same tics on opposite rails should

be boxed and spaced equally along the rail length. See Diagram 3.

B. Passing Sidings and Yard Main Running Tracks;

These tracks require the same number of anchors as the main track.

C. Yard and Industrial Tracks:

Where anchors are needed, a minimum of 8 anchors per track length (4 per rail) should be applied.

3. Continuous Welded Rail

To provide effective anchoring to resist temperature induced stresses and longitudinal stresses due

to train movement in CWR territory, every other tie should be box anchored throughout the full length

of the welded rail string. Whenever any discontinuity in the CWR is encountered such as rail joints.
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turnouts, grade crossings, and railroad crossings, all ties should be box anchored for 200 feet in both

directions. On those railroads that consider a field weld without safety straps to be a discontinuity, all

such ties should be similarly box anchored for 200 feet in each direction.

Where CWR joins conventional jointed rail, all ties except those supporting the rail joint should be

box anchored for 200 feet in each direction.

On curves, additional rail anchors may be required.

4. Turnouts

Every tie ineach track of the turnout should be box anchored wherever possible, i.e., when anchors

are applied to one rail, anchors are also required on the opposite rail of the same track. Rail anchors

should be applied on the gage side of the rail except where insufficient clearance restricts the use of the

anchor or application tool, in which case anchors may be applied from the field side of the rail where

clearance permits.

In addition to the mainline, the diverging track should be anchored a sufficient distance to prevent

rail movement from disturbing the switch point and frog.

In jointed track territory on the approach ahead of the head block, all crossties should be box

anchored for a minimum distance of 78 feet. On each track beyond the turnout, all crossties should be

box anchored for 78 feet.

In CWR territory, every crosstie should be box anchored for 200 feet ahead of the head block and

200 feet behind the frog on each welded track on each side of the turnout. Turnouts in other than

mainline track should be anchored as required.

5. Open Deck Bridges - (See Chapter 15, Part 8.3, for anchoring rails on steel bridges)

When open deck bridges are not equipped with rail anchors both approaches should have

additional anchoring. For jointed track, the number of rail anchors that would normally be applied

to the track over the length of the bridge should be used to box anchor additional ties from both ends

of the bridge. In CWR territory, every tie should be box anchored for a distance of 200 feet on each

approach to open deck bridges. Rail anchors may be placed on open deck bridges only with the

special permission of the Chief Engineer.
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ANCHOR LOCATIONS IN TRACK
CARRYING RAIL TRAFFIC OF ABOUT SAME

DENSITY IN EACH DIRECTION

i,
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Manual Revisions to Chapter 7

Chapter 7 has been reorganized and decimalized. It will have four sections instead of the current

six. (1-5 and M). Various changes have been made, including referencing some standards and

changing the clearance diagram to conform with Chapter 28.

Because of the size of this proposed 160-page revision, it is not being printed here, but is available

by writing A.R.E.A. Headquarters and enclosing $3.00.
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Proposed 1987 Manual
Changes to Chapter 8 — Concrete Stuctures

And Foundations
On the following pages are proposals for a complete revision of Part 6 — Crib Walls and new

material for Part 18 — Elastomeric Bridge Bearings, to replace that removed earlier.
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Parte
Crib Walls

1986

6.1 GENERAL

6.1.1 Scope

(a) These specifications cover the design, manufacture and installation of crib walls as defined

hereinafter.

6.1.2 Definitions

6.1.2.1 Crib Wall

(a) A "Crib Wall" is an earth-retaining structure that is made up of rigid members that are fabricated

in the shape of open squares, open rectangles or other open shapes, or are assembled in the shape of

square or rectangular cells, or cells of other shapes. The cells are filled with granular material. The

structure of cells and soil infill all acts together as a gravity structure, obtaining its safety and stability

from the proper proportioning of its shape and weight.

(b) Crib wall members can be of concrete, metal, or timber. They can form cells with solid-surfaced

walls (known as "closed face" walls) or with slotted openings (known as "open face" walls). The

members should interlock with each other, or otherwise be connected in such a way as to resist the

pressures of the granular infill. Crib walls can be of traditional cribbing as described in Paragraph

6.1.2.2 (a), or of other units that behave in accordance with this definition.

6.1.2.2 Cribbing

(a) "Cribbing" defines a traditional assembly of headers and stretchers, used to form the most

common kind of crib wall.

6.2 DESIGN OF CRIB WALLS

6.2.1 General

(a) Crib walls shall be assumed to act as a unit and shall be designed to resist the overturning and

sliding forces specified in "Sjjecifications for Design of Retaining Walls and Abutments ', Part 5. this

Chapter.

(b) The wall section resisting overturning shall be taken as a rectangle having a height equal to the

total height of the crib structure and a depth, normal to the front surface, equal to the distance between

the front and rear outside faces of the crib structure.

(c) The unit weight of the crib wall section within the above limits, including the weight of the crib

members, may be assumed to be equal to that of the compacted filling material.

(d) In general, crib walls shall be battered on the face 2 in. per ft. except that low walls (6 ft. high

and under) may be made with a plumb face. For walls over 12 ft. high supplemental crib units may be

added to provide stability in order to meet design requirements. Crib walls shall generally not exceed 24

ft. in height. Higher walls shall receive special engineering considerations.

(e) The wall shall be so located that no track tie will bear directly on any crib member.

(0 Crib wall foundations shall be designed not to exceed safe soil pressures specified in "Speci-

fications for Design of Spread Footing Foundations", Part 3, Section 3.4, this Chapter. The possibility

of mass stability failure of the embankment shall be considered in accordance with Part 20, this

Chapter.

(g) All structural crib units, including stretchers, headers, or other units, shall be so designed that

they will resist the tensile, bending and shearing stresses imposed on them and shall provide adequate
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bearing at all contact surfaces. For walls of cribbing, stretchers at the rear of the wall shall have the

same bearing area as those at the front in the same courses.

(h) The headers and stretchers or other units, shall be so designed that when assembled in a wall

they will form a cellular structure that will be flexible enough to withstand a reasonable amount of

differential settlement. These flexibility requirements will generally depend on the use of the wall and

on the designer's judgement. However, any crib wall cell will be expected to withstand a differential

deflection of at least 0.015 L without damage, where L is the length of the cell as measured along the

face of the wall.

(i) The vertical openings within the assembly shall be small enought to retain the fill material,

placed as described in Subarticles 6.3.3.3, 6.4.3.3, or 6.5.3.5

(j) Crib walls shall be designed in sections usually not to exceed 100 feet in length. If the soil

conditions vary considerably along this length, it may be necessary to build the crib wall in sections that

are shorter than 100 feet.

(k) Provision shall be made for drainage if necessary behind or within cells by means of French

drains or other approved methods, and potential hydrostatic pressure shall be taken into consideration

in the wall design.

6.3 SPECIFICATIONS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE CRIB WALLS

6.3.1 General

(a) Crib wall units defined as cribbing shall be rectangular in cross section with all exposed edges

beveled. Each cribbing unit shall be reinforced with deformed bars or with welded wire fabric,

proportioned in accordance with Part 2, this Chapter. However, theareaof reinforcement for each unit

shall be not less than 0.9 percent of its gross cross-sectional area.

(b) Members shall be provided with effective locking devices. They shall be of a type which will

permit a slight movement in the wall without damage to the crib units.

(c) The headers and stretchers shall be so designed that when assembled in a wall they will bear at

two points only, with bearing points for other kinds of units subject to the engineer's approval. The

arrangement must form a cellular structure flexible enough to withstand a reasonable amount of

settlement.

6.3.2 Manufacture

6.3.2.1 General

(a) The materials, proportioning and workmanship shall conform to "Specifications for Materials,

Tests and Construction Requirements," Part I, this Chapter, with the following modifications:

1. Aggregates — The maximum size of the coarse aggregate shall not be more than I inch.

2. Class of Concrete — Air-entrained concrete as specified in Part I , this Chapter, shall be used,

having a minimum compressive strength of 4250 psi at 28 days.

3. Workability and Placement — The concrete mixture shall be of a workable consistency

dependent on the method of placement to insure complete embedment of reinforcement and

prevent honeycombing. Vibrating equipment shall be used in the manufacturing process.

4. Curing — Curing shall be started as soon as possible after completion of placement of the

concrete and shall comply with the paragraphs on curing in Part 1 . this Chapter.

6.3.2.2 Defects

(a) All members shall be true to size, and free of depressions and of spalled. patched or plastered

surfaces or other defects that may impair strength or durability.
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6.3.2.3 Handling

(a) Members shall be handled carefully. Dropping or severe jarring shall be avoided. Any cracked

or otherwise defective members will be rejected.

6.3.3 Installation

6.3.3.1 Preparing Base

(a) The foundation or bed for the crib wall shall be firm and as uniform as possible, and shall be

approved by the Engineer before any members are placed. If any members are located directly above

rock, a cushion of sand or gravel not less than 6 inches thick shall be provided.

(b) The foundation shall be sloped at a right angle to the batter on the face of the finished crib wall.

6.3.3.2 Placing

(a) Stretchers or equivalent members shall be used to provide adequate support of the lowest course

,

front and back.

(b) Crib members shall be carefully handled and installed in such a manner as to avoid any damage

due to shock or impact. Any member which becomes cracked or otherwise damaged during erection

shall be removed and replaced.

6.3.3.3 Filling

(a) The filling of the interior of the crib wall shall followclosely the erection of the successive tiers

of units, and at no time shall the wall be laid up higher than 3 ft. above the backfilled portion.

(b) Approved fill material shall be pervious, preferably crushed stone, gravel, or other coarse

granular material, well graded from a maximum size of 4 inch down, and shall be placed and

compacted in the cells and for 2 ft. immediately in the rear in such a manner as to provide a minimum of

voids. All vegetable matter shall be excluded from the filling materials. Clay or material having a large

percentage of clay shall not be used as fill. The fill and backfill material shall not contain any element

detrimental to concrete.

6.3.3.4 Drainage

(a) See Paragraph 6.2.1 (k), for any special conditions.

6.4 SPECIFICATIONS FOR METAL CRIB WALLS

6.4.1 General

(a) The sheets from which all members are manufactured shall be made of a base metal meeting the

requirements for chemical composition and zinc coating as specified by the Engineer in conformity

with "Specifications for Prefabricated Corrugated Steel Pipe," Part 4. Chapter 1.

(b) Aluminum materials may only be used with the engineer's specific approval.

6.4.2 Manufacture

(a) All members shall be prefabricated in the manufacturer's plant prior to shipment to the site. If

specified by the Engineer, the crib members shall be specially coated.

(b) Headers and stretchers and other members shall intcrkick or be joined together by means of

flexible bolted connections. Bolts shall be of the proper length, made of steel, and galvanized.

(c) The various members shall be constructed of a base metal of the gage shown on the plans and not

less than 16 gage for walls up to 10 ft. in height and of heavier gage for higher walls.

(d) The members shall be so fabricated that units of the same nominal depth and length shall be fully

interchangeable. All members shall be straight and true before as.sembly, and the galvanizing or other

coating shall not be damaged. Any bent or otherwise defective members will be rejected.
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6.4.3 Installation

6.4.3.1 Preparing Base

(a) The foundation or bed for the crib wall shall be firm and as uniform as possible, and shall be

approved by the engineer before any members are placed. If any members are located directly above

rock, a cushion of sand or gravel not less than 6 inches thick shall be provided.

(b)The foundation shall be sloped at a right angle to the batter on the face of the finished crib wall.

6.4.3.2 Placing

(a) Crib members shall be carefully handled and installed in such a manner as to avoid damage . Any
member which becomes bent or otherwise damaged during erection shall be removed and replaced.

6.4.3.3 Filling

(a) The filling of the interior of the crib wall shall follow closely the erection of the successive tiers

of units, and at no time shall the wall be laid up higher than 3 ft. above the backfilled portion.

(b) Approved fill material shall be pervious, preferably crushed stone, gravel, or other coar.se

granular material, well graded from a maximum size of 4 inch down, and shall be placed and

compacted in the cells and for 2 ft. immediately in the rear in such a manner as to provide a minimum of

voids. All vegetable matter shall be excluded from the filling materials. Clay or material having a large

percentage of clay shall not be used as fill. The fill and backfill material shall not contain any element

detrimental to metal.

6.4.3.4 Drainage

(a) See Paragraph 6.2.1 (k), for any special conditions.

6.5 SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIMBER CRIB WALLS

6.5.1 General

(a) Timber crib walls are as.sumed to be made of timber cribbing, as defined in Subarticle 6. 1.2.2

and no other kinds of timber units are considered or included herein. Each crib unit shall be rectangular

in cross section.

6.5.2 Materials

(a) Timber used for cribbing shall be sawn or hewn, and new timber shall confomi to the

requirements of "Lumber and Piles", Part I, Chapter 7, for the grade and species specified. Timber

shall be treated or untreated as specified by the Engineer. When treated timber is required, it shall be

treated in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 3

(b) All cutting and framing indicated on the plans shall be completed before treatment. All framing

shall be done in a workmanlike manner, true to line and angle. When any field framing, boring, and

cutting of treated material is required, all such framing and cuts shall receive a thorough coating of

approved preservative before assembly.

6.5.3 Installation

6.5.3.1 Preparing Ba.se

(a) The foundation or bed for the crib wall shall be finii and as uniform as possible, and shall be

approved by the Engineer before any cribbing is placed.

(b)The foundation shall be sloped at a right angle to the batter on the face of the finished crib wall.

6.5.3.2 Mud Sills

(a) When mud sills are used, they shall be set at right angles to the face of the crib wall and bear

firmly and evenly on the foundation material (sec Fig. 6.5.3.2 (a)). Mud sills shall be leveled to fit the

base tier of face timbers resting directly on them.
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6.5.3.3 Timbers

(a) The timber in the base tier and in alternate tiers above the base shall be as long as practicable.

Preferably they shall have a minimum length of 8 ft. Joints in each tier shall stagger with joints in

adjacent tiers. Crib wall faces shall be laid closed or open as indicated on the plans.

(b) Care shall be exercised in the installation of crib walls to produce a true and even face built to the

line and grade shown on the plans. All face timber shall be set horizontally (see Figs. 6.5.3.3 (b)l and

6.5.3.3 (b)2).

(c) Headers shall be spaced not more than 8 ft. center to center in any horizontal tier if staggered

with the headers in tiers above and below. If headers are not staggered, they shall be spaced not more

than 6 ft. center to center. The vertical spacing between headers in the same vertical plane shall not

exceed 3 ft.

6.5.3.4 Fastenings

(a) Each successive tier of closed-face cribbing shall be drift bolted to the one upon which it rests by

drift bolts not less than 3/4 inch in diameter and of sufficient length to extend through two tiers and not

less than 4 inches into the third tier. Drift bolts shall be staggered and not more than 8 ft. center to center

in each tier.

(b) All end joints and splices shall be lapped and drift bolted at the center; headers shall be drift

bolted to face timbers in like manner (see Fig. 6.5.3.3 (b)2).

(c) Each tier of open-face cribbing shall be drift bolted to the tiers beneath at each header using 3/4

inch drift bolts at each intersection where no splice occurs or at lap joints, and two 3/4 inch drift bolts at

butt joints . Drift bolts shall be long enough to extend through one tier and at least three-quarters of the

distance into the next tier. Drift bolts shall be staggered from tier to tier (see Fig. 6.5.3.3 (b)l).

(d) In treated timber cribbing, the hardware shall be galvanized.

6.5.3.5 Filling

(a) The filling of the interior of the crib wall shall follow closely the erection of the successive tiers

of units, and at no time shall the wall be laid up higher than 3 ft. above the backfilled portion.

(b) Approved fill material of crushed stone, gravel or other coarse granular material, well graded

from a maximum size of 4 inch down, shall be placed in the cells in such a manner as to provide a

minimum of voids. Larger stones maybe included if carefully embedded. All vegetable matter shall be

excluded from the filling material. Clay or material having a large percentage of clay shall not be used

as fill.

6.5.3.6 Drainage

(a) See Paragraph 6.2.1 (k), for any special conditions.
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Fig. 6.5.3.2(a)—Typical sections through walls of timber cribbing.

Max spacing 8 jt

r-
Max spacing 6 jt

Mm length timber 6 ft ^ _ Min len gth timber 6 ft
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Part 18

Elastomeric Bridge Bearings

1986

18.1 GENERAL

18.1.1 Scope

(a) These Specifications cover the materials for, and the design,

manufacturing, testing and installation of plain and reinforced elastomeric

bearings made from polyisoprene (natural rubber) or polychloropr ene (Neoprene) and

used to carry railroad loading.

(b) Cushioning pads, used to provide a smooth even bearing surface, are

not covered in this specification since they are very thin and are not designed to

translate or to withstand the loads without failure.

18.1.2 Definitions

18.1.2.1 Elastomeric Bearing

(a) An elastomeric bearing is a device constructed partially or wholly

from elastomer for the purpose of transmitting loads and accommodating movement

between a bridge span and its supporting structure. Elastomeric bearings may have

external steel load plates bonded to the upper and/or lower surfaces. Steel loaa

plates shall be tapered, if necessary, to ensure full bearing contact between

non-parallel load surfaces. Tapered layers of elastomer are not permitted.

(b) Plain elastomeric bearings consist of elastomer only.

(c) Reinforced elastomeric bearings consist of layers of elastomer

restrained at their interfaces by integrally bonded steel reinforcement.

Reinforced elastomeric bearings shall not be constructed using 70 durometer

elastomer

.

18.2 MATERIALS

18.2.1 Elastomer

(a) The elastomeric compound shall be specified by the Engineer and shall
be 100 percent virgin polyisoprene (natural rubber), or virgin crystallization
resistant poly ch loroprene (neoprene) meeting the requirments of Table 18.2.1.
When test specimens are cut from the finished product, a ten percent variation in

"Physical Propoerties" shall be allowed.

18.2.2 Steel Reinforcement

(a) Steel reinforcement for reinforced elastomeric bearings shall be not

less than 0.0598 inches thick, and shall be rolled from mild steel sheet

conforming to ASTM A570, Grade 36; or ASTM A611, Grade D unless otherwise
specified by the Engineer.

18.2.3 External Steel Load Plates

(a) External steel load plates shall meet the requirements of AREA
Chapter 15, Part 1 or Part 2.
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18.3 DESIGN

18.3.1 General

(a) The size of elastomeric bearings shall be such that the external
steel load plate and/or elastomer surfaces are in full contact witn tne loaaed
surface under all loading conditions.

(b) The properties of the elastomeric compounds depend upon their
constituent elements. Where shear modulus or creep properties are specified or
know for the specific elastomer being used, these values shall be usee in the
design. Unless otherwise specified, elastomeric bearings shall be made from a 50

durometer elastomer.

(c) If elastomeric bearings are to be used at locations where
temperatures less than -25 degrees F. can be expected for a period of several
days, consideration shall be given to specifying natural rubber and to requiring
special testing by the manufacturer for the temperature range expected. Tne
increase in stiffness, embrittlement , and crystallization are areas of importance
to be investigated.

18.3.2 Loads

(a) "Service Load Design" shall be used for the design of elastomeric
bearings. Applicable provisions of Part 2, this Chapter, for "Service Load
Design" shall apply.

18.3.3 Notations
A = Plan area of bearing (in^)

D = Gross diameter of reinforcement of a circular bearing (in)

Fg = Shear force on bearing (lbs)

G = Shear modulus of elastomer at the design temperature (psi)

L(W) = Length (width) of a rectangular bearing parallel (perpendicular)
to the longitudinal axis or the bridge. For reinforced bearings
these values refer to the internal reinforcement dimensions,
(in)

? = Vertical load on the bearing (lbs)

S = Shape factor of one layer of a bearing

= loaded area
effective area free to bulge

LW
2t (L-t-W)

Rectangular Bearing

" Circular Bearing

t^ = Actual elastomer thickness between reinforcing plates of an
individual elastomer layer (in)

tg = Thickness of one internal steel reinforcement (in)

fy = Yield Point of internal steel reinforcement (psi)

T = Total elastomer thickness of bearing (in) =^tj^

^L«^W ~ Relative rotation of top and bottom surfaces of bearing about
an axis perpendicular (parallel) to the longitudinal axis of the
bridge (radians)

ModifyinRFactor
k = 1.0 for internal layers of reinforced bearings.

1 .A for cover layers
= 1.8 for plain pads

dj = Instantaneous compressive deflection of bearing (in)

dg = Shear deflection of bearing (in)
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Cci " Compressive strain of an individual elastomer layer (change in
thickness divided by unstressed thickness)

fg ~ Average compressive stress on bearing caused by dead load and
live load with normal impact, (psi)

P/A (psi)

18.3.4 Compressive Stress

(a) For bearings which may experience shear deformation, the average
compressive stress, fg, shall not exceed GS/k, nor shall it exceed 1000 psi for
reinforced bearings, or 800 psi for plain bearings. In bearings containing layers
of different thicknesses, the value of S/k shall be taken as the smallest value
obtained for the different layers of the bearing. Allowable compressive stress
may be increased by 10% where shear translation is prevented or a positive slip
apparatus provided. Specifications for a positive slip apparatus are not covered
by this specification, and its design must be approved by the Engineer.

18.3.5 Compressive Deflection

(a) Compressive deflection, d^ , of the bearing shall be so limited as to

insure the serviceability of the bridge.

(b) Instantaneous deflection shall be calculated as

"^c
^ I- ^ci and shall be less than .07T

(c) Values for e^.^ shall be obtained from design aids based on tests such

as presented in Figure 18.3.5(c), by testing, or by rational analysis.

(d) The effects of creep of the elastomer shall be addea to the

instantaneous deflection when considering dead load long-term deflections. They

shall be computed from information relevant to the elastomer compound useo if il

is available; if not, the values of 25% for 50 durometer elastomer, 3 5% for 60

durometer elastomer, and 45% for 70 durometer elastomer may be used.

18.3.6 Rotation

(a) The relative rotation between top and bottom surfaces of the oearing

shall be limited by

L(a l) + W(ay) 1 2(d(.) for rectangular bearings

Dl(aL)2 + (a^,02]l/2 < 2(d(.) for circular bearings

18.3.7 Shear

(a) The shear deformation shall be taken as the maximum possible

deformation caused by creep, shrinkage, post-tensioning , live load rotation and

thermal effects computed between the installation temperature and the least

favorable extreme temperature, unless a positive slip apparatus is installed.

(b) The bearing shall be designed so that

T > 2ds

(c) The shear force induced by shear deformation is approximated by

Fg = GdgA/T

Variations of G with temperature shall be taken into account. Test data from the

manufacturer or from special testing for the project, shall be used for the

design. Since the physical data can be expected to vary widely, maximum values
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should be used for obtaining forces involved, and minimum values used to determine
shear deflection. Design aids are given in Figure 18.3.5(d), and can be used if

special project values are not present.

18.3.8 Stability

(a) To insure stability, the total thickness of the bearing shall not
exceed the smallest of:

L/5, W/ 5 or D/6 for plain bearings

L/3, W/3 or D/4 for reinforced bearings

18.3.9 Steel Reinforcement

(a) The reinforcement must be adequate to maintain proper alignment,

during fabrication and to sustain the tensile stresses induced by compression of

the bearing. The minimum thickness is limited to require tg 2D.092tj^.

(b) For these purposes, tj^ shall be taken as the mean thickness of the
two layers of elastomer bonded to the reinforcement. The determination of the
steel reinforcement thickness shall take into account an allowance for stress
concentration caused by holes in the bearing. Holes are discouraged for all

bearings

.

18.3.10 Anchorage

(a) If some combination of loads exists which causes a shear force

greater than 1/5 of the simultaneously occurring compressive force, the bearing
shall be secured against horizontal movement. If the bearing is attached to Doth

top and bottom surfaces, the attachment should be such that no tension is possiole
in the vertical direction. If the dead load stress on the bearing is less than

200 psi, or the horizontal loads are greater than the frictional resistance when
using a coefficient of friction of 0.20, the bearing shall be restrained against

horizontal movement.

18.3.11 Stiffeners for Steel Girders

(a) Steel girders seated on elastomeric bearings must have flanges which

are stiff enough locally not to cause damage to the bearing. Any necessary
stiffening may be accomplished by means of structurally attaching a cover plate or

by vertical stiffeners welded to the girder web and flanges. The requirements of

Chapter 15 shall govern the steel design.

(b) Single-webbed girders symmetrical about their vertical axis and

placed symmetrically on the bearing need no additional stiffening if

b£/2t£ < lfy/3.4fa]l/2

where b£ = total flange width (inches)

tf = flange thickness or combined coverplate+f lange thickness (inches)

fa - yield stress of girder steel (psi)

(c) If the requirement of Paragraph 18.3.11(b) is not satisfied, it will

be necessary to add two or more bearing stiffeners on each side of the girder at a

spacing "a" given by the following requirement:

a 1 l(tf)2fy/1.2fall/2

where fy = yield point stress of flange steel.
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18. A MANUFACTURING

18.4.1 General

(a) Elastomeric bearings which are designed to act as a single unit with
a given shape factor must be manufactured as a single unit, and shall not be

vulcanized in some manner after manufacture.

18.4.2 Plain Elastomeric Bearings

(a) Plain elastomeric bearings shall be cast in molds under pressure and
heat, and may be molded individually, cut from previously molded strips, or slabs
molded to the full thickness of the finished bearing. Plain bearings shall be

fully-vulcanized, uniform and integral units of such construction that the bearing
cannot be separated by any mechanical means into separate definite ana
well-defined elastomer layers. Evidence of layered construction shall be cause
for rejection.

(b) Cutting of plain bearings from previously molded strips or slaDs
shall be performed in a manner to avoid heating of the material, and to produce an

edge with no tears or other jagged areas. The surface roughness shall not exceed
ANS I B46 . 1 , 2 50 .

18.4.3 Reinforced Elastomeric Bearings

(a) The supplier shall submit detailed shop drawings for approval before
any fabrication is started. The manufacturer shall note on the drawings the snape
factor, effective elastomer thickness, compressive area, shear area, wioth to

height ratio, and length to height ratio all as described within these
specf icat ions

.

(b) Reinforced elastomeric bearings shall have alternate layers of

elastomer and steel reinforcement as shown on the design drawings, and shall be

cast in individual molds under heat and pressure to form an integral unit of sucn
construction that the bearing cannot be separated by any mechanical means into

separate definite and well-defined elastomer layers. Evidence of layered
construction shall be cause for rejection,

(c) Molds shall have a standard shop practice finish that shall provide a

smooth undamaged surface for the bearing.

(d) Steel reinforcement shall be abrasive blast cleaned to remove all

rust, mill scale, and other contaminates, and shall be free of sharp edges and
burrs. Steel reinforcement shall be covered by a minimum of 1/8 inch of

elastomer

.

18.4.4 External Steel Load Plates

(a) External steel load plates shall be abrasive blast cleaned to remove

all rust, mill scale or other contaminates, and shall be hot bonded to the bearing
during vulcanization.

(b) The external load plates shall be protected in accordance with the

contract documents. Unless otherwise specified, they shall be given a shop coat
of primer. No shop primer shall be used on external load plates which are to be

field welded.

18.4.5 Tolerances

(a) Flash tolerance, finish, and appearance shall meet the requirements
of the latest edition of the Rubber Handbook as published by the Rubber
Manufacturers Association Inc., RMA F3 and T.063 for molded bearings.

(b) For both plain and reinforced bearings, the permissible variation
from the dimensions and configuration required by the plans and these
specifications shall be as follows:
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Overall Vertical Dimensions Inches

Design Thickness 1-1/4" or less -0, +1/8"

Design Thickness over 1-1/4" -0, +1/4"

Overall Horizontal Dimensions

36" and less -0, +1/4"

over 36" -0, +1/2"

Thickness of Individual Layers of Elastomer

Reinforced Bearings ± 20« of Design
Value point but
< il/8*^

4. Variation from a Plane Parallel to the
Theoretical Surface
(as determined by measurements at the
edge of the elastomer surface)

Top slope relative to the bottom
of no more than .005 radians

Sides 1/4"

5. Position of Exposed Connection Members 1/8"

6. Edge Cover of Bnbedded Laminates or -0, +1/8"
Connection Members

7. Size of Holes, Slots or Inserts — 1/8"

8. Position of Holes, Slots or Inserts 1. 1/8"

18.4.6 Marking

(a) Each bearing shall be marked in indelible ink or flexible paint. The
marking shall consist of the order number, lot number, bearing identification
number, elastomer type and grade number. Unless otherwise specified in the
contract documents, or impossible due to the pad thickness, the marking shall be

on a face which is visible after erection of the bridge.

18.4.7 Acceptance Criteria

(a) The acceptance criteria for the bearing shall be specified by the

Engineer and shall meet the requirements of Test Criteria I or Test Criteria II.

Test Criteria I acceptance shall be applied to all bearings. Test Criteria II

acceptance shall, at the discretion of the Engineer, be provided for more critical

or unusual bearings.

(b) The supplier shall give written notice 30 days prior to the start of

bearing fabrication. This notification shall include number, quantity, size,

manufacturer's name, location, and the name of the plant coordinator of the

bearings being produced. The Engineer's representative shall choose, or direct to

be choosen, the sample bearings for testing. Should the bearings choosen for

testing have an integrally bonded tapered external steel load plate, the supplier

shall supply another tapered steel plate so that parallel top and bottom surfaces

are provided for testing. The Engineer shall decide if he wishes to be present

during tlie testing.

(c) All testing shall be performed by, and at the expense of, the

supplier, and shall be conducted according to the requirements of this

specif icat ion .

18.4.8 Test Criteria I

(a) The manufacturer shall test and report the verification of tne

location and parallelism requirements of Paragraph 18.4.3(b) by measurements under

a proof load of 500 psi. Measurements shall be taken at intervals of 90 degrees

and the largest and smallest measurement for each reinforcement layer shall bt

reported. Each layer of reinforcement shall meet the requirements of 18.4.5(b),

and due allowance shall be made for compression as a result of the 500 psi load.
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(b) The manufacturer shall proof load each reinforced bearing vicn a

compressive load of 1500 psi, or 1.5 times Che design load if this load is given.
If bulging patterns indicate steel placement which does not satisfy design
criteria and manufacturing tolerances or if bulging suggests poor reinforcement
bond, the bearing shall be rejected. If there are 3 separate surface cracks wnich
are greater than 0.08 inch wide and 0.08 inch deep, the bearings snail be

rejected

.

(c) The elastomer shall satisfy the minimum properties of Table 18.2.1
Other material tests shall be performed whenever there is a change in the type or

source of raw materials, elastomer formulation or production procedures, or as

required by the Engineer.

(d) Cold Temperature Shear test shall not be required unless indicatec ir.

the contract documents. If this requirement is requested, the test shall be

conducted in the following manner, one complete set of all performance tests shall

be performed and reportea on each production run.

1. Unless a test temperature different than -20U Degrees F. is

specified, the temperature to be used for determination of low
temperature properties shall be taken as this cemperature

.

Should a lower temperature test be required, the requirements of

this test shall be set forth m the contract documents witri due

care being taken for the ability of the manufacturer to perform
the test at a lower temperature.

2. The bearing shall be conditioned at Che test temperature for

96 hours.

3. The total time lapse between removal of the bearing from the
-20 degree F. environment and completion of the cold weather
test shall not exceed 30 minutes. Bearings shall be insulated
from any heat conducting surface of the testing apparatus with a

suitable material, having a thermal conductivity of not more
than 0.1 BTU/hr/sq. ft. During removal of Che bearing anc
positioning for the test, the bearing shall be completely
covered witn an insulating, 2 inch minimum tnickness, blanket
having a thermal conductivity of not more than 0.0'^ BTU/hr./sq.
ft. During tne actual testing, the exposed sides of the nearint,

shall be covereo by tne blanket.

4. After the bearing is conditioned at the test temperature anc

placed into position for the testing, the bearing shall be

subjected to a vertical load of 500 psi, and then shearea to a

total strain equivalent to 25 percent of the effective original
rubber thickness. Shear stresses, based upon the plain area of

the rubber, shall be recorded at and 15 minutes after the

total strain has been reached. The shear stress, measureu 15

minutes after tne ultimate strain has been reached shall not

exceed 50 psi for bearings constructed of neoprene, nor 30 psi

for those bearings constructed with natural rubber.

5. All bearings at the completion of testing shall be returnee

to the Owner.

(e) One complete set of tests, to establish conformance witn the

requirements of Table 18.2.1, shall be conducted on each production run.

18.4.9 Test Criteria II

(a) All criteria of Test Criteria I shall be satisfied. A test

temperature for the shear modulus test shall be specified. More than one (1)

temperature may be requested. The shear modulus shall not vary by more than * 1 5i

from the specified value in the contract documents, as determined by the

requirements of ASTM D4014.
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(b) The compresBive stiffness shall vary by no more than * 101 fror the

median value of all bearings, nor * 201 from the design value, and it shall be

performed on a completed bearing.

18.4.10 Certification

(a) The manufacturer shall certify that each bearing meets the

requirements of this specification, and shall supply a certified copy of the test

results. Where actual test values can be obtained they shall be reported, and not

listed only as "Passed".

18.5 INSTALLATION

18.5.1 General

(a) Elastomeric bearings shall be installed in accordance with the aesign

plans. Substructure bearing surfaces to receive the bearings shall be level,

smooth, and finished to the correct elevation.

(b) Top and bottom elastomer surfaces shall be level under dead load

only. Tapered load plates bonded to the bearing, or taperec sole plates on tne

bridge span shall compensate for span grade, rotation, or camber.

(c) Bearings which are to be attached to the bridge span ana/or

substructure shall use a positive attachment detail. Adhesive bonding is not

reconcendea

.

(d) Welding of briage span members to the bearing load plates is not

permitted unless there is more than 1-1/2 inches of steel between the weld ana the

elastomer. The temperature of the steel plate in contact with the elastomer saaii

not exceed 400 degrees F. during the welding process.
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Proposed 1987 Manual Revisions

To Chapter 9 — Highway-Rail Programs

The following addition should be included in the manual in Chapter 9 for the saftey of railroad

crews and the traveling public and will bring the manual into line with current laws and rules now in

effect in the country. This is an issue that has been debated as to the railroad's responsibility and

Committee 9 feels that there is a joint responsiblity , however the railroad will have to take the initiative

in this matter due to maintenance scheduling and scheduling of crews for work at the crossing.

Page 1 : Include the following in the index under part 1

:

1.11 Highway Traffic Control in Railroad Work Zones 9-1

Page 9-1-3: Insert the following after Section 1.10:

1.11 Highway Traffic Control in Railroad Work Zones

Traffic control is recommended when a maintenance or construction activity interferes with vehicle

traffic flow. Federal guidelines for the devices and methods of traffic control are outlined in the Traffic

Control Devices Handbook, published by the Federal Highway Administration. However, since State

and /or local practices and guidelines will vary, coordination between the railroad(s) and the

appropriate roadway authority is required.

DELETION

The deletion of the word "perfect" is desired due to the fact that there is no such thing as perfect line

and the removal of he word from the following paragraphs will bring the maunual into real world

wording.

In paragraph 1.7:

"... Rails shall be spiked to perfect line ..."

In paragraph 1.9.9:

"... Rails should be spiked perfect line ..."

Word that is underlined in the above should be removed from the manual.
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Proposed 1987 Manual Revision

to Chapter 13—Environmental Engineering

Part 4

Noise Pollution Control

1986

FOREWORD

The purpose of this part is to identify and provide guidelines for the abatement or reduction of noise

resulting from or affecting railroad operations.

4.1 EMPLOYEE EXPOSURE TO NOISE IN THE RAILROAD WORKPLACE

4.1.1 Introduction

(a) Railroads, as corporate citizens, must comply with laws and regulations which apply to the railroad

industry.

(b) Regulations protecting employees from the effects of noise exposure have been established by

two agencies of the federal government. The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) regulates the

level of noise permissible in locomotive cabs (49 CFR 229.121) and sleeping quarters (49 CFTl

228. 107). The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) considers employee protection

from the effects of noise exposure resulting from all other railroad activities through its Occupational

Noise Exposure regulations (29 CFR 1910.95).

4.1.1.1 FRA Regulations

(a) The FRA locomotive cab regulations as identified above, establish the permissible exposure to a

continuous noise of in a locomotive cab.

(b) The FRA railroad employee sleeping quarters regulations consider whether proposed sites for

construction or reconstruction of sleeping quarters for railroad employees subject to the Hours of

Service Act are "within or in the immediate vicinity of any area where railroad switching or humping

operations are performed." The Hours of Service Act, as amended by the Federal Railway Safety Act of

1976, prohibits the construction or reconstruction of quarters for such employees within or in the

immediate vicinity of switching and humping.

4.1.1.2 OSHA Regulations

(a) OSHA has published laws governing actions to be taken by employers when certain employees

are exposed to varying noise levels. Under the Occupational Safety and Health Act, OSHA's

regulations do not apply to many railroad employees due to superseding Federal Railroad Administra-

tion regulations. Consultation with someone familiar with OSHA and FRA regulations is necessary to

determine the applicability of the OSHA regulations in specific situations.

(b) OSHA has established guidelines whereby employees are classified into one of several groups,

depending on their noise exposure. Each group, then, has different requirements for hearing protectors,

annual audiometric examinations & annual training. The OSHA regulations also specify employee

access to information and recordkeeping requirements by the employer.

(c) The act further requires Railroads to report any significant threshold shifts determined by testing

of the employee. A report must also be made to OSHA. A detected significant shift is treated as an

industrial illness.
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4.1.2 LOCOMOTIVE CAB AND CABOOSE INTERIOR NOISE SOURCES OF EMPLOYEE
NOISE EXPOSURE

4.1.2.1 Sources

(a) The Federal Railroad Administration estimates that less than 5% of locomotives in service today-

exhibit interior noise levels which would result in employee exposure in excess of that allowed by the

regulation (49 CFR Part 229). In practice, however, maintaining lowest practical noise levels in the cab

or caboose is important for improved communication among crew members in addition to maintaining

employee hearing protection.

(b) Locomotive Cabs - A number of sources contribute to interior locomtive cab noise. The diesel

engine and accessories associated with it are the major source of sound. Engine noise covers a broad

spectrum of frequencies and is very difficult to reduce. Some of this sound is transmitted to the ear

directly through the air; some from vibration of panels and other structural members set in motion by

the engine in combination with vibration from wheels on track. Wheel-induced noise results from the

impacts of the wheels on the rails. Like engine noise, wheel-induced noise can reach the ear through

direct or indirect paths.

(c) Air brake exhaust is vented into the cab on many locomotives and is a source of high level,

intermittent noise. Locomotive horns are required by regulation 49 CFR 229. 1 29 to deliver 96 dB{A) at

100 feet. They are also a source of high level intermittent noise.

(d) There are a number of minor sources which contribute to the overall interior cab noise level.

Noise generated by loose equipment and unsecured doors and panels are among these.

(e) Cabooses-Caboose noise can be a problem in that communication can be difficult under noisy

conditions.

4.1.2.2 Engineering Solutions

(a) A significant share of cab and caboose noise can be eliminated or, at least, reduced by relatively

simple engineering solutions. In addition to those listed below, administrative solutions & hearing

protection may be considered.

(b) Locomotive Cabs - Measures can be taken to deaden panels and doors through the use of

acoustical seals around enclosures and acoustical insulation around the cab itself. Deadening the panels

and doors will also serve to reduce the vibratory noise generated by steel wheels on steel rails. The most

effective measure for reducing wheel induced noise is the use of welded rails. Reduction of noise from

air brakes can be accomplished by venting the brake exhaust beneath the cab fioor. This action can

reduce the noise level as much as 20 dB(A) inside the locomotive cab and, therefore, can reduce the 8

hour dose significantly. The brake air can still be heard under the cab floor so that engineers who are

subject to a "listen to the air" habit can still operate their locomotives as before. Although the sound

level of a locomotive horn is fixed by regulation, measures can be taken to reduce this contribution to an

8-hour dose. The horn should be placed as far from the crew position as possible. The horn itself should

be isolated from the cab structure and acoustic insulation should be provided in the ceiling of the cab.

(c) Caboose-Deadening the panels and doors will serve to reduce the vibratory noise generated by

steel wheels on steel rails. Application of structural dampening to the car body and supplying acoustic

absorption within the car will also be effective. The use of welded rails is the most effective measure for

reducing wheel-induced noise in the caboose al.so.

4.1.3 MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY SOURCES OF EMPLOYEE NOISE EXPOSURE

4.1.3.1 Sources

(a) Noise generated by maintenance-of-way sources can be placed into two categories of sources.

"Engine noise" is noise created by the operation of the engine of the machine being used. "Machine

noise" is the sound created by the actual action of a machine doing its individual job (spiking, grinding,

cutting, etc.)
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(b) Modem track gangs and bridge gangs on most major railroads are entirely mechanized. The

machines used do a variety of repetitive tasks which generate potentially excessive levels of either

engine noise, machine noise, or a combination of the two. The machines involved on track gangs may
include tie handling machines, tie plate or track brooms, spike pullers, spikers, tie removing machines,

rail anchor machines, ballast regulators, tampers, and track lining machines. Likely sources of noise on

bridge gangs are pile-driving machines and cranes. All of these machines are capable of generating

both machine and engine noise. Pile driving machines will generate a significant amount of impact type

noise in addition to normal machine noise. Operators on the machines and support personnel walking

alongside may be subjected to high doses of noise as a direct result of their jobs.

(c) The most common noise generating sources on a Track Supervisor gang are motor cars (engine

noise) and small machinery (chain saws, rail saws, etc.). Due to the design of many motorcars used on

today's railroads the operator and passengers are in close proximity to the engine compartment. These

engine compartments are not always well insulated acoustically.

(d) Some small machinery (chain saws, rail saws, etc.) which are used by all of the different types

of gangs can also generate significant engine noise. The engine noise from small machinery can be

extremely intense to the operators.

4.1.3.2 Engineering Solutions

(a) Many of the noise sources to which maintenance-of-way employees are exposed are very

difficult to mitigate through engineering due to the nature of the tasks to which the machines are being

applied. Bridge timbers, bridge piles, and spikes could not be effectively or economically installed if

noise dampening were required on impact surfaces of machines. And, due to the physical configuration

of most of the machines, the installation of more effective mufflers would decrease noise exposure, but

would still provide a substantial noise dosage to support personnel working in close proximity to the

machines. The following are some engineering measures which can be taken to reduce or eliminate

noise exposure problems for mainenance-of-way employees.

(b) Large machines - As stated above, mufflers can be designed and installed on many machines to

reduce noise levels on mechanized track gangs. Care should be given to such on installation to prevent

damage to engines caused by overly restrictive muffiers. Insulation of engine compartments can reduce

the engine noise generated by track and bridge machinery. Insulated, air-conditioned cabs would

reduce the noise to which machine operators are exposed but this method of noise reduction can be

extremely expensive. Should ear muffs/plugs interfere with the operators ability to hear radio

transmissions, ear muffs with built-in receivers can be plugged into a jack on the 2-way radio.

(c) Due to the fact that many of the employees exposed to excessive levels of noise on the various

gangs are support personnel working in close proximity to the machines and. as stated above, noise

dampening on impact surfaces would not be effective or economical, there are very few engineering

solutions to eliminate excessive noise for a large number of track gang or bridge gang personnel.

Administrative and hearing protection measures prove to be more beneficial and less expensive. One

administrative measure would be to have support personnel work part of the shift in the noisy

atmosphere in close proximity to a machine and part of the time al a more distant (and quieter) liKation

from the particular machine, thereby reducing his average exposure. This particular solution would

normally result in having to maintain a larger number ol personnel on the particular track gang. Hearing

protection is the most logical and least expensive method of reducing or eliminating high levels of noise

exposure for track gang support personnel.

(d) Motor Cars - Noise generated by motor cars can be effectively reduced by insulation of the

engine compartment. In some cases, however, a more complete solution has been employed by using

small hi-rail pick-up truck type vehicles specifically designed for use by Track Superxisor gangs.

These vehicles have enclosed, better-insulated compartments for occupants to eliminate noise gener-

ated by wind and keep the personnel out of the weather, the engine compartments are better insulated to

ensure that the engine noise component is significantly reduced.
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(0 Small Machinery - Those personnel operating, or in close proximity to, small machinery must,

in general, employ hearing protection devices to reduce their exposure to this workplace noise. The

small machinery engines can not normally be muffled nor their impact-generated noise be mitigated

through the use of economical or effective engineering means,

4.1.4 RAILROAD SHOP SOURCES OF EMPLOYEE NOISE EXPOSURE

4.1.4.1 Sources

(a) Due to the wide variety of operations encountered in the modem railroad shop, and due to the

wide variety of machines used to carry out each of these operations, it is nearly impossible to list all of

the possible sources of employee exposure to noise. A general list of operations found in railroad shops

might include the following;

1. Mobile equipment (cranes, forklifts, trucks)

2. Shop machinery (latches, presses, drop hammers)

3. Painting operations

4. Sand/grit blasting operations

5. Compressors

6. Small tools (grinding tools, impact tools, etc.)

7. Boilers/Powerhouses

(b) As in the case of maintenance-of-way noise generation, the sources of shop noise generation

normally fall into one of two categories. "Engine noise" is noise created by the operation of the engine

of the machine being used. "Machine noise" is the sound created by the actual action of a machine

doing its individual job (grinding, cutting, etc.)

(c) Mobile equipment, air compressors, boilers and some shop machinery contribute primarily

engine noise to the employee's noise exposure dose. Those individuals who operate mobile equipment

and shop machinery, and those who work in close proximity to mobile equipment, air compressors,

boilers, and shop machinery may be exposed to excessive levels of noise or increased noise dosage as a

result of this engine noise.

(d) Machine noise may be generated by shop machinery, sand/grit blasting operations and small

tools. Grinding and impact tools and some shop machinery can expose the operator, and those workers

in close proximity, to a variety of frequencies and levels of noise dependent upon the nature of the

material being worked. Due to the fact that the operations are ordinarily conducted in enclosed areas or

buildings, painting operations and sand/grit blasting operations normally expose only those individuals

involved in the operation to potentially excessive noise.

4.1.4.2 Engineering Solutions

(a) Mobile Equipment - The best engineering means to reduce noise exposure for those who operate

mobile equipment such as cranes (overhead or wheeled) and forklifts is to enclose the operator in an

acoustically insulated cab. Mufflers can be installed on mobile equipment with var\ing degrees of

effectiveness. Those who work in close proximity to mobile equipment, but do not op)erate the

equipment, can be protected from excessive noise to some extent by the installation of the mufflers.

The use of hearing protection is not always preferred for those working near mobile equipment due to

the danger of physical accidents as a result of machine movement.

(b) Shop Machinery - Shop machinery emits both machine and engine noise at a variety of

frequencies and intensities. Whenever practical, shop machines which generate excessive levels of

noise should be placed in acoustically insulated enclosures. In the event that insulation of the machine

or the placement of the machine in an enclosure is impractical then those employees working around the
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machine should use hearing protection. In some instances, as an alternative to machine insulation, a

machine operator may be placed in a sound insulated enclosure. This enclosure could be equipped with

machine controls to permanently isolate the operator from the noise source. Administrative measures

such as changes of job locations to quieter areas during the work shift can also be used.

(c) Sand/Grit Blasting and Painting Operations - Both sand/grit bla.sting and painting operations are

usually conducted in restricted areas so that the number of employees exposed to air contaminants is

minimized. The noise generated by these ojjerations can be at a variety of frequencies dependent on the

equipment used. The most effective method for eliminating employee noise exposure in painting or

sand/grit blasting operations is to automate the acuta! application of the material (paint or grit). Some

railroads have had success with this method in the painting of boxcars. In those areas where automation

of the paint application is impractical the most effective and economical methods for reducing

employee noise exposure are personnel hearing protection and/or administrative measures such as

those outlined previously for shop machinery.

(d) Air Compressors - Noise generated by air compressors is normally machine-type noise of a

constant frequency. Since many air compressors are not built in a configuration which would make

them suitable for machine insulation the best method for reducing employee exposure to air compressor

noise is to enclose the machine in its own insulated room Ducting of the incoming and outgoing air

supply on air-cooled compressors would serve to reduce employee noise exposure also. For those

employees who must work in the enclosed areas with an air compressor, the most effective and

economical means of reducing or eliminating noise exposure is ear plugs or some other personnel

hearing protection.

(e) Boilers - There are very few methods to eliminate noise exposure for those who work close to

boilers. Boilers normally have their own enclosed space and therefore do not expose many employees

to noise. In as much as any efforts to reduce noise levels emitted from boiler operation would result in

reduced boiler efficiency, those who work in close proximity to boilers can best be protected through

the use of personnel hearing protection.

(0 Small Tools - Hand-held grinding, impact, or air tools can generate excessive levels of noise at

varying frequencies. These noises are especially difficult to reduce through engineering methods

because: a) additional insulation to reduce motor noise would also reduce the mobility of the particular

machine, and b) the nature of the task being conducted usually requires mclal-to-metal contact.

Hearing protection is the most practical means of noise dosage reduction for both the machine operator

and those employees close to the operation.

4.1.5 OTHER SOURCES OF EMPLOYEE NOISE EXPOSURE

4.1.5.1 Sources

(a) In addition to the noise sources described above there arc a variety of "other" operations or

machines which do not fall into the previously state categories, but may emit excessive noise to the

railroad employee.

(b) Retarders - Classification of trains in gravity hump yards requires the use of an active retarder

(master or group retarders) to brake the cars to the proper speed so that it can couple w ith the previous

car without freight damage. Penetrating squeals of short duration in excess of 1 20 dB may be generated

by the slip-stick sequence as a car wheel is squeezed between the two braking rails Inert retarders at the

opposite end of the classification tracks prevent the cars from escaping out of the "bowl" of the yard,

but require trains, once made up, to be pulled through the closed retarder Secondary screeches ixcur

when a car being humped hits a string of cars, causing the first car to emit a high pitched noise as its

wheel try to force their way through the closed inert retarder. Employees working or sleeping in close

proximity to these sources may be subjected to excessive noise.
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(c) Refrigerator Cars - Diesel powered engines run the refrigeration units on these cars and emit a

continuous drone of noise which, although not always excessively loud, can be an annoyance to an

individual who works in an area around refrigerator cars for long periods of time.

(d) Load Cells - The intent of a load cell is to place an artificial load on a locomotive so that it can be

tested under varying loads while stationary. Extended load tests of a locomotive at high rpm's may

result in excessive levels of noise to employees in the immediate area of the load cell.

(e) TOFC/COFC - Noise sources at TOFC/COFC loading facilities can range from the constant

drone of engine noises to high instantaneous levels of sound resulting from impacts or metal-to-metal

contacts. These sources may include: a) engine noise from the machine lifting the trailers/containers, b)

hostler/spotter truck engine noise, c) metal-to-metal noise generated when the container or trailer is

grasped, d) metal-to-metal noise when trucks connect to a trailer, and e) impact noise when the trailer is

set down on the railcar.

4.1.5.2 Engineering Solutions

Source-specific solutions for the various noise generating machinery and/or operations are outlined

below. In addition to the below, consideration should also be given to increasing the distance between

the source and receiver, providing hearing protection, and administrative solutions (i.e. decreasing the

amount of noise being received by an employee rather than decreasing the amount of noise being

generated.)

(a)Active retarder noise can be reduced by lubricating the brake surface. There are some problems

in employing this method of noise reduction. Most notably, cars sometime run awary due to

insufficient braking, treatment of the lubrication solution is necessary before it can be permitted to run

off the property, and there are some problems with wintertime freeze-up inherent to this method. In

addition, this method of solving the active retarder noise problem requires high operating costs. For this

reason, a noise barrier to contain or reflect the noise is a popular solution.

(b) The type of brake shoe can affect the number of times that squeals occur and, thereby, decrease

the level of employee exposure. Slotted and "soft" shoes can prove beneficial to noise exposure

reduction. This method, however, requires more maintenance than most brake shoes presently in use.

(c) Inert retarder noise can be eliminated if the retarders are made releasable so that an entire line of

cars does not have to be pulled through the closed retarder. Barriers may also be utilized.

(d) Although not feasible for retrofitting existing yards, new construction might consider the

replacement of the "old" style steel-on-steel master and group retarders with the new European style

quasi-continuous control system utilizing hydraulic pistons spaced along the rail.

(e) Refrigerator Cars - When electrical power is available, switching from diesel to electricity will

eliminate the noise from the engine. If the use of electrical power is not feasible, a barrier can be

installed, either on the car in the form of an enclosure with vents, or stationary, adjacent to the storage

area of the cars. Mechanical modification such as muftlers and fan modifications or a change in engine

speed can reduce noise levels. Depending on site-specific situations, there are solutions such as turning

the car around so that the engine is on the side away from the receiver which may reduce the noise level

by 5-6 dB(A). However, attenuating the noise by moving the source or the receiver of the noise is a

direct result of changing the distance between them rather than an engineering solution.

(f) Load Cells - A noise barrier may provide the best means of noise attenuation at a load cell for

those employees working in proximity to the facility. The U.S.E.P.A. feels that an absorptive barrier

can provide a 1 5 dB reduction at 100 feet. For the employee working in the load cell operation the only

apparent method of mitigating the level of noise exposure is through the use of hearing protection.

(g) TOFC/COFC - The types of solutions to TOFC/COFC noise are as diverse as the types of noise

sources. Mechanical solutions would include speed reduction on engines and motors, replacement of
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vehicle standard transmissions with automatics, sound enclosures on engines and replacement of

mechanical parts (chains, etc.) with quieter pneumatic/hydraulic parts. Rubber pads placed where

metal arms grasp the metal container or trailer can reduce impact noises.

4.1.6 SUMMARY

(a) Through compliance with the applicable federal regulations, including testing, utilization of

feasible engineering and administrative controls, and administration of a continuing, effective hearing

conservation program, railroads can ensure that employees are protected against hearing loss as a result

of exposure on the job.

(b) There are many benefits which result from the reduction of noise levels in a work environment.

One, of course, is the decrease in hearing damage to employees. A second and intangible advantage in

the long run is the increased efficiency which results when the workplace is quiet. Hopefully, the

awareness of the employee to noise exposure dangers may also provide the employee with the

knowledge necessary to protect himself from hearing loss from sources other than those job-related.
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Proposed 1987 Manual Revisions

To Chapter 14 — Yards and Terminals

It is proposed to add sections on "Design of TOFC/COFC Facilities" and "Fire Protection in

Yards".

The section on Design of TOFC/COFC Facilities will be derived from a Committee 14 Informa-

tional Article on pages 1 57- 1 90 ofA .R . E.A . Bulletin 696, May 1 984 ( Proceedings Volume 85 ) and the

section on Fire Prevention in Yards will be derived from another Committee 14 Informational Article

on pages 417-429 of A.R.E.A. Bulletin 693, October 1983 (Proceedings Volume 84)
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Proposed 1987 Manual Revisions

To Chapter 15 — Steel Structures

Paragraph 1.2.1(a): After the line which reads "High Strength Bolts. . . A325 and A490 insert the

following three lines:

Carbon and Alloy Steel Nuts. . .A563

Washers, Steel, Hardened. . .F436

Direct Tension Indicators. . .F959

Reword paragraph 3.2.3(e) to read: "Direct tension indicators used to verify installed tension in

A325 or A49n bolts shall conform to ASTM F959"

In paragraph 3.3.6 delete all words after ".
. . the type of work required."

Change paragraph 3. 1 .6(b) by revising the second sentence to read "Surface Roughness value as

defined by American National Standards Institute (ANSI B46. 1 Surface Texture), of cut surfaces shall

not exceed 1000 for material up to 4 in. thick and 2000 for material 4 in. to 8 in. thick. Member ends not

subjected to calculated stress may have a surface roughness value up to 2(XX)".

REVISE TABLE 1.14.7-IMPACT TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR
STRUCTURAL STEEL-FRACTURE CRITICAL MEMBERS, Pg. 15-1-39, AS SHOWN:

ASTM
Designation
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TABLE 2.2.1A—HIGH STRENGTH STRUCTURAL STEEL

ASTM
Designation
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TABLE 2.2.1B—IMPACT TEST REQUIREMENTS' FOR HIGH STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL STEEL—OTHER THAN FRACTURE CRITICAL MEMBERS''

ASTM
Designation
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Proposed 1987 Manual Revision

To Chapter 22 — Economics of Railway

Construction and Maintenance

Add the following section, renumbering "Budgeting" as 2.3 and "Auditing of Results" as 2.4.

2.2 ECONOMICS

When it becomes necessary to consider the replacement of an existing facility by reason of

deterioration, damage, obsolescence or other causes, it is ordinarily desirable that an economic

comparison be made of various plans for replacement. This problem resolves itself into a mathematical

analysis to determine the most advantageous expenditure. The investigation should take into account

also the economy of repairing the existing facility to maintain it in service for one or more years.

2.2.1 General Considerations

Obviously, when a facility can be replaced with a more permanent one at little or no greater first

cost than for renewal in kind, there can be no doubt of the economy of the improvement. If such

economy is not self-evident, however, a careful analysis of all the elements of cost should be made.

This analysis will be based on first cost, including the expense for maintaining traffic during

construction, future replacements, interest value of the investment, annual maintenance and operation,

fire risk, effect of the expenditure on taxation, etc. Fire risk and taxation are ordinarily treated only as

matters of policy, but may dictate the type of construction selected. Future replacements as well as

future salvage are considered on the basis of their present worth.

Economic comparisons of the type treated herein should not include any charges for past

expenditures or existing investment value, since nothing which is proposed can alter the economic

charges for money already spent, with the possible exception of effect on taxation. It is correct to

include the present worth of probable future work to an existing facility which will be necessary to carry

it to the end of the service life of the alternate facility under consideration.

It should be borne in mind that economic analyses are seldom exact enough to be completely relied

upon in the decision making process. The method and interval of compounding interest, the use of

different rates for interest and for computation of sinking fund, and even the rate of interest itself, are

likely to be of less relative importance than the use of good judgment in estimating the service life of

facilities. Economic comparisons are reliable only in proportion to the sound judgment used in setting

them up and interpreting them.

2.2.2 Service Life

The accuracy with which the service life of facilities is estimated will usually determine the validity

of the comparison to a greater extent than any of the other assumptions. Reference to actual experience

under similar conditions is most important. In selecting a service life and allowance for maintenance,

the probable manner of renewal must be considered. A timber trestle, if maintained by partial

replacements, may be assigned a service life equal to that of the railroad line, although no pan of the

trestle may last more than a fraction of that time, if it is to be renewed as a whole, however, its serv ice

life will closely agree with that of the timber in it. In the first instance, the annual maintenance

allowance must be sufficient to cover all partial replacements, while if periodic complete renewals are

assumed, maintenance will be limited to surfacing, replacement of defective timbers, etc.

Consideration should be given to the possibility of future line revision or abandonment in

forecasting the service life of the proposed work. When there is any occasion for doubt, a low estimate

of service life should be made; when the comparison favors the more pemianenl improvement by only a

relatively small amount, preference should usually be given to the less permanent construction.
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In any comparison involving differing fire hazards it is proper to include this element of expense, if

it can be evaluated. In many cases, damage or loss of a facility itself will not be as important a factor as

the assumed accident, delay and detour costs incident to traffic.

2.2.3 Methods of Analysis

The two methods of analysis most favored by statisticians are ( 1 ) computation of the annual sum

which, like a rental, will cover all present and future investment and maintenance charges on the

proposed structure, and (2) computation of the total capital which, if invested, will furnish funds to

build and perpetually maintain the facility. The first method will herein be called the Annual Cost

Method; the second, the Capitalization Method. A little study will show that the two methods are based

on the same principle, and the computed total annual cost of a project will equal the interest, at the

assumed rate, on the total computed capitalization; therefore, both methods indicate the same order of

relative economy.

Both methods require assumptions as to interest rates and manner of compounding interest, and

service life. They require the use of formulas, or tables, which can be found in any engineering

economics reference book. A third method, based on straight-line depreciation, is also widely used,

and is illustrated in the examples.

In projects of such magnitude that special loans must be obtained, the probable terms of such loans

will govern the interest. In ordinary projects, the money may be taken from current earnings or working

capital; the interest rates should be based on the value of the railroad's money, which is at least equal to

the highest interest rate which could be saved by retiring outstanding bonds.

The three methods are explained in greater detail as follows:

1

.

Annual Cost Methods. The annual cost is the sum of (a) simple interest on the first cost; (b) an

annual sum which, with compound interest added, will accumulate a sinking fund equal to the first cost

or the replacement cost at the end of the service life; and (c) the estimated average annual maintenance

expense.

2. Capitalization Method. A fund is computed which is the sum of (a) the first cost of the pn^ject;

(b) an amount on which the accumulated compound interest, exclusive of the principal, will equal the

first (or replacement) cost of the project at the end of its service life; and (c) an amount on which the

simple interest equals the average amount required yeariy for maintenance. Amount (c) is the estimated

annual maintenance divided by the (decimal) rate of interest. Theoretically, with unchanging costs and

interest rates, the total fund so accumulated will build the structure and provide for its perpetual

maintenance and periodic replacement in kind.

(In investment accounting, sinking fund usually amortizes the original investment, so that accounts

will be cleared of any overlapping charges when a replacement is to be financed. Usually, in methods

(I) and (2) assumption of a different cost level for future replacement is considered too speculative for

conservative accounting. However, in comparing a structure of short service life with one which may

extend through two or more renewals of the first, the future cost of such renewals during the life of the

more permanent alternative is of concern in the comparison. If changing cost levels are considered to be

definitely indicated, items (b) in the foregoing methods should be based on future replacement cost

rather than on present cost. This may be important in affecting the validity of the comparison).

3. Straifiht-lJne Method. The straight-line depreciation method of comparative analysis, while

mathematically only approximate, is frequently used for its simplicity. It involves the division of first

cost by the estimated service life. To this annual charge, interest and maintenance are added. In keeping

with the simplicity of the method, the reduced interest on the diminishmg principal may be approxi-

mated by figuring straight interest on one-half the total cost. Maintenance cost is added as under the

annual cost method.
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While computations by the straight-line method can be made without invoved calculations, or

reference to tables, this method is not ordinarily recommended. It is more approximate than methods

( 1 ) and (2) and does not permit present and future work to be considered in correct relationship. This

can be done under the first two methods by computing the present worth of future expenditures. Thus,

work at various future dates may be brought to a common basis for comparison.

This discussion has purposely not included economic formulas or interest tables. There are

numerous texts on engineering economics that go into greater depth than is permitted here. (See

2.2.3.1)

Examples in Use of Methods of Analysis

Example 1 - A pile trestle is near the end of its service life. It can be maintained for 2 years at a cost

of $4000. or replaced with a creosoted open-deck trestle having an estimated life of 35 years . at a cost of

$36,000, or replaced with earth fill and a concrete culvert, having an assumed life of 80 years, at a cost

of $54,000. What is the economical thing to do?

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM (ASSUMED INTEREST RATE

Given:

Estimated life

Estimated cost

Annual maintenance (average)

1

.

Annual Cost Method:

Interest

Sinking Fund

Maintenance

Total annual cost

2. Capitalization Method:

First Cost

Capitalized replacement

Capitalized maintenance

Total capital

3. Straight-line Method;

Annual proportion of cost . . . .

Interest

Maintenance .

Total annual cost

1ST RATE,
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2. CAPITALIZATION METHOD: Treated Trestle. First cost, $36,000; capital to produce

$36,000 every 35 years, 0.01931 x $36,000 = $695; capital to produce estimated maintenance of

$350 per year, 350 - byO.I2 = $2917; total, $39,612. Fill andCulvert. First cost, $54,000; capital to

procude $54,000 every 80 years, 0.00012 x $54,000 = $6; capital to produce $200 per year for

maintenance, $200 ^ 0. 12 = $1667; total $55,673. (It is not considered that a capitalization of the

repair alternate, made in a way to show its correct relative economy, would find general acceptance).

3. STRAIGHT-LINE METHOD: Repairs. Annual proportion of total cost $4,000 - 2 = $2000;

interest, 0.12 x $4000 ^ 2 = $240; maintenance (included in the $4000). Total, $2,240. Treated

Trestle. Annual proportion $36,000 ^ 35 = $1029; interest 0.12 x $36,000 ^ 2 = $2160;

maintenance, $350. Total, $3539. Fill and Culvert. Annual proportion $54,000 ^ 80 = $675;

Interest. 0.12 x $54,000 ^ 2 = $3240; Maintenance, $200. Total $4,115.

By methods ( 1 ) and (3), the comparison indicates that the present structure can be economically

carried 2 years longer by repairs; methods (1), (2) and (3) indicate that there would be some economical

advantage to rebuilding it as a treated pile trestle rather than filling it. However, the elimination of tire

risk by filling, though not set up in the comparison, might well be adjudged of value enough to make

filling preferable. If the structure in this location might be affected by line change or abandonment, the

shortened service life of the fill and culvert would give the trestle a more decided economic advantage.

Example 2. On a projected new route, estimates have been made for a steel bridge on concrete

substructure, and for an alternate treated timber ballasted-deck bridge, as follows: Steel bridge, cost

$117,000 life 75 years; timber deck $4000, life 35 years; estimated annual maintenance, $3(X),

including painting. Timber bridge cost $90,000. life 45 years; etimated maintenance $400 per year.

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM (ASSUMED INTEREST RATE 12 PERCENT)*

Steel Bridge Timber Bridge

1

.

Annual Cost Method:

Interest 0.12 x 121,000 $14,520 0.12 x 90,000 $10,800

Sinking Fund 0.00002 x 1 17,000 2 0.00074 x 90,000 66

0.00232 x 4,000 9

Maintenance 300 400

Total $14.831 $11.266

*—The I.C.C. at times developes the cost of capital that may be used for opportunity costs in

connection with line abandonments.

2. Capitalization Method

First cost $121,000 $90,000

Capitalized replacement 0.00020 x 117.(X)0 23 0.00614x90.000 553

0.01931 X 4.(KX) 77

Capitalized maintenance $300 ^ 0. 12 2.5(X) $4(M) ^ 0. 12 3.333

Total $122.600 $ 93.886

3. Straight-Line Method:

Annual proportion 1 17,(K)0 ^75 $ 1.560 90.(KK1 ^ 45 $ 2.000

4.(KM) ^ 35 114

Interest 0.12 x 121. (X)0 - 2 7.260 0.12 x 90.(XK) -f 2 5,4(K)

Maintenance 300 -^^^O

Total $ 9.234 $ 7.800
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The comparison shows by all three methods that the treated timber ballasted deck bridge is not only

lower in first cost, but also more economical in the long run. Therefore, in this instance the timber

bridge should be constructed unless the relative fire immunity of the steel bridge is considered to have

an annual value of over $3500.

Example 3. A large steel bridge will require heavy repairs and renewals which could be pro-

grammed approximately as follows:

This year $100,000

Next 4 years $ 30,000 per year

Tenth year $ 70,000 (this is an average date

for a probable series of further repairs more extensive than ordinary maintenace)

It is anticipated that the raiway line has a foreseeable useful life of 50 years, and that no other

renewals will be needed during this time, other than an average maintenance cost of $3000 annually,

which includes painting, pier protection, track upkeep, etc. If the bridge is abandoned in favor of an

available alternate route, the cost of demolishing it will be $50,000 in excess of salvage. New

connections will cost $5000. The problem is, how much can we afford to pay in annual charges for the

use of the alternate route? (It is assumed that there is no difference in mileage, or train operation and

other costs, and no operating objection.)

EXPENDITURES FOR CONTINUED USE OF EXISTING BRIDGE

Present Worth Amount

Expenditure Factor (IZ'^f Interest)

This year $100,000 1 .00000 $100,000

One year hence 30,000 0.89286 26.786

Two years hence 30,000 0.79719 23,916

Three years hence 30,000 0.71178 21,353

Four years hence 30,000 0.63552 19,066

Tenth year hence 70,000 0.32197 22,538

Present worth of programmed renewals $213,659

Less alternate cost of demolition and connections 55,000

New present worth of amount to be saved by abandonment $158,659

Annual cost to be saved by abandonment:

Interest 0.12 x $158,659 $ 19,039

Fifty-year sinking fund 0.00042 x $158,659 67

Annual maintenance $ 3.(XX)

Total $ 22,106

Hence, if it appears possible to obtain the use of an acceptable alternate route for an annual charge,

for rental and maintenance, of $22, 106 or less, this possiblity should be thoroughly investigated before

undertaking heavy work on the existing bridge. (In some instances, removal of the structure would

result in a reduction of taxes which could be added to the saving.)

The foregoing problems have been prepared for illustration only, and are not intended to imph any

intrinsic economy in one kind of constmctit>n over another. Each case must be analyzed independently,

except where acquired judgment, or management polic> . may make certain ot the comparisons

unnecessary.
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Proposed 1987 Manual Revision

To Chapter 28—Clearances

On the following fold-out sheet is the proposed revision of page 28-3-25. The purpose of the

revision is to update this information, which was last revised in 1975.
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Wheel-Rail Lubrication Research

A. John Peters and Kenneth C. Rownd

Transportation Test Center

Association of American Railroads

Pueblo, Colorado

May, 1986

Increases in the costs of fuel and locomotive ownership
greatly increased the railroads' incentives to reduce
train-energy requirements. To meet the industry's need to reduce
energy-related expenses, the Association of American Railroads
set up a coordinated program to investigate major sources of fuel
consumption and to identify the potential for improved
efficiencies.

One important area of this study was the examination of train
resistance and aerodynamic drag. Early on in this process, it
became apparent that wheel-rail lubrication held significant
potential for reducing train resistance, and therefore fuel
consumption, with existing freight-carrying equipment. Under the
direction of joint AAR-industry Train Resistance and Energy
Steering Committees, a plan was developed to further investigate
the effects of track lubrication on train resistance in both
controlled and revenue-service testing.

Testing focused on the potential for reduced fuel
requirements and on the possible effects of wheel-rail
lubrication on conventional train-operating practices. These
tests have demonstrated that savings in energy consumption of
high magnitude are possible under many operating conditions.

Train resistance has been of great importance and interest to the
railroad industry for more than a century. Knowledge about and
understanding of resistance was needed in the beginning to
prepare railway timetables and train schedules. Most of the
earlier notable works in this field are attributable to Davis, '

Totten, and Keller. In the past decade, the study of train
resistance has become more important from the energy point of
view due to skyrocketing oil prices. The fuel bill for U.S.
railroads is over 3 billion dollars annually; therefore, a small
reduction in train resistance can lead to considerable financial
savings to the industry.

Consequently, the railroad industry is beginning to examine
the full effects of train resistance with a view to reducing fuel
costs. Various analytical models used originally to determine
running times -- train-performance calculators or simulators --

have been modified to estimate fuel consumption. In most of
these models, train resistance has been estimated by using the
Davis equation or some modification of it.'* The modified forms
have resulted from the efforts of individual railroads and
institutions to improve the original equation, primarily when new
equipment was introduced into service. The modifications reflect
adjustments in coefficients of the Davis equation to provide the
best fit for empirical data.

Although it has limitations, the resulting equation, as shown
by Radford, may be used to estimate fuel consumption for
different operating practices, provided that the set of
conditions used for the estimate are comparable with the
conditions under which the equation was originally determined.

In its general form, the Davis equation can be written

R = A + BV + CV^ (1)

99
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where R equals train resistance in pounds; A equals the
resistance component (independent of train speed) ; B equals the
coefficient of train resistance (linearly dependent on train
speed) ; C equals the coefficient of train resistance
(parabolically dependent on train speed) ; and V equals train
speed in miles per hour.

The terms A and B are composed partly of components that are
strongly influenced by vehicle-track interactions. Terms A and B
depend on vehicle weight, dimensions, suspension stiffness and
damping, track class, and track stiffness. All of these
parameters influence the loads at the wheel-rail interface and
the energy dissipated in the vehicle suspension.

Term C is traditionally associated with aerodynamic drag and
by vehicle shape. The V^ term is equal to train speed squared
only when ambient winds are negligible.

INSTRUMENTATION

Typically, train-resistance testing has relied on coast-down
techniques, where resistance is determined from deceleration, or
from instrumented-drawbar measurements.

The coast-down technique is usually applied to single
vehicles or small consists and can be accurate under carefully
controlled conditions. Its disadvantages are that it requires
very consistent track throughout the deceleration period, and
that it does not accurately represent the operation of a complete
train. In addition, testing with short or single-car consists
does not necessarily represent the environment to which a vehicle
is subjected in a long train. For example, the aerodynamic end
effects on a single car are not similar to those on the same car
when it is in a long consist.

Instrumented drawbar testing is often limited by the accuracy
of the measurements, due to the requirement that the drawbar be
able to withstand substantial impact forces. Thus, the standard
drawbar is required to resolve a few thousand (or even hundred)
pounds while it is designed to be operated safely with impacts of
a million pounds or more. Special reduced-section drawbars can
provide more accurate resistance information. However, they are
not readily acceptable in the operation of full test trains in
revenue service.

To meet the need for an accurate measurement system, one that
would not introduce operating limitations to revenue-service
testing, a technique was developed by which train resistance
could be determined by characterizing locomotive tractive effort
from the input of electrical power to each traction motor
armature. This was accomplished by placing a locomotive on the
Roll Dynamics Unit, a dynamometer, at the Transportation Test
Center and by relating measured input power to the armatures to
power generated at the rail.

This method provided an accurately calibrated locomotive for
test work at TTC. It also provided a method by which similar
traction motors on revenue-service locomotives could be
instrumented for comparative testing.
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TRAIN RESISTANCE AT "FAST"

The test program to quantify train resistance using the
calibrated locomotive began in 1983. The calibrated locomotive
was used to pull six loaded 100-ton hopper cars around the
4.7-mile loop of the Facility for Accelerated Service Testing
(FAST)

.

An average of 414 kilowatts of traction-motor armature power
was required to maintain a constant speed of 40 miles per hour on
unlubricated or "dry" track for the full loop. On lubricated
track, this same consist required only 240 kilowatts of power, on
the average. This represents a savings of 34 per cent in energy
(measured in kilowatt-hours) to move the same train over
identical territory. The data for unlubricated and lubricated
runs of two laps each are presented in Figure 1.

Tla> In Ki

Fig. 1: Train resistance time histories on the FAST track (standard truck, lubricated and

unlubricated track).

This saving of 34 per cent in energy corresponded very well

to measured fuel savings of 32 per cent obtained from top-off
readings from four locomotive units that pulled a 70-car train of

loaded 100-ton hopper cars on FAST over several months of

alternating lubricated-rail and dry-rail operation.

A highlight of this test was the discovery that substantial
resistance savings -- approximately 30 per cent — were realized
en tangent track. Track lubrication for this resistance test was
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residual from the operation of an in-train lubrication car
(Figure 2). The fuel-measurement data was from the operation of
the 70-car FAST train over track lubricated by wayside devices.
Because FAST is a closed loop and the consist of the train seldom
varies, grease is present on the tangent as well as on the curved
track.

Fig. 2: Southern Railway lubricator car.

REVENUE-SERVICE TESTING ON CURVES

A follow-on test was conducted in 1983 on heavily curved
revenue-service track near Corbin, Kentucky, by the AAR and the
Seaboard System Railroad in cooperation with the railroad
subsidiaries of Norfolk Southern Corporation. A loaded coal
train was hauled by four six-axle locomotive units over a 14-mile
test zone of which approximately 70 per cent was curved. The
average grade over this test zone was 0.57 per cent.

Three runs were made without on-board lubrication and with
the trackside devices shut off, followed by three runs with
in-train lubrication supplied by a Southern Railway lubrication
car. This vehicle was a converted box car equipped with pumps
that applied grease to the flanges of the car's wheels, which in
turn transferred the grease to the gauge face of the rail. This
car was identical to the car used at FAST. All greasing was done
behind the locomotives.

Energy consumption measured both at the locomotive
alternators and with an instrumented drawbar indicated an
over-all saving of 15 per cent due to track lubrication.
However, a large portion of the required energy was used to
overcome the resistance to grades. When grade-resistance is
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removed, a level-track saving of 40 per cent was realized from
track lubrication. This result compared favorably with that
obtained at FAST.

Another important feature of this test was the fact that the
second lubricated run was compromised when the locomotive's
wheels slipped due to overlubrication on the first run. The
output of the lube car was adjusted downward; the third
lubricated run was completed without wheel-slip.

The proper rate of adjustment for the output of a lube car
was difficult to determine when lubrication was being supplied
only by the test train. More lubrication was needed to lubricate
the dry wheels of an entire train on dry rails than would be
required if a base of lubrication had been built up by small
applications over a period of time. Nonetheless, this test did
point up the need to control the application rate in order to
avoid train-handling problems due to the contamination of the
rail head through overlubrication.

A second Seaboard System-AAR test, which also used the
Southern Railway lube car, investigated more closely the effects
of lubrication on train-handling, including its effect on
air-braking on severe gradients.

This test involved operations over a 14-inile segment at Duff
Mountain near Cowan, Tennessee. The summit of Duff Mountain is
approached from either direction by approximately four miles of
2- to 2.5-per cent grade. Approximately half of this 8-mile
segment is curved; most curves are of 6 degrees. The Seaboard
System was particularly interested in determining whether
train-length in a particular bulk-commodity service could be
lengthened by reducing train resistance through track
lubrication.

The first phase of this test consisted of operating two SD-40
locomotives and a 13-car train. Resistance savings due to track
lubrication of 33 per cent were noted on the 6-degree curves when
the effects of the grade were removed. Savings of 27 per cent
were noted in territory where curves and tangents were mixed.

A second test phase was undertaken to document normal
Seaboard System operation. Four SD-40 's pulled 72 cars, each
loaded with 100 tons of coal, with the help of two SD-40
pushers. From this test it was concluded that six additional
loaded cars could be handled by the same motive power without
increasing drawbar forces at either end of the train.

It proved to be impossible during this test to adjust the
lube-car output high enough to provide full-train lubrication on
the uphill portion of the test. Proper downhill lubrication was
not as difficult.

Experimental results vs. theoretical predictions

The results of the FAST and two Seaboard tests compare favorably
with theoretical predictions for reducing through lubrication the
curving resistance of conventional three-piece trucks under cars
with 263,000 pounds of rail load. These predictions are shown
in Figure 2. They were obtained from the AAR steady-state
curve-negotiation program. The upper line in the graph
represents the coefficient of curve resistance in the Davis
equation (0.8 pounds per ton per degree of curvature). The lower
curve is a model prediction for lubricated curving conditions.
To simulate lubrication, the coefficient of friction at the
contact patch between the flange and the gauge-face corner of the
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high rail was reduced to 0.15. The friction coefficient of the
tread of the wheel on the high rail was reduced to 0.3 to account
for the likelihood that some lubricant would flow to the top of
the rail. All predictions are for running at balance speed.

Summary: curved-track train-resistance testing

The data from both the FAST and the revenue-service tests confirm
that substantial savings in train resistance can be obtained from
effective wheel-rail lubrication. The magnitude of the savings
achieved is proportional to the curvature; on a 5-degree curve a

saving of approximately 50 per cent can be achieved between
absolutely dry and fully lubricated conditions. Savings in
revenue service may be somewhat less due to contamination
existing on the rail. The test results confirm the predictions
of the AAR curving-model computer program.

TRAIN RESISTANCE ON TANGENT TRACK

There is no doubt that dramatic fuel savings can be achieved by
effective wheel-rail lubrication in curves. There is also
considerable evidence that reductions in resistance on tangent
track can also be achieved.

Original "FAST" test

The original FAST test with the six-car consist was conducted so
that energy savings on individual sections of track could be
identified. A 30-per cent saving was recorded on tangent
track. Although they were not specifically measured, similar
tangent-track savings were inferred from the first Seaboard
System test in 1983.°

Both of these tests were conducted on track containing
numerous curves with small sections of tangent track between
them. One hypothesis is that in short tangents three-piece
trucks do not have sufficient time to straighten themselves out
of the attitude they assume in curves, due to their inherent
friction characteristics. They continue to run with misaligned
axles, which results in flange contact on straight track. On
long tangents, the trucks may gradually straighten themselves
out, causing dry-track rolling resistance to decrease. Thus, the
effect of lubrication on long tangents would be reduced.

An experimental series was initiated to test this hypothesis.

Second Seaboard System test

Although it is not conclusive, some data on long-tangent track
lubrication was provided as a by-product of the second Seaboard
System test. The last six-mile segment of this test section
was nearly all tangent, with small track gradients.

Using the 13-car train, braking tests were conducted on the
first portion of the tangent, followed by measurements of train
resistance in constant-speed operation. In this case,
lubrication applied by the Southern car provided a 7.5-per cent
savings in total resistance. Since the long-tangent energy
measurements were made after the braking test, it is likely that
some wheel lubrication was removed by brake-shoe friction. It is
also possible that this braking may have relieved wheel-rail
misalignments that were set up in curves. Although a 7.5-per
cent saving in tangents is significant, this value may be
somewhat lower than the savings that could be realized on the
same track without a brake application.
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Santa Fe long-tangent test

The most extensive investigation of tangent-track resistance was
conducted in June, 1984, by the AAR and the Santa Fe
Railway. ' A train consisting of a GP39-2, the Santa Fe ' s

test car, eight low-side mill-type gondola cars, and a caboose
was operated over the north track, of the main line near Ottawa,
Kansas.

The tests pertaining to the lubrication study consisted of
running empty and loaded gondola cars equipped with various types
of side bearings on dry and lubricated track in both powered and
coast-down runs. Each test series for the powered runs consisted
of running the train through the test zone at seven predetermined
speeds between 5 and 70 miles per hour.

A system on the locomotive provided lubrication, depositing
1/2 cubic centimeter of grease every 5 seconds on flanges of the
lead and trailing wheelsets of the locomotive. Even after
multiple runs, the graphite-type grease was found only on the
wheel flanges and on the gauge corners of the rails. There were
no losses of adhesion.

« II
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Fig. 3: Effect of rail lubrication on train resistance, Santa Fe long tangent test.

As shown in Figure 3, significant reductions in resistance
were again obtained for loaded cars. Savings from lubrication
were greatest at lower speeds, where aerodynamic-drag forces were
not as great a factor as they were at higher speeds. For the

loaded gondolas, reductions in resistance of 25 per cent were
measured at 40 miles per hour and of 30 per cent were measured at

30 miles per hour.
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The reduction in train resistance for the empty gondolas was
not clearly defined, possibly because the resistance was
dominated by aerodynamic drag over the range of speeds tested.

ICG long-tangent test

A tangent-track test was conducted in conjunction with the
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad in April, 1985, in a 10-mile test
zone near Monee, Illinois. The test train consisted of one
SD-40 and 25 hopper cars with a trailing tonnage of 2,777.3. The
test zone had no curves.

Many of the runs were spoiled by high crosswinds. These runs
were discounted in the final analysis because research into the
effect of crosswinds on train resistance is not yet sufficiently
advanced. Sufficient good-data runs remained, however, to
conclude that the average train resistance in both directions
along this track was reduced at least 17.5 per cent by
lubrication, compared with dry track. Again, this figure was
calculated after removing the effects of grade.

We state the savings as at least 17.5 per cent because during
the "dry" runs there was actually a small amount of residual
grease on the track from previous runs.

Summary: long-tangent testing

A summary of the results of all tangent-track lubrication tests
is presented in Table 1. There is some variation in the results
of the four tests, probably because the tests used different
consists operated on different track. Despite the variations,
all tests showed that wheel-rail lubrication significantly
reduced tangent-track resistance.

It is important to note that the savings remained
substantially constant over long sections of tangent track,
indicating that the root cause of the problem (whether it be axle
misalignment or something else) did not correct itself soon after
the wheels exited a curve. Significantly, however, the Seaboard
II and ICG test zones, which were farthest from curves, had the
lowest "dry"-rail resistance per ton and the smallest measured
savings due to lubrication. It is safe to conclude, therefore,
that the effect is "built into" the three-piece truck design and
should be investigated further.

A number of variables probably will be found to affect
tangent-track resistance -- for example, axle-misalignments or
dynamic activity in the wheelsets and suspension systems, which
is a function of track roughness, speed, and other conditions.

Axle-misalignment tests on the Roll Dynamics Unit

Once it had been established that significant savings in
energy-consumption could be obtained by lubricating long
tangents, the next step was to investigate the causes of
increased rolling resistance in tangent track.

The first area of inquiry was the effect of trucks running
with misaligned axles. A test was conducted on the Roll Dynamics
Unit at the Transportation Test Center in order to investigate
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the effects of misaligned axles. '•^
'
^'^ For this test a

three-piece truck was mounted on the RDU (Figure 4).
Misalignments were introduced between the axles by holding the
ends of the axles apart by predetermined amounts.

Fig. 4: Instrumented truck on the Roll Dynamics Unit at the Transportation Test Center.

After bearing drag had been subtracted from the data, the
effect of misalignments on truck drag could be plotted as
presented in Figure 5, which shows truck drag (both axles) vs.
induced axle-misalignment for dry, lubricated, and wet rollers.

To simulate the effect of track-lubrication, the wheel-roller
contact area was lubricated on the "high" roller only, with an
open grease-type lubricant. The "wet" condition was produced by
flooding the wheel-roller interfaces with water.

The solid lines shown in Figure 5 are the results of
computer-model predictions for the conditions tested. These
predictions match the test data fairly well, using the
theoretical values for coefficient of friction between wheel and
roller shown on the figure. The coefficients for the lubricated
case are for lubricated and unlubricated wheels respectively.
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and B ends leading. Wear measurements were made at 1,000-mile
intervals and the wear-rate data was correlated with misalignment
(Figure 6) .

Among the significant results obtained:

1. The two reference cars showed no significant difference
in wear rate, indicating that the shimming technique did
not distort the test results.

2. Wear rates did not increase significantly until a
misalignment of 3 milliradians was introduced. At
misalignments greater than 3 milliradians, a rapid
increase in wear rates resulted.

It should be noted that this data was for the FAST track,
which has a maximum curvature of 5 degrees. Results for revenue
service would depend on the curvature of the route and on the
curve-tangent ratio. The test data correlated well with
curving-model predictions for the test conditions, indicating
that the model could be used reliably for revenue-service
predictions.
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Also, it was shown that 1.3 pounds per ton of rolling resistance
was obtained for each milliradian of misalignment, which is in
fairly close agreement with the results of the RDU axle-alignment
test.

Fig. 7: Instrumented coupler.

CP Rail axle-misalignment test

A test was conducted on the Vancouver Division of CP Rail in
British Columbia to determine the distribution of axle
misalignments and lateral forces for typical revenue trains.

Two sites were instrumented, one centered in a long tangent
and the second in a tangent located some 130 feet from the end of
the spiral of a 5-degree curve. Each site contained four
angle-of-attack monitors and three vertical-load and lateral-load
measuring stations. The vertical and lateral measurements were
positioned precisely over the angle-of-attack monitor to capture
the loads at the same instant at which the angles were measured.

Preliminary analysis of the data indicates the following
general conclusion:

Both the lateral forces and the angles of attack were
modest. A normal distribution of the angles of attack was
obtained, with a mean value of zero for the site centered in the
long tangent. However, when the absolute values of the axle
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misalignments (that is, the difference between the leading- and
trailing-axle angles of attack, ignoring the sign associated with
the differences in angles) were computed, the mean
axle-misalignment value was approximately 1 milliradian for the
trains measured. This is a significant value; it explains why
lubrication reduces tangent-track resistance.

JU -
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Accordingly, there does seem to be strong evidence to suggest
that the resistance reduced by lubricating tangent track is
mostly the result of misaligned axles. This finding may lead the
way to other means of reducing train resistance in the future.

TRAIN-HANDLING, BRAKING, AND RAIL FATIGUE

There are some potentially detrimental aspects to wheel-rail
lubrication, particularly if the track is overlubricated -- that
is, if the lubricant migrates to the head of the rail or to the
wheel tread.

Negative aspects of lubrication

The effects of lubricant as a contaminant between wheel treads
and brake shoes was one concern. However, recent field and
laboratory dynamometer tests have demonstrated that, for most
lubricants tested, brake-shoe performance is unaffected by
lubrication if trake applications are made at speeds above 25
miles per hour . -'°' '^ For applications at lower speeds, the
problem can be overcome by making larger brake-pipe reductions.

The effects of lubrication on locomotive adhesion on uphill
grades and on dynamic braking on descending grades are also
concerns and were the subject of another test with the Santa Fe.

Santa Fe train-handing tests

A test was conducted over Raton Pass, New Mexico, on the
Santa Fe in June, 1985, to investigate the train-handling aspects
of lubricated and overlubricated track. The consist used for
this test was a GP39-2 (the same unit that was used on the Santa
Fe long tangent test) , a caboose for instrumentation, two loaded
hopper cars, a loaded hopper car with instrumented brake beams,
and a caboose from which braking data could be collected. In
addition, instrumentation was applied to the rail on a 10-degree
curve to measure wheel forces over the full range of test
conditions, from dry track to overlubrication.

Lubricant for the adequately lubricated condition was
supplied by locomotive-mounted lubricators. Lubricant for the
overlubricated condition was supplied by a hi-rail vehicle with
the nozzles adjusted to apply the lubricant deliberately to the
head of the rail.

Testing was conducted on an average grade of 3 per cent.
When the lubricant was properly applied and was kept off the top
of the rail, dynamic-braking performance and adhesion were not
adversely affected. When the lubricant was purposely applied to
the top of the rail, wheel-slide occurred during dynamic braking,
and wheel-slip occurred when the train was pulling uphill.

Air-braking performance

In October, 1984, a series of braking tests was conducted as part
of a lubrication test on the Seaboard System Railroad at Cowan,
Tennessee. The objective of the braking portion of those
tests was to determine the safety of operating a train down a

steep grade (2 per cent) on lubricated rail. Stop tests were
made from a speed of 30 miles per hour with a brake-cylinder
pressure of 40 pounds per square inch. Tests were run on dry
rail, with wayside lubricators operating, and with lubricant
applied heavily by a lubricator car. In the final test, the lube
car overlubricated the track to the extent that some grease
reached the wheel treads.
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The Seaboard Systems test series was followed by an AAR
dynamometer braking test with the objective of gathering data
from speeds of 20 to 60 miles per hour, with brake-shoe forces of
500 to 3,000 pounds, and for seven types of lubricants. In these
tests, lubricants were applied directly to the wheel tread to
ensure overlubrication.

Finally, based on the results of lab tests, additional
train-braking data were taken in conjunction with the joint AAR
and Santa Fe train-handling test with rail lubrication.
These tests were conducted on a descending grade of 2 to 3.5 per
cent at Raton Pass from a speed of 20 miles per hour, at
brake-cylinder pressures of 13 to 63 pounds per square inch
(minimum and full-service reductions) . A locomotive-mounted
lubricator system was used for "proper" application; a hi-rail
system was used for overlubrication. The test conditions
included dry rail, proper lubrication, and overlubrication.

The field-test braking data were collected for a loaded
100-ton hopper car equipped with eight AAR-designed brake-shoe
load cells. These load cells are calibrated to read both normal
and retarding shoe forces. The dynamometer test was conducted
with a similar brake-shoe load cell.

The results for the Seaboard System tests showed that the
lubrication had little effect, if any, on the retarding force, as
shown in Figure 9. These results were limited to a single train
speed and braking load, however, and led to additional
dynamometer testing to cover a broader range of test conditions.

O o
u. «

DRY RUNS WAYSIDE LUBE

TEST CONDITION
r^^ •O psi. 30 mph

Fig. 9: Results, Seaboard System braking tests.

The dynamometer-test results showed that overlubrication had
a minimal effect on braking in general. A greater effect on
retarding force (30 to 50 per cent) was seen at low speed and low
shoe force. Little effect was seen at higher applied shoe
forces.
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The Santa Fe braking tests were conducted at speeds under 20
miles per hour to investigate the dynamometer-test low-speed
effects. Brake applications of minimum and full service were
conducted to see the difference between very light and heavy shoe
forces. Figure 10 shows the results of minimum-application
retarding force. From this graph, it is evident that in train
service there is some loss (15 per cent) of retarding force in
the overlubricated condition, but much less than the magnitude of
reduction seen in the lab tests.

Higher shoe-force tests were not affected by
overlubrication. This suggests that even in the worst case
(overlubrication, low speed, minimum brake application) trains
should experience a minimal effect on stopping distance, and
should experience no effect during heavier brake applications.

One area remaining for research in wheel-rail lubrication and
braking is empty-car testing. All testing to date has been
conducted at loaded-car wheel loads. With lighter wheel loads,
the possibility exists that wheels may slide when the track is
overlubricated

.

Finally, the effect of overlubrication on hand-brake
efficiency should be investigated. Where visible residual grease
is present on the wheel treads, care should be taken when setting
hand brakes on steep grades.

u.
°

OVRLUB OVRLUB

[T'TI MIN. APP'L. 20 mph

Fig. 10: Results, Santa Fe braking tests.

The effect of overlubrication on wheel-rail forces

A limited investigation was undertaken of the effects of
overlubrication on wheel-rail forces. Lateral forces were
measured in two experiments at TTC. One test used the FAST train
on the FAST track and measured lateral forces on the high rail
using a single rail-bending circuit. -'^^ Both two- and
three-axle trucks were tested. Another test was performed on an
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access spur with curves similar to those in FAST, but an
instrumented locomotive wheelset was used to make the wheel-force
measurements

.

Data from both tests indicate that lateral high-rail forces
increase between 20 and 40 per cent when excessive lubricant is
placed on the head and the gauge face of the outside rail and the
low rail remains dry. This is the same condition that would
occur at a typical trackside-lubricator site when one side of a

mobile lubricator or hi-rail system nozzle is not aimed properly
and therefore applies lubricant on the top of the rail.

On the Santa Fe train-handling test at Raton Pass, lateral
forces during the overlubricated phase of the test again were
monitored by a single rail-bending circuit. The data from this
test showed little or no increase in lateral force over the
corresponding dry-rail condition.

Further analysis is being undertaken of the conditions during
the tests at TTC and at Raton Pass to establish a reason for the
apparent discrepancy in results. Meanwhile, the AAR intends to
continue investigating these lateral-force changes because they
indicate that the improper application of lubricant is not only
detrimental to train operation in traction and dynamic braking
but might also induce higher lateral forces into the rail-seat
area.

Summary: The negative aspects of lubrication

Negative aspects of lubrication were investigated with the
following results:

1. Overlubrication (lubricant on the head of the rail) affected
the performance of the locomotive, both in traction
(wheel-slip) and in dynamic braking (wheel-slide) . However,
overlubrication did not adversely affect air-braking
performance, except in the lower brake application rates
where slightly increased brake-pipe reductions were required
to maintain the same level of braking at low train speeds.

2. The effect of overlubrication on rail forces is uncertain, as
yet, but indications are that forces in the high rail can
increase by as much as 40 per cent during overlubrication.
This matter is still under investigation.

3. The extended life of rail due to lubrication will probably
mean that rail fatigue, and not wear, will become the new
criterion for the removal of rail from service. The safety
aspects of this change are under investigation in a test at
FAST funded by the Federal Railroad Administration. Also
under investigation is the interference of the normal
rail-flaw detection process caused by lubricant on the rail.

CONCLUSIONS

Rail-lubrication research conducted by the AAR and its member
roads has yielded the following major conclusions:

1. Adequately maintained lubrication on the high rail of a curve
reduces the rate of rail gauge-face wear by as much as a

factor of 80, and reduces the need for premium rails in some
locations.

2. The same level of lubrication enforcement reduces the rate of
wheel-flange wear by as much as 20 times.
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3. Lubrication is also beneficial in reducing the rate of growth
of rail corrugations and welded-rail end-batter.

4. Lubricating the high rail of curved track reduces the average
rolling resistance of a train by as much as 50 per cent on a
5-degree curve in level track but does not affect the
grade-resistance component.

5. Train resistance can also be reduced by as much as 30 per
cent on level, tangent track by lubrication.

6. Axle-misalignment in conventional three-piece trucks is the
most probable cause of the train resistance and wheel wear
that is mitigated by lubricating tangent track.

7. A significant number of trucks in revenue service are running
with misaligned axles.

8. Effective lubrication can only be enforced if adequate
monitoring methods are available. The "goop gauge" (a visual
measuring device) and the rail temperature-rise measurement
technique are the only two viable methods presently available
for use by the industry.

9. The choice of lubricator systems or combinations of systems
depends on the operational preferences of the individual
railroads.

10. Single trackside lubricators without the assistance of
vehicle-borne lubricators tend to exhibit position-in-curve
differential ranging from overlubrication at the lubricator
to poor lubrication at the end of the curve.

11. Overlubrication (lubricant on the head of the rail) will
cause locomotive wheel-slip in traction and wheel-slide in
dynamic braking.

12. Overlubrication does not adversely affect the full-service
braking rates of the air brake system. In the case of the
lower braking rates, a slightly greater reduction in
brake-pipe pressure may be necessary to achieve the usual
braking rate.

13. Contamination of brake shoes by track lubricant does not
reduce the coefficient of friction between brake shoe and
wheel tread. The lubricant tends to burn off during the
initial brake application.

14. Overlubrication may lead to increased lateral wheel-rail
forces on the high rail of curved track. Further
investigation of this phenomenon is necessary.

15. If lubricant migrates to the surface of the rail, it will
interfere with the normal (ultrasonic) rail-flaw detection
process. New techniques designed to overcome this problem
must be developed.

16. The effective implementation of rail lubrication will be of
major economic benefit to the railroad industry.
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Proposed New Manual Chapter

1987 AREA Manual Revision Proposal For

New Chapter 2— Track Measuring Systems
Submitted by A.R.E.A. Committee 2

M. Roney, Chairman

On the next two pages is the first submission from Committee 2 for the AREA Manual of Recommended

Practice. Part 1 ofChapter2 will deal with definitionsof terms used in specificationsfortrackmeasuring

and inspection cars.

The initial submission deals with definitions of rail surface conditions . A future submission will cover

track geometry terms in a similar manner.

When Committee 2 commenced discussions on track measuring cars, it was quickly discovered that

concepts of what was meant by corrugation, shelling, or batter varied widely.

The purpose of preparing a uniform set of definitions for rail surface conditions is to facilitate the

sharing of data on rail problems and to enable common specifications to be written for their measurement

and reporting by automated means. Notable is the distinction made between shelling and spalling, and the

definition of rail wear as deviations critical rail cross-section dimensions.
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Chapter 2

Track Measurement Systems

Part 1 — Definitions — 1987

1.1 Deflnitions of Rail Surface Conditions

The purpose of this section is to provide a uniform set of definitions for various surface conditions so

that specifications for their measurement and reporting can be drawn up.

These definitions include rail conditions that can be addressed by rail maintenance techniques as

opposed to track geometry maintenance techniques.

The running surface anomalies can be divided into two broad categories: corrugation and discrete

anomalies.

I. Corrugations:

Corrugations are rail head anomalies that appear on the surface of the rail in a repeatable, i.e.

periodic, manner along the length of the rail. They appear as "waves" or regularly spaced (periodic)

discontinuities on the surface of the rail head. These waves are not always uniformly spaced, but rather

tend to vary about some average wavelength.

Corrugations are classed according to their wavelength , the peak to peak (or valley to valley ) distance

between the corrugation waves. These peak to peak distances are often measured with a straight edge in

the field. The corresponding depth of the corrugation, which is commonly measured using a taper gauge

and straight edge, is the difference in height between the peak and the valley of the waves.

II. Discrete Anomalies:

Discrete anomalies appear on the surface ofthe rail head in a random or arbitrary manner, i.e . without

any characteristics of repeatability. These conditions often appear singularly.

These conditions include:

a) Engine or Wheel Bums.

Discrete anomaly on the surface of the rail head caused by slipping or sliding of locomotive wheels.

Usually found in pairs, with one on each rail. Can be of any depth, and usually .5 to 1 .0 square inches in

surface area.

b) Battered and/or Mismatched Joints

Degradation of the ends of the rails, in the region ofthe joint bars, associated with repeated impact of

wheels on the ends of the rails. Usually extend up to 18 inches from the rail end in both directions. Batter

also refers to any degradation of welded repairs at the ends of the rail.

Mismatched joint refers to a joint in which the rail ends are not properly matched so as to produce a

discontinuity in the running surfaces of the rail.

c) Weld Irregularities

Non-uniformity of the running surface of the rail at welds, both plant and field welds. High welds are

local high points at the weld usually the result of improper finishing of the weld at either the plant or field.

Welds are often left nominally high (e.g. 0.020") at the plant. Battered welds represent a degradation of

the rail surface at the weld due to repeated impact loading by traffic. These conditions are usually located

initially in the fusion zone or heat-affected zone of the weld, but can be extended beyond this region as

degradation progresses.

These conditions also include misalignment (vertical and/or lateral) of the rails such as that resulting

in peaked or dipped welds in the vertical plane.
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d) Rail Head Damage

Miscellaneous local damage to the surface ofthe rail such as caused by defective rolling stock (broken

wheels, wheel flats, dragging equipment, etc.), derailments, or mishandling.

e) Spalling or Flaking (Shelly Spots)

A localized degradation at the running surface ofthe rail , most commonly found at the gauge comer of

the high rail. This condition manifests itself initially as head checks (i.e. micro-cracks) at the gauge

comer which propagate and coalesce into larger areas which in tum break out of the rail surface. These

surface cracks can also be found on the top of the rail, often in the low rail of curves.

Shelling (Gauge Comer Shelling)

A progressive intemal separation that develops beneath the cold worked region in the gauge comer of

the rail head. This separation propagates longitudinally along the rail, and may crack out at any level on

the gauge side, generally near the upper gauge comer. The shell can tum into a transverse defect (detail

fracture).

g) Surface Batter/Crushed Head

A flattening of the surface of the rail head, resulting in a downward distortion of the surface. Cmshed

head is distinguished from surface batter in that the entire head must have sagged . This is often associated

with the presence of intemal rail defects such as horizontal split head.

h) Plastic Flow (Lip, Flowed Rail)

A condition of deformation or flow of the rail steel at the field or gauge sides of the rail head. Usually

associated with very high contact stresses. The plastic flow is generally most noticeable on the field side

of low rails in curves.

i) Rail Surface Roughness

A condition of very fine non-uniformity or undulations (non-periodic) of the rail head of new rail.

Usually associated with the mill scale layer of new rail. Usually too small to be detected by conventional

straight edge and taper gauge measurements.

j) Mill Defects

Anomalies in the surface of the rail head due to improper rolling of the rail . Often does not manifest

itself until after the rail has been in service. Includes mill scale, lines, seams, grooves, etc.

III. Rail Wear

Deviation from the original rolled cross-sectional profile of the rail. These deviations result from

either wear (abrasive, rolling, etc.) or plastic flow.

Rail wear is often defined in terms of "critical" dimensions, which include:

a) Gauge face wear or rail head width at a defined point.

b) Vertical head wear or rail head depth at the top of the rail.

c) Lip size or width of top of head.

d) Field side condition for transposed rail.

e) Head area lost or head area remaining.

IV. Rail Head Profile

Transverse (cross-sectional) geometry of the rail head extending from one bottom fillet radius to the

other bottom fillet radius of the rail head.
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ALGOMA STEEL COMPLETES A

$40 MILLION MODERNIZATION OF ITS RAIL MILL
A supplier to North American railways

for more than 80 years. Algoma today is

moving to the forefront of rail production
technology. . .with a $40 million modernization
of its Sault Ste. Marie rail mill. Now completed,
the project included upgrading of the rolling

facilities to produce rails up to 25 metres
(82 feet) in length. New rail finishing units

have also been added including a two-plane
roller straightener, as well as modern in-line

ultrasonic and magnetic particle inspection
equipment. The overall effect makes a proven
supplier of high quality steel rails even better.

In addition to its modernization pro-
gram Algoma is continuing development of its

patented in-line rail head-hardening tech-

nology for producing premium heat treated rails.

These advances are in keeping with

Algoma's long record of product innovation
and quality control. For optimum efficiency

and quality, all of the steel used for Algoma
rails is continuously cast. Through close

attention to .steel quality and advanced rail-

making technology, Algoma delivers the

products North America's railways need to

move ahead.

ALGOMA SnXL
The Algoma Steel Corporation, Limited
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada P6A 5P2
Telex: 06-777168 Telephone: (705) 945-2333



Ifyourjob is maintenance ofway,
meres a Safetranman nearly

ready to help.

As a buyer
responsible for

maintenance of way.
getting the right kind of

equipment in time at the right

price IS enough to think about. Now,
thanks to Safetran's North American
network of local representatives, our central-

ized factory and two stocking warehouses, you
won't have to think twice about stocking problems,
delivery or on-going service,

Safetran reps are part of a network spanning
North America that's geared to run as smoothly as our
maintenance of way equipment A Safetran rep near

you IS trained in your maintenance of way needs, and
he's backed by our excellent factory support So
whether you're ordering a Safetran IVIodei C
Track Wrench (an industry standard), a
value-engineered Dual Spike Driver or

even a custom tool, your local Safe
tran rep can really deliver

Call or write Safetran or
your local Safetran rep for our
complete maintenance of way
catalog and price list.

REPRESENTATIVES
EASTERN RAILWAY SUPPLIES. INC.

Mr Bill Scott

28 Mam Slreet

Kingston, NJ 08528
609/924-7880

ATLANTIC RAILROAD SUPPLY COMPANY
Mr James Gavin
P O Box 280
LaGrange, IL 60525
305.793-9377 (Florida)

MEXICO: CANADA:
GENERAL AFFILIATES CORPORATION CANREP MORSE INC.

Mr Larry Saas 3745 St Jacques Street West
1200 Milam Suite 3400 Montreal, Qc H4C 1H4

Houston, TX 77002 514/933-6741

713/651-0404 Telex 055-60819
416'625-5161 Telex 06-961460

REPRESENTATIVES WAREHOUSES
STANLEY H. SMITH & CO.
Mr JoeHuJl
P O Box 566
350 Memorial Dnve
Nictiolasville, KY 40356
606/885-3353

DONALD J. HOGAN CO.
2401 Waller Zimmv Dnve
Posen, IL 60469
312/371-3360

Safetran Systems Corp.
4650 Main St. N.E.

Minneapolis, MN 55421
61 2/572-0466 TWX : 629-13307
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RAILWAY ENGINEERING
RECORDHOLDERS OF CALIFORNIA

Calit'omia is a land of record holders

—

being credited as the hiime ot the tallest, the

oldest, and the heaviest living things known

to exist on earth. It is also a holder of several

railway engineering records ot interest to

AREA members.

While the following statement is a little

risky considering the quantity ot recent

railroad construction in Asia and elsewhere,

it appears that Caliiornia also has the highest

railway bridge that ever existed, which now

carries the Southern Pacific Mainline to

Portlandoveranarmof Shasta Lake, which is

a reservoir created by the damming ot the

Sacramento River north of Redding

California. This arm ol Shasta Lake was

formed by the Hooding of the Valley of the Pit

River.

Before the reservoir could be filled, the

Southern Pacific had to be relocated at an

elevation above the eventual high water level.

To do this a bridge had to be constructed over

the Pit River just east ot where it empties into

the Sacramento. Construction of this bridge

was completed in 1442. with the top of rail

435 teel above the water level of the Pit River

as shown on the plans, making it the highest

railway bridge that ever existed. AREA
Board Member Jerry Murdock. Chief

Engineer of the Southern Pacitic. was kind

enough to send some construction photos

from their files. Al Wood of the S.P.

researched some of the statistics tor this

article.

Construction photo.s of

493 ft. high Pit River

Bridge from 1941-42.

Abo\e left ( photo I

)

.shows construction of

piers, while above right

(photo 2) shows extreme height of bridge, which was designed

for double track on lower level and 4 lane highway on upper

deck. Note safety netting. Below isanother view(phot()3lof tin

bridge under construction, the tru.s.ses are about (A) ft. in deptli.
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Photo 4 — This phuto and photo 6 on the next page show \Nestbound Southern Pacific double

stack container train along Salton Sea west of Niland, California on the lowest rails in the western

hemisphere.

Photo 5 — Eastbound Southern Pacific freight heads through desert along Salton Sea west of

Niland, California at elevation of about 196 ft. below sea le>el.
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At first glance, photos 2 and 3 look like a single-track truss bridge perhaps 200 to 250 ft high. But

when one learns it has ample room for two tracks on its lower level and a four lane highway (now

interstate 5) on its top deck, the truly titanic proportions of this bridge become apparent. The truss itself

is about 60 ft deep, with a 58.5 ft difference in elevation between track and roadway, putting the

highway 493 ft above the water when built. Photo 1 shows construction of the piers, and the ant-like

appearance of vehicles on the road across the valley gives a feeling for the size of this bridge.

The reason this bridge has not received more publicity is that, when the reservoir is full, the water

covers almost all the height of the concrete piers. If one assumes the water is shallow, the bridge

appears to be only an unremarkable 50 or 60 ft high. Also, its completion during the early days ofWorld

War II prevented it from getting much news coverage.

California also has the lowest track elevation on the North American railroad network, on the

Southern Pacific El Paso-Los Angeles Mainline along the Salton Sea west of Niland, California. The

Salton Sea is a 30-by- 1 0-mile body of salt water which has a surface of 242 ft below sea level, only 40 ft

higher than the lowest point in Death Valley, the lowest land elevation in the western hemisphere.

The Salton Sea is a remnant of a larger body of water which covered what is now the flat fertile

agricultural plain called the Imperial Valley. Whereas Death Valley has almost no population, the

Imperial Valley has large towns such as El Centre), Brawley, and Calipatria, which is 185 ft below

sea level. In 1905, the Southern Pacific saved the Imperial Valley from becoming an inland sea again,

but that is a story in the annals of railway engineering best saved for another issue. The lowest top of rail

elevation along the Salton Sea is 196 ft below sea level. Shown in photo 4 and 6 is a westbound

double-stack container train with the Salton Sea in the background. Allowable speeds in this vicinity

are 70 mph for freight and 79 mph for passenger trains. Photo 5 is a scene of a Southern Pacific

eastbound freight along the Salton Sea.
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north, of Jacumba. California. This view looks railroad wes. into the mouth of a tunnel. C arruo C.orge .> on the r.ght.
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Photo 8 — This picture was taken looking directly at the rock ledj;e across the ravine from which

photo 7 was taken. It shows the 14 curve on the trestle as well as the tank car on a short spur,

which contains water for fire-fightinj" purposes. The trestle crosses a side ravine of 1700 ft. deep

Carrizo Gorge, which is down to the left.

Photo 9 — Another view of the trestle looking down into Carrizo Gorge (railroad west is to the

left). Note inspection walkways and ladders. This location is subject to sudden storms with hail

and extremely high winds.
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Photo 10 — Articulated light rail car heads for the city center of San Diego on double-track

Euclid Avenue Line past freight siding with double tongue in-pavement switch.

A third railroad record-holder is the tallest timber bridge, a 175 ft high timber trestle on the railroad

line from San Diego east into the Imperial Valley, which was completed in 1919. This line used to be

part of the Southern Pacific, but is now owned by the San Diego and Imperial Valley Railway.

This trestle, shown in photos 7,8, and 9, is on a 14° curve crossing a side ravine of Carrizo Gorge

only a few miles north of the Mexican Border. This line is presently out of service due to two

burned-out bridges and a collapsed tunnel, and is now only reachable on foot by a strenuous 5-hour hike

amid the desert perils of poisonous snakes, insects, and heat stroke most of the year, and the threat of

sudden storms with extremely high velocity winds and hail storms at any time. The area is completely

uninhabited, with the probability that no other person would come by for weeks or months should

trouble occur. In addition, the local sheriff has a policy of arresting all railroad trespassers.

Though this one portion of the line is temporarily out of service, the rest of the San Diego and

Imperial Valley Railway is an operating shortline, with some unique features, as pointed out by R.F.

Engle, its enthusiastic Vice President and General Manager. For one thing, the S.D. & I.V. is the only

railroad to directly serve customers in both the United States and Mexico. On its run out of San Diego, it

dips into Mexico for more than 40 miles between Tiajuana and Tecate before coming back into the

United States to serve the towns of Campo and Jucumba. The line provides daily ser\ice to Mexican

customers, primarily a cement factory at a point called Garcia. While the track in Mexico is maintained

by employees of the Mexican railways, the S.D. & I.V. has a contract with the Mexican government so

that the railway can directly provide and market rail service to customers in Mexico.

Another special feature of the S.D. & I.V. is its sharing of track with the new San Diego light rail

transit system, known as the San Diego Trolley. Single track freight lines have been upgraded to double

lines for transit. Photo 10 shows an articulated light rail car on the newly opened! 1986) 3.5 mile transit

operation to Euclid Ave. on the S.D. & I.V. branch to El Cajon, California. Note the covered hopper on

the siding to the right. Nightly freight service is provided. Construction recently began to extend transit

operation all the way from Euclid Avenue to El Cajon at the far end of this 1 5 mile-long branch, which

runs upgrade from the coast through the hills of suburban San Diego.
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The practical lock for rail creepage

...True Temper Channeloc
rail anchors True Temper rail anchors can help you get a lock

on your rail— help you prevent rail creepage with

resulting kinking, buckling and skewed ties. They
install quickly and easily, and they are reusable

The deep droop design provides a large tie bearing

area, a major factor in rail anchor effectiveness.

True Temper's reputation for quality, dependability

and service are your assurance of a reliable, con-
sistent product as proven by two decades of use by
leading railroads. Our field technicians will be glad

to evaluate your rail anchor problems at no obliga-

tion. Just call or write. We'll respond promptly.

TruMTbmpbr.
RAILWAYAPPLIANCES, INC.
15th Floor, 111 E. Wacker Dr.

Chicago. IL 60601

Phone: (312) 565-5435



Q Got spike pulling

problems at joints?

or'

A Use the New Nordberg
"claws" spike puller.*
Specially designed pulling arms allow new spike puller to go
through rail joints without slowing down. Spike pulled straight

for reuse Line and anchor spikes easily pulled without changing
pattern P,,le.,l Penamg

Fast spotting is quickly achieved by moveable
"A" frame with independent rollers riding on
rail. Inside and outside spikes pulled

simultaneously Unit is designed for fast, easy
accessability to all working parts

Well-organized operator's station allows high

visibility to pLJiling operation Exclusive

"trigger" with fingertip control permits a con-

tinuous spike pulling operation and special

"claw" makes grasping simple and fast

Contact your nearest representative for literature,

or write: Rexnord Inc.. Railvioy Equipment
Division, P.O. Box 1562. Mllw/aukee. Wl 53201
Teleptione (414) 769-4600

Rexnoid
f////lfffffi



Trevira Spunbond: the strongest, most efficient

nonwoven geotextile you can put under a track.

Our needlepunched 100% polyester

nonwoven has higher tensile strength

than any comparable engineering fabric.

Dimensional stability is excellent, and
Trevira" Spunbond is more isotropic.

Performance. Trevira Spuntxsnd
fabrics have the highest resistance to

degradation by hydrocarbons (such

as diesel fuel) and ultra-violet radiation,

unquestionably superior to polypro-

pylene Trevira Spunbond also has the

highest resistance to creep, insunng

long term performance, and offers

the highest coefficient of friction of all

geotextiles

Permeability and planar flow.

Trevira Spunbond has the most

desirable combination of permeability

and planar flow of any fabric you can
specify Our fabrics are thicker and

they re made of 100% polyester

That s why they allow superior lateral

water flow

The easy choice. Specify tough.

American-made Trevira Spunbond.
The most efficient geotextile you

can put under a track

L. ' .n.. ;
^..-, -St Celanese Corooration,

Spunbond Business Group, PO Box 5887.

Spartanburg. SC 29304 Or call

1 -(800)845-7597. or 1 -(803)579-5479
Telex 530 799

TREVIRA
SPUNBOND
Used with confidence worldwide

Hoechst M
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Spilled Petroleum in the Subsoil

Problems, Remediation, and Costs

By F. Pita*

INTRODUCTION

The release of petroleum products to the subsurface is an ever increasing
problem that is now receiving greater attention by regulatory agencies.
Spilled petroleum product in the subsurface can have wide-ranging impacts
through vapor migration, oil-layer migration on the water table, movement of

dissolved contaminants (e.g., benzene) in the groundwater, and heavier-than-
water products (e.g., creosote) settling on the bottom of the aquifer. Because
of increasing liabilities, it is becoming more important to act promptly to

investigate and remediate accidental spills to minimize the spread of impacts

to the groundwater and water users.

It IS our intent here to present a concise discussion of the following topical
areas, utilizing tables and sketches.

Potential sources of contamination
Common causes of lost petroleum products
Behavior of petroleum products in the subsoil
Laws and cleanup standards
Defining the subsurface problem and approach
Cleanup strategies
The question of costs

During the oral presentation at the AREA meeting we will intersperse color
slides showing examples of actual investigations or cleanup processes utilized
in some of our projects. These slides are not included in the printed paper.

Because of the sensitive nature of most investigations, care has been taken not

to identify specific locations of work or specific clients. We will only
discuss the processes in a general form. If this paper brings to mind specific
questions, please do not hesitate to contact any of the authors through Shannon
& Wilson headquarters (206/632-8020).

POTENTIAL SOURCES OF HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATION

It has been our experience that spillage and leakage from certain areas within
major refueling facilities and bulk storage facilities are the normal sources of

major petroleum contamination. However, a leak can occur wherever petroleum is

handled, moved, and stored. Table 1 presents several major sources of

contamination.

Table 1.

1. Railroad yard and mainline fueling sites;

2. Truck loading racks, headers, and associated truck parking areas;

3. Rail loading racks and associated drainage beneath the tracks;

4. Areas inside impoundment dikes surrounding storage tanks;
5. Pump pits or pump building drainage;
6. Meter pits;
7. Tank water draws;
8. Storage tank vent or overflow discharge areas;

9. Leaking valves and fittings;
10. Tank connection areas (other than loading racks), including inlet and

outlet connections for above ground and buried tanks, and associated rail

or truck parking areas;

11. Barrel (full and empty) storage areas;

12. Barrel and drum filling areas; and

13. Pipeline breaks
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14. Creosote facilities and storage areas

15. Solvent utilization areas and storage areas

COMMON CAUSES OF LOST PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

Table 2 summarizes our opinion of the major causes of petroleum contamination.

Table 2.

Improper disposal practices
Transportation accidents
Corrosion
Settlement of installation resulting in cracking

Faulty workmanship
Age of metal/valves
Old fittings/gaskets
Human error

GENERAL BEHAVIOR OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS IN THE SUBSOIL

Hydrologic Cycle

Groundwater contamination is the major concern from any spill of petroleum

products that reach the subsoil. Hydrogeologists become involved in the

remediation of spilled petroleum because they have spent years studying the

technical parameters of water movement in the subsurface and as a result can

relate how petroleum will move and be cleaned up in the subsoil. Movement of

water on the surface of the earth and in the subsurface is connected in one

interrelated large system. Figure 1 is a simplified graphic representation of

that system. Hydrogeologists investigating a petroleum spill decide how these

hydrologic processes related to the particular site in order to develop an

efficient solution.

FIG. 1 Hydrologic Cycle

(From Concawe, 1979)

Vertical Distribution of Water Within the Subsoil

Soil porosity is a function of the size, shape, and mixture (sorting) of the

soil grains. The degree to which the pores are connected and allow for the

movement of fluid through the soil is of importance to the study of petroleum
contamination. The degree, or ease, of water movement through soil can be

measured and is known as hydraulic conductivity or "permeability".

Typically, the water content of the soil increases with depth. A distinction
can be made between a partially saturated zone near the surface and an

underlying saturated zone (where all voids are completely filled with water).
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The partially saturated zone (above the water table) is also known as the zone

of aeration or the retention zone. Here water and other liquids can be

retained (suspended) through wetting of the grains and by capillary forces

(suction) in the pores. The remainder of the pore space is filled with air in

the unsaturated zone.

In the saturated zone (below the water table) all of the pore space is filled

with water, and the pressure within the water increases with depth. Above the

water table, a transition zone between the saturated and unsaturated zone

exists which is named the capillary fringe. This zone varies in thickness

according to the sizes of the voids within the soil. Capillary rise is

greatest in fine grain soils due to the fact that their pores are the smallest.

Figure 2 depicts the subsurface conditions previously discussed. The graph

within the figure shows how water content varies in a typical soil situation

between the ground surface and the water table.

Well

Unsaturated
Zone

Saturated

Zone

Cover

Layer

Capillary

t Fringe ,,, .

_ _ _ _ Water

Table

Aquifer

Elevation

Capillary Rise in

Slimmest Pores

- Capillary R ise in

Widest Pores

Water

Table

Water Content

100 (%)

(After Concawe, 1979)

FIG. 2 Venical Distribution of Water

A Little Goes a Long Way

Table 3 presents some "rule of thumb" data about the quantity of petroleum

product necessary to cause the resulting oil film appearance on surface water

(this assumes that the product is lighter than water). We realize that the

data are based on surface observation but it is an indication of how small

amounts of petroleum can visually affect a large area. In addition, the human

nose is a very sensitive instrument when it comes to recording the presence of

hydrocarbons. Less than 1 part per million is all that is necessary for most

people to detect some odor of hydrocarbons (providing the volatiles are still

present)

.
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Table 3. 011 Film Appearance vs. Quantity

Appearance of Film

("Rule of thumb"
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Land Surface

Highly Permeable

Homogeneous Soil

Less Permeable

Homogeneous Soil

Stratified Soil with

Varying Permeability

(After Concawe, 1979)

FIG. 3 Generalized Shapes of Spreading Petroleum Bodies

Above the Water Table

Figure 3 depicts some generalized shapes of spreading petroleum bodies above

the water table. The petroleum is assumed to have the same viscosity in each

case. The penetration of petroleum into the ground is a function of the volume

discharged and the capillarity of the soil at the site. In a highly permeable,

homogeneous soil (e.g., beach sand deposit), the vertical component due to

gravity is greater than the capillary action so the body extends downward in a

"pear" shape. In less permeable soil (see Figure 3) the migration is more

lateral due to the higher capillary forces within the soil. In a stratified

soil with varying permeability, the shape of the oil plume can be quite

irregular. Figure 4 shows graphically how oil migrates downward until

contacting an impermeable layer and then migrates horizontally. In some

instances the petroleum may exit on the sur^'ace of the ground if conditions are

correct.

Permeable

Soil Impermeable

Clay

FIG. 4 Possible Migration to Outcrops Due to Impermeable Layer

(After Concawe, 1979)

If the spill is large enough so that the retention capacity of the unsaturated

soil is exceeded, the petroleum will form a layer of free oil on the

groundwater table (see Figure 5). This product exerts a hydrostatic pressure

depressing the groundwater surface. Gravitational forces act to hold the

initial water level and cause the oil to spread laterally in predominantly the

same direction as the groundwater flow.
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Heavier-than-Water

Hydrocarbon

(After Concawe, 1979)

FIG. 5 Petroleum Transport Phases

If the spill occurs in an area where the groundwater flow direction is

controlled by a pumping well, then the product can be drawn to the well (see

Figure 6). The free product, however, may not enter the well if the well

screen is a considerable distance beneath the water table. In this situation

the effects of the oil spill on the quality of the water removed from the well

may not be noticed for a considerable length of time. Only the detection

through measurement of the dissolved constituents within the water would

indicate that the petroleum is above the screen interval around the outside of

the casing at the water table.

a. Plume is Pulled Toward the Well

Following Streamlines

b. Cross Section of Streamline

FIG. 6 Contaminated Streamlines are Drawn to a Wei
(After Concawe, 1979)
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The movement of dissolved product within an aquifer (see Figures 5 and 6)
depends almost entirely on the hydrogeologic environment. Dissolved
hydrocarbons can reach an aquifer in one or more of the following manners:

• Petroleum product retained in the soil above the water table (see
Figure 6) has infiltrating rainwater moving vertically through the

spill. The migrating rainwater dissolves certain components of the

petroleum and carries them downward into the aquifer. These
constituents are then carried along with the groundwater (see Figures 5

and 6)

.

• When free petroleum product rests on or below the water table, soluble
hydrocarbons may dissolve and migrate with the groundwater.

• As depicted in Figure 7, a rise in the water table can submerge a

significant part of the soil body that contains petroleum product at

residual saturation. This rise in water level increases the amount of

petroleum surface area in contact with the groundwater and hence
increases the amount of possible dissolved hydrocarbons. A rapidly
changing water table can present a difficult cleanup problem by rapidly*
mobilizing the dissolved constituents.

Free Oil

(After Concawe, 1979)

FIG. 7 Contaminating Effect on Soil Caused by Fluctuating

Water Table

ct

Product Plume Thickness Measurement

Figure 8 graphically presents a condition that is unique to monitoring wells
which have been placed within an oil body to measure the amount of free produ
on the groundwater table. It is important to note that the thickness of the
oil spread over the water table is typically not the same as the thickness of
oil measured in the wells. The reason for this condition is the difference in

the hydrologic environments inside and outside of the well, specifically the

absence of the capillary fringe in the well, and the depression within the

casing of the oil/water interface due to the low specific gravity of the oil.

Theoretical calculations shows the oil thickness in the well casing (H) may be

roughly four times the free-oil thickness in the formation (h). However, the

actual ratios are highly variable depending on soil and fluid characteristics,
pumping history, and other conditions. Nevertheless, any attempt to estimate
the volume of oi 1 -saturated sediments by multiplying the area of free oil on

the water table by the thickness of the oil layer observed in a monitoring well

will result in an over-estimation.
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Slotted Monitoring Well Casing

Oil Capillary Fringe

Oil Layer
in Casing

Free Oil Layer

on Water Table

Piezometric Level

(Water Level if not Oil)

Water Capillary Fringe

H = Measured Thickness of

Oil in Monioring Well

h = Free Oil and Capillary

Fringe

FIG. 8 Difference In Oil Thicknesses in a Borehole Casing and Adjacent Formation
can be Significant

LAWS AND CLEANUP STANDARDS

The response by regulatory agencies to petroleum product spills is rapidly
changing due to increasing experience, available technology, understanding of

potential adverse impacts, and public awareness. There is, however, little
uniformity in regulatory response by differing state agencies, or occasionally
even within state agencies. Typically, each case is evaluated on a site-
specific basis, and a decision on site cleanup is made, weighing potential
spill impacts and public interest against cleanup costs.

An idea of the range of regulatory response is illustrated by the two following
examples: Oregon and California. Oregon regulations state that "...spills and
releases of oil or hazardous material shall be cleaned up by employing the best
available methods of cleanup to achieve the lowest practicable level of
contamination." They determine the lowest practicable level by evaluating site
conditions and spill impacts. They therefore have wide flexibility in

determining the response to a spill.

California has developed a more structured app
party must determine the extent of the spill,
cleanup alternatives, with costs and planned r

responses to the spill, from no or minimal act
alternative is selected by the Regional Water
costs, technical feasibility, and public opim
guidelines include the removal of floating pro
monitoring well, and removal of contaminated s

ppm hydrocarbon. California has become increa
dissolved contamination from petroleum product
groundwater to be tested for it presence. If

turned over to the Toxics Cleanup Division for

roach, wherein a responsible
and develop at least three
esults, covering a range of

ion to total cleanup. A cleanup
Board, which weighs cleanup
on anc bene'^it. Present cleanup
duct greater thar 1/4-inch in a

oil containing greater than 1,000
singly concerned with potential
spills, and now requires

judged significant, the case is

resolution.

The above comparison is not meant to imply that a spill would necessarily be

handled differently in each state. However, it does show that different
amounts of flexibility are available to the regulators, and knowledge of the

state regulations and guidelines is critical to develop a successful
remediation strategy.

Table 5 presents a listing of the major laws that ma.v assist in regulating the

cleanup of spilled petroleum in the subsurface. Even though the list is long.
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there is no "clear cut" set of standards that control the level of petroleum
products in the subsoil and groundwater. The states usually set the standards
and enforce them. However, under certain conditions, the Federal laws are also

applicable. For example, if the spill enters "navigable waters", is on

American Indian land, or has characteristics of a hazardous waste.

Table 5. Major Laws and Regulations That May Apply to Petroleum in the Subsoil

Legislation - Federal

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA); 40 CFR 700-799
Clean Water Act (WA) and Amendments; 40 CFR 100-140; 400-470; more

coming ^
Safe Drinking WAter Act (SDWA) and Amendments; 40 CFR 140-140

Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA) and Amendments; 40 CFR 240-

271; more coming
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA) and Amendments (including SARA); 40 CFR 300; more coming

Pipeline Safety Act (PSA) and Amendments; 49 CFR 190-195

Legislation - State

Each state has their own law which may be stricter than the Federal.
(The State sets the oil cleanup standards.)

DEFINING THE SUBSURFACE PROBLEMS AND THE CLEANUP APPROACHES

Table 6 presents a framework for recommending approaches for the evaluation of

a spilled petroleum problem. Variations in this approach will occur due to

site characteristics and the time frame in which the project must be completed.
However, we highly recommend that an evaluation be performed prior to

instituting a major cleanup so that the most efficient, cost-effective cleanup
can be undertaken.

Table 6. Defining the Subsurface Problem and Cleanup

Site history and interviews of long time personnel

- Site inspection and literature review of site hydrogeology

- Field investigation
Surface sampling of soil and water

- Near-surface gas/trace element monitoring
- Test pits or borings with monitoring wells
- Electric geophysical survey

- Laboratory testing
- Soil physical properties
- Chemical concentrations of soil and groundwater

- Analysis and design of cleanup

- Report on site conditions with recommendations for site remediation

CLEANUP STRATEGIES

Table 7 presents the most common cleanup strategy and methods for addressing

three aspects of subsurface petroleum contamination: tainted soil, free

product on or below the water table, and dissolved hydrocarbon in groundwater.

Each category lists possible remediation methods. It must be realized that a

combination of contaminated media may require a combination of cleanup methods.
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Table 7. Cleanup Strategies/Methods

Tainted Soil (above water table) Only

Document extent of contamination only
Monitoring wells only
Excavate and backfill with clean soil; dispose of tainted soil in

appropriate landf il 1

.

Aeration by reworking or landfarming
Enhanced surfactant flushing and recovery
'In situ' biodegradation

ree Product Only

Recovery ditch for trench
Single pump system in recovery well

Double pump system in recovery well

Containment with above pumping systems

Dissolved Hydrocarbons Only

• Pump out and treat on surface

• Enhanced 'in situ' bacteria degradation

Figures 9 through 17 present graphically some of the common techniques
available for cleanup. A short discussion of each follows.

Typically Less

than 10 ft

Water Table

FIG. 9 Excavate and Backfill Alternative

Figure 9 depicts the technique where the oil-rich soil is excavated and hauled

to a secure landfill for disposal. The excavation is then backfilled with

proper material. This method is usually the quickest to perform and its

usefulness is based on the size of the contaminated area and whether it is

economically feasible. It should be noted that regulatory agencies are

increasingly reluctant to approve this method, as they view it as only
transferring the problem from one site to another.
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(After Cooe*»v«, 1979

FIG. 10 Spill Intercepted by Trench Constructed

across Migration Path

Figure 10 graphically presents the recovery trench method to capture floating
product. Figure 11 presents a variation on this alternative where the trench
is backfilled with gravel and a well and horizontal drain pipe is placed within
the trench. Both techniques are similar and would be utilized depending on the

site subsurface parameters. In both cases the water in the collecting area

should be pumped so that it's level is lower than that of the level in the

soil. These techniques can only be used if the water table is relatively

shal low.
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FIG. 11 Recovery Ditch with Sump
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Free Oi

(After Concawe, 1979j

FIG. 12 Single Pump Recovery System
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FIG. 14 Flushing Oil Through the Unsaturated Zone
(After Concawe, 1979)
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FIG. 16 Slurry Wall Cutoff Prevented Further Movennent of Product to River

Figures 16 and 17 depict two different techniques that have been used to

contain or halt the movement of the contaminated groundwater. Figure 16

depicts a slurry cutoff wall which blocks the lateral movement of a large

petroleum plume so that it does not enter a surface water body. The slurry

wall is composed of a bentoni te/soi 1 mixture which has a permeability low

enough to block the migration of the subsurface fluids. This type of

containment sytem is only a temporary measure and must be utilized with a

pumpout system so that the free product is recovered. Slurry walls generally

are not favored by regulatory agencies.

Figure 17 shows how injection wells can mound the groundwater to create a

reversal in groundwater flow in a localized area. Groundwater then flows

toward the pumpout well. The mounding also increases the slope of the water

table in some cases so that product movement occurs more rapidly.
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^Water Table

(After Concawe, 1979)

FIG. 17 Hydrodynamic Control by Combined Recharge

and Pumping (not all wells shown)

COST DATA

Costs always escalate with the complexity of the process used to recover the
petroleum product and with higher levels of final "cleanliness". Table 8 is

presented as a guide for costs of certain types of investigations or processes.
It should not be considered accurate for an entire project since there are many
additional factors that can enter into a project cost.

Table 8. Some Comparative, Order-of-Hagnitude Cost Data

Examples

:

- Initial investigation of problem - $5,000 to $50,000

- Excavation/disposal of tainted soil at secure landfill - $100 to

$200/ton

- Collection ditch - 10' deep by 100' long - $1,000 to $3,000

- Monitoring well - 20' deep - $300 to $1,000

- Recovery well (equipment not included, drilled shallow well) -

$4,000 to $6,000

- Recovery well (installed with backhoe, no pumping equipment) - $1,000
to $3,000

- Single-pump recovery system equipment - $300 to $1,000

- Double-pump recovery system (automated) - $7,000 to $15,000

- Tank leakage testing (10,000 gallons) - $500 to $1,000

CLOSURE

Based on our almost daily contact with this type of problem, we offer the

following brief recommendations that can be applied to these types of

petroluem spill problems.

• Know what you are dealing with prior to speaking with the regulatory
agency. Know or have a good estimate of the severity of the

problem.
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• Know wh^ you are dealing with and what type of regulations he/she is
operating under.

t Do it quickly. Spilled petroleum problems generally become more
severe with time.

If these simple recommendations are followed, it is Shannon & Wilson's opinion
that it will be to your long-term benefit.

BIBLIOGRAPHY *

- California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region,
Guidelines for Addressing Fuel Leaks, September, 1985.

- CONCAWE, Protection of Groundwater from Oil Pollution, Report No. 3/79,
Den Haag, April , 1979.

- CONCAWE, Revised Inland Oil Spill Clean-up Manual, Report No. 7/81, Den
Haag, June, 1981.

- Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Guidelines for Petroleum Spill
Cleanup.

- Worobec, Mary Devine, Toxic Substances Controls Primer, The Bureau of
National Affairs, Inc., Washington, D.C., 1984.

* Numerous Shannon & Wilson, Inc., private reports were also utilized.
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PRESENTATIONS ON THE ADVANTAGES OF
132 RE, 133 RE AND 136 RE AS
HEAVY DUTY RAIL SECTIONS

Advantages Of #132 RE As A
Heavy-Duty Rail Section

By D. E. Turney*

Like many Class 1 Railroads in North America, Norfolk Southern's heavier tonnage main tracks are

laid with predominantly 132# rail. 98% of ournearly 9,400 miles of track laid with heavy rail is 132#.

To obtain some idea of the relative amount of rail laid in North America of the three rail sections to be

discussed today, a review was made of AREA Committee 4's Report of new mil sales by North

American rail mills in the 15 year period from 1970-1984. Figure 1 shows the comparison of these rail

sections sold per year. Over this 15 year period 132# rail represents 56% of the three sections

purchased.

NEW RAIL PURCHASED
FROM NORTH AMERICAN MILLS

PERCENT
90

1970

From this graph, apparently many roads such as ours, are convinced thai I .^2# is a gooii heavy diil\

rail section. Nevertheless, I will share with you some of the reasons or logic that has iluis far inllueiiceil

our decision to stay with the 132# section on Norfolk Southern.

The primary two advantages of I32# as a heavy duty rail section are as follows:

1

.

Proven Performer:

2. Lowest Cost:

*Chie( tingincer l.inc Mainlcnjncc. Norfclk .Southern
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Paper by D. E. Tumey

Proven Perlurmer:

a. History of Good Performance:

1 32# has had a liiMory oj i^oodpcrfonmiiue on NS. Perhaps the best example I have to point to is a

53 mile seetion of 132# CWR that we will relay in our 1987 Rail Program. This rail has been in

traek between 15 and 17 years carrying 55-60 mgt annually. The accumulated tonnage ranges

from 825-1 ,000 mgt. 959'f of this tonnage has been unit trains of coal on a line that is 56*^ curves

varying from 1° to 8° and generally moderate descending grades in the range of 0.2% . Speed is 40

mph maximum. When the rail was laid in 1970 and 1972. standard carbon rail was used on

tangents and curves up to 6° and head hardened on curves over 6°. Certainly when considering the

good performance of this rail, we must take into account that it was given a chance to work harden

under average loads of 78 tons compared to todays average loads of 92 tons on this territory.

During the life of the rail approximately 65'/f of the high rail on the curves has been relaid

primarily account gage corner defects. As you might suspect, the curves are. for the most part,

well lubricated.

This 53 mile segment is being relaid now due to increase in fatigue type defects, not wear. The

rail that was replaced had a good head section averaging less than 2/16" top wear and very little

gage corner wear.

b. Comparable Life to Heavier Rail in Gage Corner Wear:

We feel 1 32# offo's coni/ninihlc life to heavier rail sections in gage corner wear situations. While

a 3/ 1
6" deeper head is provided with 1 36# over 1 32#. the deeper head section would not increase

rail life when the rail is changed out account gage corner near. It is our standard to remove rail

from the main line with 6/16" gage corner wear at a point l-i/4" below the top of rail. When
compared to I32# and I36# rail with the same condemning limitsof gage corner wear, the 3 16"

deeper head section of 136# would have little or ni) effect on increasing rail life.

c. Offers Comparable Life to Heavier Kail in Gage Corner Defects:

We feel I32# offers comparable life to heavier rail in gage corner defect situations. Based on our

testing of I36# rail on curves, we fountl no reduction in the number ol gage corner t\pe defects

RAIL DEFECTS
SPERRY RAIL SERVICES, INC.

1962 - 1984

Defects per Miles

100 Miles Tested

132 16.1 138.000

136 18.5 51,000

133 176 21,000

Table 1
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that originate troin shells. This stands to reason, as the same gage comer point contact forces are

present in each rail section. Accordingly, there should be little if any dit'terence in gage comer type

defects.

In looking at the overall defect performance ol these three rail sections, the above table

represents a summary of the Annual Defect Report published by .Sperry Rail .Service for the three

year period I9H2 through 1984. While this indicates the I32# section has the lowest defect rate,

there really is no appreciable difference in rail defects between the three sections based on this

information.

The foregoing is not to say that we have not experienced what we considered premature failure

with 132# rail in some situations. It is our feeling, however, that these problems are quality

control problems in the manufacturing process, not the design of the rail section. This same quality

problem has also been experienced in some standard carbon I36# rail that we tested.

Now to my second primary point of lowest cost.

Lowest Cost:

a. Purcha.se More Miles of Rail for Dollar:

When compared to the other rail sections to be discussed today . obviously you can purchase more

miles oj I32# for the rail dollar than you can of I33# or I36#. In the case of I36#. 3^^ more

1 32# can be purchased. This admittedly does not sound like a lot but what it really means to us in

our normal rail program is that we can purchase about 10 more miles of rail. Ten more miles of rail

each year is hard to give up!!

I

b. Avoid Higher Inventory From Changing Rail Section:

By staying with the I 32# section we can iivaid hii;licr invcutory jraiu i luiiii;iiiii rail seclions. If

the decision were made to change to a heavier rail section on our road, it v\ould be \ears before the

main line would be relaid. and in the interim additional inventory would have to be maintained for

the different rail sections ot switch material and road crossing headers. This, of course, means

higher inventory costs.

c. Return on Investment for a Heavier Rail Section is Distant:

There have been studies which indicate that the return of capital costs for rail sections heavier than

1 32# would take many years to recoup the money through reduced maintenance costs. The basic

concept of these studies has assumed that the savings would not he realized until the lii-hter rail

section had served its useful life and had to he relaid. Thus assuming 1 32# rail lite to average 90(1

mgt in liie m 30 mgt territory, the cash benefit ot laving a heavier rail section ihal has a greater life

would not start tor 30 years (900/30). Recognizing that this cash bcnctil is so distant, it ma\ be

wiser to use the lighter section to improve the present da\ corporate cash tlou position.

In conclusion, certainly I would acknowledge that there are special situations where a deeper head

section can be cost justified. This is particularly true when top head wear is a problem such as i>n heavy

grades where the abrasive action of sanding causes rapid io|i head wear tor cxanijilc. we have a 10

mile segment in 80 mgt territory where the ruling grade is 1
.4' < ascending and the predominate traffic is

unit coal trains operating with pushers. Obviously, in this situation the top of the rail head is ground off

quickly from the required heavy sanding. 136# rail has been used in this territory resulting in rail life

being increased by 33"^ . In this situation the econi)mics certainly do favor the deeper head section rail.

In summarv . the 1 32# has been a proven performer on Norfolk Southern, is lowest in cost and thus

far. except in special situations that 1 have mentioned, we have not seen the cost benefits to justilv the

increased cost ol a heavier rail section.

Now, I'm sure my colleagues don't necessarilv agree with all niv comments todav . . . and I look

forward to hearing from them on the attributes of 133# and 13(i# rail sections.

Thank vou \erv much
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"Advantages of 133 RE as a Heavy Duty Rail Section"

By S.J. McLaughlin*

Historv

The 133 lb. radl section, along with the 140 lb. rail section, war origi-

nally developed by the Pennsylvania Ilailroad in the nid-1940's as an irnprnve-

nent to the 131 lb. RE rail section that was corrtnonly in use as a heavy duty
rail section at that tirne. The 133 lb. section was conceived about the sane
time that the AAR Engineering Division was developing the 115 lb. and 132

lb. sections as alternatives to the 112 lb. and 131 lb. sections. Both the 132

lb. and 133 lb. rail sections were primarily created to remedy the problems
the railroads were experiencing with an alarming number of web failures in

the 131 lb. section.

133 lb. rail \jas designed to have materially better web strength than 131

lb. rail. The 133 lb. section \;as also designed with more crown in the rail

head than the 131 lb. section thus reducing the wheel loading on the gage
corner of the rail.

Mr. \.'. C. Perkins, Chief Engineer of the Union Pacific Railroad, adopt-
ed 133 lb. RE as Union Pacific's new standard rail section in 1947 to replace

the 131 lb. section after evaluating the benefits of the 132 and 133 lb. de-
signs. 133 lb. RE rail continues to be the standard section on the Union
Pacific v;hich, since 1983, includes the old Western Pacific and Missouri Pacific

Railroads.

J«ii'

(o-G'7-G-G

•AsM>lani VP - KniiinL-cring, I nion CkiIic R.nlrojJ
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Papc-r by S. J. McLaughlin !65

The 133 lb. RE section was adopted hy the AREA as an alternfitive to

the 132 lb. RE section ir. 1947, dropped as an AREA standard section in 19C2
since Union Pacific was the only railroad using a significant amount of 133 lb.

rail at that tine, and then added as e standard AREA section in 1986 in

recognition of the fact that 133 RE, along with 132 RE and 13G RE, is now
one of the more connonly utilized heavy duty rail soctionr in the United
States.

\.'c at Union Pacific laid our 133 lb. rail as 39 foot jointed rail from 1948
through 1964, as 78 foot jointed rail from 1965 through 1968, and then began
la}-ing continuous welded rail under Chief Engineer R. M. (Bob) Brown in

1969. All of the 133 lb. CV.'R laid since 1969 is still in our main line tracks,
some of which has already carried over one billion gross ton. As we begin to

relay some of the original 133 lb. CV.'R in our main lines with new 133 lb.

CWr" in the years ahead, this SH 133 lb. CWR will be cascaded to light den-
sity main lines, branch lines, sidings, and yard tracks.

Union Pacific did experiment with some gas welded 133 lb. CWR in our 70
mph double track main line near the Nebraska-Wyoming border in 1948. This
rail v;as removed from the main line in the late 1970's after carrying just over
one billion gross ton and was then laid in a lighter tonnage branch main line

where it remains today.

We have retained the original design of the 133 U) . section as we be-
lieve, all things considered, it is the best design in the industry. \>'e have
worked with the various domestic and foreign rail manufacturers through the

years to improve the chemistry, cleanliness, and durability oi thr- 133 lb.

section, including the developnjcnt of various high alloj-, head hardened, and
heat treated rtiils to extend rail life on curves.

In 1975 VIC also adopted a 16 inch x 8-1/2 inch 1:30 cant double shoul-
dered tie plate as our standard to help concentrate wheel loads at the center
of the top of the ball of the rail as v.-ell as to assist in the prevention of gage
widening and differential plate cutting.

Principal Differences Between 133 RE and Other Heavy Duty Rail Sections

lJ2onO)J3c-l

- 13616 2
-J'

UNDM rtC'iC IUilKOAO COHWNr

COMPARISON OF-

152,133 AND I36 LB ARE.A.
RAIL HEAD CONTOURS

OMAM !•«
>c' n<mtr*
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The principal differences between the 133 lb. ard 132 lb. sections are as

follows

:

1) 133 lb. rail has greater head depth and area than 132 lb. rail

(1-15/16" vs. 1-3/4" or 3/16" difference in depth and 4.85 in.- vs.

4.42 in.^ or .43 in .
^ difference in area). The additional thicV.ncss of

the head help? reduce localized strerscL- in the upper v;eb and r.Ilct

of the rail and also prevents the wheel flange fror. contacting the

joint bars as vertical wear develops on top of rail head. In additioii.

the greater anount of metal in the head vields a longer head wear
life

.

2) The head contour of 133 lb. rciil is almost the sane as 132 lb. rail

except that the 133 lb. section carries the 1-1/4 inch secondary head
radius 0.05 inches further into the head from both corners bpforc

beginning the 10-inch primary head radius. The 133 lb. section also

has a side inclination of 4'- giving a slightly narrower top surface of

the head thus reducing the tendency to eccentric loading. The base
and lower fillet radius of these two sections are almost identical.

6-6-7i-6-6

3) 132 lb. rail has a slightly greater moment of ir.crtia (88.2 vs. 86.2):

section modulus of the head (22.5 vs. 22.3); and section modulus of

the base (27.6 vs. 26.9).

4) 132 lb. rail has a greater fishing height than 133 lb. (4-316 vs.

3-15/16 or 1/4" difference). However, the loss in fishing height of

the 133 lb. rail is offset by a greater fishing angle (1:3 for 133 lb.

vs. 1:4 for 132 lb).
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5) Some of the same principles of design were used in the development
of the 132 and 133 lb. sections including tliickening the upper web
and improving the fillet radius over the 131 lb. design in order to

reduce stress concentrations. In fact, the web of the 133 lb. section
is slightly thicker than the 132 lb. section at the minimum section and
at the center of the bolt holes.

UNION MCiriC KAILKOACCOHPtNT

COMPARISON OF
132,133 AND 136 La AJttAKAJL

tCALt '\JU.

The principal differences between the 133 lb. and 136 lb. sections are
as follows:

1) 133 lb. rail has the sane head depth (1-15/16") as 13G lb. rnil and it

has a slightly wider ball (3" vs. 2-15 16"). Thus, thr 133 lb. sec-
tion has slightly more metal available to resist side wear. The are:',

of the head is almost the same for these two rnil sizes.

2) The shape of the head of tho 133 lb. section (like tliat of the 132 lb.

section) more closely resembles the contour of a worn v.-hf^ol. That
is. the 130 lb. section has a top-of-rail contoui" flatter than that of
the 133 lb. section. The 136 lb. section retains the sane 14-inch
primary head radius used in the old 131 lb. design whcrea"; the 133
lb. (and 132 lb.) sections utilize an improved 10-inch primary head
radius. Since the effect of wheel wear is to form a unifcrm contour
on the top of the rail head regardless of the contour of the rail when
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rolled, there is a greatri tendency for cold working initially on the

gage corner of a new 13G lb. rail as it seeks the vvorr contour. This

results in plastic flow setting up residual stresses in the gage corner

thus hastening the development of shells and dramatically increasing

the possibility of internal detail fractxiros. In addition, the 1:30 cant

tie plate used in conjunction with 133 lb. rail on the Union Pacific

forces the wheel contact point to the center of the ball ar. has been
verified in field testing by the Union Pacific (by painting top of ball

and observing wheel tread narks of the average worn wheel contour

in trains operating over the rail).

£-i-7Ji-(S-6 ^

3) 136 lb. mil has a rail height of 7-5/16 inchef vs. 7-1/16 inches for

133 lb. rail or a difference of 1/4 inch. Thus, the 136 lb. section

has a higher corresponding nonent of inertia (94.9 vs. 86.2) and
slightly higlicr section modulus in the head and base (23.9 vs. 22.3

and 28.3 vs. 2G.9 respectively) than the 133 lb. section. Thus, 133

lb. rail is not as stiff a.'. 136 lb. rail and has a slightly lower corre-

sponding flexural or beam strength.

4) I.ike 132 lb. rail, 136 lb. rail has a greater fishing height thar. 133

lb. (4-3/16 inch vs. 3-15/16 inches or 1/4" differemc). However, as

is the case with 132 lb. rail, the loss in fishing height of the 133 lb.

rail is offset by a greater fishing angle in the 133 lb. section (1:3

vj.. 1:4 for 13G'lb.).
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Sunnary of the Benefits of 133 lb . Rail

In conclusion, 133 lb. rail offers the following' benefits ns e heavy duty
rail section:

1) 133 lb. rail is cheaper than 13C lb. rail since there is a savings of

approximately 5 net tons per mile. However, 133 lb. rail is slightly

more expensive than 132 lb. rail.

2) We believe the designed shape of the head of the 133 lb. section is

superior to the 136 lb. section. That is, the contour of the top of

the head more closely resembles that of a worn wheel. Thus, plastic

flow and the development of shells as well as internal detail fractures
are not as prevalent in the 133 lb. section. Also, the contour of the
bottom of the ball of the 133 lb. rail permits greater bar contact on
the fillet radius as opposed to the underside of the head. That is.

less chance for head and web separations.

3) \i'e believe that the depth and area of the 133 lb. head is significantly

better than that offered by the 132 lb. section. Thus, stresses in

the upper web are reduced and additional metal is available for wear.

\.'e do not believe the additional beam strength or stiffness offered by
the 1 '' lb. section provides any advantage over the 133, or for that

matte:- the 132 lb. sections since stiffness or strength is not a prob-
lem with any of the three sections primarily used as heav\- duty rails

in today's railroads.

4) Union Pacific has an excellent record of having fewer service tailed

rails than other roads. This is due to not only the frequency of our
rail testing and the quality of our rail, but also, wc believe, to tlir

design of our 133 lb. section. V.'e recently compared 1000 track mile?

of 13C? primary main line on the Missouri Pacific with 1000 tracl. miles

of 133# primary main line on the Union Pacific to sec which section

was experiencing the most defects. These areas all carried over 20

nCT annually, had comparable accumulated tonnages, and were tested

at similar frequencies. Based on roughly 5000 test miles of each
section we were finding 11 defects per 100 miles in the 133^ rail

compared to 28 defectr per 100 miles for the 13G* section. Even more
revealing is to tal:c out the defective field and plant welds and bolt

hole defects and talk strictly about fatigue defects. \.'c found only

1.6 defects per 100 miles in the 133 lb. compared to 4.2 for 136? or

over 2-1; 2 times ar many. We have very litth- 132- rail so we were
not able to mal;e a comparison with this section.

5) The 133 lb. C\iT. that Union Pacific has in its main tracks has been
exposed to heavy wheel loads at the rate of up to 80 MCT per ycai- at

frciglit train speeds up to 70 mph with a proven service life, on

tangent track under these conditions, in excess of one billion gross
tons. We believe proper rail grinding and continued inprovcmrnts in

rail metallurgy will continue to raise our threshold for removing this

133 lb. CWR from our main lines. Of course. \.c will receive many
years of additional life from this rail aftei' it ha= been cascaded into

lighter density and lower speed tracl'.s.

6) Finalh', the Union Pacific has utilized almost nothing hut 133 lb. rail

since 1948. We presently have over 8,000 miles in track compared to

2,500 miles of 13C lb. which is primarily in the old Western anil

Missouri Pacific main lines. We also utilize only three standard
switches (five turnout sizes), all in the 133 lb. section. Therefore,
our inventory and material handling costs arc reduced since wc have
not changed our mind in the last 40 years and have retained the same
good, sound standard section. The old original Union Pacific primary
main lines are 99t> 133 lb. rail. The Western Pacific primary main linos

are already 60% 1331b., and within the next 20 years most of the main
lines of the old Missouri Pacific will also be relayed with new or SI!

133 lb. CWR.
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All in all, wc believe the 133 lb. RE section is the best heavy duty rail

section on the market today.

Exhibit 1

Properties of Heavy Duty Sections

131 i!E 132 RE 133 llL 136 RE

Type AREA
Weight (lbs. per yard)
N'et V.'eipht,'Track Mile (ton.s)

Height (inches)
Base Widtli (inches)
Head Width (inchcp)

Primary Head Widtli (inches)
Fishing Height (inches)
Depth Base (inches)
Depth Head (inches)
Min. Web Width (inches)

Area (square inches):
Head
Web
Base
Total

Area (percent total):

Head
\;eb

Base
Total

Moment of Inertia

Section Modulus Head
Section Modulus Base

Ratio:

r.I.l. to Area
S.M. Head to Area
Height to Base Width

Distance Base to N'.A. (in.) 3.25 3.20 3.2(1 3.35

Gage Corner Radius (inches)
Secondary Head Radius (in.)

Primary Head Radius (inches)

Head Fishing Angle
SmEill Upper Fillet Radiusdn.)
Large Upper Fillet Radius(in.)

AREA
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Advantages of 136# RE
Rail as a Heavy Duty Rail Section

By H. G. Webb*

The 136 lb. rail section began use in the U.S. in the early 1950's. Statistics from Railroad Facts

show 40.82% of all the nation's railroads trackage is heavy rail (130-139 lb. section). Analyzing the

years 1979 through 1984, we see rail purchases in the U.S. show 132 lb. 48.6%, 1361b. 41 .8% and 133

lb. 9.6%. These statistics would indicate our basic M.L. rail section in track to be 132 lb. followed

closely by the 136 lb. section.

I note these statistics only to point out how deeply involved railroads are in a designated rail section.

To change rail sections involves a considerable expense in inventory to support the two weights of rail

for the life of the replaced section. Thus any decision to change must be a very positive economic

decision.
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Figure 1

Chief Engineer. AlchiMin, Topeka and Sania l-c Railway
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The Santa Fe first began using 136-lb. CF&I section in 1955 and it was at that time established as

our main line heavy duty standard rail section. It still is our present rail section for all territory with over

20milliongross tons of traffic. Figure 1 shows the 136-lb. rail section. Figures 2 and 3 show an overlay

of the 136-33 and 136-32 rail sections respectively. In Figure 4. I have accumulated comparative

statistics of the 3 rail sections. You will note the major differences in the 136-32 properties are the 10%

difference in the area of the head, the 3.1% difference in the weight per yard or some 6.9 tons per mile,

a 7.6% difference in the moment of inertia and a 6.2% difference in the section modulus of the head. In

physical dimensions, they both have a 6-in. base with the 136-lb. some 0.1 875 in. (3/16") higher. 1/16"

narrower head. 0.3125 in. (1/32") thicker web and 0.1875 in. (3/16") deeper head section.

13£ LS =..E

THE AT 6 S.F RY. CCX/°AN'Y

COMPASISON 0"
3 LB "R.E." RAI^ WiT.'- :35 L5 "R.E." RAI.

Scoie-Fuii S.ze

Figure 2

In comparing the 136 to the 133, we see that the 136 has a 2.57f greater head area, a 4.3% greater

weh area, and weighs 2.\7( more yard, or some 5.3 net tons per mile. The 136 has a 10.3% greater

moment of inertia, an 8.6% greater section modulus of the head, and an 8.1% greater ratio of the inertia

to the area and a 1 A'^'/t greater ratio t)f section modulus to head area.
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132 LB. 'RE"
136 LB. "C.Fai.

A.T 5S.F HY SrST.

COMPARISON OF
132 LS "RE" RAIL WITH 136 LB. 'CFQl" RAIL

Figure 3

Why do I point out these facts of the physical geometric rail differences to you? I believe the rail life

can be expressed in its ability to carry the wheel load exerted upon it and distribute that load to the

supporting ties, ballast and subgrade. The most important controlling criteria to performing these

functions is the stiffness or resistance to bending, vertical and hori/onta! head wear and localized web

and fillet stress.

I have tried to put together a comparative analysis of each of these criteria which I believe control

rail life under heavy wheel loads. In all cases, the rail comparison must assume the same metallurgy and

heat treatment.
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COMPARATIVE PROPERTIES

Dimensions
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advantage of head width. Although in both cases the additional width is in the lower portion ot the head

thus little advantage in horizontal wear.

Although little rail is removed account of vertical wear, it is important when you consider the trend

in the last few years of increasing wheel loads and these increased wheel loads causing rail

corrugations. The only known maintenance for rail corrugations is to grind the surface of the rail. This

grinding operation removes rail head vertical height, thus making the additional rail height of the 136

lb. section of 0.20625 in., (7/32") on the 133-lb. and 0.1875 in. (3/16") on the 132-lb. an important

factor. We would be able to grind the 136-lb. rail several more times in its life than you would either the

133 or 132 and still have a comparative larger section modulus of the head.

III. Web and Fillet Stresses.

The maximum flexural stress developed in the head is the bending moment developed by the wheel

load divided by the section modulus of the head. The maximum flexural stress developed in the base is

the bending moment divided by the section modulus of the base. It is believed the maximum flexural

stress in the head is a contributing factor in the development of transverse progressive fractures from

shatter cracks, head checks, and shelling. The maximum flexural stress in the base is an important

factor in the development of sudden breaks and/or permanent bending of the rail.

The contact stresses of the wheel is distributed to the web as a compressive stress in the web area

directly under the wheel load. This direct stress is combined with the bending ot the head on the web
when the wheel bears asymmetrically on the head, as is frequently the case. This condition can exist as

car trucks tend to hunt back and forth from rail to rail. It also exists on the high rail of curves and where

the leading flange of the leading truck normally contacts the high rail when guiding the truck around the

curve. It can occur where there is irregular surface or alignment due to defective subgrade, tie support

or other varying cross level problems.

Since bending moment is a function of the load applied and its distance from any particular point or

support, we can assume it would be the same regardless of the weight of rail. Then the flexural stress

developed in the head and the base are directly proportional to their comparative section modulus.

From Figure 4, we see the section modulus of the head of 136-lb. rail to be 23.9 cu. in. and the 133-lb.

rail to be 22.0 cu. in. or 8.6% less than the 136 and the 132, some 22.5 cu. in. or 6.2% less. The section

modulus at the base of the 136-lb. rail is 28.3 cu. in. and the 133-lb. rail to be 27.2 cu. in. or4.8% less

than the 136 and the 132 is 27.6 cu. in. or 2.5% less.

Thus we see the 136-lb. rail would have approximately 8.6% and 6.2% more resistance to the

development of transverse progressive fracture in the head and 4.8% and 2.5% more resistance to the

development of sudden break to the ba.se than the 133 lb. and 132 lb. section.

Once again, referring to rail corrugation development and the maintenance necessary to grind the

rail, we find that we would reduce the section modulus of the head with each grinding operation. This

would, by the above analysis, increase the possibility of the developmeni of noted rail failures. The

1 36-lb. rail section would have the advantage of maintaining a greater section head modulus than cither

the 132 or 133-lb. with each grinding operation. The additional thickness maintained throughout the

life of the 136-lb. rail would also benefit in the reduction of localized stresses in the upper fillet of the

rail due to the direct pressure of the applied load.

The comparisons quoted are shown graphically in Figure 5. The graphs show the statistics 1 have

just quoted, that is, as the section modulus of the base increases, you have a greater increase in the

resistance to bending and base breaks. As the section modulus of the head increases, the resistance to

fatigue fracture decreases and as the moment of inertia increases you gain a greater stiffness and

bridging advantage of the rail section.
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Research tests of the increase in stresses and the upper fillet area at the location where the head and

web separation might develop were made at the AAR Lab under the direction of the Engineering

Research Division staff. The graphical results of these tests are shown in Figure 6. The test was run on
each weight of rail and after the removal of 0, 3/16" and 3/8" vertical head area. Although these are not

overly conclusive of the 136-lb. n-il being more resistant to rail fillet area defects than the 132 and

133-lb. sections, it is none the less one more indicatorof the value of 136-lb. rail on high density lines.

It would be one more criteria giving further resistance to rail features, and eventuall> as the tonnage

increases to some plateau, the risk of derailment due to these stresses causing rail failures.
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Figure 6

From the January-February 1970 A.R.E.A. Bulletin on methodology of "Prediction of Rail Life of

Rails," I have reproduced their summation plot of rail flexure fatigue life versus rail section. This graph

is shown on Figure 7A. Since it is plotted in a logarithmic scale, I have taken the liberty to plot the same

information in a straight scale plot shown in Figure 78 . It must be understood that this analysis is for the

fatigue life of rail and not rail wear or stress development fatigues. I have indicated on Figure 7B that

the fatigue life of 136-lb. rail appears to be approximately 590 million gross tons, the 133-lb. rail 450

million gross tons and the 132-lb. 400 MGT. This prediction was made for 100 ton car wheel loads.

Although this analysis is a theoretical prediction, it none the less is another indicator that a heavier rail

on high density lines is most desirable.

In comparing the economies of cost of each rail section, we would assume the 136-lb. rail to be

2.3% more expensive than the 133-lb. rail and 3.1% higher than the 132-lb. From looking at Figure 7B

once again, we see that the life of 136-lb. rail is some 140 MGT's greater than the 133-lb. and 190 MGT
greater than the 132-lb. Thus the 133-lb. rail would be 24% less tonnage life than the 136. and 132-lb.

some 32% less life. Thus I firmly believe the 1 36-lb. rail is the proper rail section for heavy duty lines.
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TWENTY FIVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE USE OF
CONCRETE TIES AND THEIR FASTENINGS,

INSTALLED IN THE LINES OF THE MEXICAN RAILWAYS

By R. Ruiz C*

Since 1856, when the construction of the Mexican track network began, wcxxl was the material used

to manufacture the ties. Pine wo(xi in the northern region of the country and various types of tropical

wcKxls in the south, were key items that served not only in the construction of our network, but played

an important role in the reconstruction jobs done after the armed revolution of 1910, and also used for

the rehabilitation and erection of new tracks in nuxlem times. In its great majority, timljer ties in

Mexico are used in the maintenance of all the lines, which altogether add up to 25,(XX) kilometers, or

approximately 15,000 miles.

In spite of the basic importance that timber ties mean in the track structure, we must agree that

physical and mechanical characteristics of both kinds of wtxxlen ties available in our country, in

addition to shortcomings in the supply, with the exception of the last three years, has resulted that the

average life of these ties, is of 8 to 10 years. This explains that the total deficit of the Mexical Railways

in this subject is constant, and it's on the order of 7 million ties originating delays in the track

maintenance. This is precisely one of the most important reasons of the lag in the maintenance of the

infrastructure in our national railway's system. The fast loss of strength in these wood ties causes a

dramatic shortening in the vertical and lateral track mcxiulus, giving rise to .serious damages that reduce

considerably the safety and efficiency of the train's operation.

The short life of this type of tie in Mexico, is due to the climate factors compounded basically with

the low hiu"dness of pine w(xxl and the split-frailty properties of the tropical .species. The tie-plate's

penetration shows quite prematurely in pine wwxi ties, whose hardness is about 200 to 240 lbs. only,

according to A.S.T.M. tests. Its compression strength perpendicular to the fibers varies from 140 to

210 lb. per sq. inch which is too low to face the loads handled today.

Also, it is difficult to obtain a supply of items with dimensions greater than 7" x 8" x 8', which also

contributes to a low track mcxlulus and greater stress in the ballast and subgrade, resulting in shorter

maintenance cycles. This aspect is further evidenced with the use of hard handmade ties from trees

who.se cross-section and length barely meet the railroad's specifications. But due to a shortage of ties,

their application is permitted and, hence, they are received, distributed and installed in the system's

lines. 65% of all the ties annually purcha.sed by the railroads correspond to this type.

Under these conditions, the criterion used by the Mexican Railways Administrations in the past 25

years is to use concrete ties and elastic fa.stenings to nuxlemize the lines in which primarily, it is

necessary to relieve small size fatigued rail, increase the service life of the track superstructure,

increase substantially the safety of train operations, and reduce the maintenance costs of the

infrastructure. The same criterion and order of ideas has been applied to the construction of new lines

that ultimately will fomi the basic and strategic network of the National Railways system. Therefore,

the use of wcxxJcn tics has been limited to maintenance works in lines equipped with this material, and

its consumption is double with regiird ti) concrete ties utilization.

Mexico is a country with many mountains and its activities take place mainly in the highland plains.

Therefore, the Mexican Railroad's basic network was almost totally built abiding by specifications

pretending only to satisfy the various needs of national communications, without ci>nsidering all the

operational problems that would ari.se in the future. This is why the original lines remain practicalK the

same without being rectified, and in the country's main lines we have more than 3(XX) miles of track in

curves greater than 4 degrees. A high percentage are 9 to 12 degrees, having in some main lines a

curvature up to 21 degrees. On the other hand, almost 4(XX) miles of track aa' kKated in grades

exceeding \.5'7c, and more than 50'^' of these tracks are in grades from 2 to 4'7c. The grades and

curvature values mentioned, ap(x;;ir compounded to the effect that in various districts, we have a 4%
grade, and 21 degrees of curvature simultaneously.

Assistant General Director, National Railways ol Mexico
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The geometric characteristics described, generate exaggerated loads in the track structure yielding

to operation failures and causing too short maintenance cycles.

The operation of our system started in the last century with 20 ton steam locomotives and cars

weighing less than 10 tons. These loads grew through the years until the decade of the 60's when the

tractive force was completely changed, eliminating steam and adopting diesel. At present, our trains

are hauled by two types of diesel-electric locomotives: The B-B of 2000 and 2400 H.P. with 64 kips per

axle and the C-C of 3000 and 3600 H.P. with 62 kips per axle which constitute 90% of the fleet. The

cars composing our trains are 100 and 70 tons-type capacity, the former recording 66 kips per axle.

As of the decade of the 70's, the unit-train operation has been introduced, generally formed by six

3,000 and 3,600 H.P. locomotives and 100 ton capacity cars, ranging from 60 to 100 units per train.

This railroad transportation mode has principally simplified the movement of minerals, petrochemical

substances, cement and grains, among other products, but it has increased the loads and fatigue effects

in various track elements including bridges.

Photo 1

In the last years, we have experienced a solid increasing traffic density at a rate of 6 to 7% annually,

estimating that this year our system will move more than 1 15 million gross tons. In our basic network,

we handle traffic densities in the order of 30 million gross tons in main lines, and 8 million gross tons in

secondary lines. The operation speeds of our freight trains are from 60 m.p.h. in the best lines,

decreasing down to 20 m.p.h. on the steeply graded ones. The passenger trains develop maximum

speeds to 70 m.p.h. it is to point out that their operation is done on the same tracks as those u.sed by

freight trains.

The loads and weights of the non-suspended masses of our railroad's rolling stock are as high as the

majority of the railroads of the United States of America and, of course, of greater magnitude with

respect to those in France, Germany, European countries and Japan. Considering the dynamic

overloads, we estimate reaching up to 48 kips per wheel on the rail and the bending moments under the

rail's seat in an 8' tie, being in the order of 220 in-kips with an important frequency due to numerous
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flats in the wheels and imperfections in the rolling surface of the rails, such as rail bums, geometrical

and metallurgical rail welding imperfections, and rail corrugations.

For the reasons above explained, the magnitude of dynamic loads faced by the Mexican railways,

could be comparable to those recorded by the railroads of the United States of America and Pueblo,

Colorado's Fast.

From 1958 to 1961, the Chihuahua Al Pacifico Railroad construction was completed, connecting

the border town of Presidio, Texas, with the Mexican Pacific coast at Topolobampo. The concrete tie

use and elastic fastening era was initiated in Mexico. In those years, the ministry of communications

and public works installed for the first time in the country, the 2-block reinforced concrete tie of French

patent (Photo 2), by then, widely used in France because it served as a main element in the track

rebuilding task, after the Second World War. F*ractically, it was the only concrete tie known to that

date, and it was adopted in Mexico, considering that the available wood in our country did not have the

technical requirements needed to fulfdl such an impwrtant construction.

Photo 2

In 1964, the Mexican National Railways started with the rehabilitation of their first 62 kilometers

with concrete ties, also using the two-bl(x:k type in the Monterrey-Matamoros route. It is until 1967

when these railR)ads continued the reconstruction of its main lines, using now prcstrcssed monolithic

concrete ties, installing the post-tensioned type used in Germany since 1954.

From 1961 to this date, more than 7.3 million concrete ties have been installed in the Natit)nal

Railway System. About 5.5 million are of the prestressed mono-blocks type and 1.8 million are of the

reinforced two block concrete type. Out of 5.5 million monolithic ties, approximately 5.45 million are

post-tensioned and only 50 thousand are pre-tensioned. The majority of the prestressed monolithic lies

are installed in high density traffic lines.

Concerning two block ties, 1 . 1 million have been installed in low density traffic lines; 300.000 in

medium density and 500,000 in trunk lines of more than 15 million gross tons per year. This tie is the
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oldest one as far as installation date is concerned, but it is not the one with greatest accumulated

tonnage. This characteristic corresponds to the monolithic type, located in the outskirts of Mexico City

in the Mexico-Nuevo Laredo Route, withstanding up to this date, more than 400 million gross tons.

The two block ties installed in 1961 in the Chihuahua Al Pacifico Railroad, have only accumulated 60

million gross tons.

In addition to the important role played by the ballast in the conrete tie's behavior, we consider that

in order to analyze it thoroughly, it is necessary to also consider the stresses transmitted by the fastening

and elastomers, since the service life of the system is a function of the behavior and fatigue of the

components associated to the tie. And so, the fastening system elected to equip the track with concrete

ties, monolithic and mixed, consisted of 2 elastic clamps, 2 bolts locking in the tie's cavities, the

elastomers under the rails ba.se and clamp ringlet (Photo 3). This system of European original design,

was adapted to the loads previously mentioned, reinforcing the clamp with a rib of the same material

which allows the increasing of toe load in the rail's base, fixing it more effectively to the concrete ties

which, at present, are heavier (Photo 4).

Photo 3

Also achieved by this tightening load is the keeping of the rubber tie pad in its place, since this

increased fastening force is at the rate of 1 .7 times that of a standard clamp used in light concrete ties.

Due to the mentioned property, this fastening system has long-lasted, proving gixxJ fatigue resistance.

However, in the past few years we have noticed in tracks with curvatures greater than 4 degrees,

combined with grades up to 1.5%. that the clamp lacks capacity to resist lateral forces imposed upon it

by our equipment and is not capable of keeping the tie pad in its place, even the reinforced type. The

concrete ties in those degrees of curvature show early damage and breakage at the butts, compelling the

use of selected wooden ties specially prepared for elastic fastenings through the use of single clamps,

tie-screws and rubber and metal tie plates.
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Photo 4

In order to obtain a continuity in curves and tangent track, we are in the process of solving the

problem described before, with the use of a specially designed clamp for curves, which is being

field-tested with very promising results until now (Photos 5 and 6). During the past 10 years, we have

been trying various types of fastening systems in curves as mentioned above and, unfortunately, none

solved the problems according to practical results obtained in the track-lengths tested. Besides,

experience has shown, it is convenient to have an adjustable fastening system that allows us to restore

the toe load in the clamps over the rail base, considering the easiness inherent to the threaded bolt

system.

The 0.18 in. and 0.25 in. thick tie pads have been used in both types of concrete ties, having

performed satisfactorily during the first 10 years. After this use period, these items show a loss of

elasticity and therefore stiffness, causing a decrease in clamp tightness and general misadjustment of

fastenings.

In curves greater than 4 degrees, the damaged tie pad is much important, having to replace it ever>' 2

years. It has been seen that this failure occurs due to the poor tightening of the clamps for these

curvature cases, noticing also that the sometimes warped surfaces of the concrete tie under the rail base

hinders the plate's complete support, yielding to stress concentrations in it. The steps we are taking to

solve this problem are directed into increasing the tie pad's thickness to 0.25 in., improve the support

surface of the concrete tie, and refine the specifications to substantially improve the material

characteristics used to manufacture the rubber pad.

The experiences obtained in this field allow us to decide the use of this elastomer for its damping

and energy dissipating properties under the high dynamic overloads imposed by the existing traffic

conditions. Concerning the new rubber pad thickness, we understand that although it would be further

advantageous to increase it in order to decrease the dynamic effects on the ties and reducing the harmful

vibration effects damaging all track elements, we have to keep a balance by preventing the clamp

Hexing oscillations to reach prohibitive ranges and causing failures.

As for the steel reinforced mbber cushion under the clamp and insulated washer's performances,

we can state that both have fulfilled their tasks in its structural and electrical insulation characteristics.
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Photo 5

A*^

Photo 6

point out however, that the cushion has rapidly deteriorated in curvatures from 4 degrees or greater

which prompted the decision to avoid their use with clamps and concrete ties in track lengths with these

curvatures.
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The mixed concrete tie used in Mexico is formed by 2 reinforced concrete blocks of 27 x 11.5 in.

joined by a metallic "I" angle or star section with moment of inertia of I in.'*. Since 1982, it was

modified to 28 x 1 1.5 in. blocksjoinedby an'T'beam withamomentof inertialof 11.5 in."'-in all cases.

The fastening system that we used was the type described earlier.

The mixed tie with an angle jointing beam, installed in the Mexico City Nuevo Laredo Route since

1967, where it has already logged close to 3(X) million gross tons, presents the following failures:

Photo 7

— Cracks under the rail seat in the positive bending area, with crack lengths up to 7 in. and thicknesses

varying from 0.008 to 0.02 in. (Photo 7).

— Excessive wear in the lower face, with exposed positive bending reinforcing steel bars due to loss of

original cover.

— Cracks in the gage faces of the block.

— Fatigue failure in the middle of the tie bar and in the gage faces of the block (Photo 8).

— Fissures and cracks in the fastening areas, in the case of the S-75 lies.

— Damages in the cask areas which support the clamps, in curvatures from 3 degrees and greater.

— Loosening of the bars in the gage faces of concrete blocks in straight and curve tracks, these being

sharply increased in curves of 2 degrees or more (Photo 9).

— The same defects have been observed in other less important lines.

It is difficult to predict the remaining service life of these ties. But it is clear that fatigue effects are

great in a high percentage of them, and under a serious study, the possibility exists of a 100%
replacement of ties in the highest density lines. Before their future use could not be considered in yards

or sidings, for example, but we have initiated the removal of a number of ties at Viborillas — Villa De
Reyes, on the Mexico City - Nuevo Laredo Route, where more than 20 million gross tons per year are

transported nowadays.
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Photo 8

Photo 9

We contemplate the possibility of submittinj: several ties to a fatigue testini: machine, with various

failure degrees at variable cyclical loads, in order to determine the number of load cycles more precisely

necessary to completely destroy the tie.
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The mono-block ties installed since 1967. present structural cracks in the rail seat at the positive

bending area, since approximately 8 years. The length of the cracks exceed in most cases the neutral

axis of the cross section and their thicknesses vary from 0.004 to 0.01 in. (Photo 10).

Photo 10

This tie also presents small cracks in the middle section of the negative bending area, originated by

carelessness during the installation, rather than by bending stress fatigue when it self-tamps in the

center, due to general settling throughout the tie length. Until now, with the exception of some cases

where lamentable lack of maintenance has arisen, we have not found totally failed ties. As a

consequence, we have not practically relieved any important amount of tieyfor the explained cause.

The crack in the middle of the tie, due to negative bending, does not represent any danger to the tie's

destruction, and our statistics reveal that ties showing this failure are in the order of 6 to 50 ties per

kilometer.

In 4 degrees curvatures or greater, the casks where the elastic clamp is supported, show cracks and

general damages that cause fastening misplacement, affecting the gauge seriously. Also, the railbase

supporting surface plane, has suffered important wear and penetration in curvatures greater than 3

degrees, as the tie pad slides due to lack of tightening of the elastic fastening system when the clamp

was installed without the reinforced rib; however, the percentage of changed ties due to this failure is

only 0.1%,

The damages caused to the casks have been very low. and practically, its configuration may serve to

house a fastening system with similar geometrical properties to the current one. With this idea in mind,

there are a couple of test lengths which will allow us to obtain quick results and propose the viable

solution to curved track equipped with both concrete ties, two block and monolithic, since in both types

the cask failure appears.

The question referring to the two block tie change activities, is being carried out systematically in

high and medium traffic density lines. Indeed, in Vibtirillas - Ville De Reyes. Monterrey - Nuevo

Laredo and Monterrey - Matamoros trunk lines, more than 100.000 ties have been replaced in the last

five years. The added tonnage in the mentioned lines are 300. 170 and 190 million gross tons.
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In all lines in which the two-block tie was installed, we are noticing a lot of factors that ultimately

are causing its change, being the main failure the looseningof the tie bar caused by the bending stresses

due to differential settlement of each block; lateral and torsional effects; premature wear of lower face

of the blocks, and cracks in the bending area underneath the rail.

In lines equipped with these ties, we have also observed that the leveling cycles are shorter than

track with timber or monolithic ties, because the two-block ties have less support area on the ballast

than the other ties. This difference results in a rapid concrete and ballast decay as tonnage accumulates,

creating continuous pumping of subgrade soil into the ballast, level and alignment misadjustment

provoking serious train traffic hazards, particularly in poor roadbeds.

With reference to the two-block tie's behavior upon derailments caused by broken axles-hubs,

unbalanced car loads, poor train operation, etc., we have witnessed the complete destruction of the

track in those accidents when the tie bar is heavily damaged by the derailed wheels, provoking a sudden

gauge loss, which increases the magnitude of the accident. Under these conditions, the car and

locomotive rescue jobs and the track reconstruction to resume train traffic, results extremely difficult,

thus increasing all costs.

With respect to reconstruction systems followed by the Mexican Railways and concerning the

installation of the ties once the original timber ties have been removed from the track, difficulties arise

to place the two-block ties in the center of the track, because they have to be inserted under the rails,

removing the sub-ballast with 2 of its faces. By opening a double ditch in the roadbed, the work is

noticeably delayed and reconstruction efficiencies are seriously affected.

As previously mentioned, with the monoblock ties, there has not been any action taken so far to

remove them from tracks in which they are installed, with the exception of some lengths where the tie

pad has been stiffened, damaged and displaced, creating important penetrations of the rail base in the

concrete. Many have not even been replaced because there has not been any recorded fatigue failure

justifying their replacement. As a result, theconcept of tie change within the maintenance programs of

these ties has not been established in any of the lines of the system. Only in some isolated cases as cited

above, there has been need to remove destroyed pieces. In such cases and due to the geometrical

properties of this tie. it is easy to do the job without disturbing whatever consolidation degree of the

track exists. The important support of the monoblock tie against the ballast in all kinds of roadbeds and

sub-ballast, allows a lengthy leveling and alignment cycle with respect to tracks with other ties.

As for derailments in tracks equipped with this type of tie. they seem to present a greater impact

resistance and. if in many cases plenty of ties are destroyed anyway, its rigidity helps in maintaining

track gauge during derailing, and the extent of the accidents are only a fraction as compared to those

with two-block ties. We have numerous spots in the system where, in spite of derailments, the

monoblock ties remain working although permanent signs of the derailed wheels mark the ties forever.

It has been already mentioned that the timber ties produced in Mexico do not satisfy the technical

requisites needed to build a modem track with high structural capacity. Hence, we have decided, within

our reconstruction programs covering the current tracks in operation of the basic network still pending

modernization, to include the utilization of concrete ties and elastic adjustable fastening capable of

being strengthened on site without changing the clamp.

In the next two years, we have set a goal to install 2, 800, (XX) concrete ties with their respective

fastenings, complying with a very ambitious program allowing the main routes of ourrailway system to

reach their optimum conditions. To that effect, we proceeded to revise the specifications for both types

of ties based on our observations and field engineering experiences collected during the last 25 years.

That is why the original 8 foot long monoblock tic, having a positive bending resistance of 148 in. kips

was increased lo withstand 220 in. kips, and in the center section, the negative bending moment was

increased more than 407c. preventing faulty initial installations and adding ability to withstand greater

bending stresses due to differential tie .settings. Some geometrical improvements allowing easier

mbber pad and fastening assembly were also introduced.
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Regarding the mixed tie, the structural and geometric improvements were substantial compared to

their initial characteristics, increasing their support area against the ballast to 33 x 11.5 in. per block; a

steel rail specification for the tie bar was included increasing its anchorage length within the blocks, and

a greater positive bending resistant moment in the blocks from 140 in. kips to 212 in. kips.

The concepts just mentioned, based on field observations of our elastic track's general behavior,

constantly improve geometry and resistance details in both types of concrete ties; modify metallurgical,

geometrical and strength characteristics of the fastenings, besides improving the elastomers and

insulations. This allows us to assert our experience in this matter, supporting our decision to continue

with the use of concrete ties modernizing our tracks, adopting and improving specifications leading to

produce the optimum elements, capable to negotiate the static and dynamic loads generated by the

difficult and quite unique operation conditions of the Mexican Railroads.

Onbehalf of the general director of the Mexican Railroads, Lie, Andres Caso Lombardo, we thank

the American Railway Engineering Association for the invitation extended to us and the opportunity to

address such an important audience sharing our viewpoints on such an interesting subject as concrete

ties and their fastenings. We also take this opportunity to offer you, our most cordial invitation, to be in

Mexico next year attending the regional A.R.E.A., meeting, and to visit the sites you desire.

Thank You Very Much

Ing. Romualdo Ruiz Castro

Subgenerente De Via Y Estructuras
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN

HEAVY AXLE LOADS MATTERS

By L. T. Cerny*

I want to thank you for this opportunity to bring you up
to date on heavy axle load matters.

Since I last spoke to you on this subject there have been
several additional developments in the field as well as some new
papers by people advocating different points of view.

Sometime there is a tendency to try to label a person as

pro or anti heavier axle loads and I have been characterized as

both of these depending on the point of view of the person
making the comment.

I believe, however, that the consensus of the AREA Board
and myself is quite clear. Heavier axle loads than those on the
263,000 lb, or so called "100 ton" car, are certainly possible
from an engineering standpoint. We do know how to design,
construct, and maintain track and bridges for much heavier axle
loads .

But we also know that track maintenance is going to cost
more per ton at these heavier axle loads than it does with the
"100 ton" car.

It then becomes a question of trading off whatever
benefits exist for these cars against the additional track cost
and the cost of any other detrimental effects that may occur
such as accelerated car component wear. I do want to

emphatically state that the handling of heavier cars is not a

safety question, it's an economic one; and this position has

been presented very consistently by the AREA Board.

The first new development I want to report is an

investigation of payload-to-gross-weight ratios. I stated to

you previously that it appeared that the 315,000 lb gross weight
car, the so-called "125 ton" car, could only haul 20% more
payload than the 263,000 lb gross weight car, commonly called
the "100 ton* car. Some studies were comparing aluminum body

315,000 lb cars with all-steel 263,000 lb cars, thus not

comparing the effect of heavier axle loads, but really comparing
two different types of car construction. Both 263,000 and

315,000 lb cars have the same payload-to-gross-weight ratios if

they are built with the same materials. Further investigation,
including involvement by the AAR Research and Test Department,

confirms that this is true, and so the locomotives will have to
pull 3ust as much as much weight of cars to haul a given amount
of payload whether the cars are of 263,000 or 315,000 lb

design. Because of these findings, I would like to call these
cars 100 ton and 120 ton cars from now on, in order to be
consistent

.

I am happy to report that at its meeting Saturday, the AREA
Board of Direction voted to adopt the "120 ton" designation as

the official one for 315,000 lb cars, and to encourage all other
railway publications to do the same. Let me read the resolution
to you.

•Executive Director, AREA and Engineering Division. Asswiation of Amencan Railroads

203
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Resolution

For some time, it has been common to refer to a 263,000 lb
4 axle car as a "100 ton car", because in all-steel designs a

capacity of 200,000 lb was typical, although by using an
aluminum body, capacities of well over 210,000 lb could be
achieved.

Apparently because most early 315,000 coal hoppers had
aluminum bodies, the 315,000 lb 4 axle car acquired the name
"125 ton car". This appeared to indicate that for a 20% increase
in total car weight, a 25% increace in capacity could be gained.

Actually, if the same materials and design standards are used,
the 315,000 lb car only carries 20% more payload than a 263,000
lb car, as borne out by numerous comparisons. The payload-to-
gross-weight ratios are not significantly different.

To be consistent then, the 315,000 lb car should be referred
to as a "120-ton car". This will avoid creating any misconceptions
that a better payload-to-gross-weight ratio is obtained simply
by going to a heavier axle load.

It IS therefore resolved that in all pablications of tr.e

A.R.E.A. and presentations nade under its jurisdiction, a 315,000
lb. car on 4 axles be referred to as a •120-ton car' instead of

•125-ton car"

.

Following are some examples:

Figure 1

ACF
CURVED SIDE

COVERED HOPPER CARS

100-ton "120 TON"

Gross wt., lb 263,000 lb 315,000 lb

Volume, ft3 4,650 5,700

Light
weight lb 61,500 75,700

Load
limit lb 201,500 239,300

Payload to .766 .760
Gross wt . ratio
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Figure 2

PULLMAN STANDARD
STRAIGHT SIDE

COVERED HOPPER CARS

Gross wt . , lb

Volume, ft^

Light
weight lb

Load
limit lb

Payload to
Gross wt. ratio

100-ton

263,000

4,427

61,100

201,900

.768

•120 TON"

315,000

5,250

71,700

243,300

.772

Figure 3

ACF IIIAIOOWI TANK CARS

Gross wt . , lb

Volume, gal

Light weight, lb

Load limit, lb

Payload to
Gross wt . ratio

100-Ton

263,000

22,585

74,600

188,400

.716

'120 TON "

315,000

26,745

88,200

226,800

.720

Figure 4

Steel Coil Cars with Covers and Cushioned Underframes

100-Ton
(C&O)

"120 TON"
(P&LE)

Gross wt. lb 263,000

Light weight, lb 67,600

Load Limit, lb 195,400

Payload to .74 3

Gross wt . ratio

315,000

85,500

229,500

.729
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The most concrete example we can come up with foe the
so-called 120 ton car are the cars used by Detroit-Edison in
their unit train that since 1969 has been involved in hauling
coal with 79,000 lb axle loads in 120 ton cars. Figure 5 shows
the original design in 1968, as you can see the payload-to-
gross-weight ratio of these aluminum body cars was 82.2%. Mow
these cars had various difficulties and when additional cars
were ordered of the 315,000 design in 1976, these aluminum body
cars were considerably beefed up so that the payload-to-gross-
weight ratio was reduced to 79.3%. Considering this re-design
was based on the greatest mileage experience that anyone had had
with these cars, it is significant that this pay load-to-gross-
ratio was the one that resulted from a second order of these
cars

.

Figure 5

ALUMINUM BODY, STEEL UNDERFRAME ROTARY DUMP COAL CARS

"120 TON"

ORIGINAL DESIGN DETROIT EDISON (1968)

LOAD LIMIT 259,000

LIGHT WEIGHT 56,000

TOTAL WEIGHT 315,000

PAYLOAD TO GROSS WEIGHT RATIO 82. 2%

1976 RE-DESIGN FOR DETROIT EDISON

LOAD LIMIT 249,800

LIGHT WEIGHT 65,200

TOTAL WEIGHT 315,000

PAYLOAD TO GROSS WEIGHT RATIO 79. 3%

•100 TON'

SANTEE COOPER UNIT TRAIN *

LOAD LIMIT 217,900

LIGHT WEIGHT 45,000

TOTAL WEIGHT 263,000

PAYLOAD TO GROSS WEIGHT RATIO 82.9%

• HAS ADDITIONAL WEIGHT (INCLUDED IN FIGURES SHOWN) DUE TO
BOTH ROTARY DUMP AND BOTTOM DUMP CAPACITY. 3-17-86

CONVERSATION WITH A CAR BUILDER INDICATES IF BOTTOM DUMP NOT
NEEDED COULD LOWER CAR WEIGHT 1500 TO 2000 LB. IF 1500 LB FIGURE IS

USED, LOAD LIMIT IS 219,400 AND PAYLOAD TO GROSS WEIGHT RATIO IS

83.4%
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How let's compare a similar 100 ton car design done with
an aluminum body. This was for the Santee-Cooper unit train
recently and has a payload-to-gross-weight ratio of 82.9%,
slightly higher even than the original Detroit-Edison design.
Now, whereas the Detroit-Edison design could only be rotary
dumped the Santee-Cooper unit train could be both rotary dumped
and bottom dumped. A conversation I had with Worth Robert of
Ortner indicated that if the bottom dump was not needed this
could lower the car weight from 1,500 to 2,000 lb. If we use
the 1500 lb figure to be conservative, we came up with a total
load limit of 219,400 lb, or almost 110 tons which gives a

payload-to-gross-weight ratio of 83.4% which is higher than any
315,000 lb design. While I would not want to go so far as to
say we would be sure to pay a payload-to-gross-weight penalty by
going to the heavier axle loads, certainly it is clear that
there is no advantage in doing so. I think the adoption of the
''120-ton" term as official AREA terminology certainly gives an
opportunity to make this point with your managements, because it

is a very important point, because in some widely published
studies it is the controlling factor which seems to indicate the
advantage of going to a heavier axle load, but in reality
similar payload- to-gross-weight ratios could be designed into
100 ton cars if the same materials and techniques are used. It

is extremely important that railway car technology continue its
development because any technology that does not continue to
improve is going to leave railroads open to further attacks from
its competitors. The point I am trying to make is that such
development is not necessarily connected to increase in axle
loading

.

A whole different range of figures is involved if we talk
about taking piggyback traffic and putting it on double-stack
container trains with axle loads above those on 100 ton cars.
Axle loads on piggyback cars are normally under 19 tons,
compared to nearly 40 tons on some proposed double-stacks. One
proposed heavy axle double-stack movement I have heard of is
wine shipped in containers. This could be loaded to near the
maximum container weight capacity. Thus multiple containers
loaded on double stacks would cause them to reach a nearly 40

ton axle load, as heavy as that on a 120-ton ton coal or grain
car. Compared to piggyback, such a double stack movement using
120 ton trucks would cut rail life, measured in gross tonnage,
to around one-fourth the rail life under piggyback cars.

But, as contrasted with going from 100 ton to 120-ton cars
on unit trains, where there is no improvement in payload-to--
gross-weight ratio, going from piggy back to heavy axle double
stack gives a considerable improvement. So there are more
benefits with double stacks using heavy axle loads, but these
should still be balanced against a greatly increased rail cost,
including train delays caused by additional rail change outs.

Because double-stacks have the heavy interior trucks
widely spaced they tend not to be a problem on most designs of

bridges although they can be a problem on certain bridges where
transverse floor beams directly support the rail. It would thus
appear that the use of 120 ton trucks under double stacks would
not have the same detrimental effect on most bridges as unit
trains of bulk commodities where the truck configuration of the
unit train puts four axle loads in close proximity at the ends
of the cars.

The important thing for railroads is to bring their
engineering or maintenance of way departments in on the decision
of whether to start high volume moves of either 120 ton truck
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double stack container trains or heavier 4 axle cars than the
100 ton car. Be prepared to increase maintenance of way budgets
to accommodate the increased track maintenance per ton necessary
for these heavier axle loads if indeed other departments
indicate that the benefits are there to balance off the extra
track expense.

Though there are various studies around, I would say that
the estimate is still good that the 120-ton cars in unit train
service would cut the rail life in tons to one-half of what it
would be under the 100 ton cars. This, of course, means more
rail change outs, and that means more track occupancy by
naintenance-of-way forces.

Earth fills can be a problem because many of them are near
the threshold that the soil can support and additional higher
axle loads may make them unstable. But these are very
site-specific items which you should be referred to chief
engineering officers.

I will mention again that increased wheel diameter can
reduce stresses on the rail significantly. To keep a 120-ton
car at the same types of rail stresses as the 100-ton car on 36
in wheels, wheel diameter on the 120-ton car should be about 43
in. This may not be practical in all cases, but we should
advocate an open mind towards changes in the AAJ? practices on

wheel diameters.

I would like to make comments on the Steve Marich paper
that was delivered at the Heavy Haul Conference in Vancouver
last fall. It was the first paper at the conference and has
received a lot of publicity. The Mount Newman Railway in

Australia, it was stated in the paper, has decided to go to
heavier axle loads, the approximate equivalent of the 120-ton
car .

When you look into the details of the paper it turns out
that the ore cars at Mt . Newman in Australia had originally been
designed for the heavier axle loads in the first place. It was
simply a matter of putting more material in the same cars. This
is a vastly different circumstance than deciding whether to
order cars for a new unit train movement of 100 or 120 ton
design

.

The Mount Newman Railway also has a fleet of only about
2,100 cars of one type. Because these cars are captive to the
system and the railroad does not interchange traffic with other
railroads, it is able to keep almost total control over wheel
profile and also rail profile. It can match these up for
optimum circumstances. This would not be a practical
alternative for North American railroading. To achieve the
results of the Mount Newman Railway, we would have to be able to
control the contour of the head of all rail over which the
wheels run, while at the same time keeping a much higher degree
of control over wheel contours and wheel maintenance than we
appear to be able to do in North America.

Thus while the paper is interesting, it is the view of the
AREA Board and myself that this paper is not directly applicable
to conditions in North America and the results only apply to the
Mount Newman's special situation of a captive car fleet that was
already designed for the heavier axle loads.

The question of wheel maintenance brings up a study which
was published in the AREA bulletin last year. That regards the
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extreme impacts that can occur from wheels that are not
condemnable under AAR interchange rules. Under present AAR
interchange rules your railroad can be forced to accept a car
with wheels that are doing damage to the track, and your railroad
could not change out these wheels and bill the car owner.

These situations are known as "lumpy" or "out-of-round"
wheels. One such example is a rounded off wheel flat, wherein
the length of the flat spot may be short or gone entirely, but
the length of the circumference of the tread that is at less
distance from the center of the axle is quite long. Studies by
the Canadian National showed the occurrence of wheels not
condemnable under AAR standards with impact loads of 2 3/4 times
the non-moving load. Thus a 17 ton wheel load under a 100 ton
grain hopper could have an actual momentary load once each
revolution of the wheel, of about 64 tons, almost half the
weight of a loaded 100 ton grain hopper on one wheel. Such
loads are especially damaging to concrete ties but can also
shorten rail life, and the AAR Engineering Division has
recommended adoption of additional AAR interchange standards on
wheels

.

While these problems are serious under 100 ton cars, they
would even be more serious under 120 ton cars and might result
in consequences to rail never before experienced except in
situations where wheels were actually broken and had pieces
missing

.

To summarize, there are numerous problems with going to
heavier axle loads than the present axle loads of the 100 ton
cars. None of these involve impossible engineering problems but
they do involve increases in track cost per net ton. It is
important that we end up with cars that maximize profit, not
simply larger cars for the sake of larger cars. The payload-to-
gross-weight ratios of double stack trains compared to
conventional piggybacks appear to be significant but again the
cost of the heavier axle loads must be balanced against the
benefits. There are problems of decreased bridge life with
120-ton cars, and in some cases bridge slow orders or
prohibitions on 120-ton cars may be necessary. To boil this
talk down to two three-word phrases regarding 120-ton cars or
the use or 120 trucks on double-stacks - "Proceed with Caution",
- and - "Know your costs".

I appreciate your attention and would be happy to answer
any questions you may have.
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PRESENTATIONS ON THE ADVANTAGES OF
SPRING FROGS AND RIGID FROGS

IN MAINLINE TURNOUTS

Advantages of Spring Frogs in IVIainline Turnouts

By G. H. Maxwell*

I. History

Research of our files at Union Pacific indicate that we first began using spring rail frogs in the

1920's. Our first standard spring rail frog was designed for use in a number 10 turnout and was

produced in 90 RE, 1 10 RE, and 130 RE Sections. We adopted the 131 lb. #10 and #14 spring rail

frogs in 1948-49 when we decided to use the 133 lb. rail section that is still our standard today.

Like most other special trackwork items, the spring rail frog has been steadily improved over the

years from the original AREA double pattern with two wing rails. Today's standard spring frog has just

one movable wing rail on the turnout side. Many of the improvements over the years have evolved from

the need to increase frog life and reduce maintenance costs. The development of the hydraulic retarder

in the late 1930's and early 1940's isjust one example of this evolution. However, some improvements

resulted from a genuine need to improve the operation and safety of the spring rail frog. The practice of

bolting down the horn straps was replaced by welding the housings to the base plate after the Great

Northern Railway experienced two derailments in the late 1940's. These accidents were caused by the

horn housings working loose permitting the wing rail to flop up and down to the extent that a wheel

picked up the movable wing, tearing it out, resulting in the derailment.

The Great Northern wasn't unique as we too had our problems with the early type spring rail frogs.

However, our need for a dependable low maintenance high speed frog dictated our continued use when

most of the major roads abandoned this type of frog.

Today Union Pacific has over 5,000 spring rail frogs in use in our main line tracks. We have used

them primarily in high speed main line turnouts where the majority of the train traffic utilized the main

line side of the turnout. We have received excellent service life from our spring rail frogs through the

years and have not experienced any safety problems with them in over 25 years.

'Maintenance Engineer. Union Pacific Railroad
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II. Design

The principal difference between a spring rail frog and the rigid type is the substitution of a movable

wing rail for one of the ngid wing rails of a rigid frog and the addition of a spring for returning the

movable wing to its place against the frog point after the passage of wheels through the turnout side.

The whole purpose of the movable w ing rail is to bridge the flangew ay thus eliminating the open throat

of the rigid frog on the main line side of the turnout. Simply put. the spring rail frog is designed to

provide a continuous smooth running surface over the entire frog in order to reduce the pounding and

resultant maintenance of the turnout. When moving through the turnout side of a spring rail frog, the

wheels of)en the wing rail to obtain the same effect as a rigid frog. Some of the essential elements of a

spring rail frog are as follows:

1

.

A full base plate to provide uniform bearing for the wing rail thus providing a smooth surface for

wing rail movement.

2. Hold-down horns with housings that hold the movable wing tightly against the base plate to

prevent it from flopping.

3. A spring to return the w ing rail to a position against the point after the passage of wheels through

turnout side.

4. Wing rail stops to keep the wing from operating too far.

5. Retarders to impede the closing of the movable wing and eliminate the impact of the wing rail

slamming against the point after each set of wheels passes through the frog.

(Note: Retarders are optional and are not required for safety purposes.)

6. A very dependable guard rail is a must w ith spring rail frogs. We use a 1 2-foot long fully braced

hook flange guard rail w ith 3 foot entrance Hares and. on the turnout side we specify a guard rail

height one mch above the top of the rail.
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Union Pacific has made a number of improvements in the design of the spring rail frog through the

years. Among these are:

1

.

The development of longer and more heavy duty frogs to withstand the punishment of today's

heavy wheel loads and faster operating speeds. The Union Pacific standard #10-133 lb. spring

rail frog is 18 feet 3 inches long. Our standard #14 spring rail frog is 21 '9" long and we are

presently experimenting with a 26 foot 10 inch long #14 spring frog.

2. Elimination of nonsupported toe block and shoulder bolt joint arrangement by providing a fully

supported joint. We found that our standard head free 38 inch six hole joint bar works well on

our longer frogs if we provide wing rail alignment by usingriserplatesunderthe toe joint. This

was a significant improvement as it also virtually eliminated bolt hole fractures that are inherent

in all rail joints equipped with shoulder bolts.

3. The development of the peg-leg spring rail frog. The legs of the frog (turnout and main line

sides) were designed to be a different length so that toe and/or heel joints did not fall on the same

tie , thus reducing the number ofjoints on any given switch tie . This was also done to shorten the

movable wing rail so that the forward wheel in a truck set would be off the frog before the next

wheels engaged the spring wing. However, this feature is becoming less important as we

develop longer frogs with extended life and weld them in the track. This will allow us to

eliminate all the joints except the standard head free bar at the toe of the movable wing rail.
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4. Adopting a 7 tie base plate with 4 hold-down straps (2 each side the point) and 2 stops on our

standard #14 peg-leg spring rail frog to virtually eliminate the possibility of the wing rail

flopping. Our # 10 spring rail frog has a 5 tie base plate, 3 hold-down straps, and one wing rail

stop. As a comparison, the AREA standard #12 spring rail frog only has a 5 tie base plate.

We also designed our spring frogs with the short point on the turnout side and the long point on the

main line side of the frog (this is the reverse of the AREA standard). We found it unnecessary to utilize

the short point on the main line side after the false flange problem was solved. We do not recommend

the use of twin hook plates but instead use milled riser plates beyond the toe and heel of the frog.

III. Application

Union Pacific Railroad utilizes #10 and # 14 1 33 lb. spring rail frogs primarily in main lines where

the preponderance of traffic is on the main line side of the turnout. Our rule of thumb is that at least 75%

of the traffic must be utilizing the main line side of the frog before we will install a spring rail frog. In

addition, as a general rule we also equip #14 spring frogs at the end of CTC sidings with hydraulic

retarders.

We use #10, #14, and, on the old Missouri Pacific, some #16 rigid rail bound explosive hardened

manganese frogs on all other main line turnouts where we have a significant amount of traffic through

the turnout side of the frog. All of our high speed #20 turnouts are equipped with rail bound explosive

hardened manganese rigid frogs.

We also use some rigid #9 and #10 frogs in yard and industry tracks, but we primarily utilize #7,

#9, #10, and on the old MoPac, some #8'/2 self-guarded frogs in tracks where speeds are less than 25

mph.

IV. Maintenance

Spring rail frogs require routine maintenance as follows:

1

.

The closure rails between the toe of the frog and the heel of the main line point must be fully and

tightly anchored to prevent the wing rail from running.

2. In addition, the hold-down horn straps must be kept approximately centered under the horn

strap housing so that they do not bind against the side of the housing. Vertical clearance must be

maintained under 'A inch with 'A inch being our recommended optimum.

3. Retarders and springs must be maintained in good condition and must not be bent so as to

prevent the wing rail from opening.

4. The frog should be supported by sound switch ties that are properly tamped, should be

maintained in good surface and alignment, should be fully spiked, and the proper guard rail

setting of 5478 inches must be maintained.

5. A high quality dry graphite lubricant should be applied to the base plate from time to time to

provide free movement of the movable wing rail.

6. Presently, all our spring rail frogs are made from standard carbon rail and we do not permit any

maintenance welding on them. Plastic flow should be periodically removed by grinding to

lengthen the service life. Our spring rail frogs do not require the frequent grinding and welding

that our rail bound manganese frog must receive. Generally, the RBM frogs must be changed

out after a maximum of three heavy welding jobs.

7. When the spring rail frog is ready for replacement we change them out and have them rebuilt by

the manufacturer for reinstallation in the main track. Rebuilding involves complete re-

placement of the points, the movable wing rail, and sometimes the rigid wing as well.
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V. Advantages

We at Union Pacific believe the spring rail frog offers the following advantages in main line

turnouts:

1. Extended frog life over rigid frogs when used in the proper application. That is, when the

preponderance of the traffic is passing over the main line side of the frog.

2. Our new spring rail frogs cost approximately 15% less than our rigid RBM frogs of the same

size.

3. Our present spring frogs require no welding and can be rebuilt at a cost of about 70% of the new
frog price and can then be reinstalled in the main track.

4. The wheels don't have to bridge the flangeway on the main line side of a spring rail frog because

there is no open throat, thus reducing the pounding of the frog point and the vertical

accelerations throughout the turnout in general.

5. The spring rail frog provides a much smoother ride through the frog and substantially reduces

maintenance in keeping it that way.

VI. Summary

In conclusion, the industry does not have much meaningful data on frog life, but our experience at

Union Pacific is that frog life is extended and maintenance costs are reduced when spring rail frogs are

utilized in their proper application. However, today's heavy wheel loads are taking their toll on all our

frogs including spring rail frogs. We have been experiencing much more rapid crushing in the point

area of our frogs during the last few years. Consequently, we plan to experiment with the use of alloy,

head-hardened, and heat treated rails in the construction of our spring rail frogs. We are also planning to

install a 26' 10" long RBM three shot explosive hardened spring rail frog at one end of the CTC siding at

Nevens, Nebraska, in the near future. This is on our North Platte Subdivision that carries over 50 MGT
of unit coal train traffic each year. We plan additional test installations where we will install various

experimental spring rail frogs in one end of a CTC siding and rigid RBM frogs in the other end to

develop sound data on the benefits of the two primary main line frog designs.

Our goal is to continue to improve the design and construction of our frogs and turnout components

and to be sure that we are using the proper frog for the proper application.



Advantages of Rigid Frogs in Mainline Turnouts

By E. H. Taylor*

Mr. Chairman. Members of A.R.E.A.:

I wish to express m\ appreciation tor the invitation to present on behalf of CP Rail, this paper on the

"Advantages of Rigid Frogs in Mainline Turnouts"

This paper will endeavor to convey the conclusive results established by CP Rail on the advantages

of rigid frogs in mainline turnouts, after the in-depth development, design and in-track comparison of

both the spring and rigid railbound manganese steel frogs.

The primary purpose for the project was to ensure that the most advantageous type of frog design

was employed in the turnouts, that are located in the heavy haul single mainline C.T.C. trackage, in

which, approximately 60 million gross tons of traffic per annum is carried by an average of 28 trains

daily.

The selected siding site locations for the in-track frog comparison tests, were on our Cascade

Subdivision. C.T.C. sidings, identified as Yale and Choate. which are located in the Cascade

Mountain Range, approximately 100 miles east of the City of Vancouver, British Columbia.

These two sidings are extensively used for bi-directional traffic movements and on average, every

fourth train is directed through the siding, thus providing the opportunity to evaluate the full affects of

traffic on both types of frog designs.

Extensive research was carried out during the mid'VOs mto the many aspects of existing frog

designs and both the spring frogs and rigid frog designs in 132 lb. RE rail section, were extensive!)

revised, incorporating the best possible materials available.

The frogs were designed to suit the existing No. 1.^ turnout with 22'-()" straight switch points,

which is the primary mainline turnout. The maximum train speed through the lateral level turnout is 27

m.p.h. .Mainline train speed adjacent to both sidings is a maximum of 60 m.p.h. tor passenger and 40

m.p.h. lor treight.

The tollowing eight slides will provide a very brief illustration on the in-track installations.

W^
RIGID FROG - INSERT CROSS- SECTION

— rrrr uTT^

—

SPRING FROG - INSERT CROSS- SECTION

Slide No.

•Supervisor Track Design & DcvelDpmcnl. Canadian Pacific Railroad
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Slide No. 1 illustrates in cross-section, within the vicinity of the actual point area, the comparison

between the rigid and spring frog manganese steel inserts. Note that we have incorporated the vertical

rib, integral base insert design for the rigid frog. In addition, both types of frog designs utilized the

depressed heel shape which is now specified on the A.R.E.A. plan No. 621-86, portfolio of trackwork

plans.

The manganese steel inserts were explosive depth hardened with a surface hardness of around 384

Brinell and both types of frogs were constructed utilizing Algoma chromium rail, 1.3% to 1.55%

chromium with a surface hardness of around 325 to 340 Brinell.

All bolts were equipped with Esna elastic stop nuts and wherever possible Huck bolts were used,

such as in the fastening of the reinforcing straps and horns to the spring wing rail. These fastenings were

utilized so as to reduce maintenance to a minimum.

GUARD RAIL 19

GUARD RAIL
15 - 9 LONG

NO. 13 SPRING FROG GENERAL LAYOUT
SUOE NO. 2

Slide No. 2

Slide No. 2 illustrates the spring frog layout in the turnout.

Note the use of the 19'-()" long guard rail in the main track that proxidcs a full guarding action

during the facing point movement, so as to limit the lateral stress from the w heel on the spring wing rail.

The 15 '-9" long guard rail in the lateral track is designed to provide a full guarding action

throughout the spring wing rail and manganese steel insert area.

Insulated through gauge plates have been installed at both the heel of frog and in advance of the toe

base plate, in order to maintain track gauge of 4'-8'/:" throughout the entire frog area.
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Slide No. 3

Slide No. 3 shows the Pettihone MulHken hydraulic retarder. the Racor pusher type spring housing

assembly, base plate and the horn within the horn housing.

.Slide No. 4

.Slide No. 4 shows the wheel conlael load transtcr within the frog point area Iroin the spruig wins,

rail to the manganese steel uiserl whieh is approximately 24" long.
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Slide No. 5

Slide No. 5 shows the spring frog field installation in the turnout, note the general conditions of the

track, full ballast in the tie cribs and the turnout is very well anchored throughout.

GUARD RAIL 1,^ -8 LONG

INSULATED
THROUGH
GAUGE
PLATE

NO. 13 RIGID FROG GENERAL LAYOUT
SLIDE NO •

Slide No. 6

Slide No. 6 illustrates the rigid frog within the lurnoui. liisuhiicd through gauge plates are insiailcd

at both the toe and heel locations of the triig. lull guarding action is pro\ uicd ihrougii the manganese

steel insert.
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Slide No. 7

Slide No. 7 shows the depressed heel extension. Note the wheel false flange contact near the top of

the Riser. This area of the manganese steel insert is explosive depth hardened to reduce metal

deformation.

Both the spring frog and the rigid frog manganese steel inserts were designed with the same

depressed heel extension.

Slide No. 8

Slide No. S shows the protector for the spring trog that was developed shortly after the initial

installation in i)rder to detlcct dragging equipment that was damaging the hydraulic retarder.

1 trust that this brief outline on the ci>mparison of both the spring and rigid frog assemblies will

provide sullicient description to illustrate how the ui-track comparison was carried out.
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NO. 13- 132 LB RE MAINLINE TURNOUT INSTALLATIONS

SPRING FROG VERSUS RIGID FROG
JUN. 1977- INSTALLED AT YALE, a C
DEC. 1«78- WEST END
- TAIL EXTENSION FRACTURED

-FROQ REMOVED AFTER- 6» MQT

FEB. 1978- EAST END
- WINa RAIL HORN FRACTURED

-FROQ REMOVED AFTER- 75 MQT

AUQ. 1879 -EAST AND WEST END

-REBUILT FROGS REINSTALLED

SEPT. 1979- EAST AND WEST END

-HYDRAULIC RETARDERS REBUILT

JAN. 1980- EAST END
- PUSHER HOUSINQ SPRINQ FAILED

APR. 1980-FROQS REMOVED AFTER

-EAST END- lie MQT

-WEST END- 108 MQT

JUN. 1977- INSTALLED AT CHOATE , ac
APR. 1979- FROQS REVERSED

-IN TRACK- 85 MQT

JUL. 1979- EAST END

-FROQ REMOVED AFTER- 100 MQT
APR. 1980- WEST END

-FROQ REMOVED AFTER- 138 MQT

SLIDE Na

Slide No. 9

The following brief summation on slide No. 9 covers the installation dates and related problems that

occurred during the in-track testing and the conclusions of the test.

One right hand spring frog was installed at the east end and one left hand spring frog was installed at

the west end of Yale Siding with one rigid frog being installed at each end of Choate Siding in early June

1977.

The predominant heavy tonnage movements are from east to west and therefore by installing frogs

in both the facing and trailing traffic movements, every opportunity exists to carry out a complete

analysis on the comparable frog performance.

Normal track maintenance such as tamping, bolt torquing and minute How grinding was carried out

in 1977 and in 1978. however in December 1978 the spring frog at the west end of Yale Siding was

removed from track after 69 m.g.t. of traffic due to a fracture in the manganese steel insert that occurred

in the vicinity where the tail extension joins the main body of the insert.

In February 1979 the spring frog at the east end of Yale Siding was removed from track after 75

m.g.l. of traffic due to the fractures that occurred in the horns that are bolted to the spring wing rail.

In April 1 979 after 85 m.g.t. of traffic the rigid frogs at Choate Siding were reversed end for end due

to the extensive wear that was developing only on the main line track surface of the frogs.

This practice has now been established throughout CP Rail System in that all rigid frogs are

reversed end for end at mainline sidings after 60 m.g.t. of traffic so as to ensure uniform wear on the

frog surface.

in July 1979 alter KM) m.g.t. of traltic the rigid frog at the east end of Choate Siding was removed

from track due to a detective point that required rebuilding in the Maintenance of Way Repair Shop.

This frog was subsequently returned to service, but termmaled as far as this in-track comparison

analysis is concerned.

in August 1979 both rebuilt spring frogs were reinstalled in track at ^'ale Siding.

September 1979 both spring frogs hydraulic retarders had to be rebuilt due to the extensive wear on

the shaft and seals.
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In January 1980, the springs in the pusher housing fractured and had to be replaced, spring frog east

end of siding.

In April 1980 the in-track comparison tests were terminated after the spring frogs had been in

.service for 108 and 1 16 m.g.t. of traffic respectively and this was due to the complete failure of the one

spring frog that had been in service with the original manganese steel insert.

The rigid frogs had been in service for 100 and 138 m.g.t. of traffic respectively and while both

spring frogs were removed from track for disassembly and extensive inspection in the shop, the one

remaining rigid frog continued in service for an additional 20 m.g.t. of traffic service.

Slide No. 10

Slide No. 10 illustrates the major spring frog failure in the heel area, in \\ hich fractures occurred in

both the manganese steel insert and joint bar. Many other components in the spring frog had developed

fatigue failures and had excessive wear and thus it was firmly established, that the significant number

of trains using the siding was responsible for the excessive wear on all of the spring rail components and

this completes the summary of the in-track comparison.

In conclusion based on these results of the in-track tests on CP Rail, slide No. 1 1 states the major

reasons for the advantages of R.B.M. rigid frogs in mainline turnouts.

1 . The current modern design of rigid railbound manganese steel frog that employs the advanced

standards in materials and nianutacturing methods is structurally the strongest frog for use in a

single track, main line hca\y haul railway.
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MAJOR ADVANTAGES
OF

R. B. M. RIGID FROGS IN MAIN LINE TURNOUTS

1 . RIGID FROGS ARE STRUCTURALLY STRONGER THAN SPRING FROGS

FOR USE IN A SINGLE TRACK MAIN LINE HEAVY HAUL RAILWAY

2. THE INITIAL COST OF R. B. M. RIGID FROGS IS APPROXIMATELY

60 PERCENT OF THE INITIAL COST OF R. B. iwL SPRING FROGS.

3. R. B. M. RIGID FROGS WILL PROVIDE ON AVERAGE A 25 PERCENT

LONGER FIELD LIFE THAN R. B. M. SPRING FROGS BEFORE ANY

MAJOR REBUILDING IS REQUIRED.

4. MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR RIGID FROGS ARE

SIGNIFICANTLY LESS THAN FOR SPRING FROGS.

SLIDE MO. »

Slide No. 11

2. Both the initial costs and maintenance costs of rigid frogs throughout their serviceable life are

significantly less than the costs of spring frogs. The initial cost of a R.B.M. rigid frog is

approximately 60% of the initial cost of a R.B.M. spring frog.

3. R.B.M. rigid frogs will provide on average a 25% longer field life than R.B.M. spring frogs before

any major rebuild is required.

4. Rigid frog maintenance requirements consist of basically bolt tightening and the grinding of metal

flow about the frog point and wing side, primarily in the area of wheel transfer.

Spring frog maintenance is quite significant, requiring frequent surfacing, for proper operation

of the spring wing rail; flow grinding, bolt torquing. inspection for wear. particularU the spring

wing rail assembly and the problem of snow removal u hich consistently renders the spring w ing rail

in the open position during the winter season.

Slide No. 1 2 is a print of AREA plan 300-79 stating the proper usage of the \ arious t\ pes of frogs.

Note that spring frogs are recommended for use in the main track where traffic is predominantly on

the main-track side of the frog. R.B.M. rigid frogs shall be used on heavy iraffic line where traffic is

appro.ximately equal on both sides of the frog.

In conclusion. CP Rail's in-track comparison analysis has proven that R.B.M. rigid frogs are

superior to R.B.M. spring frogs when used in a heavy haul single mainline C.T.C. trackage which

carries approximately 60 m.g.t. of traffic per annum and is in general agreement \^ith the current

AREA recommendations.
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PROPER USAGE OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF FROGS

SI'HINI^KAIL FKOGS

A—May be u&ed in main track where traffic \h predominantly on the main-truck mde of the frug

B—May be used in yard tracks, but only when ngid froga are not available.

KAILBOLINI) MANGANESE STEEL FROGS

Shall be u^ed on heavy traffic lineu where traffic la approximately equAl on both aides of the frog.

SOLIIi MANGANESE STEEL FROGS

May be used as alternate to rail-bound manganese eleel froga.

SELF-GUARUEl) FROGS

A—Shall be used in yard tracks.

B—May be ui^ed in main tracks where 8j>eed does nut exceed 30 mph.
Note: Guard rails may be used with aelf-guarded frogs when conditions justify.

BOLTED RIGID FROGS

May be used in yard and industry tracks where traffic is light on

both sides uf the frog, but only when self-guarded frogs are not

available, or when desirable to utilize available secondhand frogs.

AHMrkan ll*llway CnilnMrIng AtMCtallan

Slide No. 12
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COMMITTEE 3-TIES AND WOOD PRESERVATION

Report on Assignment 1 (d) - Dating Of Cross Ties

Develop and compile a study directed at all member roads to determine current methods used in dating

cross ties prior to preservative treatment, the effectiveness of those methods, evaluation of each method

and provide recommendations to AREA.

The following questions were sent to Chief Engineers of member roads . Replies were received from

60% of the roads.

1

.

What method of dating crossties at the time of treatment are you presently using?

Four roads do not date crossties currently . Eleven roads use end stamping showing the treatment plant

location and year of treatment. Five of these roads also indicate the initials of their company in the brand.

One road shows the year of purchase . One road advises that the majority of their ties are branded at the top

center of the tie with company initials, plant initial and year of treatment. One road also brands "M" for

main track and "S" for side track ties . Those roads using metal end plates advise that the plates are stamped

with the same information that would be in the brand.

2

.

Has this method been effective during the life ofthe ties in track; i.e., can you still read the date after

25 years of service?

Six roads report the brand is still legible after about 25 years. Four roads report the branding is not

effective for as long as 25 years. One road could not comment on effectiveness for the life of the tie. Three

of the four roads not currently dating their ties previously used date nails which are very effective as long

as they remain in the tie for its life. There was one comment that end stamping often was not deep enough

to read easily . Gang nail plate stamping has only been in service 8 to 1 years, but should remain readable

.

3. What improvements in dating methods would you like to see incorporated?

Most of the roads did not respond to this question. Of those that did, there were only three suggestions

for improvement . Use date tags or nails at spot locations instead ofon every tie . Put the date on an exposed

surface, i.e., the top, making it more visible. Develop a longer lasting type of marker.

4. What other comments do you have regarding crosstie dating methods?

Several comments were made that tie dating does not have any bearing on when ties should be

replaced or on replacement cycles and that the value of dating ties could be questioned. One road uses

branding primarily as a quality control procedure . One road believes tie dating has outlived its u.sefulness

.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Based on the replies received, it seems that the major recommendation would be to place the dating

information on the top surface of ties instead of on the ends. This makes the intbnnation more visible for

inspection . Several replies indicated the need for making certain that any branding method used should be

applied with sufficient pressure to assure a unifomi depth on every tie, thus providing peniianance.
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COMMITTEE 16-ECONOMICS OF
PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND OPERATIONS

Report of Subcommittee No. 1

The Effects of Changing Traffic on Terminal Economics

E. J. Ward (Subcommittee Chairman); D. S. Brewer (Subcommittee Vice Chairman); C. Bach; R. J.

Baniewicz; D. O. Eisele; E. A. Gencarelli; J. P. Holland; M. C. Holowaty; J. C. Martin; R. VV.

McKnight; C. J. Meyer; R. T. Meyer; D. H. Noble; T. C. Nordquist; R. D. Penhallegon; T. P.

Schmidt; G. L. Stern, with considerable assistance and cooperation from J. S. Acs and W. A.

Schoelwer of AREA Committee 14.

Special thanks to Subcommittee members G. L. Stern, R. T. Meyer, R. D. Penhallegon, E. A.

Gencarelli, T. P. Schmidt and Committee member J. C. Martin for their efforts.

INTRODUCTION'

In 1985, AREA Connnittee 16 published an analysis of the economics of

a proposed new large scale classification yard.* During the conduct of

that study, it became evident that the changing nature of the rail

industry, and particularly the traffic handled, made it doubtful that

such a yard would ever be built again. In addition, the nature of the

tasks for classification yards which are retained is changing terminal

economics. It became apparent that a fuller explanation of these traffic

changes was required. It is the intention of this paper to do so.

First this paper will explore the Important direction of change in

the rail industry explaining how these affect the traffic handled and the

derivative effect on terminal economics. Second, an attempt will be made

to measure those effects.

Before proceeding further it might be well to define what this report

considers a "terminal". A terminal is defined for this report as an

assemblage of facilities at a terminus or intermediate point of a railroad

for the receiving, classifying, assembling, and dispatching of trains.

For the purposes of this report terminals are further defined as a location

where railroad yard engine(s) and support personnel are employed.

A. The Changing Nature of Railroad Traffic.

1. Rail Mergers

Twenty years ago, when one surveyed the railroads of the United States,

there were more than 30 major companies. Today, there are possibly a

dozen. This change has had a profound effect on the handling and classi-

fication of cars. On the one hand, there has been a wave of regional

consolidations. Only a few centers are still served by more than two major

railroads. The result has been an increase in traffic density, resulting

Economics of Classification Yard Location - AREA Bulletin No. 701, 1985.
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in turn in higher utilization of some classification yards, but the

abandonment of others. Larger hump yards, such as Walbridge on the CSX

in Toledo are busier, while smaller flat yards such as Rossford in the

same city have been closed.

The second wave of mergers which were "end to end" have had no less

an impact on yard location and design. Interfaces between roads have

disappeared. As partners merged operations, blocking moved from the

former "interchange" locations to yards interior to one system or the

other. Again classification work was transferred to larger, more capital

intensive facilities with abandonment of smaller vards.

Mergers at these interchange points in many cases affected non

participants. Since there are fewer interchanges to be made, cars can

now be classified by interchange at interior points and trains consolidated

for through move to foreign carriers. Yards, such as Conrail's Sharon

yard at Cincinnati have been closed.

In some cases there is too little work for any single carrier to

continue local switching at an interchange point, so terminal carriers

have grown. For example, in Chicago the Belt Railway of Chicago (BRC)

is now doing work at Clearing Yard for the UP, CSX, GTW, ATSF, and BN

that five years ago each was doing on their respective properties.

The opposite has also happened. There are now so few carriers in

Toledo, that interchange is now made directly. Both the Toledo Terminal

Railroad and the short line Detroit, Toledo Shore Line have been absorbed

by trunk line carriers.

In summary, mergers have reduced the interchange of traffic. Traffic

handled "locally" has grown while "overhead" and interchange forwarded

and received traffic has declined. Hauls are longer on a single railroad

and between classification points. Density of yard use has increased.

The incentive to mechanize has increased.

2. Abandonments and Sales to Short Lines

Many years ago it was predicted that the accelerating labor cost

of railroads, when coupled with the declining cost of trucks (due to such

factors as improved roads, growing trailer size, reduced unionization

and improved fuel efficiency) would force railroads to retreat from low

density branch lines. This has now happened. Railroad mileage operated

by Class I railroads is 25% below that operated just 10 years ago. Much

of this track has been abandoned but some has been transferred to small

operators unencumbered by standard union wage scales and work rules.

In most cases, the result has been the demise of the local switch

yard where the branch line meets the main track and, in every case,

removal of the need to classify a local train in station order for peddling

on the branch line. Where the customer moved to the main line, such as

has been the case with lumber, grain and potash, handling of larger cuts
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to fewer stations has resulted. Increased use of unit trains has augmented

these changes.

The engineering effect of this trend has been the decline of lower

speed, low density track. Tonnage has tended to grow on the main lines.

Heavier rail, more frequent inspections, less track time, and more

mechanized track work have resulted. Yards have been affected in the same

way as the line of road.

3. Intermodalism

Just because the railroad abandons service on a branch line, doesn't

mean the industry has moved. Freight must still be delivered. In some

cases the railroad has responded through truck substitution. Thus many

yards now contain an intermodal transfer terminal. In some cases, the

product itself is transferred from rail to truck. Plastic pellets, flour,

liquid chemicals, coil steel on pallets, brick and lumber are a few

commodities that are handled in this manner. However, the best known

example of intermodalism is carriage on the rail car of the entire pick

up and delivery truck trailer. Originally designed for rail substitution,

"piggyback" has now replaced many terminal "industry runs", some main line

local work, and increased rail volume, by reaching industries not contiguous

to the railroad right of way.

Most railroads are well along in closing low volume ramp type inter-

modal terminals and the establishment of high volume mechanized terminals.

The new terminals employ dedicated trains with new rail equipment and

faster loading/unloading equipment such as gantry cranes or side loaders.

Shipper requirements for reduced transit time and guaranteed delivery

mean the receipt, Inspection, and dispatch of tractor trailer rigs must

be handled not only quickly, but also accurately.

The greatest effect of this substitution of terminal transfer for

rail delivery has been the reduction in required yard classification.

Fewer yards are needed. Increased yard classification speed and

reliability can result as yard inventory is turned faster. As the need

for yard classification is reduced, some railroads have used that property

for intermodal terminals. The ATSF Corwlth yard in Chicago is one example.

Since 25% of intermodal revenue comes from containerized freight and is

growing rapidly, COFC (container on flat car) may overtake TOFC (trailer

on flat car), with the following impacts on intermodal terminals:

a. COFC shipments result in increased handling and clerical

costs. Containers are moved from an incoming train to a storage stack

and then handled again when loaded onto a chassis for pick up or delivery.

When containers come from abroad, they must be held for customs inspection

which may take as long as two or three weeks. All this requires extra

parking space. In addition, the customer must be notified both when the

load Is received and after custom Inspection is completed.
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b. Chassis must be stored at both ports and inland terminals as

domestic freight is now being back-hauled from inland terminals to ports

and must be delivered in port areas.

c. Containers have brought about the advent of double-stack

trains. By the start of 1986 there were nearly 30 such trains serving

in land bridge operations for steamship lines. Line haul costs are 25-40%

less when containers are double stacked due to the need for fewer cars,

lower wind resistance, and higher load to tare weight ratio, resulting In

lower fuel consumption. Many double stack trains consist of 20 or more

articulated cars (each car with five platforms) each 260 feet long and

require a mile of track. Additional track side space or equipment may

be needed for unloading the second container. Further, additional chassis

may have to be available to unload containers, or move them.

4. Traffic Mix

a. Coal and Coke

Over the last 25 years, there has been a revolution In the

handling of coal and coke. It was not unusual to have several hundred

grades of coal in a yard. They had to be switched out singly or in pairs

to give the right blend of fuel efficiency. With the advent of more

efficient boilers (and washing in some cases) , a yard today may have only

a few grades of coal. Many trains move from a single mine to a single

destination. Yard switching is rare other than weighing, most of which

is now done "in motion". Ground storage to minimize in-car storage is

common. Coke is now handled in larger units as environmental concerns

have closed most of the smaller bee hive ovens. The result is to require

less storage and classification yard capacity. In 1983 unit trains moved

69% of coal hauled by rail. Hauls are longer; unit train movements are

as long as 1500 miles.

b. Grain

Over 60% of all grain now moves in unit trains. This, along with

the demise of branch lines and the increase in rail freight contracts, has

produced the same result as with coal: less switching and holding of cars.

Small grain elevators serving farms within a radius of a few miles are

being replaced by large elevators serving farmers over a 50 to 75 mile radius.

This has led to more wide spread use of unit trains. Various causes have

lowered the demand for export grain. Again, the result is less need for

terminal switching and car storage capacity.

c. Automobiles

In the last few years, the foreign manufacturers have captured a

significant portion of tne U.S. automobile market. U.S. manufacturers

have closedplants throughout the country. As a result, finished automobiles

are moving longer distances. More multi-level auto cars are needed for

these longer distances and also to serve importers. In order to optimize

loaded movement, auto cars have been grouped into several "pools". The
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implications for the yard designer are two-fold. First, the number of

empty cars handled is less. Second, empty cars are no longer handled in

reverse route of the load, nor in any consistent pattern. Fewer assembly

plants mean less switching but pooling leads to more variance in any specific

yard's volume.

5. Rolling Stock Utilization

Efforts by railroads to improve utilization of both motive power and

cars mean less time in yards and terminals. Car utilization has been

improved through better scheduling, reduction of empty back haul miles,

and routing of empties directly to the point where they will be needed.

A recent pool established to make more efficient use of RBL cars (insulated

box cars) will most likely have the same result.

6. Length and Weight of Cars

There is one more traffic trend that should be cited: cars have

gotten longer and capacities have increased. More ton miles are moved

today than 30 years ago even though there were 302 more cars then. The

40 foot box car is a rarity today. The average box car will soon approach

60 feet In length. The average car capacity has increased from 55 tons

30 years ago to 85 tons today. Unit trains of 100 ton cars are common.

7. Labor Relations

Two major changes have occurred in work rules over the past few years

with major implication for yard design. The first is the relaxation of

the use of cabooses. Cabooses may disappear within a decade, along with

the need for service facilities and track. Second, the distinction between

yard and road work is getting blurred. Road crews can do more work in

yard territory. Yard crews can do more work outside yard limits. Local

trains do not need to be dispatched in station order. Road crews can

hold onto cars when picking up in yards. Changes of this nature result

in less track required and fewer switch crews needed.

B. Measuring the Effect of the Change in Railroad Traffic on Yards

In Section A of this report, the effect of changes in the rail

industry were related to changes in yard location and operations. In this

section, an attempt is made to measure those effects. The following data

are taken from "Analysis of Class I Railroads" published by the Association

of American Railroads Economics and Finance Department.

1. Effects of Operations

It used to be that cars were switched many times. Yard time was

considerable. Connections were often missed. Yards could be taken out of

service for maintenance. Today, there are fewer yards; speed and reliability

are essential. Track maintenance must be fast, infrequent and of short

duration.

While local industry holding and classification tracks and such

special service as icing and cleaning have diminished, intermodalism, both

trailer (piggyback) transfer and product transfer facilities now require
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extensive land and easy access. Hazardous materials add both risk and

need for special handling and facilities. The need to minimize switching

has led to more sophistication in yard car repairs. Track have been

constructed with wider track centers to permit "repair" vehicles to move

freely from car to car.

2. Switching

Between 1978 and 198i railroad traffic grew by 7.6% to nearly 922

billion revenue ton miles annually. Efficiency improved as load to tare

weight increased while empty to loaded car miles remained stable resulting

in about a 1.5% rise in gross ton miles.

Yet yard switching hours fell by almost 47%; nearly 13 million hours.

Revenue ton miles per yard switching hour doubled. The ratio of yard

switching hours to road train hours fell 30% to .84. The number of employees

in transportation yard and switching fell 27%. Even with the acceleration

of employee wages, yard compensation fell 8%, while total operating

expense grew by 22% in the same period.

3. Track

Yard track was reduced during this six year period by 8%, nearly

4,000 miles. This was a period of freight car surplus when railroads

had to store thousands of freight cars. This trend may continue but

railroad facility planners should keep in mind once a yard or terminal is

abandoned there Is likely no going back to the site with a new terminal.

CONCLUSIONS

1. There are some economics of scale associated with larger

terminals. However, the real emphasis is on fewer terminals because of

(1) larger numbers of shipments going to the same destination and (2)

much local industry work is now handled by piggyback and shortlines.

2. Older Intermodal terminals with short tracks and limited

parking are ill-equipped to handle larger volumes and the growing double

stack movements. Longer tracks and more parking space are needed and

will clearly Impact terminal economics. Fewer intermodal terminals are

needed as highway hauling of trailers from hub to customers at greater

distances continues to Increase.

3. Changes in terminal economics are a function of terminal

design, operating efficiencies, and traffic patterns. The crux of the

problem is to design terminals which are flexible enough to change with

traffic.
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COMMITTEE 24—ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Report of Subcommittee No. 1-Recruiting

A survey ofMW&S Chief Engineers concerning college graduates hired in 1 985 has been completed

.

Questionnaires were received from all of the 21 railroads of which information was requested. Fifty

graduates were employed during 1985 as compared to 90 during 1984.

Table 1 shows a summary ofdegrees and major courses of study for the 50 newly employed graduates

.

Table 2 shows a summary of schools represented by the graduates employed.

Ten of the 21 responding railroads employed at least one graduate in 1985. Nine graduates were

employed by one railroad, eight graduates by a second and six graduates each by three other roads. The

average number employed by hiring was five.

t

Graduate salaries were dependent upon experience. Ofthe railroads hiring graduates, greater salaries

were paid to students with prior experience-ranging from 3% to over 1 1 % higher than students with no

prior experience. Four of the graduates hired were previously co-ops with the railroads that employed

them . Graduates with master degrees received starting salaries averaging over 25% higher than bachelor

level graduates.

The average salary of the 50 graduates employed is provided in Table 3 . Salaries reported included a

high of $3,220 per month (M.S. Graduate) and a low of $1,440 per month.

Of the railroads hiring graduates, four paid all graduates the same salary regardless of experience.

Co-op student programs were provided by five railroads with three companies sponsoring 38 ofthe 40

students employed in 1985. The sponsoring railroads paid salaries ranging from $1 ,060 per month (new

co-op students ) to $ 1 ,360 per month ( 6 quarters of 1 8 months experience ) . Two companies paid salaries

over SI ,400 per month for students with no prior work experience. Table 4 lists schools of railway-

sponsored co-op students. All of the railroads sponsoring more than one co-op student selected from two

or more universities.

TABLE 1

Degrees and Major Courses of Stud\ of College Graduates Employed By Railroads

DEGREE NUMBER OF GRADL ATES

COMPARISON

1983 1984 1985

B S

M S

B A

Total 31 90 50

1983
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TABLE 2

Schools of College Graduates Employed By Railroads During 1985
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Figure 1 — Overall map of project.

THE GREAT SALT LAKE CAUSEWAY
AND WEST DESERT PUMPING

PROJECT ON SOUTHERN PACIFIC*

By D. Maxey**

The Great Salt Lake is located in northwestern Utah and is the largest body of water in the

conterminous United States west of the Mississippi. The lake covers a surface area of over 2.500 square

miles and is approximately 1 10 miles long and 50 miles wide. The maximum depth is about 40 feet and

the average depth is only 15 feet. The lake is located at one of the lowest parts of the Great Basin region

and has no outlet to the sea. The lake loses water only through evaporation and as a result, is one of the

saltiest bodies of water in the world.

The Southern Pacific Rail-

road crosses the lake in an

east-west direction on a series

of shallow earth and rock fill

causeways The route across

the lake was originally con-

structed in 1904 and was up-

graded in 1959 with the con-

struction of a 50 million cubic

yard, 12-mile long causeway.

Until 1983, the crest of the

new causeway and the other

older causeways built in 1904

were more than 1 2 feet above

the existing lake and there was

only minor damage to the

causeway slopes from wind

driven waves. (See Figure 1 ). „. . „^ o .^ .
Figure 2 — (.raph of level of Great Salt Lake.

•Bolh the Soulhcm Pacilic's Grcal Sail l^kc Causeway and West Desert Pumping Project and the Union Pacific's line on the south

jxirtion ol the Cireal Sail Lake will be viewed during a field tnp on CXtober 9th. al the 1987 AREA Regional Meeting.

••Geotechnical Bngineer. Southern Pacific Transportation Company
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Figure 3 — Storm conditions on Great Salt Lake.

Figure 4 — Washed out fill on Great Salt Lake.
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Figure 5 — Restoration crews, working toward each other, meet at Milepost 727.

Figure 6 — Completed fill, with access road and rock armoring.
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Figure 7 — Canal from pumping station to west pond evacuation area.

Beginning in 1983, the Great Salt Lake has risen over 12 feet from an elevation of 4. 200 above sea

level to a current elevation near 4,212. The 1 40-year average lake elevation prior to 1983 had been

4,200 feet. (See Figure 2).

The rapid rise in the lake has caused an estimated $240 million in damage to highways, industries,

recreational facilities, and the Southern Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads. Figures 3 to 6 show storm

damage and restoration efforts in 1986.

The Southern Pacific has had a major construction program in effect since 1983 to raise its track

above the rising waters and protect over 80 miles of embankment slopes that are subjected to 7-foot

waves generated by 60 mile per hour winds. The raising and slope protection work has required the

production, transportation, and placement of a huge amount of material. Mo.st of the material has come
from a Southern Pacific quarry located at Lakeside, Utah on the western edge of the lake. Over 800,000

tons of ballast, 1,000,000 tons of graded rip-rap and 3,000,000 tons of quarry-run rock have been

produced in the quarry, loaded onto and transported via air side-dump cars, and placed on the

causeways.

The Southern Pacific has also become involved in an ambitious plan to control the lake elevation by

cooperating with the State of Utah in the design and construction of a project to create a new 500 square

mile evaporation pond in the desert west of the existing lake. The lake control project is known as the

West Desert Pumping Project. The project has required the design and construction ol a pump station

with three 3,500 horsepower engines to lift 3,000 cubic feet per second of water approximately 20 feet.

Also included in the project is the excavation of a 3 million yard canal, (see Figure 7), the construction

of four railroad bridges, and the production, transportation and placement of over 1-1/2 million cubic

yards of rock and ballast ti) raise and protect 50 miles ol embankments and track.

The West Desert Project construction began in July 1986 and the first pump is scheduled to start

pumping near mid-April of this year. The pumping should lower the lake 14 inches in the first year and

7 inches each year thereafier.
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oto 1—Northbound Rio Grande train of coal empties passes rear end of Burlington Northern

ded coal train waiting to be pushed up over summit where single track begins.

The Palmer Lake Summit
Some important railway summits occur in locations not apparent by casually looking at a map. One

of these lines is the joint line used by the Santa Fe, Rio Grande and Burlington Northern south out of

Denver along the edge of the Rocky Mountains. While this may appear to be a flat route, especially

compared to the routes through the Rocky Mountains to the west, the fact is that except for the Union

Pacific line from Denver to Julesburg, which follows the south fork of the Platte River, all lines in any

oto 2—Santa Fe intermodal train pulls up behind Burlington Northern coal train waiting for

try onto single track section. All photos in the article were taken May 7, 1987.
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Photo 3—Northbound Rio Grande train of coal empties approaching end of single track at

summit at Palmer Lake, Colorado.

direction out of Denver gain altitude out of the city. This is especially true with the line from Denver to

Colorado Springs and south. It is an almost continuous uphill from the suburbs of Denver to the 7237

foot summit at Palmer Lake.

The single track lines of the Santa Fe and Rio Grande are operated as a double track railroad with the

Burlington Northern having trackage rights over the Santa Fe. (A predecessor of the Burlington

Northern used to have its own line located at a considerable distance to the east, but this was abandoned

before World War II). South of Palmer Lake the line has been single tracked from there to Crews, South

of Colorado Springs. This was done at a time before the western coal traffic surge, which has made this

single track section south of Palmer Lake an occasional bottle neck for trains . The photos shown in this

article and on the cover were taken as a succession of northbound trains were passing through, all empty

coal trains except for one piggyback train.

The single track line from the south curves around the west side of the lake at the summit adjacent to

the town of Palmer Lake, Colorado. A turnout leads onto the two separate alignments, the easterly one

being the Santa Fe and the westerly the Rio Grande. At one time in the past these alignments used to

cross over each other about two miles south of Palmer Lake, but now have been reorganized, so that

they stay on the same side of each other all the way to Denver. This has led to a situation where the

individual tracks change from one railroad's ownership to the other and back again, making for

complications in track maintenance and inspection.

The photo on the bulletin cover shows a northbound coal train on the single-track grade to Palmer

Lake, a short distance from the summit. If coal traffic would surge additionally beyond what it did in

the late I970's and early 80's, a second track may have to be constructed on this grade.

Photo I shows a northbound Rio Grande train passing the pushers on a southbound loaded

Burlington Northern coal train waiting to complete the push of the train over the summit onto the single

track section where the helpers will drop off, then return towards Denver. This helper drop-off creates

additional congestion where the single-track section begins. Photo 2 shows a Santa Fe ea.stbound

piggyback train (geographically southbound at this point) pulling up behind the coal train. Photo 3

shows a northbound Rio Grande coal train approaching the summit at Palmer Lake with the town in the

background and the lake itself on the right. Photo 4 shows a northbound Burlington Northern coal train

about a quarter mile further north up the line rounding Palmer Lake at the summit point with the

Rampart Range stretching southward in the background. Photo 5 shows a Santa Fe freight climbing to



to 4—Northbound Burlington Northern coal train curves around west side of Palmer Lake at

hest point between Pueblo and Denver, Colorado.

the Palmer Lake summit, which is about 2 miles to the south. In the far background can be seen the

snow-covered heights of Pike's Peak.

Palmer Lake is an example of heavy duty U.S. railroading serving a wide variety of purposes from

heavy haul to intermodal, on a line that has vastly exceeded traffic expectations as foreseen 15 years

ago.

to 5—Eastbound (geographically southbound) Santa Fe intermodal train heads for summit

aimer Lake after southbound loaded Burlington Northern coal train (see photo 2 ) climbs over

imit and cuts off its helpers. That coal train had waited while at least three northbound trains

oal empties and an intermodal train came north off the single track section.
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THE NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE VARIATION
OF CONTINUOUS WELDED RAILS

By: A. Kish,* G. Samavedam** and D. Jeong

1.0 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that continuous welded rail (CWR) can experience large

compressive and tensile longitudinal forces due to temperature changes The

compressive force can induce track buckling as shown in Figure 1, or the tensile

force can result in rail pull aparts, whenever these forces exceed certain

permissible limits. The force levels due to constrained thermal expansion can be

calculated using the well known formula:

P = AEa^T (i;

where A = cross sectional area of the rail, E = modulus of elasticity, a = coefficient

of thermal expansion, and AT = temperature change.

Figure 1 . Buckled Track

This formula is valid only when rails are fully constrained longitudinally and is valid

for curved rails as well. The temperature change, AT, is the difference between

the instantaneous rail temperature and a reference temperature - known as the

neutral temperature, Tn. The neutral temperature is defined as the temperature at

which the net longitudinal force in the rail is zero. The neutral temperature is

sometimes identified with the laying temperature of the rail, Tl, but in view of the

given definition, and as will be explained later, T^ differs in general from Tl (see

Appendix A). Hence, AT can be given by:

^^=^M-^/V (2)

U.S. DOT. Transpiirtalion Systems Center

* Foster-Miller. Inc.
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where Tm is the measured (instantaneous) rail temperature. A graphical plot of

equation 1 is given in Figure 2 for varymg rail sizes. It is obvious that for buckling

and pull apart prevention, the knowledge of Tn is critical.
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Figure 2. Rail Forces as a Function of Temperature Change and Rail Size

The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss some fundamental concepts

dealing with neutral temperature behavior, and to provide a brief overview of

current research efforts by the Transportation Systems Center (TSC) for the Federal

Railroad Administration (FRA) in this area aimed at the development of safety

criteria for track buckling prevention.

2.0 NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE VARIATION

A build-up of thermally (and mechanically) induced longitudinal compressive

forces in the rails can result in buckling. This occurs when the magnitude of these

forces exceed a critical level at which the lateral strength of the track structure is

inadequate to resist the formation of large lateral deformations. Recent analytical

and experimental investigations on CWR track buckling [1,2,3] show typical

buckling forces in the range of 60-100 tons per rail depending on track parameters

which correspond to a AT in the range of 60-80°F (see shaded area in Figure 2 for

these typical ranges) Since these AT's are referenced to a force-free or neutral

temperature, a change in the force-free temperature obviously changes the

corresponding force levels A simple example illustrates this point. If the lateral

resistance of a CWR track segement is such that the track buckles at a AT = 60°F and
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the rail has a Tm = SO'F, then the track buckles at a maximum rail temperature of

150°F. However, if this Tm decreases by 40''F to a Tn = 50°F, then the track buckles at

the corresponding lower rail temperature of 110°F. Another way of putting it is

that a change in the rail's neutral temperature is equivalent to changing the force

level in the rails for the sanne values of Tm-

Evidence of neutral temperature change in CWR tracks is two-fold. Direct

evidence is based on recent field measurements (to be discussed later) which

indicate that Tm can vary along the track, across the track (that is, one rail could be

at a different Tm than the other), and can vary over a period of time at a given

location. Indirect evidence of neutral temperature change is based on the fact that

a large percentage of the buckling occurrences can be explained only if shifts in

rail's neutral temperature are taken into account.

It is apparent, therefore, that to constrain thermally induced forces within safe

limits, neutral temperature shift must also be controlled. To effectively control

neutral temperature variation, one must understand the basic mechanisms

governing rail/track kinematic behavior.

3.0 MECHANISMS OF NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE SHIFT

If CWR were to be completely constrained, then there would be no change in its

neutral temperature. Since the rails cannot be fully constrained in all directions,

elongation or contraction can occur whenever the track is subjected to tram and

environmently induced loads Rail/track motions relevant to Tm variation occur in

the following three basic kinematic modes:

• Rail Longitudinal Movement
• Track Lateral Shift

• Track Vertical Settlement

3.1 Rail Longitudinal Movement

Longitudinal force gradients can occur due to tram action (braking and

accelerating) or due to differential thermal forces These forces tend to move the

rail longitudinally, which is to some extent prevented by the resistance offered by

the rail anchors and fasteners For good functioning anchors and fasteners, the

longitudinal force is transmitted to the ballast via the ties The controlling

longitudinal resistance then is the lesser of the two resistance components (that is,

either due to the anchors/fasteners or to the ballast)

The ballast resistance behavior is significantly influenced by its "fnctional" type

characteristic. Figure 3 shows a simple model illustrating this point. The spring

represents the rail and the block the tie When an external load P is applied, the

compressive load in the spring is given by the difference between P and the

fnctional force f. When P is removed, the friction force reverses its direction and

thus locks up some force m the spring It is interesting to note that if the friction
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force offered by the block is sufficiently large to take up the full applied load

without any longitudinal movement, the spring would not have experienced any

force due to the load application and removal. Referring to the track structure, the

force P can be, for example, due to tram braking action, the friction force, f, is the

longitudinal resistance offered by the ballast, ties and fasteners, and the spring

represents the rail. Thus the stresses are "locked up" in the rail due to this "friction"

type response action.

\
\

Natural state

SPRING FORCE =

\
\
\
\

Load Applied

SPRING FORCE = P-f

\
\

\
Load Removed

SPRING FORCE = f

Figure 3. Simple Model for Frictional Effects of Ballast
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The actual longitudinal resistance characteristic is more complex than a simple

friction model referred to m the foregoing example. A rigorous model of the

longitudinal resistance characteristic for loading and unloading required for a

detailed analysis of the neutral temperature shift in tracks due to the longitudinal

creep and ratcheting effects of the ballast is not available to date.

Three examples are considered to illustrate rail longitudinal movement effect on

neutral temperature shift, due to mechanically and thermally induced loads:

(a) Mechanically induced longitudinal loads are developed by the acceleration and

deceleration (braking) of trains If braking forces, for example, are continually

generated at the same location in the track, an accumulated compressive force will

develop on one side of this location and a tensile force on the other side. This is

manifested in a reduction of Tn in the compressive force zone and an increase of Tfg

in the tensile force zone.

(b)Wheel rolling action on the rails can also create rail longitudinal movement.

When this longitudinal movement is restrained or prevented (such as in the case of

well anchored rails, or at turnouts, or at grade crossings), longitudinal forces are

developed resulting in an effective decrease in Trg.

(c) Thermal loads resulting in cycles of tension to compression forces (such as winter

to spring) can also directly influence Tm shift due to the fastener/anchor/ballast

inelastic behavior; i.e., rail expansion and contraction are not constrained equally m
both directions, resulting in a net force in the rails and, therefore, a change in Tm.

3.2 Track Lateral Shift

Tram induced forces can be generated by truck hunting action, by wheels

negotiating a lateral imperfection, or m the case of curves by vehicles operating in

excess of or below the balance speed In curves, the longitudinal thermal forces

have a tendency to push the track radially outwards, or pull inwards depending on

the compressive or tensile nature of the forces In both cases, the lateral movement

IS restrained by the ballast Again due to the friction type inelastic resistance

characteristic, some forces will be "locked up" m the rails.

For tangent track, the effect of lateral movement on the neutral temperature

shift IS likely to be small. For curved track, however, the shift can be significant

Owing to the importance of the problem m curves, a separate analysis of curve

"breathing" has been presented in Reference 4 from which some interesting

findings are summarized here

• Tight curves with "inadequate" lateral resistance can move out or in

with temperature increase or decrease Generally, there is a critical

(radial) breathing temperature change beyond which the lateral

movement is very sensitive to further temperature changes
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• If CWR track is cooled below its neutral temperature and heated back

to its initial temperature, it may assume a new reduced neutral

temperature Conversely, if the track is first heated above its initial

neutral temperature and cooled back to its initial neutral
temperature, the result can be an increase m the neutral
temperature.

It should be noted that displacmg curved track "manually" such as by lining out-or-

inhasasimilarmfluenceonTM.

3.3 Track Vertical Settlement

Vertical wheel loads can induce differential settlement of the ballast and, hence

the development of longitudinal strains in CWR track, especially for new or recently

re-surfaced track The contribution by the "normal" vertical settlement of ballast to

the shift in neutral temperature has not been investigated in the United States. The

effect of track subsidence, however, has been extensively studied by the British Rail

(BR) R&D Center. Using a force measuring device embodying a vibrating

longitudinal wire as a force gauge, BR developed an extensive network of

instrumentation installations to monitor buckling prone CWR at many mining

locations. The measured shifts in neutral temperature were found to be ± 10°F as

reported m Reference 5.

4.0 CAUSES OF NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE VARIATION

These three kinematic modes governing the neutral temperature shift behavior

of rails were attributable to the response of the rail/track structure to the imposed

mechanical and thermal loads Hence, one principal cause of Tm shift is the inability

of the rail/track structure to properly resist these loads Two other causes of neutral

temperature variation are briefly discussed below.

4.1 RaillTrack Maintenance

It IS evident that any maintenance operation which alters the longitudinal force

state in the rails directly influences its neutral temperature These typically include

such maintenance actions as replacing defective or broken rails, adjustment of CWR

installation temperature by destressing, removal and/or reapplication of rail

anchors, and track maintenance involving lining, lifting, and tamping Table 1 is a

brief summary of these factors and causes influencing neutral temperature

4.2 Rail "Rolling Out"

Some of the vehicle load effects have been briefly discussed earlier There is

another important influence of the vehicle loads, namely, "rolling out" of rails This

IS a phenomenon of rail elongation due to plastic deformation in the top layers of

the rail head Experiments conducted by British Rail showed rolling out of rails is

pronounced in the first three months after laying new rails and continues for about

a year The basic mechanism involved is that the rolling contact loads change the
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residual tensile stresses m the top layer of new rails into compressive stresses The

resulting shift in neutral temperature can be of the order of 15''F, according to the

measurements reported in Reference [6]

Table 1 - Maintenance Actions Influencing Rail Neutral Temperature Variations

ACTIVITY
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The FAST test conducted during an eight nnonth period between June 1983 and

February 1984, for 38 MGT's showed a general decrease of Tn, with most of the

shifts occurring during the winter months Additionally, substantially greater shifts

in Tn were observed m test zones where every other tie was anchored compared to

test zones with every tie anchored These results gave the first indication of the

shift mechanism discussed earlier, namely, that cycles of compression to tension to

compression can result in unequal rail expansions and contractions, hence, m a

change in Tn. Also evidenced was the fact that rail longitudinal movements are

involved in Tn shift behavior, as one would expect.

Currently, rail neutral temperature variation studies are being conducted on the

second railroad at several sites with varying degrees of track curvature. Figure 4 is a

typical sample of the results to date showing the average neutral temperature shift

as a function of time. Several observations are evident:

1. The tangent test zone (Site 1) data indicate that decrease m Tn predominantly

occurs in the fall-winter-sprmg months, i.e. when the rail longitudinal force

changes from compression to tension to compression, confirming the FAST results

mentioned previously

2. Typically larger decreases in Tn were observed for curved tracks than for

tangent, indicating that radial "breathing" of curves may be a shift mechanism.

3. A "short duration" Tn decrease was found due to surfacing (Site 4), possibly

indicating that track disturbance can alter neutral temperature.

4. The general tendency is for Tn to shift downward and possibly to stabilize or

"shake-down" to some reduced value.

5. "Large" initial decreases in neutral temperature were measured just after

destressmg.

The last two observations may be the key to understanding rail neutral temperature

shift behavior Some possible explanations for them are briefly discussed below:

a. The general decrease of neutral temperature as described m items 4 and 5 above

can be ascribed to the fact that rails are typically laid at high temperatures (usually

about 85-95°F} which means that over a year, for example, the rail will be 70 to 80°o

of the time in tension. The tension in the rails is reacted by fastener/ballast

longitudinal resistance, and also by lateral resistance in the case of curved tracks.

Due to traffic and thermal loads the rail creeps through the fasteners, or pulls in (in

the case of a curve) A "shrinkage in length" results, lowering the neutral

temperature. A similar reasoning shows that, conversely, if the rails are installed or

destressed at very low temperature, thereby resulting in compression throughout

the year, the rail neutral temperature would increase. With these patterns in mind,

one can speculate that rail neutral temperatures tend to shift toward a 'mean or
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average" value, with the implication that there could be one "optimum"

temperature at which rails could be installed without significant loss of neutral

temperature. Unfortunately, this optimum temperature may not be sufficiently

high to preventtrack buckling

b. The observed "large" decrease of T^j just after destressmg can be partially

explained by what is referred to as the "adjoining zone influence", i e. by the fact

that the external zones have their own (generally lower) neutral temperatures This

results in compressive forces acting on the destressed zone, thereby reducing its

neutral temperature.

As can be seen, these limited test results tend to illustrate the effects of the basic

mechanisms and causes for neutral temperature behavior discussed earlier.

Additional information on the above tests and relevant neutral temperature issues

can be found m Reference 9

6.0 SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

Rail neutral temperature variation is a crucially important consideration in the

evaluation of CWR safety, since it directly influences the longitudinal force levels m
the rails, and therefore, track buckling and rail pull-aparts.

The basic causes and mechanisms involved m the variation of rail neutral

temperature are

1) Rail longitudinal motion, track lateral shift, track vertical settlement, and the

"rolling out" of new rail caused by tram and/or environmentally induced loads,

2) CWR installation and track maintenance practices

Recent experimental data support these causes and mechanisms Additional

tests are currently under way to verify more fully and quantify neutral temperature

variation as a function of the various influencing parameters, such as tonnage,

curvature, rail anchoring, thermal (cyclic) effects, train braking, rail lubrication,

CWR installation and maintenance practices, and dynamic conditions with the hope

that allowable limits can be established for neutral temperature variation

In addition, to facilitate measurement of CWR longitudinal forces, and hence the

detection of potential buckles and pull aparts, the availability of a simple

nondestructive measurement system constitutes an important research need
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APPENDIX A - MATHEMATICAL BASIS OF NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE SHIFT

Consider CWR being laid at a temperature Tl, and that there is no rail

longitudinal force at this temperature Assume that the rail displacements (u,v, and

w in the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions, respectively) are measured

with respect to an initial equilibrium configuration at installation when the rail

temperature is Tl. These displacements occur in general because of (i) inadequate

longitudinal and lateral restraint to resist external forces due to tram action and

due to nonuniform thermal forces, and (ii) due to vertical settlement of the track. In

many cases, the displacements are not recoverable due to the inelastic nature of the

ballast.
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From the displacements, we can calculate the longitucJmal (mechanical) stram e,

in the rail at any given temperature, T, from the fundamental equation in

theoretical mechanics:

du dv >) dw •}— +-i(-r + i(— )

3a: etc dx
+ a(T -T^)

for tangent track and :

du V du 9 dw o— + - + i(-r + i{— r
dx R dx dx

+ a(T -T^)

(A-1)

(A-2)

for curved track with radius of curvature, R Here compressive strain is taken as

positive.

In the foregoing equations the nonlinear terms represent the contributions from

lateral and vertical displacements to the longitudinal strains. The lateral or radial

displacement, v also contributes directly to the longitudinal (hoop) strain in the case

of curved tracks The last term with the coefficient of thermal expansion, a,

represents the strain due to thermal expansion.

The force P developed in the rail is given by:

P^AEe^ (A-3)

If the rail were to be completely constrained from the time of installation, the

displacements and their derivatives would be zero, and the resultant force is then

given by:

P = AEaiT-T^) (^.4)

The force P in expression (A-3) can be put in a form similar to that in (A-4) if the

following definitionsare made
f)ij o dw o1

T = -
du dV n dw y— + n- r + ii— )

dx dx dx (A-5)

1

T = -
v „

du du dw— + - +i(-)'+i(— )

dx R dx dx 'l (A-6)

Again, equations (A-5) and (A-6) are for tangent and curved tracks respectively.

Hence, with the above definitions:

P ^ AEa(T-T^) (^.-7)

From equation (A-7) it can be deduced that at T = Tn, the rail force P is zero, which is

the definition of the neutral temperature, Tm Clearly, the shift (TL-T^g) m the

neutral temperature is attributable to the three mechanisms of rail movement

referred to earlier in this paper In the case for the tangent track, the longitudinal

displacement is generally the major contributor as seen from equation (A-1) For

the curve, significant contribution can also come from the radial displacement v,

particularly for small radn of curvatures As an example, if we assume that for

curved tracks, the principal mechanism for Tn shift is rail breathing so that the
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du/dx, (dv/dx)2, and (dw/dx)2 terms m equation (A-6) are negligible, then the shift in

neutral temperature is given by:

1 V
Ar^ = T^ - r, = -

(
—

(A-8)

Equation (A-8) then implies that if a 5° curve "puils-in" during winter by one inch,

the corresponding neutral temperature shift, ATn, is a decrease of 1 1°F. The same

one inch displacement for a 9° curve, for example, corresponds to a decrease of 20°F.

The above mathematical treatment, therefore, clearly identifies the Tn shift

mechanisms involving rail motion, and offers a clear definition for the rail neutral

temperature required for testing and analysis.
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Longitudinal Force Measurement in Continuous Welded

Rail from Beam Column Deflection Response

By: A. Kish* and G. Samavedam**

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of determination of longitudinal force in

continuous welded rails (CWR) has attracted a number of

railroad researchers in the past due to its practical

importance in prevention of accidents related to buckling and

pull aparts. One major purpose of finding the force is to

determine the rail neutral temperature. The neutral

temperature is defined as the temperature at which the net

longitudinal force in the rail is zero. If we assume that the

rails are fully constrained, the formula for the force can be

written as:

(1)

where

:

P = Rail force

A = Cross sectional area

a = Coefficient of thermal expansion

T = Rail temperature at the time of measurement

The neutral temperature calculated by Equation (1) is based

on the assumption of complete constraint of rails; in practice,

shifts of rail neutral temperature occur due to some rail

movement in the longitudinal, transverse and in the vertical

direction. A detailed discussion on the neutral temperature

shift is presented in a recent paper (1). For the purpose ot

this paper, it is adequate to recognize that knowledge of

neutral temperature is required for an assessment of track

lateral stability.

For assuring safety against buckling, it is necessary that:

AT ,,<T„ - T., (2)
al 1 M N

here

:

T = Expected maximum rail temperature

AT ,, = Allowable increase in rail temperature,
all

'Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA
•Foster-Miller, Inc., Waltham, MA
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The allowable increase in rail temperature AT can be

predicted on the basis of the dynamic buckling theory developed

in Reference (2). In this work the track dynamic buckling

strength is evaluated using certain track and vehicle

parameters and accounting for the loss of track lateral

resistance due to precession/recession and central bending

waves generated by vertical loads of vehicles. A computer

model has been developed to yield allowable temperature

increase for any given track and vehicle parameters. The mode'

is being verified by field testing (3.) •

The rail temperature T in Equation (2) is the

anticipated maximum till the next time of inspection or

measurement of neutral temperature. For a given region, the

maximum rail temperature data could be generated from the data

collected over previous years or using empirical formulae

connecting rail and air temperature. Hence track bucklir.g

safety may be ensured through AT , , if the neutral
^ al 1

temperature T,, is known.
N

2. NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE REQUIREMENTS

There are many difficulties in the development of

techniques for the determination rail neutral temperature,

which are due to the following fundamental requirements:

• The measurement instrument should be portable and not

be permanently attached to rails since it may be

necessary to test long segments of CWR once or twice a

year to identify zones of high longitudinal force.

• The instrument should give the absolute value of the

force (not relative levels). The absolute value is

required for buckling and pull apart predictions, and

it should be determinable without any site specific

calibration.

• The technique should be independent of longitudinal

residual stresses in rail. The residual stresses are

not associated with the rail longitudinal force, since

they are "self -equilibrating" in the sense that their

resultant force and moments are zero. They are

present even in the new rail and their distribution
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changes with tonnage and traffic. Figure 1 is a

schematic of residual stresses in new and used rails

from reference (4). Any technique which relies on

local stresses for the longitudinal force can have

large errors. As an example, assume that longitudinal

stress at the top of rail head is measured when a

tensile residual stress of 15 ksi exists. The

estimated error in the rail force will be equal to

this stress value times the rail cross sectional area,

which is of the order of 150 kips.

This level of force, in some cases can equal the

critical buckling load of the track. Hence, the net

output from a device based on the measurement of head

stress alone could be a zero longitudinal force when

the track indeed could be in a state of incipient

buckl ing

.

Corrpression Tension

Figure 1. Residual Stresses in New and Used Rail i)n Rail Center Line (Ref. 4)
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One is tempted to thinK that by taking measurements at

a few locations on rail base, web and head, one could

arrive at a weighted average value for the

longitudinal stress. The weight factors can change

with time in a complex manner, since the distribution

pattern of residual stresses can vary with tonnage,

"rolling-out" and maintenance. To date, there is no

established theoretical and experimental analyses for

the prediction of rail residual stresses. Research is

still being carried out (5.) to study this problem.

The technique should be nondestructive to the track

structure. Any technique involving cutting rails or

drilling holes in rail web is generally considered as

destructive. Techniques which may involve removing a

few spikes and tie plates need not be put in the same

category, since the plates and spikes can be replaced

with minimal damage to the track structural integrity.

Accuracy and sensitivity should be within + 10 kip

range, i.e., capable of detecting neutral temperature

change within + 5 F. A more stringent sensitivity

requirement may not be justified in view of practical

difficulties in controlling the neutral temperature

(while laying new rails or restressing existing rails)

to finer limits. On the otherhand, if the requirement

is less stringent, the instrument may not record

possible daily fluctuations in the neutral temperature

for weak tracks with inadequate longitudinal

restraints .

LITERATURE REVIEW

The techniques proposed in literature to determine the rail

neutral temperature can be classified in two groups. The first

group contains reasonably well developed techniques, though not

fully satisfactory in view of the foregoing requirements. The

second group is still under investigation, and their overall

feasibility aspects are yet to be determined.
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Developed Techniques

There are three methods which can be considered as

reasonably developed:

• Berry Gage

• British Rail Vibrating Wire

• Strain Gage

.

The Berry gage is a simple mechanical gage to measure the

change in length; the British Rail transducer utilizes a

vibrating wire inserted in a hole in rail web and measures the

rail force as a function of the wire's frequency of vibration.

The strain gage is a four arm bridge which outputs mechanical

strain after compensating for thermal strain. All these three

methods need an initial zero force state (usually obtained by

des tressing ) . The vibrating wire transducer has an additional

drawback of requiring site calibration, and has no apparent

advantage over the strain gage in regard to accuracy and long

term stability. Its advantage is possibly in the remote

monitoring through telemetry (6^).

Techniques Under Research

A large number of techniques have been researched or are

under current investigation. A list of some of the techniques

is presented in Table 1. Details of principles involved in

these techniques may be found in References (7) and (8).

Table 1. Summary of Rail Longitudinal Stress
Measurement Techniques

Technique Under Research

Flexural Wave Propagation

X-Ray Diffraction

Acous to- Elastic

Magnetic Coercion

Barkhausen Noise

Electromagnetic-acoustic
transducer (Emat)

Laser "Spackle"

Comment

Sensitive to the rail-tie structure

Surface layer strains only

Sensitive to rail mi cr os

t

ructu r

e

Sensitive to rail microstructure and
residual stress and magnetism

Very difficult under field condition

Sensitive to rail microstructure and
surface condition

More useful in lab application due to
accuracy required for mapping laser
interference patterns

It is fair to say that some of the techniques need significant

developmental work before they can be applied in the industry.
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4. AN APPROACH BASED ON RAIL BEAM-COLUMN RESPONSE

In this paper, we shall present a new approach for the

determination of rail longitudinal force. It is based on the

fact that if the rail can be held at two points at some

distance apart. and a concentrated load applied at the center

of this portion, the structure behaves like a beam column and

its deflection is influenced measurably by the longitudinal

load in the rail. Clearly, the compressive longitudinal load

will increse its deflection, whereas the tensile load will

reduce it. Besides the longitudinal force, the deflection is

dependent on the rail flexural rigidity, EI, applied load Q,

beam column length L and the nature of end constraints. It is

possible to design a rig such that for all locations and

measurements, the end conditions are sufficiently repeatable.

Referring to Figure 2, the load Q can be either in the

horizontal (lateral) plane or in the vertical plane. In the

latter case, the load is applied vertically upwards. It is

only necessary to remove spikes in the vertical case, whereas

in addition tie plates will have to be removed in the

horizontally applied load case.

As far as the end conditions are concerned, they depend on

the nature of the constraint provided by the rig. Generally,

the conditions are elastic supports (in between pure simple

supports and completely fixed supports). As shown later, fixed

support conditions improve the sensitivity, but need large

applied loads. Repeatability of the end conditions is an

important consideration for successful application of the

technique .

60^

6p"

L

Figure 2. Rail Ik-am lender C'cniral Load

Referring to the beam column shown in Figure 2, it can be

shown that the deflection is approximately given by the

following equation. (See Reference 9 for the derivation)
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6 =

EI (1

(3)

here

:

\ = Numerical value depending on the end constraints

P = Longitudinal compressive load

P = Critical buckling load for the beam column of length
c

^

2L for the specific end conditions.

The first factor in Equation (3) is the deflection under the

concentrated load in the absence of any longitudinal rail

force. The second factor is the magnification factor due to

the longitudinal force.

Eguation 3 shows that the load deflection relationship

(Q versus 5) is linear for a fixed rail force P, as

illustrated schematically in Figure 3. For a fixed Q. there :

a unique relationship between P and 6. as shown in Figure 4.

Likewise, the relationship between P and Q for a given 6 is

unique. Figure 5. Either of the relationships can be used to

determine P

.

T= 100 TOMS T = 75 TONS T = 50 TONS! = 25 TONS

Pi 100 TONS

"1
r

Figure 3. Applied Force "Q" vs Denectimi "&"
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DEFLECTION

(TENSION) LONGITUDINAL RAIL FORCE "P" (COMPRESSION)

Figure 4. Rail Force "P" Versus Deflection "5" for Fixed "Q"

(TENSION) LONGITUDINAL RAIL FORCE "P" (COMPRESSION)

Figure 5. Rail Force "P" Versus Load "Q" for Fixed "&

Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of the technique can be assessed by

differentiating Equation 3 with respect to P. For a fixed 5,

d^
dP

X^L-^P
1 c
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, TT^EI

2 _2

where \ is another numerical factor, hence

dQ _ 4 5

dP n'^X^X^L

Therefore for a given 6, decreasing L increases sensitivity.

However, the force level Q required will increase with decrease

in length. The end conditions also have an important influence

on the sensitivity since \ and \ depend on the end

boundary conditions. It can be shown that clamped support

conditions yield larger sensitivity than simple support

conditions, but require larger levels of Q for the same S.

Finally increasing 5 increases the sensitivity in direct

proportion, however S is limited by the allowable stress

induced at the extreme points in the cross section.

It must be noted that the error in Equation 3 becomes large

when P-»P . Practical value of maximum P is generally of
c

^

the order of 200 kips. It should be possible to choose a

length L such that P >>P.

5. EXPERIMENTAL WCRK

A preliminary test was conducted by the Transportation

System Center as part of its buckling safety research program

for the Federal Railroad Administration at the Association of

American Railroads/Transportation Test Center, Pueblo in August

1986 to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Figure 6 shows a schematic of the test set-up for the

measurement of load and deflection in the lateral plane. One

of the rails was free to move laterally over a length of

140 in. with spikes and tie plates removed in this zone. Gage

rods were employed to constrain deflection at the ends. The

load was applied gradually at center by a hydraulic jack. The

load was measured by a loadcell; the deflection at center by a

linear rotary potentiometer. The rail force was indicated by a

four arm strain gage, and the rail temperature by a

thermocouple. The rail temperature, hence the rail force, was

varied by electric current resistance heating of the rails.
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Figure 7 shows experimental results for two different

locations. At each of the locations the force levels required

for deflections of 0.2 and 0.4 in. were noted. The results

were repeatable with reasonable accuracy. For 6 = 0.4 in.,

the sensitivity is approximately 13 lb/kip, as seen from a

linear regression analysis. If it is assumed that an error

+10 kips (+5 F) is permissible, then the error in the load

measurement can be 4^130 lb. This is within the realms of

current instrumentation systems.

GAUGE-
ROD

w

A C?^tk tZ9i*

L= 140 in

SGb

F1 f-\ n \ rfi r~i r~]

/

^
l^r—l^af/' 1»^7—"K

m

i^r
TIE PLATES REMOVED

FOR SEVENTIES

DEVICE TO APPLY
LATERAL FORCE,

APPROACH For a known (measured) value of axial

force P, obtain Q vs 6 or Q vs P

(kips) 160 120

P = -50 kips

P =

° ''5 (inches)

Fii:urc 6. Schematic o{' R.iil l.ilcral Shil'l Test
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vertical planes. The latter, as schematically shown

in Figure 8, has the advantage of being mounted on a

rail car and only spike removal is involved, thus

causing minimum disturbance to the tracK.

Further work is also planned to combine the track

lateral resistance with the rail force measurement

using a single device. Such a device will be an

improved version of the Single Tie Push Test (STPT)

rig. The latter is a lightweight, portable

device which has been extensively used by the

Transportation Systems Center for the measurement of

track lateral resistance. If successful, this

combination device will provide a valuable tool to the

industry for the measurement of track lateral

resistance and rail neutral temperature, which are the

two key parameters governing the safety of CWR track

against buckling.

KK^
RECORDER AND

PLOTTER

C10:i

Figure 8. Schematic of Rail Uplift Device
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Introduction

Rail corrugations are a phenomenon found on almost all types of railway systems, throughout the

world. Corrugations have been defined to be "rail head anomalies that appear on the surface of the rail

in a repeatable manner along the length of the rail" (1). Though they appear as "waves" or regularly

spaced discontinuities on the railhead, they are not always uniformly spaced, but tend to vary about an

average (or, as shall be seen later in this paper, average range oO wavelength(s) (Figure 1).
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Figure
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Corrugations are generally classed according to their range of wavelengths, which is the peak to

peak (or valley to valley) distance between adjacent corrugations, as illustrated in Figure 1. The

corresponding depth of the corrugation is the difference in height between the peak and valley ol the

wave.

Corrugations can range in depth from .005 inch (where they are barely detectable) to .050 inch and

greater (where there is no doubt whatsoever as to their presence), depending on the corrugation type

and wavelength. Consequently, they can result in significant dynamic forces being applied to the rail

and the rest of the track structure, as vehicular traffic moves over the site of the corrugations.

However, in studying the phenomenon of corrugations it appears that rather than having simply one

type of corrugations, there is a broad range of corrugations that vary in characteristics (depth and

wavelength) with different conditions. This is particularly true in examining the differences in

corrugations observed on heavy axle load freight railways, such as the North American freight

railroads, and lighter axle load passenger and transit railways. Several authors (2,3) have suggested at

least three types of corrugations corresponding to three different sets of railway conditions and

operations. The first class is the very short wavelength class of corrugations, referred to as either

"roaring rail" (2) or "corrugations" (3), associated with light axle load passenger and transit (4)

systems. These corrugations range in wavelength from 1 to 3 or 4 inches. The second class of

corrugations, are the "freight railroad" corrugations, most frequently associated with heavy axle load

freight operations. These have been referred to as "short wave corrugations" (2) or simply "short

waves" (3) and have traditionally been associated with wavelengths of between 4 and 12 inches.

However, as will be seen in this paper, the actual range of these corrugations are between 6 and 48

inches. The third class of corrugations, generally referred to as "long waves", are associated with high

speed types of operations. The actual range of characteristics of these wavelength have been the subject

of some debate (5), however they have been associated with wavelength of 50 inches and greater (3).

In view of the significant differences in definition of the different classes of corrugations, and the

need for a suitable identification of the type of corrugations found in the North American freight

railroads, it was determined that a detailed examination of the characteristics of these freight railroad

corrugations was required. This paper presents the results of this examination of the characteristics of

North American freight railroad corrugations.

As noted above, this study addressed the wavelength band of corrugations most frequently found on

the North American freight railroads. Specifically, this report will examine the general distribution of

corrugations, both by wavelength and by depths, the relationships between corrugations found on five

different freight railroads, the intluence of track structure (wood ties vs concrete) on the corrugations,

and the effect of rail grinding on corrugation removal. In addition, it attempts to address the issue of the

consequences of corrugations, i.e. the effect of corrugations on wheel rail dynamics.

It must be noted here, that while these results represent a significant amount of effort, both in the

collection of a large amount of data from five different railroads, and in the analysis of this data, the

results presented in this paper represent the preliminary results of this study.

Data Collection

During this measurement program, two dilfercnt data collection techniques were used to acquire

corrugation data from a total of five different freight railroads. These twd mcasurcmcnl techniques

were:

1. Hand measurement of corrugations using a special 36 inch measuring gauge.

2. Vehicular based measurements using a commercially available corrugation measurement

system.

The hand gauge was constructed of two straight-edge guides, 36" in length, permanently attached

at the ends, with a 1/2 inch space between the two guides. A dial indicator, with an accuracy of .00!

inches (or greater), was inserted between the two guides (in the 1/2 inch slot), and slid along the length
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of'the gauge (see Figure 2). Thisallt)wed for the recording of the variation in the surface of the railhead,

along the length of the gauge. The pitch between crests on the rail running surface (i.e. the distance

between adjacent peaks) and the height or depth of the peaks and valleys (and thus the depth of the

corrugations) were recorded manually onto a data collection sheet. (Note: a 1(X) foot tape was laid

alongside the track to measure actual measurement location, and then calculate the distance between

adjacent peaks.)

Figure 2

Using this gauge, measurements of at least 50 feet per site, were taken on a series on track

segments. In view of the system accuracy, only those corrugations greater than .005 inch were

recorded. Any other surface anomalies were also defined on the data sheet. Since only the extremes of

the wave formation (peaks and valleys) were recorded, the assumption of a smooth transition between

these peaks and valleys was made. Therefore, irregularities between these extremes, such as due to the

superposition of shorter "cycles" on long "cycles" of the waves, may not have been always recorded. In

addition, it must be borne in mind that with this measurement approach, the final decision as to the

inclusion of a given data point was a subjective decision made by the person collecting the data.

An extensive set of data, using this measurement technique, was taken on three different railroads;

Conrail (19+ measurement sites). CN Rail (23 + measurement sites) and CP Rail (4 + measurement

sites). For each measurement site, a minimum of 50 feet of data (and in some cases, a significantly

longer amount of data) was recorded onto a data collection sheet. This data was then entered onto a

mainframe computer and stored in a series of data files.

Initial examination of this data, consisted of categorizing the corrugations by wavelength class.

This is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. which show (///of the corrugations measured on Conrail (Figure 3)
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and on CN Rail (Figure 4) as a function ot wavelength. Each occurrence (vertical axis) is one

corrugation, thus each i)f these graphs represent over 15(X) measured indi\ idual corrugations. Note the

similarity in overall signature between these twn railmads. This will be discussed later in this report.

These corrugations, were also examined by depth or amplitude, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. It should

be noted that corrugations, under .005, were not always recorded, so that the first column in each of

these graphs should be viewed with caution
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Figure 6

The limitations associated with the handmade measurements raised some questions regarding the

data set collected manually. A decision was taken to complement the results of the manual

measurements with those made automatically by means of a commercially available corrugation

measurement vehicle. The measurement contractor, with the permission of the Atchison. Topeka and

Santa Fe Railway. Norfolk Southern Corp. and CP Rail, offered the data collected by their corrugation

analyzer on tracks of these participating railroads. The CP Rail files included data on some of the sites

where measurements were also made manually, thus allowing a cross-comparison between these two
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techniques. Figure 7 illustrates two such sites, where data was taken by hand measurement (top set of

data) and by the measurement vehicle.

The corrugation depth sensor of the commercial corrugation analyzer is located in the middle of a

lightweight carriage pulled over the analyzed rail. The carriage, equipped with a set of 8 unequally

spaced wheel, bridges corrugation crests to establish a reference line. A continuous signal

approximately representing the distance to the rail from a reference line is recorded, thereby the

information about the rail surface between peaks and valleys is not lost and is not subject to the

operator's discretion.

The transfer function of the commercial measurement system is considered to be acceptable for the

wavelengths from approximately 3" to 56" (6). The wavelength band from 3" to 48" is taken for

analysis in this study.
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Analysis of Corrugation Data

The data taken from both of these measurement methods were then analyzed, in a consistent

fashion, in order to determine the behavior characteristics of the corrugations. Since the two

measurement techniques resulted in different data sets, it was necessary to develop a data interpretation

and analysis approach for each of these two measurement techniques. These are illustrated in Figure 8.

Note, that although the initial data analysis, differed for the two sets of measurement data, the final

analysis steps were identical, thus allowing for comparison between the different sets of data.

MANUAL
MEASUREMENT
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COMPUTER
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:J
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The final data from the corrugation measurements consisted of x-y coordinates of points along the

rail surface where x corresponded to the horizontal position of a point and y to the depth from a

reference level. The automatic measurements were equally spaced with x = 1". The manual

results, as mentioned earlier, were given only for the peaks and valleys, therefore, a half cycle of a

sinusoid was used to interpolate between the original points. The resulting signal was then resampled at

the uniform sampling distance. This distance-based corrugation signal was converted to a time-based

electrical signal with the voltage level proportional to the depth for each point. The series of the

obtained voltage values was then sent to digital-to-analog converter with equal time intervals

corresponding to the uniform sampling distances (see Figure 8).

The spectrum of this signal was computed using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). In order to

compute the average spectral density for signals of long duration (commonly used in treating a

non-stationary random process) the Smoothed Short-Time Periodgram (SSTP) was employed. For a

more detailed description of the analysis approach utilized, see reference 6.

The analysis of the individual track sites produced, as expected, the spectral estimates with large

variances, due to the nature of analyzed signals. The resolution of the estimates is non-uniform since

the wavelength is equal to the inverse of the frequency, therefore, the fine resolution may be achieved

for the shorter wavelengths and coarse resolution for the longer wavelengths. To compensate for this, a

simple smoothing operation was applied to the estimates: the signal power within each 3-inch band was

calculated, and was then converted to the peak-to-peak amplitude of a single sinusoid for each band.

This grouping, performed a smoothing of the spectrum which helped in recognizing general trends in

the data.

Thus obtained, the estimates for each site indicate an absolute value of the corrugation effect for

that site. However, since a variety of parameters differed from one site to another, a direct comparison

of two different sites did not necessarily provide an accurate picture of the spectral range of

corrugation. Since no additional data was available at the time, the decision was taken to obtain a

composite spectrum in order to evaluate trends in corrugation behavior for each individual railway. For

this purpose, each site was regarded as reflecting differences from site to site in grinding histories, track

geometry, traffic conditions, etc., but governed by the same rules, maintenance procedures, track

structure, and type of traffic, specific for given railroad.

A composite spectrum was constructed from the periodogram results. For a site, the power

information within each wavelength band was added to give the total power over the length of the site.

The power within each band was then divided by this total power so that each wavelength band

contained a fraction representing the relative importance of that band over the length of the site. These

fractional values were grouped and averaged according to the number of realizations in an ensemble.

Analysis of Manually Collected Data

Data obtained from manual collection represented a wide variation in the length of measured sites

and often contained long intervals of apparently smooth surface and short sections, or "bursts." of

corrugation. The DFT transforms computed by the signal analyzer requires a certain minimum segment

portion of the original signal for an adequate resolution.

The averaging between the "bursts" of corrugation (portions \v here corrugation was registered) and

the smooth portions v\()uld alter the shape of the computed spectrum, distorting the depth wavelength

relationships.

Since one of the main objectives of the study uas sinipl\ to find out t\pical trends in the

depth/wavelengths relationships, as opposed to evaluation of the extent of corrugation on individual

sites, the decision was taken to restrict the analysis to the intervals of the data w here corrugation was

present. For this purpose, the portion of the time-based signal was manually selected for the transform.

To obtain a reliable estimate of the power within each 3-inch band, at least one of the frequencies

computed by the DR" must fall into each band. Since manual data collection was performed with a 36
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inch instrurnenl il is not expected that any accurate information about the wavelengths of 36" and longer

is present in the data set. By restricting the minimum corrugation length to 4(J()". the necessary

resolution was achieved for each 3 inch band up to 36" wavelength. The results of the computations are

only presented for wavelengths less than 36".

All available files on the CN and the Conrail tracks were processed in a similar manner, and the

resulting periodograms were used to construct composite spectra for each railroad (Fig. 9). The CN
files related to sites with concrete and wood ties were processed separately in order to compare

corrugation behavior on wood tie track versus concrete tie track (Fig. 10).
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Only 3 of the manually collected CP Rail sites satistied the processing requirements. Therefore, the

manual CP Rail composite spectrum was not considered to be statistically reliable and is used only to

serve as a bridge for comparison of manual and automatic measurements.

Analysis of Machine Collected Data

Due to the differences between the manual and automatic data collection, as described earlier, some

modification in the analysis procedure were introduced when processmg the machine collected data

(see Figure 8).

The automatic measurements provides a long record of the rail surface. The electrical signal generated

does not display clearly defined "bursts" of corrugation as may be found in the manual data (Fig. 7).

It was noticed that rail surface height variations often occur with wavelengths much greater than

those of interest in the study of corrugation. In addition, the rail carriage used for the collection of data

had a finite length which would impose an upper limit on the wavelengths reliably measured. To ensure

that h)nger wavelengths were not affecting the evaluation of corrugation in the range of interest, a

digital bandpass filter was used to prefilter the corrugation signal before spectral estimation was

applied. Since this study was only concerned with wavelengths up to 48 inches, the low frequency

cutoff was chosen to correspond with this wavelength. The sampling interval of the measurement

system was 1 inch, so the upper frequency limit was chosen to correspond to a 3 inch wavelength.

e : cp°7?SfpOt.
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The filtered signal was then processed as described in Reference 6. The minimum segment length

for the desired 3 inch wavelength resolution was chosen to be 720". The final result of the SSTP

analysis for a typical data set (CP file CP922Sep86) is shown on Fig. 1 1

.

Hrr-n- ! 1 -^i Pp. >»- P| o'
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Ra 1 1 roaa : CP Pa 1 1
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Corruoation on the CP and Santa Fe tracks

Figure 12
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In order to make coniparison between the results of manual and automatic measurements, the

processing was also performed on the unfiltered data. The effect of liltering is only noticeable at the

very ends of the wavelength band (0-3" and 42-48") leaving the main body of the spectrum unchanged.

The composite spectra for the individual railroad are shown in Fig. 12 and 13. The composite

spectrum of the CP track sites is shown for the sites measured before grinding. No information on the

grinding histor\ of the Santa Fe track was available.

Normal i; -d g^>i»- Plor

Search Cr I t er , a

:

Railroad: Norfolk Southern

Seoment length - 720.0 inches

le 28 32
Wavelengtti (inches)

Corrugation on the rjorfolk Southern Tracks

Figure 13

The spectrum of the Norfolk Southern ct)uld not be directly compared with the other spectra

because the measurements on the Norfolk Southern tracks were preprocessed by the vehicle based

measurement system and the Norfolk Southern data was submitted for the analysis in the format similar

to the manual data sets, that is only the peak-valley information was left on the record.

High repeatability of the automatic measurements allowed a direct (site-to-site) comparison of the

results for the CP Rail sites inspected shortly belbre and after grinding. Fig. 14 shows superimposed

spectra for several CP sites before and after grinding. The effects of the rail grinding are clearly visible

(note, the three sites did not necessarily have the same number of grinding passes). It should also be

noted that grinding does not have a uniform effect on the corrugations of different wavelengths. Rail

grinding appears to be most effective in the range of wavelengths from 12" to 24".

Discussion of Results of Corrugation Analysis

Several North American railroads were involved in the investigation of the behavior of freight

railroad corrugations. The choice of railroads provided wide variety in geographical /ones, types of

traffic, track structure and track geometry, [different personnel and measurement instrumentation were

engaged in collection of data. All. these factors inadvertently altected the quality of the obtained data,

and, as expected, the results of analysis had large variances.
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In spile of the fact that the limitations in the data quality did not allow a thorough analysis, some

important conclusions can be made based on these results.

1 . Frequency analysis of rail corrugations on a number of North American railroads reveals a

nonuniform distribution of wave formations in the range of wavelengths up to 48".

2. The manual measurement of corrugations on the CN and Conrail tracks with timber ties indicate

that the strongest corrugation occur in the range of \va\elcnglhs from 12" to 30" (Fig. 9).
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3. Noticeable differences in the power distribution of corrugation signals related to timber vs

concrete tie track has been found in the CN data, as illustrated in Fig. 10, The strongest

corrugation in the concrete tie track was measured between 6 and 1 2 inches, in the range where

corrugation in track with timber ties was the weakest.

It is convenient to present these very general conclusions (2 and 3). relating to the manual

measurement data, in the form of the following table which gives breakdowns of the full power ( 100%)

of the composite spectrum into 3 wavelength ranges:

Table I

Manual Measurements

Track Wavelength Range

0-12"
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6. Using the same lomiat as in Table I , the summary of results for the unt'iltered vehicle bcirne data

are given in Table 11 (nurmali/.cd to the power within the wavelength range 010-36").

Table II

Vehicle Measurements (Normalized 0-36")
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The MIT model used b\ the earlier analysis (S) is a simpht'ied 2 degree ot treedom model ot the

wheel rail system. This model includes non-linear Hert/ian contact stress theory, to represent the

wheel-rail contact behavior.

The Battelle model (hereafter referred to as IMFWHL) was developed to predict vehicle and track

dynamic response to discrete track or wheel irregularities (i.e. dipped joints, wheel flats, etc. . . ) (7).

IMPWHL is a 12 degree of freedom lumped parameter model which includes non-linear Hertzian

contact stress theory, and the influence of the first four tie bending modes. Since track or wheel

irregularities are input to IMPWHL as x. y pairs, this model can be used to evaluate contact force

response due to corrugations.

Results from the earlier MIT model analysis (Figure 16), indicated that contact force amplitude was

not only dependent on corrugation depth, but also had a dependency on corrugation frequency. This

directed the present modeling efforts towards a more in depth study of the contact force variation as a

function of depth and frequency of corrugation. In order to perform this analysis, corrugations were

idealized as a series of sinusoidal irregularities of constant depth and wavelength.
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Figure 16 MIT Model Results

The first series of computer simulations utilized the nominal track parameters for wood and

concrete tie tracks presented in Table VI and varied corrugation depth, wavelength, and vehicle speed.

Defining frequency as the vehicle speed divided by the corrugation wavelength, the wheel rail contact

force could be determined as a function of both depth and corrugation frequency, in comparmg these

results for wood and concrete tie track structures (and comparing them with the MIT results) similar

trends are evident for maximum contact force variation with change in corrugation depth. As

corrugation depth increases so does the maximum contact force (Figure 16).
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Overall Track Modulus

Track Natural Frequency

Ballast Damping Ratio

Tie Pad Stiffness

Table VI

Nominal Track Parameters

Concrete Tie

Track

8000.0 lb. /in. /in,

41.0 Hz

.3

8,600,000.0 lb/in.

Wood Tie

Track

4500.0 lb. /in.

38.0 Hz

.3

530.000.0 lb. in.

In the second series of computer simulations, the track modulus (and therefore the track natural

frequency) was varied. Increasing the track modulus has the effects of increasing the frequency of the

resonance peaks and increasing the magnitude of the maximum contact force (Figure 17). Thusastiffer

track structure, i.e. one with a larger track modulus, generates a larger wheel rail contact force. This

can also be seen when comparing wood tie track with the stiffer concrete tie track.

CORRUGATION CONTACT FORCE VARIATION
Function of r requency A: friK k Modulus

Sine Wove C^orrugation Ftrquency ( IL- )

f U = BOOO •> U . 10(100
( U - Tr.i. k M,., I. tins, ll)/l,i/l,,)

Figure 17 Frequency Analysis for roncrctc Tic Tracks

Finally, the effect of tie pad stiffness on the track respi>n,se (for concrete tic track) was examined. In

the previous analyses (Figure 17) a stiff concrete tie pad was used. In this analysis, a ""soft" pad. with a

stiffness of one million lbs/in. was compared to a"stitr" pad v\ith a stillness of 8.6 million lbs in. These

results which arc presented in Figure 1 8 in the form of the d\ namic augment to the static \v heel Uiad i>f

33.000 lbs. show that the softer pud attenuated the d\ naniic force at the high IrcqiicncN resonance peak

(approximately 200 Hz.).
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CORRUGATION CONTACT FORCE VARIATION
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Figure 18 Frequency Analysis for Concrete Ties with Different Pad Stiffness

Conclusions

This report presents the results of a series of field measurements and associated analyses of

corrugations taken from five North American freight railroads. These measurements were taken using

two different measurement techniques, and analyzed, to obtain a common representation of

corrugation behavior characteristics. In addition, the effect of these corrugations were analyzed using a

wheel/rail interaction model.

Based on these analyses, as presented in this report, the following preliminary conclusions can be

made, regarding the behavior and characteristics of corrugations found on North American freight

railroads.

I. The overall "signatures" of the freight railroad corrugations on wood tie track are similar for the

five different freight railroads. In all cases, the wavelength range of 12 to 24 inches contained the

greatest percentage of the corrugations.

II. Noticeable differences in "signatures" between wood and concrete tie track were found on the

same railroad, using the same measurement technique. The strongest corrugations on concrete tie

track was measured in the range of 6 to 12 inches. The corresponding wood tie track, has a "weak"

presence of corrugations in that range, and a strong presence of corrugations in the range of 1 2 to 24

inches.

III. In all cases measured, the distribution of corrugations (by wa\elength) was very broad with

corrugation wavelengths ranging between 6 and 48" (36" for the manual measurements) observed.

Any corrugation measurement system must be able to address this broad distribution of

wavelengths.
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IV. Analysis of the wheel/rail dynamic forces associated with corrugations show a strong

correlation between increased wheel/rail forces and increased corrugation amplitude (i.e. depth of

corrugation). Thus, the greater the depth of corrugation , the greater the dynamic wheel/rail forces.

This same effect is also observed with respect to track stiffness, with a stiffer track resulting in

greater dynamic wheel/rail forces.
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The tbrmer railroad station at Providence, Rhode Island was constructed between 1X94 and 1898

and is on the National Registry of Historic Buildings. As the City of Providence developed, its main

business area was on the level area beneath the hill where the present State Capital is located.

Con.sequently , the railroad followed the hillside where the existing State Capital is now constructed and

had 9° curves in its alignment to place itself in the downtown business area. A freight yard was

developed to the west of the station to provide for incoming goods. To the northeast of the station a

branch line left the main track and went into a tunnel, and through a hillside to the east of the station

complex. As the City developed, it devek)ped around the existing railroad facilities, and consequently

a large area of the present downtown area was occupied by railroad operations. As the track entered the

downtown area from the west, or the New Haven area, it gradually raised in elevation until it came into

the station complex itself, and was on a fill approximately 25' above the surrounding area. Also as the

tracks left the station heading towards Boston, it remained on this elevated area and went across the

Woonasquatucket River. In the station complex area itself, there were four undergrade crossings which

required bridges. These bridges were over Gaspee. Francis and Promenade Streets, as well as over the

Woonasquatucket River. The structure beneath the station platform complex was to have been rebuilt

under the North East Corridor Improvement Program. The Woonasquatucket River Bridge was to be

replaced entirely. This bridge construction was an undertrack truss type bridge with a timber deck

flooring. Considerable deterioration had taken place, both to the steel and the timber decking. The

elevated railroad structure has been perceived as a major impaimient to the northern expansion of the

City's central business district and a serious constraint to movement between the downtown area and

the State House area. A consortium of local business and civic interests banded together, called the

Providence Foundation, and investigated the possibility of relocating the railroad. Their report

concluded that it would be physically and operationally feasible to relocate the railroad and to construct

a new station. This investigation identified that the cost of the construction would exceed those funds

available for the existing project. To make the project possible the City and the State together

identified additional sources of funds for certain site access, infrastructure, and other funds necessary

to implement the relocation of the railroad. These funding sources, in addition to the Federal Railroad

Administration, included the State and City governments, the Federal Highway Administration, and

the Providence & Worcester Company. The new alignment of the railroad reduced the curvature

adjacent to the station. With the reduction of trackage needed for freight seiA-ices these facilities were

reduced accordingly.

The overall design goals were four in this project. The first was to provide a new station on the

relocated right of way ( ROW ) that would satisfy the needs of intercity and commuter rail iiperations and

its passengers, and meet the standards for passenger salei\ and coinlort. and encourage rail tra\el.

The second goal was to provide convenient pedestrian and \ehicular access between the ne\\ station

complex and the surrounding community.

The third was to provide a station image that compliments the historic capital setting relative to its

proximity to the Capital while establishing its own presence and importance in the urban environment.

Finally, to provide a station site development that compliments both the City and the State plans and

will fit into the surrounding area's development.

1 firmly believe that all four of these goals were met and the station which has been constructed is

indeed an attractive station for all passenger travel.

AsMMant Chjcl tnginccr — IX-sign and Ciinslniclion. Project Manager NECIP
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Clock tower identiHes the new station which is located adjacent to the State Capital Building.

The construction management agency which handled the oveiall construction was the Capital

Construction Management Team. The general contractor was the Gilhane Building Company. Amtrak

performed all railroad construction. The engineering firm in charge of design was Amnion and

Whitney and worked with three different architectural organizations.

The station serves Amtrak intercity trains between New Haven and Boston. It had also served as a

southern terminus for commuter trains to and from Boston. The previous Union Station complex was

sound, but in a deteriorated condition with station furbishing and equipment generalh t)utmoded or

inadequate. Only a portion of the central main building was being utilized for rail passenger service.

The intercity patronage at Providence Station in 1975 was 262, ()()() passengers. The intercity growth

between 1975 and 1990 is estimated at 2,820 which provides a projected patronage level on an annual

basis for all .service of 2,144,000 passengers. This is broken down into three categories, and are

commuter, long haul , and Northeast Corridor intercity travel . The commuter service which had exi.sted

at the initiation of the project has been terminated and Amtrak is providing service for these passengers.

The total project cost was ,$42 million with S20.7 million being KKK/} federally funded. S9.7

million lOO'/f locally funded and $1 1.6 million in shared cost funding.

The project was awarded on l-ebruary l."^, 19H3 and construction began shorlK ihcrcaflcr The new

Station is located directly above the previous track location, approximately 1200' from the existing

station and 600' southeast of the imposing and historically significant State Capital Building. The

station design provided fcir the track structure to be located beneath the station complex itself which

would be below the final grade. Consequently, a I
300' long retaining wall was constructed on the new

north side of the railroad right of way which would be adjacent to the improvements to the south State

House lawn. This area would be raised with fill and landscaped. Additionally , a 750' retaining wall was

constructed on the northerly portion of the new right of way to support a landscaped structural deck over
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the track structure itself. Columns were erected throughout the track structure area to support this

structural deck. Construction proceeded with the columns, as well as the wall so that they could be

covered over with earth and landscaped. As you could imagine, there was considerable reinforcing rod

utilized on this project, not only for the retaining walls, but also for the structural deck over the track

area itself.

Elevation of the new Station showing underground tracks and parking facilities.

A new overhead bridge at Francis Street had to be constructed at the new elevation required. Also a

new undergrade bridge over the Woonasquatucket River carrying the railroad tracks was likewise

constructed. Pedestrian overpasses were also constructed across the railroad right of way along the east

and the west sides of the station building. The entire area from the station complex itself, westward to

Francis Street was covered with the structural deck which was then covered and landscaped.

The station complex itself was approximately 25.000 square feet of gross floor area. The east and

west building lines of the station are parallel to Lonsdale and Exchange Streets, both of which streets

radiate from the State Capital dome. This continues the established strong, axial site lines between the

State Capital and the downtown business district. A clock tower, which is a traditional element of

railroad station architecture, was constructed to enhance the image and also identif\ the station itself. It

is located at the comer of the west and south building lines and serves as a traditional infonnation and

orientation function. There is a dome constructed over the main concourse and waiting room. This

dome provides the passenger area with spaciousness which is evident as soon as one enters into the

building. The indirect lighting at the base of the dome, coupled with the skylight in the center of the

dome, provides a soft lighting atmosphere. Within the passenger area, to provide proper illumination

for reading, period lighting fixtures are arranged throughout the circular passenger seating area. The

station site is bounded on the north by an extension of the State Capital law n and relocated Gaspee

Street. The Gaspee Street entrance will be utilized for norma! pick-up and dR)p-off of passengers. To the

south the site is bounded by a street which connects extension of Lonsdale Street and Exchange

Terrace. These new roads have been elevated to provide primary access directly to the station
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East elevation of the station showing landscaped structural deck in the foreground. Tracks are

beneath the landscaped area.

concourse level for both pedestrians and vehicles. The southern portion of the site has an access drive

and sidewalks. This will allow vehicular traffic to disembark passengers and then the driver has a loop

adjacent thereto, for parking entrance access to the two level parking structure located beneath.

Adjacent thereto is also a parking exit ramp which would allow vehicles to exit and make a short loop to

pick-up anyone at the station exit.

Other special features in the construction of the new station were as follows:

• Within the station complex itself, two high speed passenger tracks, two commuter tracks, both

with high level center platforms and one freight track. Constructed over the tracks themselves, a

station with approximately 25,000 square feet of gross floor area. The main waiting area is

capped by a dome which compliments the construction of the State Capital.

• A two level parking structure for approximately 400 cars. This facility is immediately adjacent to

the station and provides coverage for any individual leaving their car until they enter into the

station itself.

• Two 800' long high level platforms, 24' wide with associated canopies and vertical circulation.

• An extension of the State Capital lawn on the north side of the station , and a station entry plaza and

access drive above the parking structure on the south side of the station, all covered and

landscaped.

• A special flood control culvert spanning all tracks located east of the station to intercept water

from the Woonasquatucket River overflow , and channel the water back into the river dow nstream

so as not to flood any portion of the station tracks during extremely high water conditions. The

Woonasquatucket River runs adjacent tt) the railroad right of way and is approximately 3CX)' to the

south.
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The relocation of the railroad right of way unlocks and makes availahle lor public and private usage

a large tract of and containing some 60 acres that can be utilized and deveU)ped tor commercial

purposes. The relocation ot the station has treed the old station to become the heart of a viable,

commercial development package, and local interests are planning a comprehensive development tor

the former station complex under the auspices of the Capital Center Project. As soon as the new station

was opened, demolition began on the old. elevated railroad right of way which separated the downtown

area from the State Capital area. The station buildings themselves will be retained, however all the

elevated structures adjacent thereto are being demolished.

W..x^,
The previous railroad alignment is shown in the lower portion while the new alignment is near the

center of the photo.

With the relocation of the railroad and station, an interchange will provide access with 1-45 to the

downtown Providence area. This new Civic Center interchange will connect 1-95 to U.S. Highway 6

and then onto Memorial Square. The interchange is to be located to the west of the station site and above

both the existing and relocated railroad right of way. while U.S. Highway 6 extension will occupy the

vacated old right of way. Ramp construction is currently on-going lor this interchange. These highway

improvements will additionally improve the station access. An overhead structure connects the

intersection of Francis Street and relocated daspee Street at the bottom of the Slate Capital lawn, and

connects to U.S. Highway 6 in downtown Providence. This highway will serve as a visual and an actual

link between the downtown area of the City and the State Capital building.

There are paired classical columns placed in the north and south main station entrance areas to

emphasize their importance as entry points into the station itself.

The interior plan ol the station is organized, as I have indicated, around a square waiting area that is

capped by a dome ceiling. Passenger support facilities form the perimeter of the waiting area. Train

information is clearly displayed. The old historic clock was relocated from the old station. Concession

space is located adjacent to the waiting area with access from both the concourse and the exterior
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pedestrian enlranccs. There is also an area which could be used as a future exterior concession

complex, such as a sidewalk cafe development. Vending machines are also provided along with locker

space. Within the station itself areas were identified for station services, personnel, ticketing, and

mail, baggage, and express service, as well as required cleaning and mechanical and electrical

facilities, and secured parking entrance accesses. There is one hydraulic elevator and three escalators

within the station complex.

The high speed tracks through the station complex are constructed of direct fixation on a concrete

slab utilizing Landis pads w ith Sidew inder elastic fasteners. The direct fixation runs for the full length

of the platform area. The track is laid with 1.^2 lb. welded rail. Run-olf water drainage is collected in the

center of the track gauge and then channeled into center track drainage inlets.

The ciMiimuter tracks are standard wood tie conventional track construction utilizing 16" of ARBA
#4 trap rock ballast, and 8" of granular sub-ballast. There is one freight track through the station which is

of similar construction and has no access to any of the passenger platforms. It is isolated so as to provide

adequate clearance for freight traffic.

The track grade descends from west to east at approximately 0..369f west ot the station. It is level

on the west 2/3 portion of the platform and then ascends for the easterly 1/3 portion to the end of the

project at varying grades to a maximum of 0.489J

.

The platforms are constructed 48" above the top of rail and 5'7" Irom the center line of track w ith

corresponding increases to take care of the curvature. At either end of the direct fixation is a transition

slab approximately 50' in length and 2
' below the bottom of the ties, to ease the transition between the

slab track and normal resilient standard ballasted track construction.

In the overbuild structural deck area there are positioned exhaust locations which have been

determined based on train consist and platform stopping locations, so that the diesel exhaust fumes will

not be contained underthe overbuild, but will vent bv izravitv . The overhead track clearances arc \9'2".

1^?? r'

Aesthetically pleasing exhaust vents for undernntund tracks.
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The entire project took 40 months to construct and was completed on June 16, 1986. The combined

station and garage construction in its new liKation has opened a large area for redevelopment in the

central business district of Providence. The project has also provided better access to the central

business district from the Capital Complex. A new station has also been provided to the traveling

public. Once again the railroad and its facilities have been used as a generator for development.

Thank you for allowing me to present this project, which has allowed many different organizations

to work jointly together for the benefit of all.
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Committee 4 — Rail

Report of Subcommittee 7

R.K. Steele, Subcommittee Chairman

Background

Subcommitte 7 of AREA Committee 4 has been asked to answer the question: "What is good

recommended practice for rail lubrication?" This question suggests the need to answer another question

first: "What can be considered to be a satisfactory state of rail/wheel lubrication?" Answers to these two

questions will be attempted in the following paragraphs, addressing the second question first.

Scope

In answering the question about the "satisfactory state of . . . lubrication" a major constraint is

implicit. The constraint is that the answer will consider only rail performances as reflected in wear,

metal flow, corrugation, and fatigue behavior. The answer will not treat train handling and train

resistance (i.e., energy) considerations. There appear to be significant advantages in reducing lateral

curving forces by lubricating the running surfaces of both the high and low rails on curves. But there

appears to be very little information on how to intentionally lubricate the running surfaces of both high

and low rails. Thus, it is not clear how to answer the first question about "good recommended practice"

while still preserving the ability to start and stop trains if appreciable amounts of lubricant were applied

to the running surfaces of each rail. In revenue .service, some contamination of the low rail can be

expected even if only the high (outside) rail of curves is lubricated intentionally. Therefore, the answers

to both questions will treat the situation where lubricant is applied (intentionally) only to the gage face

of the outside rail of a curve.

It should be emphasized that the answers given here have more the nature of an approximate

guideline rather than that of a standard or specification. Each railroad will want to adjust the details of

lubrication practice to meet its own special needs, hopefully keeping in mind the following

commentary.

A Satisfactory State of Lubrication

If the outside rail gage face is lubricated truly effectively, wear and possibly inside rail wear and

metal flow and corrugation will be reduced to the extent that the life of the rail will be prolonged

sufficiently to allow the effects of fatigue to become troublesome ( 1 ) (2) (3) (4). Fatigue damage may
manifest itself in the form of internal defects (shells/TD's) or surface defects (contact fatigue, i.e.,

spalls). Thus, the most satisfactory stciw of lubrication is one which prolongs wear life to the maximum
extent possible without introducing troublesome fatigue manifestations. This situation appears to

obtain when the net 'hthricateci wear rate is adjusted to about 40% of the true dry wear rate (60%

reduction in wear rate). Greater reductions in wear rate will increase the likelihood that fatigue damage

will become a major cause for rail maintenance and replacement. Because wear rate appears to be tar

less sensitive to change in wheel load (5) than is fatigue damage accumulation ( 1 ,6), probably more

than 609^ reduction in wear rate can be tolerated at lesser wheel loads while less than t>07( reduction in

wear rate may be necessary at heavier wheel loads.

.Strictly, the recommendation for a maximum of about 6()7f reduction in wear rate by lubrication

applies to standard carbon (non premium) rail only. Stronger rails have greater fatigue resistance (7,8)

and benefit less from lubrication (1,2) with regard to wear rate reduction. Thus, a different

recommended level of lubrication may need to apply to the premium rails. However, recent

occurrences of gage comer spalling (contact fatigue) which have developed in some premium rails

under nominally well lubricated conditions suggest that even premium rails will benefit from modest

wear (or grinding). Until more information is available, perhaps the recommendation for standard rail

will serve for premium rail as well.
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If a trackside lubricating system is functioning reliably, the wear rate reduction is likely to be

greater than bOVc at least within a mile or so of the lubricator. That is to say, it is difficult to make a

trackside lubricating system achieve only a limited degree of lubrication. The approximately 60%

reduction desired can be obtained by (a) limiting the amount of lubricant fed to the wheel/rail interface,

(b) suspending lubrication periodically and/or (c) inducing artificial wear in the form of grinding.

Approach (a) is difficult using conventional mechanical trackside lubricators but can be achieved from

some types of vehicle-borne lubricators by controlling the application time interval sequence.

Approach (b) presents administrative problems and in a territory with many trackside lubricators, may

take an appreciable time to implement. Approach (c) can be expensive and can disrupt the flow of

traffic.

Recommended Lubrication Practices

In answer to the question of what is good recommended practice for rail lubrication to achieve a

satisfactory state of lubrication, four topics must be considered. They are:

(a) placement of lubricant on the rail,

(b) the lubricant delivery system,

(c) its physical location (trackside type), and

(d) the nature of the lubricant.

The appropriate place for lubricant on the rail under the constraints previously mentioned is the

gage face of the outside rail of the curve. Because the lubricant exerts its greatest value in reducing the

effects of sliding, lubricant can be permitted for several millimeters over the gage comer in the region

where appreciable sliding still occurs. The position of lubricant application appears more readily

controlled if the rail has a flange worn gage face. As indicated on the FAST lubricant distribution gauge

(goop gauge. Figure 1), visual indications' of lubricant should not extend further onto the ball than

approximately + 7 mm over the gage comer.

LUBRICATION LEVEL GAUGE
(GOOP GAUGE)

,+ M)

Edge of gauge

vertical and

centered on

railhead

FIGURK 1. FAST LUBRICATION LEVEL MEASUREMENT

Even if lui visual indicalion greater than + 7 mm is observed, there will often be an invisible film felt on the ball
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The delivery system may be either a fixed location trackside device and/or a vehicle borne device.

Both locomotive or car lubricators which apply lubricant to the flange of the wheel and hi-rail type

systems which apply lubricant directly to the side of the rail have been used satisfactorily. Trackside

lubricators, when operating properly, provide lubricant output in proportion to the number of passing

vehicles. However, lubrication protection will diminish with distance from the lubricator. If

locomotive borne systems are utilized, the lubricant output is more likely to be proportional to train

tonnage (to the extent that the number of locomotives is controlled by train tonnage). Protection

throughout curves can be more uniform than with trackside lubricators but, in long trains, lubrication

protection may decrease somewhat with distance along the train from the point of application." The

hi-rail type lubricator system provides uniform lubrication throughout a curve. However, it is not

automatically controlled by tonnage or traffic so the long term adequacy of lubrication protection will

change from time of initial application to reapplication depending upon how often the hi-rail system can

gain access to the track. Perhaps it is worth noting that in order to achieve a proper level of lubrication

(or balance between dry and lubricated operation), the trackside and hi-rail type lubrication systems

may be more amendable to control in as much as their operation usually falls under control of track

department.

The trackside lubricator can provide satisfactory lubrication when located either in tangent track in

advance of a curve, at the point of spiral, or in the spiral of the curve. Based upon rail head temperature

and longitudinal force measurements (9), it is not clear that location of the lubricator systematically

influences the uniformity or effectiveness of lubrication in a curve. However, the data of Reference 9

do suggest that the longer effective lubrication is applied to a curve, the slower will be "dry down"

should replenishment cease. In the 4.9 mile circumference of the closed FAST loop, two trackside

lubricators approximately 2-1/2 miles apart were able to maintain generous lubrication { 1 ) on all of the

loop outside curve rails (3°; 2I26'/4°; 125075°; 4970'). One lubricator could maintain only marginal

lubrication around the entire loop.

The needed characteristics of a lubricant for a particular system can be strongly intluenced by the

character of the delivery system. All delivery systems necessitate that the lubricant shall have the

lubricity (ability to reduce the coefficient of friction and separate opposing surfaces) to function under

high contact stresses at the sliding wheel/rail interface. In addition, all lubricants must have sufficient

'retentivity' to remain at the wheel/rail interface over a period when lubricant is not being replenished.

However, the lubricant used with a trackside system, must also possess a 'mobility" characteristic

allowing it to be carried long distances from the lubricator. This mobility characteristic is needed to a

lesser extent by lubricants used with vehicle borne systems, especially hi-rail type systems. Indeed, for

hi-rail systems, absence of mobility may help to keep the lubricant on the gage face of the rail and away

from the running surface of the rail.

Calcium base graphitic greases generally have proven to be satisfactory for use with trackside

lubricator systems. It is not clear whether the presence ot molybdenum disulphide m conjunction with

graphite improves overall lubricant pertbrmance nor that high levels of graphite are necessary. Indeed

there is some indication from laboratorv' tests ( 10) that graphite contents in the range of 5- 1 2''J are optimal

Where high wheel temperatures can be encountered, lithium base greases are preferred to calcium base

greases. A lithium base grea.se containing ?>'/> molybdenum disulfide has exhibited superior mobility

characteristics in a wide range of ambient temperatures ( 10°F to 105°!-) (II). Vehicle borne systems

have successfully employed conventional graphitic track grease (hi-rail type systems). Where the non

graphitic grease is employed, an essential requisite is to have each train (locomotive or lubricator car)

prowdc replenishment of lubricant at a rate near 0. 12-0. 16 cc/mile/car.

Not all lubricants are compatible with each other. For instance, clay base greases, which have

achieved some utilization as track lubricants, should not be mixed with alkali metal (Na, Ca. Li) base

greases. If such mixing does occur, the physical characteristics of the mixture will become less

satisfactory than those of the components individually.

This depends on the amounlof 'bulll up' grease already present Often, the amount lost due to the passage of a train is offset by the

amount applied (i.e. steady slate), and little position-in-train differential as seen
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Summary

In summary, acceptable practice to achieve a satisfactory state of rail lubrication must recognize the

following points:

(a) A balance should be struck between wear, flow, and fatigue processes,

(b) To achieve this balance, the net 'lubricated' wear rate should be about 40% of the pure dry wear

rate,

(c) Lubricant should be confined to the gage face region of the rail,

(d) Adequate lubrication can be achieved from both trackside and vehicle borne systems or

combinations thereof,

(e) Trackside lubricators may be placed in tangent track approaching a curve or in the spiral and still

achieve adequate lubrication of curves,

(0 Calcium based graphitic greases have thus far proven to be most widely accepted for use with

trackside lubricators and have worked well with high rail type systems,

(g) Lithium base greases containing about 3% molybdenum disulfide achieve improved mobility

over a wide range of ambient temperatures and are especially useful when hot wheels are

encountered, and

(h) Non graphitic greases have been used successfully with locomotive type lubricators, but are

highly sensitive to the degree of replenishment.
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Junctions
One of the most impressive sights in the railroad maintenance-of-way field is a large production

gang at work, its many efficient high-productivity machines proceeding in rhythmic repetition over a

track without significant variation over long distances. In the early days of mechanized gangs, this

often meant skipping turnouts, road crossings, diamonds, and (in the case of tie gangs) places with

restricted side clearances. Large junctions and interlockings were a particular Achilles" heel, and slow
orders through such locations were a frequent occurrence on many railroads in the 1970's, as

reduced-size section crews were unable to keep up with the work skipped by mechanized gangs.

This problem was overcome when the concept of mechanization spread to all aspects of track

maintenance, and track maintenance managers looked at the total picture of trains maintaining

schedules over their tracks, realizing that a mile-long train is reduced in speed for more than that entire

distance even if the slow order is only 100 feet long. In some cases specialized mechanized gangs

handle turnout work in concert with the production gangs, and the interlockings and junctions no longer

impede traffic.

The pictures on the covers and on this page were taken in June 1987 at a Conrail Junction on the

north side of Reading, Pennsylvania, and show the excellent state of maintenance. Here traffic from

the Philadelphia area meets traffic from Harrisburg and west on the line to the New York City area via

Allentown. This route has seen increasing traffic as an alternate to routing freight over the Northeast

Corridor.



Tie Condition at Des Plaines: A Progress Report

By: D. D. Davis* and V. Shafarenko*

In October, 1986 a tie condition survey of the C&>W, RTA,

AAR tie test site was conducted. The surveyors were

D. D. Davis, Track Research Engineer, AAR and R. H. Bescher,

Railroad Consultant to AAR.

The survey consisted of a visual inspection of each tie.

The survey method is similar to a detailed or methodical tie

marking inspection. The purpose of the survey is to evaluate

the overall condition of each tie in terms of its ability to

perform its functions of carrying load and holding alignment.

The survey site is the C&NW, RTA, AAR tie test site located

on the C&NW double track "freight" line running from Proviso

Yard to points north. The site is tangent, built on an

embankment, with traffic predominantly in one direction on each

track. The test section, built in 1967, consists of eight (8)

configurations of tie spacing, length, and cross section.

Exhibit 1 shows a map of the test site. Table 1 lists the

eight section configurations

Each section consists of 20 rail lengths. The location is on the double track of the connecting line of the C&NW. This

line connects the West line at Provi.so with the North line at Northbrook The eight .sections are located between Ea.st

River Road and Milwaukee Avenue which is in the vicinity of Central Road. Dear Love Road and Glenview Road.

Exhibit 1. Location of Tie Test Installation on C&NW Railroad.

Track Research Engineer—AAR.

354
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Traffic at the site has been increasing over the years.

Both the C&NW and trackage rights tennant Soo Line have been

consolidating their systems, thus, putting more traffic over

this route. Currently, the test site track has about

30 MGT/Yr.

CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
M.P. 13.9 - 15.3
WESTBOUND TRACK
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Test Methods

In order to obtain a rational basis for comparison, detailed

field measurements of performance are required. When evaluating

overall crosstie condition, a good objective measurement is

lacking. Thus, a rather subjective visual inspection criteria

were used to grade the ties.

These criteria were then applied evenly to all test

sections. The purpose of the inspection was not to select ties

for replacement (in many cases it is too conservative when

compared to typical railroad maintenance standards) . The

purpose of the survey was to develop a basis with which one

could compare the performance of the various sections.

The tie condition survey was conducted in order to determine

the condition of each tie, the mode(s) of deterioration found in

each tie (if any) , and the clustering tendency (or physical

distribution) of failed ties in track.

The ties were graded into three condition categories: good,

marginal, and failed. The definition of a good tie is self

evident. It is a tie that is performing its functions with no

visible signs of distress or imminent failure. The definition

of a marginal tie is as follows: a tie which is showing signs of

deterioration, yet does not meet the criterion of a failed tie.

A marginal tie is a tie that could be (and most likely would be)

left in track if the track were renewed today. The replacement

of a marginal tie would depend on the operational requirements

of the line. On a high-tonnage, high-speed line, a marginal tie

may be replaced. Marginal ties fall within the realm of

discretionary maintenance. The following criteria^ ' were

used to determine tie failure for each distress types:

1) Decay - decayed wood to a depth of 3 inches.
Evidence of weathered, loose or spongy
material in major checks.

2) Plate Cut - plate cutting to a depth greater than
the plate thickness. Evidence of rail
cutting.
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3) Splitting - any split which extends more than 50
percent of the tie length and extends
through the thickness of the tie.
Evidence of ballast working up (or
down) through the split.

4) Broken - any complete break and/or any partial
break visible from the surface.

5) Spike Killed - any tie with loose spikes and
mechanical deterioration of the spike
hole.

6) Ring Shake - a delamination of the tie along the
surface of a growth ring. For this
survey, ring shakes were reclassified
as split or decayed. Approximately 70
percent were classified as decayed and
30 percent were classified as split.

The inspection team consisted of two tie graders. The

procedure involved a visual inspection of each tie by the two

graders. Each grader walked a rail, inspecting half of the

tie. First, the two inspectors rated the condition of the tie.

Then, each determined the dominant deterioration mode. If the

graders gave different conditions and the same mode, a second

appraisal was conducted. If the two graders gave different

conditions and different modes, the most severe condition and

corresponding mode were used.

Previous experience with the survey method described above

shows that the guidelines used produced results that can be

conservative .
I- J Comparisons of survey results with an

actual tie renewal revealed that the two tie evaluations were

similar in most respects with two exceptions. Exceptions noted

were that the survey guidelines were more lenient on splits and

more restrictive on loose spike/plate area deterioration

failures than the railroad.

The differences in the number of loose spike failures marked

by each survey is due to the differences in survey methods. Our

survey proceeded at a much slower pace than a typical railroad

renewal tie marking. Thus, a more detailed examination of each

tie was conducted. Each line spike was tested for "looseness"

or holding capacity. This test was performed by "tapping" each
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spike with either a wooden mallet or the inspector's shoe.

Thus, many loose spikes which would not be detected by a

railroad tie marker in tangent track were detected by our

survey

.

In tangent track, a tie with a loose spike may still be

performing all of its functions with no loss in capability.

This is true if the spike hole/plate area is not decayed or

mechanically deteriorated. If, on the other hand, the spike

hole/plate area is deteriorated there is a loss of gage

restraint capacity. On tangent track, with more traffic, there

will be little or no loss of performance. Thus, our survey

tends to be conservative, whereas, the tie marker's approach

seems to be more realistic in relating removal selection to

performance. Our survey selects ties which deteriorate in

capacity, while the tie marker selects ties which deteriorate in

performance

.

DES PLAINES, IL TIE SURVEY DATA bridge sections deleted!

M.P.-M.P: 13.9-15.3 TRACK: W.B. YEAR SURVEYED:

SECTION

ONE*

TWO*

THREE

FOUR

FIVE

SIX

SEVEN

EIGHT*

SI ZE

6X8X9
7 X 9 X in

7x9x9
7 X 9x8.5

7 X 9x8.5

7 X 9X8.5

7x12x8.5

7 X 12 X 8.5

SPACING

19.5

19.5

19.5

19.5

23. 375

27.5

29.25

23. 375

» TIES

432

375

474

478

393

332

319

351

PERCENT

GOOD

18. 1

33.9

31.2

30.8

26.5

30.7

29.8

51.6

PERCENT PERCENT

MAHGINAL

32.2

36.3

31.9

34. 1

30.0

21.4

15.0

20.2

FAIL
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Table 2 and Exhibit 2 present the results of the tie

condition evaluation. The ties residing under the bridges in

sections 1, 2, and 8 were eliminated from these results.

Appendix A discusses the results for the "bridge-sheltered"

ties. The remaining ties all exist in the same environment.

Thus, the effects of tie size and spacing on tie performance can

be assessed.

DES PL7\!NES TIE SURVEY

MP 13.9 - 15.2, W.B.

100-

12 3 4 5

SECTION NUUBER

[771 FAILED [X3 MARGINAL

Exhibit 2. Tie Failure Survey Results.

m GOOD
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General observations:

Sections 7 and 1 are performing the most poorly with
surveyed failures of 55 and 50 percent, respectively.
The survey, it should be remembered, is conservative
compared to typical maintenance standards. The track
is in good shape. The tie condition is certainly
adequate for current operations. There are no plans
for a tie renewal at this time.

Due to the one-directional nature of the traffic (each
track is signalled in one direction) and the anchor
pattern (boxing every other tie) , tie spacing is no
longer uniform in several sections. This phenomenon is
most noticeable in section 7 which also has the widest
tie spacing. Exhibit 3 shows the current "tie
spacings" found in section 7.

The wider (7 x 12) ties exhibit a tendency to rotate
with the high side away from the direction of travel.
However, others have rotated so that the high side is
towards the direction of travel. It is likely that the
other test section ties are also rotating; however, it
is much easier to observe with the wider ties and
larger spacings. In section 7 some ties are plate
cutting and rotating enough to cause "rail cutting" on
one side. See Exhibit 4.

Results

Sections 7 and 1 are performing the worst in terms of tie

condition. Section 7 has the largest spacing; while, section 1

has the smallest cross-section. On the other hand, sections 2,

3, and 4 are performing relatively well. These sections all

have the standard crosstie, cross-section, and spacing. The

proportion of bad ties in these sections range from 30 to 37

percent. Section 8 is also performing well with a failure

proportion of 28 percent. This section has the highest

proportion of good ties, also: 51 percent. The other wider

spacing sections did not perform as well. Sections 5 and 6,

standard ties with wider spacings, had failure counts of 44 and

48 percent, respectively.

The condition survey data shows the following trends in

addressing the test objectives:

Tie Length - The differences in performance between the 8.5'
and 9' ties is negligible. The 10' ties were marginally
better with 16 percent fewer ties graded as failed. Exhibit
5 shows this.

Tie Cross-Section - The 7" x 9" cross-section ties are
performing much better (26 percent fewer failed) than the
6" X 8" ties. The 6" x 8" section also has the lowest

number of ties graded as good.
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The tie spacing in section 7 varies somewhat but exhibits a

regular pattern of a shorter-wider-shorter-wider spacing. The
shorter spacings are 25-29 inches. The wider spacings are 29-33
inches. Nominal spacing is 29 inches. The predominant
direction of traffic is from right to left.

Exhibit 3. Section 7 Tie Spacing.

Exhibit 4. Section 7 Tie Plate and Rail Cutting.
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At the 23.375" spacing (2711 ties/mile) the dowel laF.inated
7" X 12" ties performed very well in comparison to the
standard 7" x 9" ties. Section Eight had the lowest
percentage of ties graded failed and the highest percentage
graded good. Section Five had a much higher percentage of
ties graded failed (43.5).

Tie Spacing - For the 7" x 9" x 8.5' ties, an increase in
spacing resulted in an increase in the number of failed
ties. Increasing tie spacing from 19.5" to 23.375" (20
percent) resulted in a 24 percent increase in the failure
rate. Increasing the spacing from 19.5" to 27.5" (41
percent) resulted in a 36 percent increase in the failure
rate (from 35.1 percent to 47.9 percent).

For the 7" x 12" x 8.5'," ties an increase in spacing of 25
percent ( from 23.375" to 29.25") results in a 96 percent
increase in failures (from 28.2 percent to 55.2 percent).
Exhibit 6 shows failure rate vs. tie spacing.

Two other variables were investigated for their effect on

tie performance. They are Tie Plate Area and Tie Bearing Area.

Tie Plate Area is defined as the amount of plate area available

per unit length of track. Since all sections have the same size

plates, tie spacing is the only factor in this variable.

The relationship of tie failure to plate area is similar to the

relationship of tie failure to tie spacing (Exhibits 6 and 7).

Tie Bearing area is defined as the total amount of tie

(bottom) surface area (length by width) per unit length of

track. This is the available bearing area of a tie (i.e. the

bottom of the tie surface) . The actual bearing area of the ties

is dependent on track geometry, rail, tie ballast, and subgrade

conditions. Actually, tie bearing areas may be quite variable

in a track segment but can be assumed to be smaller than the

available bearing area. The effect of bearing area on tie

failures is significant. Exhibit 8 shows this relationship for

all test sections. An increase in bearing area results in a

decrease in the percentage of failures at the latest (19 yrs)

survey.

The 7" X 9" cross-section ties (sections 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6)

show a linear relationship between failure rate and bearing

area. Since there are not enough sections with 7" x 12" or 6" x

9" cross-sections to define a relationship, none has been

developed. However, it appears that the failure - bearing area

slope for 7" X 12" ties would be steeper.
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FAILURE RATE vs TIE LENGTH
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FAILURE RATE vs PLATE AREA
DES PLAINES SITE
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Tie width appears to be a critical factor in tie

performance. For a given spacing and tie length, the wider tie

performs much better. Table 3 shows this comparison.

SECTION
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It should be remembered that these average tie life values

are conservative. The two main reasons are:

The conservative nature of the condition survey (i.e.,
more ties were considered failed than would be by a tie
inspector marking ties for renewal)

The uniform condition of the sections which tends to
alter tie failure age distributions. Uniform age
sections tend to show a more narrow failure (age)
distribution than other sections (or the Forest
Products Curve) . Initially the Forest Products Curve
will predict lives which are too long, however, as more
and more ties fail the prediction becomes more
conservative.

Thus the average life values derived are conservatively low

and can be used for comparison with other sections in this test

site only. Even with the caveats, we can see the possibilities of

trading off initial cost savings of installing fewer ties against

the reduced service life of the ties installed. Of course, any

such economic analysis must consider overall track performance,

not just tie component savings. The effects of fewer ties on

track support, track stability, rail life and ballast life are

assumed to be detrimental. However, the costs of such effects are

unknown. Also, railroad personnel familiar with the test site

commented that none of the eight sections has required any

"special attention" or extra maintenance to date.

The importance of tie width is increased when one considers

that the effective bearing area of a tie in service may be

confined to areas 2-3 feet in length under the tie plates (the

newly tamped condition). However, a more uniform (full length)

support condition can develop rapidly (in less than 5 MGT) as the

effects of tamping are short-1 ived .
^

J

Failure Mode Survey Results

Along with the condition survey, a failure mode determination

was made for each failed or marginal tie. The predominant or most

severe distress mode was chosen in all cases. This choice can be

quite arbitrary in some cases as many ties exhibit more than one

type of distress.
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DES PLAIN ES, XL TIE SURVEY DATA •bridge sections deleted

M.P.-M.P; 13.9-15.3 TRACK: W. B. FAILURE MODE SURVEY

SECTION
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SECTION NUMBERO DECAY (X3 PLICUT ^ SPUT ^ SPK Klii

Exhibit 10. Tie Failure Mode Survey Results.

Plate cutting failures were relatively few with the exception of

sections 6 and 7. These sections had the largest tie spacing

(and, thus, the fewest ties per mile) plus greatest rail seat

pressures

.

The effects of the test parameters, tie length,

cross-section, and spacing, on failure mode distribution were

analyzed. The distribution of failure modes of ties is

dependent on many factors. The site climate, operations, and

alignment are key factors. Track maintenance policy, in

particular tie spotting policy, can have an effect as well.

The age of the ties in track is believed to be a key factor
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DES PURINES TIE SURVEY FAILURE MODES

1986 UP 13-9 - 15.Z W.B,

SECTION NUMBER

ZZ] DECAY ES PLTOJI ^ SPUT ^
Exhibit 11. Tie Failure Modes vs. All Ties.

SPKKIU.

also. Exhibit 12 shows a proposed defect-differentiated "Forest

Products Curve" developed by Abbott ^^^. This curve

suggests that certain defect types are likely to occur at

certain times in the tie's life. The curve shown may be typical

for a moderate tonnage mainline in an eastern climate. Other

curves would have to be developed for other situations.

Generally speaking, treating and seasoning defects will occur

first, followed by mechanical or mechanical/decay defects and

finally decay/weathering defects.

The Des Plaines site, with most of the test sections

approaching their projected average tie lives, is in the
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predominantly mechanical decay failure regime. This should be

considered in reviewing the results.

Had similar surveys been taken at earlier ages, the site

likely would have exhibited different predominant modes of

failures. Future surveys are likely to show more and more decay

failures. However, the differences in the distributions of

failure modes between the sections is valid in evaluating the

effects of tie length, cross-section, and spacing on tie

performance.

100

a.
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FAILURE MODE vs TIE LENGTH

DESPUINES, IL MP 13.9 - 15.2 W.B.
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Exhibit 13. Tie Failure Modes vs. Tie Length.

also increases with decreasing tie length since the total number of

failures increases.

The effect of cross-section on tie failure modes is profound.

In section 1, the 6" x 8" ties have a high percentage of splits

(44.7 percent). The 7" x 9" sections average about 35-40 percent

splits. The 7" X 12" ties, section 7 and 8, average 4 percent

splits. The 7" X 12" ties are actually two 6" x 7" pieces

fastened together with dowels.

The holding power of the dowels may be preventing the

occurrence of splits. Virtually all of the 7" x 12" ties appear to

be intact with the dowels holding the two pieces together. It is

also likely that the smaller sized 6" x 7" pieces used in the

doweled ties are less susceptible to splitting than the larger ties

used in the other sections.
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The 7" X 12" ties, instead, suffer from failures of the tie

plate area. The spike killing and plate cutting observed in these

sections are more likely due to the spacing used than the

cross-section. The authors suggest that the performance of the 7"

X 12" ties would have been greatly improved with the use of larger

tie plates or wear plates beneath the existing tie plates.

The effect of tie spacing on failure modes is significant,

also. Increasing spacing causes an increase in the occurrences of

plate-area failures. The increased spacing results in larger

forces per plate and per spike in these sections. The increased

loading manifests itself as plate cutting and loose spikes.

C&NW TIE SURVEY
DESPUINES.IL 1986

CLUSTER SIZE

\n\ SECtI 1X3 SECt2 ^ SECt3 ^ SEC W
Exhibit 14. Distribution of Cluster Sizes: Section I to 4.
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Exhibit 15. Distribution of Cluster Sizes: Sections 5-8.

1 ^~

9 10

SECt8

This is especially critical in the horizontal plane as track

gage holding capacity is dependent on the tie/fastener

condition; whereas, the vertical support of the track is

dependent to a large extent on the ballast and subgrade support

characteristics. The rail is also less stiff in the horizontal

plane.

Failed Tie Clustering

The spatial distribution of tie failures in each section was

examined. A statistical analysis of the locations of the

failures with respect to one another was conducted. A failed

tie cluster of size "n" is defined as "n" consecutive failed

ties. The AAR Track Maintenance Research Cominittee has found
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that tie failures tend to cluster when left unimpeded.

Exhibits 14 and 15 show the size distribution of clusters for

the eight sections. The distributions are largely similar for

all sections with few clusters of four or more failures. The

tendency for failures to cluster was calculated, and the results

are shown in Exhibit 16. Lambda is defined as the tendency for

failures to cluster and Lambda/P is a relative measure of that

tendency. ^^^ P is the proportion of ties in track that

are failed.

No discernible trend is evident with regard to the effect of

tie length, cross-section or spacing on clustering. All of the

sections show a tendency toward clustering (indicated by

Lambda/P >1) . The sites also show the typical decrease in

Lambda/P values as P increases.

Intuitively, there is a larger risk of derailment associated

with the same size of cluster on a track with a larger spacing

1 r

C&NW TIE SU^^VEY

DC P'J»iNE5 S.'^

n 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 r

36 40 44 40 S2

PtSOKT/a FAOiD (P)

Exhibit 16. Clustering Tendency vs. Tie Failure.
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as compared to a track with the normal 19.5 inch spacing; the

larger the tie spacing, the larger the weak spot in track.

Given the same operations, a wide gage derailment can occur with

a smaller cluster of widely spaced ties.
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Appendix A. The Bridge Sheltered Ties.

Over the years, various visual survey reports of the site

noted the better performance of the ties under the highway

bridges in sections 1, 2, and 8. Upon our visual inspections we

came to the same conclusions. The ties under the bridges are in

significantly better condition. There are few dimensional

stability problems in these ties (i.e. checks and splits). The

occurrence of decay and severe plate cutting are also less than

adjacent sections. There are still some spike killed (loose

spike) ties present. These appear to be caused by chemical

action as they do not exhibit spike hole elongation or plate

movement marks.

Thus, the bridge sheltered ties were considered for

elimination from the analysis. A statistical test was performed

to justify this decision. Using plate cutting measurements

taken from every tenth tie in each section, a one-tailed

small-sample test of an hypothesis for independent samples was

conducted. Section two was used for the test since it had the
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most ties under a bridge. The hypothesis to be tested was that

the ties under the bridge have lower plate cutting than the ties

outside the bridge area:

Research Hypothesis (Hg) : (u-[^-U2)>Dq

Null Hypothesis (Hq) : {Uj^-U2)=Dq

Where: D^ =

Uj^ = mean plate cutting of ties not under the bridge

U2 = mean plate cutting of ties under the bridge

The following plate cutting measurement samples were collected:

Section 2

under bridge: PC = 0.39"

Standard Deviation(s) = 0.08"
Number of samples (n) = 11

outside bridge: PC = 0.48"

Standard Deviation(s) = 0.15"
Number of samples (n) = 38

Due to the sizes of the two samples a small sample student's t
statistic will be used:

t = fX: -X- ) - D-

^ . n , n ,

where: S is the pooled estimator of the population variance.

For this case t = 40.25

If we choose a 95% confidence interval, a = 0.05, then the
rejection region for the test would be: t > ta

For this case ta = t q^ = 1.69

Since t = 40.25 falls in the rejection region, the samples

provide evidence to indicate that the mean plate cutting value for

ties under the highway bridge is less than the mean value of the

other ties in the same test section.

The one-tailed test of population difference revealed that with

95% confidence we can say that the ties under the bridge are from a

different "population" of ties. In other words the environment

under the bridges is sufficiently different to cause a statistically

significant difference in their performance. Since the ties are

performing better than the ties outside of the cover of the bridges

including them in the analysis will distort the results. Thus, we

can (and should) eliminate these ties from the comparative analysis.



Computerized Dispatching on the

Union Pacific Railroad

by William D. Burgel *

Introduction

Computers have changed virtually every aspect of railroading. Train dispatching is no exception.

From the time the first train order was written 140 years ago to the installation ofCTC machines during

the 1940's, never has so much change occurred so quickly in the world of train dispatching as it has in

the last five years. Indeed, we have dispatchers who first dispatched via telegraph and now routinely

use computers.

Union Pacific's Computer-Aided-Dispatch (CAD) office now operating in Portland. Oregon

represents the combined efforts of an interdisciplinary team that has attempted to automate dispatching

functions. The group was headed by General Manager A. L. Shoener who guided key representatives

from Union Pacific's Information and Communications Services (I&CS), Engineering, and Signal

Departments. In addition, Mr. Shoener selected two train dispatchers from the offices affected by the

consolidation to serve as consultants in the design process. Union Pacific worked closely with

personnel from Union Switch & Signal (US&S) of Pittsburgh, the vendor that was awarded the contract

to design the dispatching computer in the new facility.

The primary goal of this task force was to eliminate the mundane, repetitive chores normally

performed by train dispatchers. Because a dispatcher can handle more territory, the number of people

required to do the job has been reduced. The office design followed these guidelines:

• FLEXIBILITY IN WORK STATIONS AND ASSIGNMENTS
• INTEGRATION OF DISPATCHING FUNCTIONS
• "AUTOROUTING" OF TRAINS

To do this efficiently, a totally new office was designed based on these parameters. The dispatching

offices previously located in Pocatello, Idaho and Portland, Oregon were combined. A vacated section

of the Union Pacific freight depot in Portland was selected to house the new facility and. in a year's

time, was transformed into a modem, softly lit. quiet dispatching office.

Figure 1. Overview display and the bank of 16 projectors are positioned in front of the six

dispatcher stations.

•Chief Dispatcher. Union Pacifie Railroad

378
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Construction of the Dispatching Office

A 50" X 80" rectangle was reserved in the freight house for the future office. Initially, several

columns had to be relocated to provide dispatchers an unobstructed view of the screen. This was

achieved by the installation of a four foot deep steel beam that spanned the office. Because of the

proximity of the warehouse, the new office and a equipment room was surrounded by a cinder block

wall that provided a 4 hour fire rating. The office has its own Halon protection system and

climate-control. Also, there are no exterior windows and access is controlled by security locks.

Dispatchers have their own entrance that leads to a locker room. Much thought was given to

minimizing any interruptions to the working dispatchers during shift-change.

The ceiling and walls are covered with sound absorbing tiles. The floor is a 1 2 inch raised floor and

was fabricated using carpet-covered moveable squares. This allows easy access for the routing of

cables. The under-floor air space doubles as a plenum for incoming air and is monitored by smoke

detectors for fire protection by the Halon system.

Dispatcher's Work Station

The dispatcher's desks were placed to allow a sweeping view of the overview screen. The office, in

one sense, designs itself. The critical distance between the front screen and the dispatcher's desk should

be no less than 1 2 feet and no more than 1 5 feet: too close and the dispatcher is limited in the amount of

screen (and territory) to be seen, too far and the image becomes obscure. Once the 10 foot wide desks

are placed in this array, the balance of the floor space should just fall into place. The 10 foot desks were

required to handle the one color and two monochrome CRTs with the associated keyboard. The color

desktop CRT provides a detailed close-up view of a selected control point. The two monochrome CRTs

interface with our Operating Reporting System (ORS). Also, space is reserved on the desk for the

Avlec communications console. The communications console also represents a breakthrough in its

own right: all incoming radio and telephone calls are funnelled onto a touch-select screen.

Figure 2. Typical view from dispatchers desk with overview display in the background.
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Initially, the work stations were surrounded on the back and sides by a four foot high partition on

top of which rose V2 inch plate glass. The glass was employed to keep noise in the cubicles to a

minimum. However, the glass between the dispatchers was recently removed without a significant

increase in office noise level. Apparently, the hard surface of the glass served to amplify the noise level

similar to a megaphone. Each cubicle has a focused light individually controlled by a rheostat. Behind

the walkway that leads to the work stations is an area reserved for the Assistant Chief Dispatchers and

behind them is a glassed-in area where the Chief Dispatcher is located.

Projectors and Over\'iew Screen

Paramount in the office design was the concept of flexibility. A dispatcher should be able to control

either more, or in some cases, less territory as conditions dictated. This approach required a large

panorama type screen visible from several vantage points. A dispatcher sitting at one station could

control a section of track as small as one code line or as much as an entire division. The overview

display provides the dispatcher with a summary of all events within his/her view

.

Initially, we explored mounting a bank of 25 inch CRTs. Not only was this approach costly, it was

difficult to keep from overloading the screens with information and still be able to see the display from

25 feet. If the information on the screen was kept to a minimum, then the number of CRTs increased

prohibitively. Furthermore, in keeping with our goal of flexibility , additional CRT"s would have been

required at the dispatcher's work stations to duplicate trackage to allow for changing areas of

responsibilities.

Consequently, we decided that an image projected on an overview screen might increase visibility

and provide the fiexibility we sought. In May 1985, we were invited to view Amtrak's experimental

screen in Huntsville, Alabama. Developed in conjunction with Chrysler Electronics, Amtrak's

overview display appeared to answer our dilemma. The image was both highly visible from 35 feet and

contained much information. This was achieved by projecting the image emitted bs the display

generator onto a white screen by a series of projectors. Using this concept, we enlisted the support of

Union Switch & Signal (US&S) who, along with Barco-Data. developed the Portland system.

We employ a series of 16 Barco-Data projectors that display a continuous 4' x 80' graphic of

railroad operations that extends from Granger, Wyoming to Seattle, Washington, a distance of 1 100

miles. Each individual screen is 5' wide x 4' high. The screen is angled 10° and is simply a smooth,

plaster finish coated with a highly reflective paint.

Although the projector technology we used appeared to have advantages, prior to its installation in

Portland, it had never been tested for this particular type of application. We are glad to report that,

outside of a couple initial failures, 14 out of the original 16 projectors have been in constant use, some

amassing 1 1 ,(XX) hours, far beyond the anticipated 2.2(K) hours suggested b\ the manufacturer. Another

unknown was whether the projectors would stay in adjustment. While the clarity of the image is not

100% (the letters are fuzzier than i.s comfortable to the eye), the projectors require only minimal

adjustment to stay in focus and alignment.

Equipment Room

The large 60' x 1
20' equipment room is more than ample for the hardv\ arc now installed: 2 Digital

11/785 CPU's in hot standby status complete with a dedicated maintenance console for each. 2

Winchester disc drives. Remote Code to Computer Interfaces (RCCI). Hot Box Detector Poller and a

dial-up code line back-up system. In addition, there are two maintenance positions complete with color

CRT's and communications console with the ability to access all dispatcher's territories to facilitate

trouble shooting and preventive maintenance. I strongl\ recommend this feature as it allows

maintenance to continue with minimal disruption to the dispatcher. Also included are a dedicated

battery room, UPS room with a standby 440 kva die.sel generator, and a projector room. The projector

room allows us to fine tune a spare projector should it become necessary to trade out an on-line

projector.
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Integration of Dispatching Functions

With a strong eye towards safety and quickness, many functions previously performed by hand

have been integrated using software developed jointly with US&S and UPRR. I will limit my
discussion to functions that are primarily Maintenance of Way in nature:

• Track and Time permits

• Track Warrants

• Slow orders

Track & Time Permits

Previously, it was necessary to record the information necessary to issue a Track & Time permit by

hand in a book set aside for that purpose. Once archived, the dispatcher blocked off all switches and

signals to protect the requested track. In the new CAD office, we can forego the two step approach and

issue a permit as quick as we receive it from the field. ( I ) The dispatcher types in the name and location

requested, then (2) the computer simultaneously places the protection on the overview screen and the

color CRT after ensuring there are no trains or signals cleared in the permit area. If there is a conflict,

CAD alerts the dispatcher who then either overrides the computer (in the case of Hy-Rail following a

train) or disallows the permit should a train actually be overlooked in the permit area. Once a valid

permit has been received by CAD, the computer will supply the TIME ISSUED, completing a permit.

This method also includes an "Inquiry" function. Should a dispatcher be undecided as to how much

time can be given to the MW, he or she can simply type in all permit information at a specific location

and CAD will supply the estimated time of arrival of the first eastbound and first westbound at the

permit area. The dispatcher can then complete the permit using the time suggested by CAD.

The CAD Track & Time process is both extremely safe and fast. To give you an example, we had

two railroad people visit our office. They were both skeptical of computer dispatching until they

happened to sit down and watch one of the dispatchers at work. After about 10 minutes, they came out

shaking their heads exclaiming that. "... the dispatcher had just issued 3 permits in the span of one

minute flat!"

The computer also "looks through" a permit. This means that if a permit expires at 3:00 pm, CAD
will calculate meets for opposing trains based on that 3:00 pm figure holding trains at the nearest "safe

place." Also, if a permit on a siding or on the main between switches is due to expire at 3:{X) pm, CAD
will line two trains towards that meet location assuming that the MW will clear at the authorized time.

If. however the train arrives much sooner than the expiration time on the permit or if the permit time is

overrun, the train ID symbols on the overview will begin to Hash signifying that the computer is unsure

of the dispatcher's intentions.

Track Warrants

UPRR protects train and MW movements in dark territory by Track Warrant Control. Simply,

anyone occupying the track has received voice authority to be there. This method lends itself to

computerization in that it is very similar in speed and safety to the Track and Time permit. First, the

dispatcher is provided a blank warrant screen by selecting either MW or train ID and the branch line

identifier. The computer will then automatically draw the branch line requested. Second, the dispatcher

will fill out all appropriate boxes on the warrant receiving the requested information via the radio or

telephone. When the warrant is repeated back correctly (CAD also checks many mter-relaled lines on

the warrant), the warrant is entered into the computer with CAD supplying the lime issued. In this

manner, it is possible for one our our dispatchers to control l.'itK) miles of railroad. The busiest corridor

using this type of control is between PtKalello and Ogden where ft or 7 freight trams are intermixed with

two passenger trains daily.

Slow Orders

A good dispatcher will take a slow order into account when meeting trains. For instance, if two

trains should meet at "B" without any slow order being in effect, then the meet should move to "C" if
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one of the trains is slowed by a slow order. We asked US&S to take this into account as well. CAD will

calculate the amount of time a train will be delayed based on speed of slow order as compared to normal

track speed and prorate the length of slow order as a fraction of the distance between two control points.

Using this figure, the computer can decide how much to advance opposing trains. The computer can

also decide if it might be faster to run a train through a siding as opposed to a slow order placed on the

main. A slow order is displayed in large orange letters, "SLOW" on the overview which serves as a

reminder to the dispatcher should the meet appear questionable.

Autorouting of Trains

Though what we as dispatchers actually do to run trains may be of secondary interest to this

audience, a brief synopsis of the Autorouting procedure may aid in understanding some of the changes

your railroad is about to go through. Terms like "manual train," "automatic train," and "stacked routes"

have become commonplace in the dispatchers office. They signify that the computer plays an

increasing role in the control of operations.

The primary function of Autorouting is to control the position of switches and signals in the advance

of each train. Its overall purpose is to keep each train running on the least restrictive signal possible.

Indeed, the normal operation of trains in the office is in the automatic mode. In CTC territory, once a

train enters CTC trackage, an occupancy appears. Normally, the dispatcher will follow this

"occupancy" across the CTC board and handle the train according to its priority. The CAD system is

designed to duplicate this function. Initially, the dispatcher will assign an identity to the occupancy.

Once this is done, the computer takes over and routes the train according to its pre-programmed

priority.

However, this system allows a complete range of dispatcher intervention. Under certain

circumstances, selected trains and various portions of track can be placed in "manual" without affecting

the balance of the automatic operation. We can dispatch in a semiautomatic mode where the dispatcher

can clear selected signals and prescribe preferred meets while in automatic. Consequently, the

dispatcher can maintain control of a complex arrangement of trains and allow the computer to handle all

routine meets. CAD allows the dispatcher to "preview" what it is planning by two methods: ( 1 ) Train

Status Line-up is a dynamically updated screen that appears on the monochrome CRT: this display

gives the dispatcher a clue which train CAD is planning on using a siding during a meet. (2) The

"de-bug" function is a tool that allows a glimpse into the computer's plan as far as 1 20 minutes into the

future.

The automated path of a train can be tailored by several functions under the dispatcher's control.

These include:

• Set-outs and Pick-ups on line

• Preferred routes

• Intermediate Destinations

• Helper operation

• Meets and Passes

Once entered in CAD, these modifications will be carried out automatically. In the case of work

on-line, the train will be lined into the siding. Also handled automatically is the length of a train which

is updated each time an on-line hot box detector is passed.

Future Modifications

Union Pacific is currently planning on combining eight dispatcher's offices into one centralized

system located in Omaha, Nebraska. Changes that will be made to the system in Portland include:

( 1

)

Rear projection which should improve the visual clarity of overview display. In addition, this

approach will allow for increased ambient light level in the dispatcher's office.

(2) Angled floor and ceiling which will dampen the noise level in the work station area.
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Conclusion

Rapid change is the name of the game in the world of train dispatching, an area of railroad

operations that is usually left undisturbed. Union Pacific's CAD office represents an effort to design an

office from the ground up that operates with many of the dispatcher's chores handled automatically

including the running of trains. This has allowed a 447c staff reduction. Although we still require the

train dispatcher to monitor operations, it is theoretically possible to enter a train at Granger, Wyoming
and run 1 100 miles to Seattle, Washington without intervention by the train dispatcher.



New Intermodal Container Terminal

at Long Beach, California

by M. R. Christensen*

From an engineering standpoint, the ICTF, which stands for Intermodal Contamer Transfer Facility

was a once in a lifetime opportunity to plan and construct a major rail terminal from the ground up. on

vacant property, without the usual constraints of existing facililties or odd jobsite configuration.

I'd like to explain how we arrived at our design, the engineering organization assembled for design

and construction management of the ICTF. and a feature by feature description of the construction of the

facility.

Preliminary Design

Southern Pacific's direct involvement in the design of the ICTF began in early 1979. The Port of

Los Angeles had commissioned the consulting firms of Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall

(DMJM) and H. M. Scott & Associates, along with Southern Pacific, to prepare a feasibility study of

building a railroad container facility on Port of Los Angeles property about five miles north of the Los

Angeles and Long Beach harbor districts. In July, 1981 the study was released, giving a green light to

the project.

\-.

Intermodal Container Terminal Facility (ITCF) Site Location

The environmental impact report was certified in October, 1982, and in January , 1983, Southern

Pacific had been awarded a contract for the design and construction management of the ICTF.

•Division Engineer. Soulhcm Pacific rranspiinalion Compan)

384
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As design work started it became apparent that no guidelines existed covering such things as site

layout, tracic configuration, or truck circulation within the loading areas. In most intermodal facility

projects these are dictated by existing conditions such as tracks, buildings, or property limitations. Due

to the rapidly changing state of intemiodal operations throughout the industry, guidelines from railroad

operating officers were too often vague or conflicting.

The head of the design team. Mr. J. F. Lynch, Jr., Chief Engineer, Design and Construction for

Southern Pacific, started the design effort by visiting many of the major intermodal facilities in the

country. He talked to the terminal operators and trucking companies about modes of operation and

features they thought necessary in a modem container facility. We determined that there were as many
ways to operate a facility as there were operators. While some operations were better than others, each

had its own strong points. All modes of operation had some merit; none could be discounted.

Therefore, we knew we had to design a facility with maximim flexibility to accommodate future

change as intermodal container operations evolved.

Let me give you an example of the value of this flexibility. In 1983 the train mix for the facility was

to have been 209c double stack and 80% conventional flat car. By early 1986 that mix had changed to

80% double stack and 20% conventional flat car. Due to pavement configurations and track spacing in

our original design, we were able to make minor modifications to the crane runways and allow four out

of five loading tracks to accommodate 64' inside crane width (I.C.W.) cranes and double stack

operations as opposed to one out of five tracks in the original design.

We also decided that reliability of all components of the facility had to be maximized. Therefore,

designs were to be state of the art but not beyond. No experimental components were to be used, only

those tested and proven in other applications.

We decided ICTF would perform lifts with rubber-tired overhead cranes of two basic widths, 40 ft.

ICW and 64 ft. ICW . The 64 ft. ICW cranes would accommodate double stack operations with two empty

chassis on one side, two loads on the other and the double stack railcar in between, all under the crane's

hoist range. Two containers could be unloaded and two more loaded, all without moving the crane up or

down the track. Our research also dictated that we design the ICTF as a truck terminal with rail access

rather than as a rail terminal with truck access. Truck circulation was deemed more important than

switching efficiency to the overall performance of the facility. To optimize truck circulation and

flexibility, the entire loading area was paved, including the track areas. Traffic studies set design

requirements at 1 .(XX) containers through the gate per day on the average of 360,000 per year through

the gate.

Therefore, the basic design criteria emerging from our preliminary studies were as follows:

• 360, 0{X) containers per year design capacity with a phased expansion designed into the facility.

• Optimal truck circulation, in order to keep truck transit times at a minimum.

• Pavement over the entire loading area, including tracks, for maximum truck circulation

efficiency and flexibility.

• Seven tracks total, five loading and two runaround, with phased expansion for five more loading

tracks to be located in asphaltic concrete paved areas.

• Drainage pattern in the loading area cannot hamper truck operations during periods of rain, i.e.:

tire spray at normal speeds cannot cause excessive splash and consequent slowdowns.

• Site rail access is via SP's Dolores Yard across a proposed Alameda Street grade separation,

under 223rd Street and 1-405 freeway at the North end of the site.

• Truck access to be at one gate (for security purposes) from Sepulveda Blvd. at the south end of

the site.
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Design

In January, 1983, formal design work on the ICTF reached full speed. A series of agreements

between the Port of Los Angeles, the Port of Long Beach, and Southern Pacific, all partners in the

ICTF. had designated SP's Design and Construction Group as Designer and Construction Manager of

the ICTF. Supervising this effort was Mr. Lynch and later, after his retirement in December of 1986,

Mr. G. L. Murdock, Chief Engineer of Southern Pacific. Under terms of the various agreements.

Southern Pacific would own all improvements on the ICTF and become the exclusive operator. The

Port of Los Angeles would lease the underlying property to SP and assist in construction financing.

Both the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach would pay for rough grading the site and eventually,

would generate traffic for the ICTF.

SP engineering forces which were targeted for force reductions were shifted to the ICTF project. SP

personnel performed the following design work as part of the ICTF:

• Structural

• Architectural

• Pavement

• Grading

• Hydraulic (Storm drainage)

• Track

Southern Pacific brought aboard several consulting engineering firms to assist in the design of the

ICTF. Williams Engineering of Oakland, California designed electrical and power distribution

systems. Keller and Gannon of San Francisco, designed HVAC, mechanical, plumbing, water, and

sanitary sewer systems. Michael Painter and associates of San Francisco designed landscaping; Leroy

Crandall and Associates of Los Angeles performed geotechnical design: DMJM of Los Angeles

designed Utility relocation: and traffic signals and street designs were made by H. M. Scott &
Associates of Los Angeles.

Southern Pacific engineering department produced over 900 pages of plans and 2,600 pages of

specifications as part of the ICTF project. Fifty-five separate permits and construction agreements were

required before construction was complete.

SP track and B & B forces performed all work in connection with the Dolores yard track

realignment and the Dominguez Channel Bridge. The remainder of the work, including the grade

separation and all ICTF site work was contracted. Eight major contracts were issued, and the two major

contractors on the project were Morrison-Knudsen on the ICTF and Kiew itt Pacific on the Alameda and

223rd Street grade separations. Southern Pacific assembled a 17 man on-site construction

management team to supervise all construction, and 1 had the opportunity to head that team which was

on-site from October, 1984 to January, 1987. Two IBM personal computers were located in our on-site

offices as tools for the management of the project, and critical path method (CPM) scheduling was

used extensively to monitor job progress. Our construction management team was also augmented by a

local materials testing lab. Twining Laboratories of Southern California, Long Beach. California, who

assisted SP Personnel in performing materials tests and running our own certified on-site materials

testing laborator>', pert'omiing .soil, aggregate, Portland Cement concrete and asphaltic concrete tests.

Construction

In December, 1 984, actual construction on the ICTF project began. At the time the site consisted of

about ISOacresof vacant land, approximately 900 ft. wide and 7,000 ft. long. Previous land uses have

been miscellaneous pipe, steel and auto storage. During WWII an army railroad yard had been situated

there; however, all tracks had long since been removed.
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In order to insure an adequate, uniform foundation for tracks and pavement, the entire site was

stripped of all materials to a level corresponding to 35 inches below finished subgrade elevation.

Unsuitable soil and organic material was hauled away. In total, we removed about l(X),(KK)cu. yds. of

unsuitable soil and disposed of it oft-site. The soil was then replaced in compacted lifts to 9()7r ASTM
D1557 for the bottom ten inches and 95% for the top; 25 inches of this "compaction zone."

A temporary surface drainage and desilting system was built to keep the site drained during

construction and the site's perimeter was fenced for security.

At the same time, SP track crews began removal of about 75% of the trackage in SP's Dolores Yard

adjacent to the ICTF site. This was needed to make room for relocation of utilities out of the future

grade separation depression, construction of a detour around the depression, and eventually

construction of the grade separation itself. This track work would continue through January, 1 987, with

a value of approximately $6,000,000, culminating in a mostly new, totally reconfigured yard which

would include a separate six track, 5,000 ft. long support yard for ICTF empties.

By July, 1985 rough grading on the ICTF site was complete and construction of all other site

improvements began with installation of the various systems. The storm drainage system, which is able

to handle a 50 year storm without backing up, utilized Class IV reinforced concrete pipe from 1 5 inches

to 78 inches in diameter. Outfall was to a Port of Los Angeles 78" pipe that was installed five years prior

for the site, and which empties into the adjacent Dominguez Channel.

Subsurface collectors or "French drains" were constructed next to every track, both in and out of

paved areas. These drains consisted of narrow trenches, four to eight feet deep, lined with 8oz. persq.

yd. geotextile fabric and filled with 3/8" open graded, crushed rock and a six inch perforated,

corrugated metal pipe at the bottom. The pipes were connected to the underground storm water

collection system.

Construction of Continuous Inlet Channel (CIC) drain.

In order to drain the pavement in the loading areas without ponds or streams found in conventional

swail and drop inlet type drainage systems, a continuous inlet channel (C. I.C. ) or "slot drained" system

was designed allowing water to "sheet flow" along the pavement into the drains. Conventional

manufactured corrugated metal pipe slotdrainscouldn't bcuseddue tothe 125.0(K)lb. wheel load from

straddle cranes which would occasionally pass over the drains. SP engineers therefore designed a

cast-in-place. reinforced, concrete slot drain that met all design criteria. Three of these drains were built

from one end of the loading area to the other in a north-south direction.
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All electrical and communication system lines were installed in underground ductbanks. In all,

over 300,000 lineal feet of conduit were buried under the site. Ductbanks were all capped with a red

dyed concrete to make identification by future construction crews easier. Underground compressed air

was also installed from a compressor building to various track-side locations.

Six petroleum pipelines were relocated out of the Alameda Street grade separation depression, and

the first half of the depression was excavated. A 60 inch high-pressure water main belonging to the

Metropolitan Water District was then relocated from Old Alameda Street to the bottom of the new

depressed Alameda Street (this relocation alone cost just over $ 1 ,000,000.00). A paved, fully signalized

traffic detour was completed around the grade separation, and the remainder of the excavation was

made.

Back on the ICTF site, the sanitary sewer system was installed to service the 1 1 buildings under

construction. Due to the longitudinal flatness of the site, four sanitary sewer lift stations were required

to complete the system. The major buildings on the south end of the site also required a 2,500 ft. long

outfall line constructed off-site which reached depths of over 25 feet. Seventy-six fire hydrants were

also required by city officials, so an extensive water distribution system was installed under the site.

Buildings on the ICTF are concentrated on the north and south ends of the site and include the

30,000 sq. ft. three story administration building, the 1 6,000 sq. ft. six story control tower, the 16 lane

entrance gate complex, the U.S. Customs dock and office, the truck service facility, the Crane

maintenance building, and several other small service and storage buildings. The administration

building, tower, and gate structure supported by reinforced concrete cast-in-place drilled piers, while all

other buildings are footing and/or slab supported. All buildings have steel superstructures with metal

exterior panels. Architecture of these buildings reflects the Ports' desire to match their own styles and

make the ICTF a showpiece for marketing purposes.

In the loading area, previously compacted subgrade was adjusted to finished sub-grade elevation

and various sub-base and base materials were added. Aggregate sub-base, aggregate base, crushed

aggregate base, processed miscellaneous base, cement treated native soil (soil cement), and cement

treated base were all used extensively. About 12 different pavement sections were used, depending on

Similar architectural styles used in both the ITCF Administration Building (left photo) and the

ITCF Tower (right photo).
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the type of loading which ranged from 125,()fK) lb. crane loading on the crane runways to automobile

parking lot loading. This was done in an effort to hold down paving costs by not building more

pavement than was necessary. Basically, all heavy truck haul roads and crane runways used Portland

Cement concrete pavement with rigid bases and sub-bases, while parking areas and light duty roads

used asphaltic concrete pavement with aggregate bases and sub-bases. The heaviest pavement section,

on the crane runways, consisted of 1.25 ft. of non-reinforced Portland Cement concrete (675 p.s.i.

flexural strength minimum), 0.50 ft. of Cement Treated Base, 0.50 ft. of Soil Cement, 2.0 ft. of 95%
compacted soil, and 0.85 ft. (minimum) of 90% compacted soil, for a total pavement thickness of 5.

1

feet. Pavements were designed to have a maintenance free life of 20 to 50 years.

Portland Cement Concrete pavement was sawcut to prevent random, uncontrolled cracking, and

hot elastomeric sealant was applied to prevent water infiltration. All Portland Cement Concrete used in

paving was produced on-site by Morrison-Knudsen in a twin ten cu. yd. double-drum batch plant which

produced up to 2,000 cu. yds. per day, and the concrete was laid with a variable width slip form. In

total, Portland Cement Concrete pavement exceeded l(X),000cu. yds., more than any other single PCC
Paving Contract in California in 1986. The Portland Cement Association recognized this

accomplishment by awarding Morrison-Knudsen and Southern Pacific with its outstanding pavement

award for 1986.

Asphaltic concrete was batched off-site and placed in roadway and parking areas. Tracks within the

loading area were also paved with AC. A total of 100,000 net tons of AC were used on the site.

From the bottom up, the tracks were built over 35 inches ofcompacted subgrade, one layer of 14 oz.

per sq. yd. geotextile fabric, and six inches of compacted aggregate subbase. The first six inches of

ballast were placed and compacted with steel drum vibratory roller before the track was constructed.

Track consisted of new 7" x 8" x 8'6" long creosoted wood ties, second hand AREA 14" tie plates, new

drive-on rail anchors, and 6" x 5/8" cut track spikes. Rail was 1 12 lb. second hand class 2 relay for

loading tracks and new 119 lb. for leads and turnouts. All CWR was electric flash-butt welded on-site by

the contractor using a Chemtron portable plant and generator. Ballast was according to the present

AREA gradation specification, and after surfacing, a shoulder compactor was used on all ballast

shoulders.

Site lighting utilized 80 ft. high-mast light towers with heavy steel guardposts to prevent damage by

trucks. These lights produce a minimum 2 foot-candles per square foot at the ground level and can be

"powered down" to 50% light lighting levels remotely from the control tower. Other electronic systems

on the ICTF include the following:

• Remote control truck traffic signaling system which controls truck movements across railroad

tracks in the loading area.

• Electric "blue flag" system which allows the yardmaster or mechanical forces to remotely post a

blue flag and line a corresponding derail on any track to be worked upon.

• Yard and entrance intercom systems which allow truckers to talk to the control tower from either

the loading area or the precheck area as they approach the gate.

• Security and fire alarm systems for most buildings in the terminal.

• Remote controlled closed circuit television with video recorders on exit cameras which give a

constant video record of all containers leaving the facility for security purposes.

• Remote control entry gates which allow the control tower to open and close various access gates

on the perimeter of the site.

• A mini mainframe computer on-site.

• Telephone communication system.
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As site work was progressing, work on the Alameda Street bridge was also underway. The bridge

crosses over the new Alameda Street depression at an angle on two abutments and a center pier. Bridge

foundations are supported with prestressed, precast concrete driven piles. The bridge superstructure is

an all-welded through plate girder and accomodates two tracks.

After passing over this bridge, the double track lead passes under the 1-405 Freeway through an

existing portal and then through the 223rd Street fill. In order to pass through this fill, a new structure

was built. It consisted of drilled, cast-in-place. reinforced concrete piers, three feet in diameter and 50

ft. deep, and a precast concrete deck, which, when completed, allowed contractor forces to dig out a

"tunnel" with an endloader under 223rd Street. This exposed the closely spaced piers and the bottom of

the deck over which the roadway traffic was moving. Shotcrete was then applied to the inside of the

structure to prevent ravelling of the fill from between the piers.

Another problem encountered was the estimated settlement under the 20 ft. fill required for the

223rd Street access ramp. This settlement, estimated at 12 inches, would endanger a 45 inch,

high-pressure water main directly under and at right angles to the fill. To limit this settlement to one to

two inches, which was deemed acceptable by the water company, we designed and built a multi-plate,

corrugated steel arch which rested on double rows of two foot diameter, 70 ft. deep, cast-in-place

concrete piers.

Completed 223rd Street railroad underpass. Multi-plate arch for water line protection is shown

on the left.

A new three track pre-cast concrete bridge was built by Southern Pacific B & B and contract forces

over the Dominguez Channel as part of the Dolores Yard work.

Road crossings at both ends of Dolores yard were rehabilitated. Asphaltic concrete, wood plank,

rubber, and precast concrete were all used as crossing surfaces at the different locations as part ol these

road crossing renewals. Crossing warning devices were similarly upgraded.
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As the priijcel drew to a cli)se. the neu Alameda Street was paved and the old detour renidved.

About 3, OCX) ft. olSepulveda Blvd., whieh runs in front ot the main ICTFentranee at the south end ot

the site, was widened and repaved in order to aeeomodate the higher truek traffic levels.

>-»-^^- < >

Existing Intermodal Container Terminal (ICl F) under traffic.

Summary

By Thanksgiving of 1 986. the ICTF was online and the first double-stack trains had made their first

run. Today, the ICTF is handling levels of traftic equal to the original design capacity, five years ahead

of projections with expansion being planned, and is the largest railroad facility in the v^orld dedicated to

international container shipments. We, at .Southern Pacific's Fngineering Department, are proud ot the

part we have played in bringing this facilit\ online and hope Nou'll come by and see it if you're in the

Los Angeles/Long Beach harbor area.



Two-Block Steel and Concrete Ties

by Bernard Sonneville *

In March 1987, a presentation was made at the AREA meeting in Chicago, concerning the status of

concrete railroad ties in Mexico. The text of this presentation, published in AREA May 1987 bulletin

page 186, along with certain photos, helped to foster a negative image of two-block concrete ties.

Several American railroad engineers have since approached myself and representatives of Nucor

Corporation, our American licensee, requesting more information about the history of these concrete

ties in Mexico and the consequences for the U.S. concrete tie market. I appreciate the opportunity

given to me by the AREA to comment on certain major points made in this presentation and to give my
views on the role of our technology in the Mexican railroad network.

Concrete ties were first introduced in Mexico from 1958 to 1961 on the Chihuahua al Pacifico

Railroad. According to the article, "... the two-block reinforced concrete tie . . . was the only

concrete tie known to that date, and it was adopted in Mexico, considering that the available wood in

our country (Mexico) did not have the technical requirements needed to fulfill such an important

construction."

The "RS" tie and "RN clip" elastic fastening, both designed by Mr. Roger Sonneville in the late

1940's, enabled the Mexican Railways to build a major railroad line of high standards. Because the

concrete tie technology was so new to North America, the pioneering use of concrete ties, elastic

fastenings and continuous welded rails did not go without difficulties. I understood that there were also

many problems in the local manufacturing of the ties and their manual installation in remote areas.

Despite such problems, concrete ties were received with much enthusiasm by the railroads. The benefits

of modernizing the railroad network, building new lines, initiating the local tie and fastening

manufacturing industry and reducing imports were clearly appreciated in Mexico. Therefore when

other concrete ties were introduced to Mexico, an economic and technical precedence had already been

established by two-block concrete ties.

As mentioned in the article, some of the first "RS" ties installed in Mexico in the 1960"s are now

being replaced after having carried over 300 MGT. 1 would like to emphasize that these ties lasted at

least three times longer than wooden ties, available in Mexico at that time, which had a tie-life of only

eight to ten years. Similar two-block ties installed in Europe almost 40 years ago are still in service and

have carried over 1.200 MGT.

In order to achieve optimum performance of the technology, design adaptation to specific local

conditions is essential. The engineer must find the best compromise between pertbrmance, cost, local

supply and manufacturing capabilities. When the conditions of the Mexican Railways required

stronger ties than the original "RS" ties, the design was upgraded se\eral times: heavier tie-bars, longer

blocks and more efficient reinforcements were adopted. I recall that these design improvements were

hindered by cost limitations, that not all materials were locally available in quality or quantity, and that

strict import regulations made it impossible to secure supplies from abroad. Manufacturing processes

also had to be adapted locally. Manual operations had to remain simple in order to minimize quality

problems. Proper maintenance of equipment was also crucial in avoiding production breakdown due to

weather or lack of spare parts.

1 believe the tie-bar failures illustrated on page 197, photographs 8 and 9, correspond to the early

"RS" ties (inverted "Y" profile) and not to the "SL" ties (angle-bar) installed after 1967. The I-beam

used for modem two-block steel and concrete ties presents much higher characteristics.

I can say with confidence that the more recent "S.75" two-block steel and concrete tics installed in

large quantities in Mexico over the last decade will continue to perform satisfactorily for a long period

of time, even though they are still considerably lighter than the Nucor ties manufactured in the United

Slates today. In this regard it should be mentioned that the construction of the Corondiro-Lazaro

Cardenas line was completed in 1979 by the Ministry of Communications and Transportation using

two-block ties exclusively. This 125 mile long line linking Corondiro to the Pacific coast through the

mountains should be viewed as a major achievement. (See Photo I)

\iic PrcMdcni. SimncMlIc Inlcmational Corp.
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Photo 1: Corondiro-Lazaro Cardenas liiif track with two-block steel and concrete ties.

Initiating an industrial production with reasonable quality standards and maintaining these

standards over a longer period of time is often difficult. For example. I remember a visit organized

approximately five years ago to the Corondiro-Lazaro Cardenas line. A limited quantity of "S.75" ties

showed cracks in the fastening area, as mentioned in the presentation. This visit was followed by an

inspection of the manufacturing plant storage area. Ties, which I believe had already been accepted

showed cracks and obvious manufacturing defects. My understanding is that a further investigation

demonstrated that the manufacturer used mild steel instead of the specified rail-quality steel for the bolt

anchoring bars and smooth mild steel rebars instead of the specified defomied hard steel rebars for the

upper reinforcements. This explains to me the cracks noticed in the fastening area of some of the ties

installed in the track. The anchoring bars were bending under the high pullout force exerted by the "RN

clips," which are reinforced with large secondary steel blades and frequently overtorqued. I believe

inadequate location of the reinforcements, concrete shrinkage and ptior tie demolding were other

contributing factors. Destructive testing in the laboratory also revealed manufacturing defects such as a

lack of main reinforcements in the concrete.

Abrasion of the bottom face of the concrete is normally prevented or greatly reduced by using a

large proportion of large size, hard aggregates in a well vibrated and compacted concrete. Abnormal

abrasion of the concrete, in addition to cracks and other defects are. in my opinion, essentially due to

factors other than an initially weaker design of the ties, such as insufficient quality control.

The comments regarding the difficulty of spot-installing two-block ties are surprising to me. Our

experience in the United States shows that two-bliKk ties are no more difficult to install with a tie

inserter than monobloc ties. For both systems, the increased height of the ties compared to wdoden ties

requires the removal of excess ballast with a scarifier. The lies are then inserted in the same exact way.

There is a need to briefly discuss the controversial subject of the respective support areas of
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two-block and monobloc concrete ties. The article mentioned some cases of broken tie-bars. I believe

this marginal problem has been corrected by adopting I-beams instead of the original inverted "Y"

profile or angle-bars. It was also indicated that "two-block" ties have less support area: if one considers

the usually greater width of the two-block ties' concrete blocks compared with that of monobloc ties

and the fact that monobloc ties are never tamped in their central portion, I believe that the statement is

inaccurate. Furthermore, monobloc ties are subjected to high center negative bending stresses when,

for example, delayed maintenance causes them to bear on the ballast in their center. I have noted that

center-binding of monobloc concrete ties seems to be a problem in Mexico.

There exists a number of pictures and a number of articles, all very convincing, attempting to

demonstrate that one particular tie design behaves better than another in a derailment situation. After

witnessing the results of derailments personally, it must be concluded that, generally speaking,

concrete ties are more likely to be destroyed by a derailment than wooden ties. Whether damage is more

severe on two-block or monobloc concrete ties depends essentially on the circumstances of the

derailment and the quality of concrete. Therefore the claimed greater impact resistance of monobloc

ties does not concur with my personal experience.

An additional statistic which I would like to include are the two-block ties installed by the Ministry

of Communications and Transportation. According to the statistics available to me at this time, the total

number of two-block ties installed in the National Railway System is close to 3 million.

As evidenced in the presentation, the fastening system used on both two-block and monobloc

concrete ties, as well as on wooden ties in a modified version, is a source of problems, essentially in

sharp curves. The "RN clip" elastic fastening designed by Mr. Roger Sonneville in 1 947 is probably his

most successful invention, as over 500 million units have been installed worldwide. It also has its

limitations. Therefore, it would have seemed logical to introduce a more modem fastening system to

Mexico when it became apparent that the track and traffic conditions started to exceed these limitations.

Several other systems were tested in the track, but none seemed to have performed satisfactorily. I

recall that, on many occasions, Sonneville proposed to try its own newer fastening designs, but failed to

receive a positive answer. Considering the conditions of use, the "RN clips" probably do the job. after

all.

The axle loads, traffic curvatures, and grades in Mexico are indeed among the most challenging in

the world. I am very satisfied with the overall track record of the two-block ties in Mexico, especially

when considering the time and circumstances of their introduction, production, installation, and

maintenance. Also, to my knowledge, some installation of two-block ties is continuing in the country

of Mexico.
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is submitted as information and for future Manual material.

3.0 MATERIAL HANDLING FACILITIES

The material handling facilities are the heart of a bulk material

handling terminal. The machinery, structures, and control system will, in

many cases, represent a significant portion of the total cost of the terminal.

In order to fully realize the potential maximum capacity and efficiency of the

terminal, the material handling facilities should be analyzed and designed

with care, and should be evaluated as an integral part of the overall

terminal, rather than as a separate system.

The basic components of a bulk material handling system include some

or all of the following components:

1. Unloading and loading.

2. Storage and reclaim.

3. Conveyance.

4. Sampling and weighing.

Design of each of the above components must be coordinated with the

overall design of the system, so that the complete system functions as an

etticient unit. The basic factors governing selection and design of these

components include:

1. The characteristics of the material or materials to be handled.

These include bulk density, moisture content, flowability,

abrasion and corrosion characteristics, granule size range, arc

f r iabi 1 i ty

.
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2. Loading and unloading requirements for che inbound and outbound

transportation modes.

3. The anticipated initial and maximum amounts of material to be

handled and stored, and the numbers and types of stockpiles.

A. Blending or processing functions to be performed by the facility.

5. Environmental and site considerations.

6. Hours of operation and time requirements for meeting schedules.

3.1 UNLOADING AND LOADING

Discussions of the unloading and loading facilities will be limited to

those served by a railroad. The importance of similar facilities for

transfer to highway and water carriers is recognized, but discussions for

such facilities are deferred to the journals of these other modes.

3.1.1 Unloading

The unloading operation can be unload-in-mot ion, unit-train rotary

dump, or random car dumping. The car unloading operation is heavily

influenced by the car characteristics. Unload-in-motion dumping is usually

associated with a moving unit train unloading on a trestle or extensive

pit. Unit-train rotary dump operations involve rotary dumping of cars

while coupled in a train. Random car unloading is used to dump individual

or multiple cars not connected in a train.

An example of a bulk, material unloading terminal for a coal-fired

generating station is shown in Figure 3-1. This particular terminal also

includes a coal car maintenance facility to maintain the utility's unit

train fleet.

3.1.1.1 Unload-in-motion Unloading . Unloading in-motion by unit trains a:

a properly designed and operated bulk material unloading facility provides

the fastest unloading time of any bulk material unloading system. The fast

unloading time allows the train to complete more round trips in a given

amount of time, thus increasing equipment utilization. The on-site

facilities tend to be less complex and less expensive than those associated

with unit train rotary durrip facilities. Trains using a facility cf this

type may pass through the facility in either direction for unloading. The

cars used in this system are, however, mere complex, have a higher tare

weight than those in rotary dump unit train service, and also have a higher

initial cost.

Unload-in-motion unloading requires specially equipped hopper cars and

unloading facilities designed to handle large volumes of material in a
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Figure 3-1
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short period of time. The doors on each hopper car are connected together

by linkages attached to an air operated mechanism on the car. The air for

the door operating syste~ is SL:pp.lied to the door syster throagr. ar.

auxiliary air line on each car, which is attached to the locomotive

equalizing reservoir. The receiving area is either a trestle or long

under-track pit. Each hopper car is equipped with a set of shoes that

contact a third rail along one side of the pit or trestle. The third rail

provides an electric current which operates a solenoid valve on the car to

control the air-operated dumping mechanism. The third rail is divided into

sections for more precise placement of the dumped materials by the dumper

operator. As the train moves across the trestle or pit, the dumper

operator energizes sections of the third rail to dump each car. The

placement of the dumped material is imprecise, and the unload-in-motion

mode is therefore used for single-commodity unloading.

When unloading coal, each car is normally emptied in about ten to

twenty seconds. The unloading rates for other materials are similar, but

vary according to the flowability of the material in the car. Frozen

lading can affect this system significantly. The unloading rate of the

train can be varied by controlling the speed of the train across the

unloading trestle or pit. The maximum unloading rate is limited by the

removal capacity of the conveyors under the pit, or by the amount of

storage available under the trestle during unloading. The dimensions of

the unloading pit or the trestle span and height are critical to the proper

performance of this type of system. Unloading pits should provide

sufficient surge capacity for the conveyance system, and be configured to

provide smooth material flows to the conveyors over the expected moisture

content range of the material. Special attention should be given tc the

prevention of bridging of material at the hopper bottor, of the pi:. A

simplified diagram of a bottom-dump pit facility is shown on Figure 3-2.

For high-capacity unl oad-in-mot i on systems, the pit should ideally be a:

least six car lengths long with two conveyor systems and dual high-capacity

feeder arrangements for reliability.

For unload-in-motion systems, a trestle is preferred rather than a pit

to reduce the possibility of unloading delays due to mechanical equipment

failure in the take-away system. However, environmental considerations

such as excessive fugitive dust, or unsuitable site conditions may

require that the system utilize an unloading pit instead. Trestle

systems should be as long as possible, and should be capable of storing

an entire unit train shipment without the use of mobile equipment or

conveyors

.
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DtMP ENCLOSimE

COLLECTING CONVEYOR

CONVEYOR TO STOCK-OUT OR TRANSFER SYSTEM

Figure 3-2. Bottom dump car unloader.

3.1.1.2 Unit Train Rotary Dump Unloading . Unit train rotary dunp

unloading has become widely used for high-volume bulk terminal operations,

particularly in the shipment of coal for large power generating stations.

The cars used in this service are normally dedicated to that service. The

uncomplicated construction of high-capacity rotary dump gondolas provides

these cars with a load-to-empty advantage over almost any other car type.

Maximum capacity of each car, particularly with the new generation of

aluminum-body cars, may be as much as 110 tons in coal service, as compared

to 105 tons for an aluminum-body unload-in-motion hopper car with

comparable axle loadings. A limited number of 120-ton cars are in service

on North American railroads in rotary dump service, although the axle

loadings are higher than normal for this equipment. The cars for coupled

unit train rotary dump service must be equipped with rotary couplers,

and the rotary coupler and car geometry must be compatible between cars and

relative to dumper geometry. The dumping and train positioning equipment

is more complex to construct and maintain than the unload-in-mot lor. system.

The unloading rate for unit-train rotary dump systems is generally less

than the unload-in-motion system, but still maintains the unit train's

inherent advantages of year-round 24-hour a day operation, minimal yard

track and switching requirements, and low train operating costs since the

train remains coupled and air pressure can be maintained in the brake

lines .

The coupled unit train rotary dump system requires special gondola or

hopper cars, equipped with a rotary coupler on one end of each car, and one

car equipped with rotary couplers on both ends. The rotary couplers allow

each car to be rotated to a near-inverted position about the longitudinal
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cencerline of the couplers without uncoupling the cars or separating the

air hoses. The first one to three cars are positioned ir. sequer.ee through

the dumper by the train's locomotives. The train posit ioner/indexer ther.

positions each subsequent car in the train on the dumper, and holds the

tram in place during the dumping sequence. The dumping cycle time or. mcsi

unit train rotary dumpers is about 103 seconds, but may vary at specific

installations. The unloading capacity of this system is also affected by

frozen lading, but generally to a lesser extent than the unload-in-motion

syster,.

The unloading system includes a rotary car dumper installed over a

receiving pit, a train posi tioner/indexer system, and usually a building to

house the dumper and its associated controls and equipment. Track

retarders or wheel chocks are provided to prevent slack action from

affecting the dumper during operation. Figure 3-3 shows a typical unit

train rotary dumper and car positioner for a coal-fired generating station.

The cars for rotary dump unit train service must be of a length and

height compatible with the dimensions and car restraint equipment of the

dumper in use. Additionally, control of car indexing is less complex if

all cars are exactly the same length. The most common size of car in

current North American service is 53 feet-1 inch (16.19 meters) between

coupler pulling faces.

DUMP ENCLOSURE

CONTROL
ROOM

TOP OF Rail

CL OF DUMPER AT
ROTARY COUPLER CL

• COLLECTING CONVEYOR

CONVEYOR TO STOCK-OUT OR TRANSFER SYSTEM

Figure 3-3. Unit train rotary dumper with train positioner.

3.1.1.3 Random Car Unloading . While random car unloading systexs car also

accommodate unit trains, the unloading process is generally slower, since

the train may have to be broker, into individual or shcr: cuts of cars to be
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unloaded. Train departures will be delayed while cars are switched and

recoupled, and air brake hookups and tests are performed. One advantage of

the random car unloading system is its ability to accommodate a wide range

of car types and sizes. The random system also facilitates blending of the

material while dumping. Another advantage is the lower cost of randorr

rotary dumpers when compared to rotary dumpers for coupled unit train

service. The required pit depths are reduced when the car can be rotated

about its center of gravity rather than about the coupler center. Side

dumpers, also used in random dump systems, require even less depth.

A well-designed random unloading system may approach the unloading

rate of the unit train rotary dump system for some commodities. Another

advantage of the random car system is the ability to fit on a small site.

There is generally no requirement to keep a train intact in a random car

system, so that several shorter side-by-side receiving and departure

tracks will fit on a site where no room is available to store an intact

unit train. The random car unloading system may be less expensive than a

unit train unload-in-motion or rotary dump system, although a random car

rotary dumper may approach the cost of a unit train rotary dump system.

Random car unloading systems are used over a wide range of system

capacities. Random car unloading of bulk material solids includes bottom

unloading, rotary or side dumping, pressure/vacuum or airslide car

unloading, and top unloading with a clamshell or mobile excavation

equipment. As a part of the unloading system, some method of positioning

cars for unloading must be provided. This may be done by the connecting

railroad, by an in-plant switch engine, car mover, barney mule, hvdraulic

under-track ram, or by gravity.

In its simplest form, random car unloading is done over a small,

under-track pit or hopper, and the lading is carried from the hopper by a

conveyor, front-end loader, auger, or pneumatic system. Suggested design

for a pit of this type is shown in the AREA Manual , Section 8.^. Pits

of this type generally are designed to hold a small amount of lading, and

are used to provide surge capacity between the car and the conveyage

system. In some systems, the lading is dumped through a small bridge or

trestle over a road, and into a waiting truck. The same system is used

to load barges directly from railroad cars.

In addition to the unloading pit and associated conveying equipment,

car shakers are sometimes installed to aid in material flow during

unloading. Although their use is common at many random dump facilities,

the shakers may do significant damage to cars or shorten their life.
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particularly if the cars are not designed for shaker service. The use of

car shakers is therefore discouraged, unless no other suitable means of

unloading assistance is available.

Rotary dump systems may be used in the random car mode, with the car

being spotted by a locomotive, barney mules, car positioner, hydraulic ram,

or gravity. Since cars of different lengths may be dumped on the rotary

dumper, and many of the cars may not be equipped with rotary couplers, the

cars are generally dumped singly and are uncoupled from other rail

equipment

.

3.1.1.^ Frozen Lad ing . Frozen lading is a problem for almost all

unloading systems located in cold climates, or for shipments that pass

through cold climates before reaching the unloading facility. Frozen

lading problems include the inability to unload a car at all, incor.plete

unloading where part of the lading remains undelivered, delay of unit

trains while thawing, and frozen lading adhering to the sides of a car

after dumping, causing an out-of-limits center of gravity condition in the

car.

One of the more effective methods to minimize freezing of lading is to

handle the car expeditiously from loading to unloading, which reduces the

opportunities for freeze penetration and moistening of the lading from

prec i pi tat ion

.

There are several methods available to limit freezing problems if

expeditious handling does not adequately prevent frozen lading. These

methods fall into two general categories--pretreatment and on-site

treatment. Pretreatment consists of preventing or reducing freezing by

selective loading (materials with little or no moisture content),

coverings (to preclude ice or snow contamination), chemical additives (to

lower freezing temperatures or modify ice strength), or combinations of

tnese methods.

On-site methods for controlling or reducing frozen lading at the

unloading site include heat, mechanical, or chemical applications. Heat

can be applied internally or externally to the cars if the lading and car

construction allow the safe use of heat. External sources can be steam,

electric heat, or burning hydrocarbons. The most typical applicaticrs cf

the last two sources are reflective heating, generally in the infrared

range. Heat, particularly since energy costs have become so high, is

rarely used to completely thaw the lading. Heat is applied to the sides

and bottom of the cars to release the lading that is adhering to those

surfaces, thus allowing the lading to flow through the unloading opening.
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The preferred method of heating equipment installation is to build an

enclosed shed over the track and place the heating equipment inside to

minimize heat loss in the thawing area. The Chaw shed is placed

immediately ahead of the dumping facility so that the naierial may be

dumped before it refreezes. After dumping, subsequent mechanical actions

may then used to break the remaining clumps into sufficiently small sizes

that can pass through all parts of the on-site facilities without causing

any clogging or damaging any equipment. In many systems, the fall from the

car into the receiving structure will break up frozen lading. In other

systems, remote controlled or manual mechanical methods can be used to

break up the frozen lading. These methods include vibrating grates and

grinders, hand hammers, pneumatic hammers and vibrators, or bulldozers or

similar heavy equipment.

Other on-site methods may include steam, hot water, or deicing

chemicals. Chemicals should only be used if they will not affect the

lading adversely. Except in relatively warm climates, steam or hot water

should not be used to free frozen lading unless combined with high

pressure and/or "deicing" chemicals. Steam or hot water alone usually do

not have sufficient energy to provide the heat required to raise the

temperature of the lading mass and surrounding structure to

above-freezing temperatures. Furthermore, applications of steam or water

alone during subfreezing conditions can result in ice and slush buildups

at the application spot(s). High pressure augmentation of steam

increases the steam temperature (and energy content) and it provides a

mechanical force for breaking or freeing frozen lading by either hot

water or steam. The chemical additives reduce the freezing temperature

of water by 10 degrees F or more, which effectively reduces the incidence

or rate of refreezing.

3.1.2 Loading

For unit trains, the loading facility should load the entire train

without uncoupling, preferably with the road locomotives attached. For

smaller shipments or constrained sites, this method may not be economical

or practical, and in such cases, the loading facility should be carefully

designed to minimize delays in loading or extra switching.

For all types of loading systems, an accurate weight of the lading

placed in each car is usually critical. Tariffs and contract rates contain

provisions for minimum weights which qualify for carload rates, and the

railroads are limited to a maximum gross weight for each car type (263,000
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pounds (119^00 kg) for a typical, high-capacity, four axle car). Cars

loaded outside of the specified weight ranges will be assessed a penalty,

and in the case of overloading, the shipment may be delayed while enough

lading is offloaded to bring the car within the proper weight range.

3.1.2.1 Loading-In-Motion . Most load-in-motion systems are utilized for

unit train operations. This system allows minimum turn-around time at the

loading terminal, and usually is accomplished without separating the train.

These features enhance railroad equipment utilization and lower train

operating costs.

The load-in-motion system usually includes bins, silos, or ground

storage with the loading track underneath. The bulk material flows by

gravity into a metering device which controls the amount of material to the

cars below. The metering device may be a calibrated chute, or a separate

weighing bin which precisely measures the amount of material allocated for

each car. As each car passes under the loading point, the material is

dropped through high-flow gates into the car, loading it in a few seconds

as the train proceeds at a very slow speed.

The silo or storage area above the loading point should ideally have

the capacity for one unit train. Many loading systems do not have such

extensive storage, however, and rely upon conveyors to recharge the silos

during loading operations. If the silo storage is less than required for a

unit train, consideration should be given to redundant feed systems for the

silo so that the possibility of train delays is minimized. Penalties for

delays in loading are significant for these high-volume systems, since a

loading delay for one train may cause delays to many other trains and

possibly disrupt traffic over an entire railroad system for several days.

Track scales may be installed to individually weigh each car and

coordinate with the metering system at the loading point. The AAK Scale

Handbook (formerly AREA Manual , Chapter 34-Scales) provides further

information concerning installation and operation of crack scales.

3.1.2.2 Other Loading Systems . Other loading systems include loading

static cars from overhead bins or silos, loading direct from conveyors, or

loading with mobile equipment.

Unit trains or individual cars may be loaded from overhead bins or

silos similar to load-in-motion systems. Without flood loading capability,

however, the car must be stopped and positioned under the silo, and the

material metered slowly into the car instead of flood loading the car in a

few seconds. If significant unit train traffic is expected at a facility,

the system should be considered for upgrading to load-in-motion to minimize
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the economic penalties of delays. In addition to locomotives, car movers,

gravity , or car positioners may be used to move cars under the loading

point, and then into departure tracks.

Conveyors may also be used to load cars. The conveyor may be fixed,

and the cars switched into position for loading; or the conveyor may be

mounted on its own track parallel to a loading track, where it loads a

whole string of cars by traveling along the loading track. The conveyor is

fed from a silo, bin, stockpile, or directly from dump trucks. This type

of system may be used where a storage structure or stockpile cannot be

placed at the railroad point of loading. Metering may be done by belt

scale or by batch weighing in a weighbin feeding the conveyor.

One of the simplest forms of bulk granular loading is by mobile

equipment. A front-er.d loader, excavator, or dump truck may load

directly into the car. Loading systems of this type tend to be less

precise than the other systems, although bucket scales and truck weights

have been used to load cars to a specified weight with adequate results.

This form is usually the slowest form of car loading, and generally

requires less capital expenditure than other systems. All that is required

for this systerr is a sufficient level space for a stockpile adjacent to a

siding and an excavator or loader to load the cars. For dump truck

loading, an elevated ramp is necessary for the truck to back and dump into

each car, plus a car mover to move each car into position. A refinement of

the dump truck system is an elevated ramp where a truck dumps into a bin,

with chutework below to meter granular material into the cars at the

loading point.

3.2 STORAGE AND RECLAIM

Most bulk granular materials handling systems require some type of

storage and reclaim system. Storage may be necessary for seasonal,

environmental, surges in material flow, blending, or throughput demands.

Multiple sources of bulk materials, or multiple material types handled through

the facility may also require separate storage and reclaim facilities.

On-site requirements may be for dead (long term) storage, live (short term)

storage, or combinations of the two.

Bulk materials may be moved to storage by gravity, auger or conveyor,

direct dumping by trucks or wagons, pneumatic systems, or by dozers,

scrapers, or front end loaders. Materials may be reclaimed by the systems

listed above for storage, or by special reclaimer machines. The type of

scockout and reclaim equipment used at the facility will affect the size

and configuration of storage facilities.
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Generally speaking, dead storage represents the greatest on-site

volume and area for consequent effects on the railroad-related facilities.

for example, a 500,000-ton coal pile could have nominal footage dimensions

of 1500 feet long x 350 feet wide x 25 feet high. The impact of one or

more of these piles on the railroad layout and operations is important to

the basic facility configuration and for any modification required by later

development stages. In addition, commodities such as coal or iron ore may

require separate storage areas for different types or gradations.

Designers should consider this possibility when designing storage

facilities.

3.2.1 Storage

Silos, tanks, or bins are used to store coal, some minerals ar.d

foodstuffs. However, the great majority of the dry bulk granular solids

tonnage is stored in open or covered stacks or in sheds.

3.2.1.1 Open Stacks . Because they are the least costly to construct and

operate, open stacks are most often used for on-the-ground storage. The

horizontal dimensions of these stacks are limited by operating (equipment)

practicalities and by logistics, site geometry, and the angle of repose

of the material .

In addition, stack dimensions can be influenced by their environment;

i.e., where freezing is a problem, al lowar.ces. may be made for chemical

applications or simply allowing the frozen surface to be a protective shell

for the nonfrozen undermass. In windy areas, stack sizes are maximized to

present the lowest ratio of exposed-surface-to-mass.

Stack capacity may be increased in constrained areas by improvements

or containment structures that will allow greater stack heights. This

approach is physically limited by (1) slopes and stabilities of the

stored materials, (2) overburdens that can create stress/strain damage or

cause spontaneous combustion pressures/temperatures in flammables, (3)

eauicment characteristics and (^) stack logistics.

3.2.1.2 Covered Stacks . Covered stacks are similar in every way to open

stacks except they are protected by flexible membranes or rigid overlays.

This protection may be required by the stored material or the surrounding

environment. It is frequently a response to dry, windy conditions as well

as for the more obvious rain, snow and ice problems. The membranes may be

plastic or rubber sheets, asphalt, or earth and grass. The fabricated

membranes should be able to withstand wide ranges in temperature as well as

ultraviolet rays.
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The rigid overlays can be used in conjunction with membranes or as the

only covering. While not particularly impervious in total, eacr. rigic

overlay section is usually weather-tight and provides the greatest benefit

in controlling wind erosion. These overlays are fabricated in sections

which are a small fraction of the sheet sizes, allowing more flexibility in

stack placement and reclaim operations.

3.2.1.3 Sheds . Sheds are used to store relatively valuable materials that

have exposure restrictions to moisture and other contaminants. The shed

interiors are generally free of columns or posts which would interfere

with stacking or reclaiming. Sheds can be round, square, or rectangular

at their foundations and can have floor areas well in excess or 100,000

square feet. Their shape is a function of both the stored material and

the method of stacking and reclaiming. A variation of the shed concept is

the inflatable enclosure, which may provide a quickly-erected covering for

bulk materials.

3.2.2 Reclaim

Reclaiming is essentially the counter function of stacking. In almost

all cases, reclaiming is the means by which materials are moved from

storage tc transfer conveyors. In very large operations, wheel loaders,

bulldozers or draglines provide the movement over relatively grea:

distances from dead storage to locations accessible to reclaimers.

A reclaimer provides a nearly continuous flow of material to the

transfer conveyors. The more continuous the reclaim action, the more

continuous is the flow to the conveyors. Bucket wheels and rakes are

examples of continuous reclaimers, while other bucket and scraper types are

usually slower and somewhat discontinuous. Other common types of reclaim

equipment include various types of feeders located under a stockpile, or

gravity, where the material simply falls through a chute onto a feeder or

conveyor

.

3 . 3 CONVEYAKCE

Conveyors are the links between the various functions of any bulk

materials handling system. Almost all of these conveyors are fixed. The

width, speed and gradient values of the conveyors are dependent upon the

handled material's weight and angle of repose along with the desired

material flow rate. When these values are determined, idler spacine, power

requirements, flight spacing and the geometry and dimensions of transfer/

discharge points may be established. All of this information is used to
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design the foundations and superstructures that support the fixed

conveyors. When more than one material is conveyed, most or all of the

design procedure is duplicated to detemine if any variatior.s are req-ired

in the operating procedures, equipment or structures /foundations

.

When designing conveyor systems, ensure that horizontal and vertical

clearances are maintained between the conveyor system structures and the

railroad. Generally, the conveyor system is more easily moved during new

facility design, but other constraints may dictate a shift in railroad track

to maintain clearances.

During conveyor design, it is particularly important to size the

conveyors for the proper capacity between each component of Che materials

handling system. Those conveyors whose failure would hinder or prevent the

loading or unloading of time-sensitive railroad shipments may require

redundancy if the economic penalties of an inoperative system are great.

Chutework and splitter or diverter gates are generally a part of fixed

conveyor systems. These components act as valves and conduits to provide

flowways for bulk solids between the head of conveyors and other components in

the system. Chutework and gates should be designed to provide even gravity

flow of materials without clogging, and should be designed to resist the

corrosion and abrasion of the materials being handled.

3.6 SAMPLING AND WEIGHING

Sampling has two basic purposes: establish or verify the materials'

constituents, and to provide a basis for blending materials of varying

constituents and origins. Sampling and weighing may take place at the

entrance to the facility, if it is the final destination for the material,

or at the exit of the facility, if it is being forwarded to another

destination. The AAR Scale Handbook , contained in the AREA Manual ,

provides further guidance on the installation and operation of weighing

facilities.

Generally, belt scales serve as the weighing device for both loading

and unloading systems. They provide both instantaneous and cumulative

material flows for invoicing, for controlling weight of materials placed in

each car or other transport vessel, and for control of blending operations

within the facility.

Many facilities now have on-site track scales also. Loading

facilities use their scales tc control car loading and check for overloads

before the cars leave the facility. The track scales may also be used for

invoicing purposes at either a loading or unloading facility.
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Bin scales are frequently used at modern unit-train load-in-mot ion

facilities. A bin is placed on a set of load cells connected to an

electronic weighing device. The bin serves as a holding receptacle for

each carload of material, where the material can be accurately weighed

before being loaded in the car. The bin is installed under a large surge

silo with sufficient capacity to rapidly load the bin. Once the desired

weight of material is in the bin, the flow of material to the bin is cut

off by the operator or automatically, and Che material is dumped into the

car by flood loading. A smaller version of this device is called a hopper

scale, which may be used in some smaller, lower production facilities to

load single cars.

A.O PLANT TRACKS

The configuration and extent of plant tracks at bulk materials

handling terminals will be determined by the type of traffic expected to

use the terminal over its service life. Terminals intended for unit train

loading and unloading will require trackage different from those terminals

utilizing a random dump operation, and high-capacity terminals will require

trackage that is generally more complex and extensive than a low-capacity

terminal

.

With the shift to 100-ton-capacity cars for bulk material shipments,

wheel and axle loads have increased at most bulk material handling

terminals. At many high-capacity terminals, annual gross tonnage may

approach that of a major main line. For new construction or expansion of

existing terminals, the use of heavy rail and deep ballast section is

recommended, particularly for those terminals with unit train service or

high volume random dump systems. Particular attention should be given to

drainage away from the track and subgrade.

For rotary dump installations, particularly where unit train service

is provided, rail should be heavily anchored for several hundred feet

either side of the dumper. This should be done tc prevent rail creepage

into the dumper platen caused by the movement of cars in one direction

through the damper ana by temperature expansion. As an alternate, a rail

expansion joint may be used instead of the increased anchorage.

Flange lubricators are recommended to reduce rail and flange wear on

curves sharper that three degrees on leads, unloading or loading loops, and

other tracks at the terminal that receive frequent, heavily loaded rail

traffic. Section 5-5-10 of the AREA Manual contains further guidance

concerning rail lubrication.
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4.1 TEIACK GEOMETRY

The crack, geometry for bulk, material handling terminals should allow

for adequate storage and operating capacity for the terminal, with

efficient flow of rail traffic through the terminal. Since the geometry

for facilities serving unit trains generally differs from those using

random dump facilities, the requirements for each will be discussed

separately. Some terminals have a combination of unit train and random

dump, and these should be carefully designed so that both types of

operations are efficiently accommodated.

4.1.1 Unit Train Trackage

Leads and loop tracks for unit trains snould be designed so that a

unit train can clear the main line before arriving at the dumper or thaw

shed, and remain clear of the main line after dumping is complete. If more

than one unit train is expected at the facility on a regular basis,

consideration should be given to passing sidings or extra track so that the

trains will not foul each other while in the terminal. If possible, track

geometry should allow the unit train to clear and enter the main line with

minimal speed restriction.

The following are recommended geometry standards for unit train

loading and unloading trackage. It is recognized that all sites will not

allow these standards, and many railroads will have more stringent

standards than those contained herein. In any case, close coordination

with the connecting railroad operating and engineering departments should

be maintained, so that deviations from these standards do not become so

excessive that unit train operation becomes delayed, unreliable, or unsafe.

The AAR Train Dynamics Simulator program may be used to check for

operational problems over specific alignments and grades.

Desirable maximum curvature on loops - 7 degree-30 minutes.

Desirable maximum gradient on approach to loop - 1 percent,

compensated for curvature.

Level trackage on unloading loop is desirable, or slight upgrade to

unloading trestle or pit.

Desirable minimum size main line and loop turnout - Number 10.

Desirable vertical curves - vertical rate of change per 100-foor

station no more that 0.10 in sags and 0.20 in summits.
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1

For rotary dumpers and track scales, the manufacturer's

recommendations should be closely followed for vertical and horizontal

alignment adjacent to those facilities. Adverse curvature and gradients

can lead to slack run-in or run-out, leading to inaccurate scale readings,

poor train positioner/car indexer performance, or damage to rolling stock

or the dumper. Some rotary dump systems are positioned at the crest of a

slight (0.15 percent +) grade, so that slack is stretched in both

directions from the dumper.

For in-motion loading and unloading, a slow speed control unit is

commonly installed on the locomotive consist to move the train at a slow,

constant rate through the facility. A slight (0.15 percent ^) upgrade

through the unloading or loading facility is recommended to keep slack

action from affecting train speed.

For unit train loading facilities, gradients should be kept to a

minimum to ensure adequate braking control during the loading operation.

A. 1.2 Random-Dump Systems

Track geometry for random-dump systems varies widely with the type of

traffic through the terminal. A low-volume facility may be a single spur

over a small pit which will handle only a few cars, or it may be a major

bulk terminal with miles of yard tracks. Since random car dumping

generally involves more switching, consideration should be given to a

design which allows cars to be efficiently received and dispatched at the

terminal, similar to other yard requirements contained in Chapter 14 of

the AREA Manual. Sufficient car storage track should be available to

accommodate surges in traffic with adequate room allowed for switching

cars through the loading or unloading facility. In general, geometry

standards for random dump facilities are recommended below.

Desirable maximum curvature - 7 degrees, 30 minutes.

Ah<;olute maximum curvature - 12 degrees, 30 minutes.

Desirable minimum size turnout - Number 8.

Lead Tracks - as long as the longest storage track.

Gradients - preferably flat, unless cars are moved through the dumper

by gravity. Grades should be compatible with operation and control at

the facility. Grades for storage tracks should be such that
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application of hand brakes is not necessary, except for those tracks

serving a facility where cars are intended to roll by gravity over a

barney pit.

When laying out the approaches to the dumper, switching visibility is

particularly important in the dumper area. Sufficient walkways should be

provided along the dumper and lead tracks for coupling and uncoupling cars,

and for opening hopper doors. If air actuation of hopper doors is planned,

or if airslide or vacuum/pneumatic unloading are used, air and power

connections should be provided adjacent to the dumper area.

4.2 CAR HANDLING

Individual car handling will be required at many terminals. At some

major bulk material terminals, the material is stored in the cars until it

is required for loading into ships or barges. The material may be blended

as it is loaded on the vessel, and the cars must therefore be classified as

to their particular cargo, and assigned storage tracks so that they may be

retrieved in a specified order for blending. At other terminals, cars fror.

different shippers may be stored separately. Terminals of this type

approximate the size and function of major classification yards, and should

be designed accordingly. Chapter lA of the AREA Manual contains further

guidance regarding design and operation of large yards.

A. 2.1 Car Routing

Automatic car routing may be used in large terminals, with the

terminal designed as a small hump yard. Design guidelines contained in

Chapter lA of the AREA Manual should be followed for the design of such

terminals

.

The requirements to blend coal by cars or process individual cars may

suggest the application of a kickback type system (Figure A-1) to solve

limited space considerations at a waterfront or other constrained site.

The system can be designed to all other recommendations stated in this

report and in the AREA Manual by applying hump yard principles except with

the crest function being replaced by a spring switch to reverse the

direction of the empty car. This permits a design in which the huT.r lead

(Load Yard) and bowl tracks (Empty Yard) can be adjacent. In general,

geometry standards for hump yards are to be followed with considtra: icn to

modification per the recommendations below:

Load Yard Grade Level or slightly upgrade to minimize slack

effect on engines or pushers.
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Dumper Platen Height This should be maximized considering cars to

be processed are empties (higher

reliabilities) and head wind effect is mere

frequent at waterfront locations.

Kick Back Height Higher than the platen to allow for possible

tail wind effect.

Empty Yard Grade The grade in the empty yard may require a

steeper down grade than normally recommended

as higher average rolling resistance and head

winds will have a greater effect on the

operation. If tail winds exist, empty coal

cars usually can accommodate higher coupling

speeds than general consist cars.

4.2.2 Retarders

Retarders may be provided for car speed control and indexing ir.

automatic systems, and retarders may be provided at the ends of

classification tracks, similar to those found in hump yards. Chapter 14,

Part 2 of the AREA Manual addresses the design and placement of retarder

systems

.

5.0 MARINE FACILITIES

Marine facilities as discussed herein are confined to those facilities

which transfer bulk granular materials between vessels and railroad cars.

The primary factors involved in the handling of bulk materials at a

marine facility are the transient nature of the vessel and its size

relative to a rail car or unit train. Both the vessel and the railcars are

generally considered to be more financially productive when they are

enroute. Therefore, one of the first decisions to be made will be should

the facility provide for intransit storage of the cargo. If no storage is

provided, then only direct transfer can take place. This means that either

the vessel or railcars will generally have to wait on the other mode of

transportation.

The size of the units on both sides of the .transfer can vary widely.

On the rail side units might be single cars frorr 70 to 100* tons, multi-car

units of 5 to 30 cars each, or fully dedicated unit trains carrying from

9000 to 13000 tons.

Vessel sizes will be governed to some degree by the waterway on which

the facility is located. Barges on the inland waterway system
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(Mississippi, Ohio Rivers, etc.) are usually loaded to 1500 tons for bulk

materials. Some specialty barges have greater capacities. These barges

may be transported as single units in general tows or as multi-barge arrays

in unit tows. The size of these multi-barge tows will vary depending on

the characteristics of the waterway.

Facilities at deep draft ports also encounter a wide range of vessel

sizes .

Small coastal bulk carriers may have a capacity of 20,000 to 30,000

tons. The "Panamax" vessel size ranges from 40,000 to 60,000 *. tons, with

the size limited to a vesse'. which is capable of transiting the Panama

Canal

.

Larger bulk carriers, particularly those used in coal and ore service,

may have carrying capacities in the 200,000+ ton range. Many ports in

North America are deepening, or planning to deepen, their channels and

berthing areas to accommodate these large ships.

This description of the array of water carrier sizes that might be

encountered is intended to provide some idea of the area required for

either in transit cargo storage or railcar holding areas. If a variety of

cargo types or ownership must be accommodated at a single facility the

evaluation becomes more complex.

Numerous activities involved in the loading or unloading of railcars

and vessels will disrupt the efficient flow of material. Some of the more

common are the shifting of railcars and opening and closing of discharge

gates. On river barges covers may need to be moved, trim and draft to be

adjusted, or final clean-up accomplished, and barges must be shifted into

and out of position. Deep draft vessels have loading and unloading

sequences to be followed. These require that certain hatches be partially

filled or emptied initially. The others may then be filled or emptied

completely before completing the process in the initial hatches. In

loading, final trim and list adjustments must be made, and for unloading

there is the final cleanup process. Small, low volume facilities with

fixed position loading or unloading stations will require additional time

for vessel shifting, whereas larger facilities are generally equipped with

rail mounted traveling equipment that makes vessel shifting unnecessary.

When considering the total investment involved in a large facility it

is advisable to consider running computer simulations of various system

configurations to determine the most appropriate system.
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5.1 DIRECT TRANSFER

The choice of a direct transfer facility with no capacity for

in-transit cargo storage imposes some requirements on the facility that

would otherwise be provided by the storage capacity of the facility.

In order to minimize interruptions to material flow during shifting or

trimming of vessels, or the switching of railcars, a surge bin cr surge

pile should be provided to buffer material flow between modes.

Direct transfer systems are generally less complex and capital

intensive than a system of comparable capacity with stack-out and reclaim

facilities for in-transit storage. In its simplest forms, the direct

transfer system could be a short trestle over an inlet where railcars dump

directly into a barge below, or a small dock where a clamshell crane

unloads barges directly into a railcar. The direct transfer system is

generally efficient for smaller movements, wfiere lading is transferred

between a few barges or a small vessel and railcars. Once the disparity

between modes becomes greater, such as the loading of several unit trains

into a single vessel, the scheduling of trains and vessels requires a much

larger and more complex site. The magnitude of the volumes involved then

lessens the efficiencies of the direct transfer because of restraints and

requirements placed on the rest of the water and rail transportation

system, such as vessel waiting time and the yard space required to store a

great number of railcars. There are, however, very large direct transfer

systems in use, such as the ship-loading facilities at Hampton Roads,

Virginia.

5.2 IN-TRANSIT STORAGE

When a marine terminal facility has the capacity to provide for the

in-transit storage of cargo its flexibility of operation is greatly

increased. So to are the factors influencing the layout and design of the

facility. The capacity to accumulate quantities of cargo in storage areas

allows the receiving and loading operations to be handled independently.

This means one operation will not be waiting on the other to proceed.

Occasionally systems with this arrangement will have occasion to operate in

a direct transfer.

A system with storage capacity can be looked upon as two independent

yet integrated operations. Often the two systerr.s will have significantly

different optimum throughput rates. If so, then the occasional direct

transfer operation should be arranged to operate at the higher capacity.

This may mean that the material flow must be supplemented from or partially

diverted to the storage area.
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The storage area itself becomes an item of significant design

consideration. Marine terminals seldom serve one owner with only one grade

of one product. Therefore, the storage facility must be able to store and

reclaim a number of products with complete segregation from other products

being handled. Further discussion of stockout and reclaim system design

may be found in Section 3.2 of this report.

5.3 FACILITY LAYOUT

Just as facilities with storage function differently than facilities

without storage, these two types of facilities have differing layout

requirements. If no storage capacity is provided, the rail dump or load

area should be located as close as practical to the vessel load/discharge

point. This to reduce the cost of the conveying equipment.

Total horizontal distance is not the only measure. Many installations

occur in areas that are flood prone and the rail facility lies behind some

forrr. of flood protection. In these cases the cargo must be conveyed over

the top of the protective structure. Since all materials have a limit to

the angle at which they can be conveyed, the combined influence of maximum

conveyor angle and height of flood protection structure will set the

location of the rail load/unload device.

Systems with storage capacity have somewhat less location depender.re

between the rail and vessel facilities. These components along with the

storage area should be arranged to optimize the economy of the total

installation. Facilities with storage capacity can generally be grouped

into two configuration types; star or flow-thru. The flow-thru plan can be

pictured as a single, one directional conveyance system with capacity to

diver: material from the conveyor to storage or reclaim it to the conveyor

at many locations along the flow path. The star plan has three conveyor

legs radiating from a single point. The three legs serve the rail, vessel

and storage operations respectively.

Figure 5-1 shows a rail to barge transfer facility with unit train

capability. The terminal is designed so that unit train loading or

unloading operations will not foul the main line. A star plan conveyor

system is used in the transfer system. Future storage expansion ha? been

provided, and surge piles are included to minimize terminal time for barges

and unit trains.
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6.0 STRUCTURES

Structures at bulk material handling terminals vary from a simple

building housing office facilities to massive silos, barns, dumper

structures, and conveyor supports. The design of structures for bulk.

material handling terminals may be governed by local building codes and

ordinances as well as national standards, such as AISC or ACI . For

structures housing rotary car dumpers, conveyors, crushers, stackers, or

other handling equipment, the design must be closely coordinated with the

equipment manufacturers, so that the loads placed upon the structure by

equipment dead or live loads is taken into account.

For structures such as trestles or pit track supports, Cooper E-8G

loading should normally be used in design, so that heavy locomotives and

high-capacity cars may safely use the facility. For short wheel base cars

containing dense lading, such as iron ore cars, spans should be analyzed

for loadings in excess of E-80.

Special structural treatment may be required for structures housing

crushers, car shakers, or large fans, so tha: vibrational harmor.;cs are

avoided. Similarly, structures located in regions of high earthquake or

wind loading potential may require special structural techr..ques tc er.s-r£

structural integrity during earthquakes. Addition guidance for the design

of structures for railroad requirements may be found in the AREA Mar.ua 1 ,

Chapter 6-Buildings, Chapter 8-Concrete Structures and Foundations, and

Chapter 13-Steel Structures.

6.1 SPACE REQUIREMENTS AND STORAGE

Each structure housing machinery and equipment should be designed to

provide easy access to the machinery for maintenance, repair, and cleaning.

Electrical and other environmentally sensitive equipment should be housed

in rooms or enclosures free from dust, moisture, and excessive vibration.

Structures ccr.structed over or adjacen: :c trackage £h:_lc pr:. ;:•:

sufficient clearance for passage of railroad equipment, and provide space

for track maintenance and cleanup of spilled lading. Special attention

should be given to the clearance of such items as extended-vision cabs and

cabooses, warning lights, horns, locomotive air conditioners, and the

generous dimensions of the new generation of high-capacity bulk material

cars. For unload-in-mot ion bottom-dump structures, the position of the

door actuating third rail system must be carefully located. Loading chutes

should be located so that they will clear railroad equipment. Sr;itutory
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clearances must be maintained, or a variance obtained from both the

operating railroad and the state for clearances below the minimarr..

Material storage structures serve to separate the bulk material fror,

the environment, and often to elevate the material for gravity flow.

Sufficient material storage should be provided in these structures fcr

efficient operation of the entire system. Bottoms of such structures

should be designed to prevent bridging by providing multiple nopper

bottoms, adequate openings and gates for material flow, and correct hopper

bottom slopes. For rake or circular plow reclaim systems, long clear spans

in the storage areas are often necessary. For structures housing two or

more different materials, walls and barriers may be necessary to segregate

the materials. Loading conditions for multiple bin or silo structures must

be carefully examined to prevent damage or collapse wher. bins are loaded

di f f erent ially

.

Structures should be designed to accommodate truck-mounted vacuuT.

cleaners and small front-end loaders for cleanup of material spills.

Material spills, especially on high-volume systems, may be as much as

several truckloads. Access provisions should be generous to allow for

maneuvering of this equipment.

Trestles and track support structures in pits should be designed for

minimal restriction to material flows through the structure. Structural

members should be designed so that material is not retained cr. flar.ges cr

other structures.

In dumper and loading structures, the operator's enclosure should be

located so that the operator has an unobstructed view of the cars being

unloaded or loaded.

6.2 MATERIALS

Construction materials for structures are generally concrete for

below-grade portions, with concrete or steel for superstructures. Metal

wall panel may be used to sheath the above-grade portion of machinery

structures and transfer towers. For bins and silos subject to pressures

from stored materials, reinforced concrete or structural steel is generally

used

.

Steels used in bulk handling facilities, especially in the handling of

corrosive or abrasive materials, should be capable of withstanding the

corrosive or abrasive environment. Chutework and other high-wear areas may

be provided with replaceable liners, so that structural integrity is

maint a ined

.
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Wall panel or sheathing of structures should be designed for low

maintenance and easy cleaning.

6.3 FOUNDATIONS

Bulk material terminals are frequently located in areas with high

water tables. Structures such as unloading pits or dumper buildings should

be designed consioering uplift due to high water table, and should

incorporate waterproofing techniques to keep groundwater from flooding the

structure. Dewatering methods during construction mus: also be considered.

Foundation conditions for silos and other tall structures require

careful analysis, to guard against an overturning or differential

settlement condition.

For stockpiles, a foundation analysis may indicate that a soil preload

or prepared surface may be necessary to provide a stable subgrade for

stockpiling. In some instances, paving the stockpile area may be

necessary.

7.0 SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Bulk material handling systems must be designed for safety of

operation and maintenance, and protection of the environment. In many

areas, an adjacent bulk material handling facility may be a sensitive issue

to its neighbors, causing concern over noise, dust, and liquid or solid

wastes generated by the facility. The safety of terminal operating crews

and railroad personnel in the facility is also of great concern. The

AREA Manual , Chapter 13-Environmental Engineering, provides further

guidance concerning environmental engineering for bulk handling structures.

7.1 PERSONNEL SAFETY

In a bulk materials handling terminal, personnel must be protected

from falling or tripping hazards, falling bulk materials, fire, and

electrical shock. Unloading pits and trestles, and rotary dumper

structures are especially hazardous, and should be protected to the maximum

extent with handrails or other safety barriers. At the pcirts where track

passes over a pit or open hopper, the opening must be clearly marked, with

additional lighting to call attention to tne hazard. Warning lignts and

horns may be provided wnen car positioners are moving trains over the

dumper, or when rotary dumpers are being actuated. In long sheds where

locomotives may be standing or slowly moving, adequate exhaust ventilation

is necessary to prevent diesel fumes from building up in the shed.
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Precautions should be taken during design and in operation to prevent

hazardous slopes on material stockpiles which might slide or give way. In

overhead bins and silos, or in other material storage or flow areas where

personnel may have to work occasionally, precautions should be taken to ensure

that gates, conveyors, feeders, or other equipment cannot be accidentally

actuated while workers are in those spaces.

The designer and operators should design and operate the terminal

compliance with federal, state, and local laws concerning the protection of

workmen and other persons in the workplace. The Occupational Health and

Safety Act (OSHA) Standards provide guidance for Personnel Safety. For

loading or unloading facilities in areas covered by the Mine Safety and

Health Act (MSHA), MSHA standards will take precedence over OSHA.

7.2 DUST CONTROL

Many materials handled in bulk granular solids terminals tend tc

generate dust. Terminal operations will increase the generation of dust

during loading, unloading, conveying, stockout and reclaim operations.

Dust may be a health hazard, and may also create an explosion hazard under

certain conditions. Federal, state, and local laws also govern the control

of fugitive dust in the environment.

Dust may be suppressed with water sprays, or collected by forced

airflow into cyclones or baghouses, or a surfactant may be spread over the

material to retard dust. As described in Section 3, membranes or covers

may be placed on material stockpiles to control dust. Each conveyor

transfer point, and loading and unloading facilities should have seme dust

control capability, since those areas will tend to generate the most dust

during handling. If dust is a problem during conveyage, conveyor galleries

may be partially or fully covered. Dust control may also be necessary on

terminal roadways and parking areas. Paving a material storage area or

parking lot will also relieve some dust proolems. Cnapter 13, Secticr. 1.5,

of the AREA Manual also addresses dust control for dry materials handling.

Good housekeeping in structures, conveyor galleries, and other

material handling areas will also enhance dust control.

7.3 NOISE ABATEMENT

Bulk material handling terminals, by their nature, are noisy areas.

Car shakers, car retarders, conveyor transfer points, crushers or grinders,

dust control fans, and mobile equipment all are primary ncise generators.

Some noise generators may be placed in buildings or shrouded in some way to
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reduce noise on the site. Landscaping and earth berms may also be used to

shield noise from other areas. Proper mufflers on equipment will further

reduce noise levels. Areas with unavoidable high noise levels should be

clearly marked, and personnel should be required to wear hearing protection

while working in those areas.

Federal, state, and local laws concerning ncise should be caref-liy

considered during the design and operation of any bulk material handling

facility, so that the facility meets the statutory requirements concerning

ncise.

7.4 WATER POLLUTION

Water runoff or drainage from many bulk material stockpiles is

hazardous to the environment. Such water must be collected and treated

before leaving the site. In addition, the terminal may have a small

treatment plant for sanitary waste, and may require an oil separator for

equipment fueling and maintenance areas. At terminals where cars or

vessels are cleaned after unloading or before loading, any cleaning waste

will also require treatment. The AREA Manual , Chapter 13, Section 1,

further discusses wastes from car cleaning and other sources.

Federal, state and local laws concerning discharges to screams, storm

sewers, and ditches should be carefully researched to ensure that the

facility will be in compliance with the statutes during construction and

operat ion

.

When considering the modification or expansion of an existing

terminal, consideration should be given to potential asbestos abatement

problems in existing buildings and structures, and PCB contamination of

existing transformers, capacitors, and switchgear.

8.0 SECURITY

Most bulk material handling facilities do not handle materials of much

value in small quantities. However, mobile equipmer.t, fuel supplies,

repair equipment, and other items may be subject to theft or vandalism. In

addition, trespassers could easily become trapped or injured m storage or

load/unload facilities, and theft of materials by the truckload is a

possibility. Security for these facilities is therefore necessary.

Usually, a chain link fence and lighting of high-risk areas is

sufficient to discourage trespassers. Material retaining walls also may

double as a security fence. Gates sho-ld be provided fcr rail and
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vehicular access. Primary truck, access should route inbound or outbound

loads across the truck scales, if truck scales are installed on the site.

A roadway system maintained throughout the terminal is invaluable to

provide security and firefighting access as well as maintenance access fo!

the terminal facilities.
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Memoir
Robert Maurice Brown

1918 - 1987

Robert M. Brown, 69, retired Chief Engineer of the Union Pacific Railroad, as well as an AREA
past President and Honorary Member, died Aug. 14, 1987, while vacationing at his summer home,

near Anaconda, Montana.

A railroader since graduating from the University of Utah with a B.S.C.E. in 1941 , Mr. Brown first

went to work for the UP as an instrument man. He progressed quickly through the ranks of the

engineering department, and served as the railroad's Chief Engineer from 1965 until his retirement in

1983.

Not one to sit back in retirement, Mr. Brown immediately began a consulting business and was still

very much a part of the railroading scene. An AREA member since 1948, he was active in committees

4, 24 and 31 , and held the position of Chairman of Committee 4 from 1975 until 1977. Mr. Brown was

elected as an AREA Director in 1967 and President in 1972. In 1978 he was named "Railroad Man of

the Year" by Modern Railroads magazine. He is survived by his wife, Lynn, and daughters Helen and

Lisa.
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